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Preface

n ninternational Wildland Fire Foam Symposium and Workshop was held 3-5 May 1994, in Thunder Bay,Aon oCanlT symposium and Workshop was hosted by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
and spo"so're by theNational Wildfire Coordinating Group (N WCG) through its Fire Equipment Working Team
FEwZd by the Canadian Committee on Forest Fire Management (CCFFM) through its Forest Fire Equipment
Working Group (FFEWG). The stated objectives of the Symposium were to:

1 Review the state-of-the-art in wildland fire foam research, development, and application
2. Assess^progress that has been made in RaDand application since the International Symposium held m

Denver, Colorado, in 1988
3. Identify and prioritize needs and/or areas for future work
4. Make appropriate recommendations for action

The Proceedings begin with ashort history of the Task Group for International/Interagency Foams and
Applications Systems by its Chairperson, 'Doc" Smith. It includes professional papers presented during the
Symposium and biographical sketches of the presenters.

Based on the information obtained from the professional papers presented, the participants broke into five
groups to make recommendations for guidance of future efforts in foam application and use. The participant
groups were assigned the topics of Foam Properties, Foam Effectiveness, Foam and the Environment, Foam
Application and Use - Ground, and Foam Application and Use - Air. The group's recommendations are included
on pages 167-170.

The Symposium was followed by aFoam Tactics and Applications Workshop, 5-7 May, 1994, sponsored by
the Canadian Committee on Forest Fire Management, Forest Fire Equipment Working Group and was dedicated
to an exchange of information between forest fire management agencies and industry representatives. After
vendor presentations, session participants had the opportunity to view company displays and talk with compa
ny representatives individually.

The second part of this Workshop included presentations by Canadian and American agencies on individual
foam programs, several field demonstrations, and apanel discussion. These discussions led to the view that it is
now up to individual agencies to explore the future use of foam within their fire management program.

The International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium and Workshop was jointly chaired by Bob Joens and
Gordon Ramsey. Other members of the organizing Steering Committee were Bob Bailey, Ed Bons, Chuck George,
Doug Higgins, Paul McBay, Sig Palm, "Doc" Smith, Jim Stumpf, and Reidar Vollebekk.

The Steering Committee would like to extend its sincerest appreciation to Karan Aquino, Director, Aviation,
Flood and Fire Management Branch, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, whose organization hosted and
whose staff coordinated the numerous activities required** a successful meeting. We wish to thank the speak
ers (and their co-authors, as applicable) and moderators for their obvious contribution. We would also like to
acknowledge the support and give much deserved credit to the following who contributed so much to the suc
cess of the Symposium:

> Dianne Trethewey and Julie Uchida, USDA Forest Service, Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory, NWST,
Missoula, Montana.

>• Nancy Steward, USDA Forest Service, Fire and Aviation Management, Washington, D.C.
>April Donak, Janet Margarit, and Wilma Bodnar, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Northwest Regional

Office, Thunder Bay, Ontario.

>- Eliza Andersen and Margo Strachan, Canadian Forest Service, Petawawa National Forestry Institute,
Chalk River, Ontario.



International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium and Workshop

Thunder Bay, Ontario, 3-5May, 1994

AGENDA

Monday, May2

1900 - 2200 Registration and Icebreaker -Scandia I

Tuesday, May 3

0730 - 0830 Late Registration

0830 Symposium Opening - Gordon Ramsey, CFS/PNFI

Official Welcome - Cam Clark, NW Regional Director, OMNR j
Keynote Address - Karen Aquino, Director of Aviation, Flood, and Fire, OMNR

Introductions - Gordon Ramsey, CFS/PNFI

General Symposium Information - EdBons, OMNR

Overview of Symposium - BobJoens, USDA Forest Service, WO

Background
(Unit Leader, BobJoens)

Review of Denver Meeting: Identified Needs and Direction, Post-Denver Meeting accom
plishments - Doc Smith, USDA Forest Service, Kaibab, NF

Status: International Wildland Fire Foam Specification and NFPA 298-Foam Chemicals For
Fire Control - Revision Update - Chuck George, USDA Forest Service, NWST

1000 Break

1015 Properties and Effectiveness
(Unit Leaders: Bob Bailey, NWT, DRR and Cecilia Johnson, USDA Forest Service, NWST)'

Efforts In Characterizing Wildland Fire Foams - Cecilia Johnson, USDA Forest Service, NWST

Suppression /Extinguishing Effectiveness (Water/Foam Comparison)

NFPA Recent and Future Studies -JiichBielen, NFPA

U.S. Army Studies (Ft. Belvoir) - Sam Duncan, U.S. Army

Underwriter Laboratories (UL) Studies - Bill Carey, UL

1130 Lunch

1245 NIST Studies - Dan Madrzykowski, NIST

NRC Studies: Performance of Compressed Air Class A Foam in Fixed Systems -
Andrew K. Kim, Bogdan Dlugogorski, George ECrampton, and Jack R. Mawhinney

VI



Quantative Evaluation of Enhanced Water Fire Suppression

Past and Future Class A Foam Crib Bums and Natural Fuel Burn Tests - Bruce Edwards,
Fire Tech Engineering, BC

Foam Enhanced Retardants - Operational Burns Trials - Judy Beck, British Columbia,
Ministry of Forests

1415 Break

1430 Application and Use
(Unit Leaders: Sig Palm, USDA Forest Service, SDTDC and Doug Higgins, CFS, PNFI)

History of Foam Use InCanada - Randy Lafferty, C.O.F.I. of BC

Summary of Wildland Fire Foam in Canada - Bob Bailey, NWT, DRR

Effectiveness and Application of Foam inSpain - Ricardo Velez Munoz, ICONA (Spain)

Acceptance of Foam Use in Fire Suppression in British Columbia - Bob Beck, BC,
Ministry of Forests

Foam Use in the Province of Quebec - Francois Lefebvre, SOPFEU Quebec

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis in Considering Fire Suppression - DaveMartell,
Universityof Toronto

Indirect Tactical Applications with Foam - Paul Schlobohm, BLM, NIFC

CAFS Power Systems and Proportioning Equipment Performance - Dan McKenzie,
USDA Forest Service, SDTDC

1700 Close of Day

1830 Banquet

Wednesday, May 4

0800 Application and Use

Utilization of Foam from Water Scooping Aircraft in Ontario - Gordon Luke, OMNR

Environmental

(Unit Leaders: PaulMcBay, OMNR and ChuckGeorge, NWST)

The Ecological Impact of Fire Protection - Luc Duchesne, CFS, PNFI

FS Risk Assessment Study/Labat-Anderson, Inc.
• Human Health Risk Assessment - ChnsBoivin, LAI

• Ecological Risk Assessment - Cyndi Bailor, LAI

Toxicity, Health and Safety of Wildland Fire Foams - Bob Saboi, Stillmeadow Laboratories

0940 Break

VII



1000

1130

1150

1300

1700

Toxicity of Foams to Plant and Animal Communities

Overview of NBS Recent and Planned Studies - Susan Finger, USDI, NBS, NFCRC

Terrestrial Vegetation Response to Silv-Ex Application - Diane Larson, USDI, NBS, NPWRC

Toxicity of Fire Retardant Chemicals to Wildlife Species - NimishB. Vyas, USDI, NBS, PWRC

Toxicity of Fire Retardant Chemicals to Aquatic Organisms - Steven J. Hamilton, USDI,
NBS, NFCRC

Toxicity of Fire Suppressant Foams to the Aquatic Community - Barry C. Poulton, USDI
NBS, NFCRC

Quebec Ecotoxicological Study On Fire Extinguishing Foams - Robert Langevin,
Quebec Ministere des Ressources Naturelles

Lunch

Symposium Committee Workshops
(Unit Leaders: BobJoens and Gordon Ramsey)

Properties and Effectiveness

Environmental

Application and Use

Others as Needed

End of Day

Thursday, May5

0800

1130

1330-1800

Reports from Symposium Workshop Committees

Discussion

Recommendations/Conclusions

Wrap Up and Evaluation

End of International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium and Workshop
PostSymposium Activities

Vendor Displays and Presentations

vw
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Karan Aouino l/raran was appoint Director of the Aviation, Flood and Fire Management Branch in
lYJanuary, 1994. She had recently returned from a oneyear educational leave ofabsence

to complete her post-graduate studies in Developmental Economics at the London School of Economics in
London, England.

Karan has 16 years of administrative and management experience with the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources, most of it in communities across Northern Ontario. Her more recent assignments have been Acting
Director, Human Resources during the 1992 reorganization, and Acting District Manager in Fort Frances.

R.P. (Bob) Bailey Dob comPleted aDiploma in Forest Technology and a Bachelor's degree at Lakehead
Dunivesityin 1971 and 1973 respectively. Prior to moving to the Northwest Territories

in 1974 he wasemployed on fire crews at Thunder Bay and in woodland operations forAbitibi Paper. He has
held progressively more responsible positions in the Forest Fire Management Program in the Northwest
Territories in Inuvik and Fort Smith. He assumed his current role in 1987 when the program was transferred from
the Government of Canada to the Government of the Northwest Territories.

Cyndi Bailor f^W® Ba,lor is a senior environment scientist and task manager with 5years experience in
wisk assessment and environment impact analysis. She has conducted human health and

ecological risk assessments on insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, and fire suppression chemicals for the Forest
Service and the USDA Animal and PlantHealth Inspection Service (APHIS). She has managed the preparationof
a programmatic Biological Assessment on proposed APHIS activities, and has led Endangered Species Act Section
7 consultationwith the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on pesticide issues. She has surveyed and analyzed biodi
versityissues for the Department of Energy, and has served as a senior specialist on EPA's Wetlands Protection
Hotline. Ms. Bailor is an M.A. candidate in Environmental Earth Sciences and Policy at Johns Hopkins University,
and received a B.S. in Natural Resources Management from the University of Maryland.

JUDI BECK Pducation-B.Sc. in Forestry, April 1985, University of New Brunswick, Canada; M.Sc. in Forestry,
LApril 1988, The Australian National University, Australia; Ph.D. Candidate, Curtin University,

Perth, Western Australia

During my sojourn in Australia (7 1/2 years), Iwas fortunate to have had the opportunity to work with a
number of forest and land management agencies including the Tasmanian Forestry Commission, the Department
of Conservationand Land Management in Western Australia, the National Parks and Wildlife Service in New
South Walesand the Bushfire Council in the Australian Capital Territory. Iworked on fire behaviour and effects
research in eucalypt forests and hummock grasslands, was involved in operational prescription planningand
burn implementation, and developed GIS based decision support systemsfor fire management. Iwas a GIS,
modelling and FORTRAN lecturer at Curtin University, and was involved in basic fire behaviourtraining for the
Department of Conservation and Land Management in Western Australia. I am currently a Research Analyst with
the Fire Management, Analysis and Development section of Protection Branch, and have been working for the
British Columbia Ministry of Forestssince May 1993.

RICHARD P. Bielen IV AL B,e,en isa Senior Fire Protection Engineer with the National Fire Protection
1VIResearch Foundation. He has been with the Research Foundation for three years.

Priorto working for the Research Foundation, Mr. Bielen was a Senior Fire Protection Engineerfor the National
Fire ProtectionAssociation and worked for several fire protection engineering firms.

Mr. Bielen has a Bachelorsof Science in Electrical Engineeringand a Masters of Science in Fire Protection
Engineering both from Worcester PolytechnicInstitute. He is also a registered Fire Protection Engineer.



Mr. Bielen is presently the project manager for the National Class AFoam Fire Test Project, conducted by the
Research Foundation at Underwriters Labor-atories Inc.

Christine Boivin ^hristine Boivin is asenior environmental scientist and project manager at LABAT-
V-ANDERSON Incor-porated, where she directs the Risk Assessment/Environmental

Analysis Group. She has led human health and ecological risk assessments of chemical, radiological, and biologi
cal substances for the U.S. Forest Service, Department ofDefense, Department of Energy, State Department,
Bureau ofLand Management, and Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service. She has also developed briefings
and reports on risk communication approaches for the Department of Defense and Department of Energy.

Ms. Boivin recently developed and presented a training course onthe use ofhealth-based risk assessment in
the site restoration process at the U.S. Air Force School ofAerospace Medicine in San Antonio, Texas. She is cur
rently managing a contract to provide technical support to the U.S. Forest Service for human health and ecologi
cal risk assessment, as well as overseeing LABAT-ANDERSON'S international environmental projects. Ms. Boivin
has an M.S. in Environmental Science from George Washington University and a B.S. in Environmental Chemistry
from the University of Michigan.

Bill Carey D'"Carev is aSenior staff Eng'neer in tne Fire Suppression Section of the Engineering Services
IJDivision at Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) main office and test station in Northbrook,

Illinois. He started his career at UL in 1966 and has a bachelor of Science Degree in Fire Protection Engineering
and a Masters Degree in Business Administration from Illinois Institute ofTechnology. Mr. Carey isa registered
Professional Engineer and Past President of the Chicago Chapter ofthe Society ofFire Protection Engineers.

Bill is a memberof numerous National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) technical committees including
l;oam, Halon, Carbon-Dioxide, Dry and WetChemicals, Water-Mist and Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing Systems.
He is also a member ofthe U.S. Delegation to the International Standards Organization (ISO) committees of Fire
Extinguishers, Foam and Sprinkler Systems.

Mr. Carey hasserved as Project Manager for several National Fire Protection Research Foundation (NFPRF)
research projects including the National Class AFoam Research Project. Bill alsomanaged a Class AFoam
Research Project sponsored by the U.S. Army.

GEORGE Crampton IV Ar- Crarnpton is a Senior Technical Officer with the National Fire Lab. He came to
IVInrC in 1979 after completing the 3year Physics Engineering Technology pro-

Kram at Algonquin College. He has worked for the NFL since1980 designing and constructing instrumentation
.uul performingfull scale fire tests.

Hogan DLUGOGORSK1 PV* Bogdan Dlugogorski is a Research Associate at the National Fire Laboratory.
YJHe joined the NFL in 1993 after completing aPh. D. degree in Chemical

Iii(.;lneering at Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal. He also holds M. Eng. in Chemical Engineering from McGill
University and undergraduate degrees in Geophysics and Chemical Engineering, both from the University of
(iilf>iry. He isa professional engineer with the Ordre des ingenieurs du Quebec, a member of the American
lii'.lltute of Physics, a member of the Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering, and an associate member of
I!«• Society of Fire Protection Engineers. In his research, he investigates suppression of fires, both experimentally
mm by a means of numerical modelling. His other interests include measurement of heat release rates, investiga
te hi of the interaction between water mist and unconfined fires, and the development of fixed foam systems.
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Luc C Duchesne PV' Luc Ducnesne obtained a Bachelor's degree in forestry from Laval University in
L/1983, aMaster's degree from the University of Toronto in forest pathology in 1985,

and a Ph.D. in botany from the University of Guelph in 1988. From there he conducted post-doctoral studies at
MichiganState University in East Lansing, ErindaleCollege in Toronto, University of Toronto, and Petawawa
National Forestry Institute. He has been employed as a fire ecologist at the Petawawa National Forestry Institute
since1991, working on aspects of fire ecology including regeneration following fire, management of old-growth
forests, bio-diversity, and ecological impact of fire protection.

Samuel Duncan organization: Department of Army, Tank-Automotive Research, Development and
WEngineering Center fTARDEC), Mobility Technology Center - Belvoir, Fire Research and

Development

Official Mailing Address: Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center, Mobility Technology
Center - Belvoir, AMSTA-RBWQ DUNCAN, 10115 Gridley Road, Suite 128, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060-5843

Background: 22 years uniformed service with US Army; 3 years in Army research, development and engineer
ing; Active member of Greater Springfield Volunteer Fire Department (Springfield, VA); Member of National Fire
Protection Association

Education: Bachelor of Science, Business Management; Master of Arts, Procurement and Acquisition Management

C. Bruce Edwards C*'Bruce Edwards isResearch Director of Firetech Engineering Inc. inVancouver,
v-which was incorporated for fire suppression research.

While living at Wabasca in northern Alberta, where he gained experience in wildland firefighting, his interest
in better methods was awakened at 5:00 AM Nov 30,1978 when called to fight an arson fire, with Mark 3
pumps, in a new hospital. Noticing that plain water didn't wet fuel, he developed Class Afoam systems for urban
interface fires and developed the concept ofCritical Flow Rate (CFR), below which application of suppressant is
ineffective.

On his return from sixyears of consulting in Zimbabwe, Pakistan, Philippines and Indonesia,he conducted
exploratory burn tests in 1990 with Ronald R. Rochna, then of the National Interagency Fire Center. It seemed
that combining the CFR concept with Class Afoam/CAFS could produce dramatic results, but that scientifically
credible quantitative evaluation was needed to compareand optimize suppressionsystems. Mr Rochna therefore
asked him to initiate and coordinate this research. Bruce D. Lawson of Forestry Canada and Lt-Col. Gaetan
Perron of the Canadian Forces secured initial funding, supplemented byfunding from Task Force Tips, KK
Products, Angus,Chemonics, Ansul and Robwen/Flameco.

He has established and headed departments of Nuclear Medicine and Computer Studies, co-founded a geo
physics research group, lectured in electrical engineering; and served as advisor to governments on computer
applicationsand technicaleducation. He has a BASc in Electrical Engineering and a MASc in Biomedical
Electronics from the University of Toronto, and isa graduate of the Institution of Fire Engineers in England.

Susan E. Finger £usan E. Finger is an aquatic toxicologist with the National Biological Survey and serves
.Das the Deputy for the Field Research Division atthe National Fisheries Contaminant

Research Center in Columbia, Missouri. Her research interests include effects of contaminants on survival of

striped bass in the Chesapeake Bayecosystem, effects of irrigation drainwaters on the aquatic ecosystems of the
western United States, ecotoxicological effects of oil spills in freshwater systems, and effects of fire retardant and
suppressant chemicals on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. She has authored or coauthored over 40 publica
tions.
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iaa lr \rv\ Ctnar* ^hucks work experience with the Forest Service began in 1958 and con-Charles W. il.huck; UEcmot ^sjsts Qf seven seasons on the Cus{er and Nez perce Natjona| Forests in

seasonal fire positions before joining the Fire Control Technology Unit of the Northern Forest Fire Laboratory.
There he assisted in the conduct of prescribed fire and fire control systems research. He conducted graduate
work at the Laboratory in prescribed fire research before joining the Fire Management Research Project in 1965
with responsibilities for fire retardant research studies. Besides conducting prescribed fire studies, he has con
ducted studies and programs related to fire retardants, aerial delivery systems, effectiveness, physical and chemi
cal characteristics of wildland fire chemicals, and operational retardant applications. He was project leader for
the operational retardant effectiveness (ORE) study and is now Program Leader for the National Wildfire
Suppression Technology (NWST) Unit.

Chuck received a B.S. degree in Forest Engineering from the University of Montana in 1964, and a M.S.
degree in Forestry (Fire Science) in 1969.

Stfvfisi J Hamilton I"Y steven l Hamilton is an aquatic toxicologist with the National Biological
\Jsurvey. He is currently Leader of the National Fisheries Contaminant Research

Center's Field Station in Yankton, SD. His research interests include development and evaluation of biological
indicators of contaminant stress in fish, toxicological studies of inorganic contaminants associated with placer
mining activities in Alaska on fish such as Arctic grayling, effects of inorganic contaminants associated with irriga
tion return flows on West Coast salmonids and endangered fish in the Colorado River basin, and fire retardant
chemical effects on aquatic organisms. He has authored or coauthored over 30 publications.

nmin asG Higgins Hollowing graduation in Mechanical Engineering Technology from Eastern Ontario
[""institute of Technology in 1968, Doug joined the Canadian Forest Service, Forest

Fire Research Institute (FFRI) in Ottawa. In 1970 he joined Phillips Cable Limited in Brockville, Ontario as a Section
Manager, returning to the Forest Fire Research Institute in 1971. In 1979 he transferred to PNFI as an equipment
specilist where he continues to work on the development of national standards for fire suppression equipment
and projects, along with studies related to equipment and product development and fire suppression methods
and techniques.

Doug serves on various National Committees, acts as atechnical advisor, and provides atechnology transfer
service to fire management agencies internationally on various aspects of firefighting technology.

_ c Hii i r\r- Elwood EHi" is a researcn toxicologist for the National Biological Survey. He serveshLWOOD f. hil |jas Leader of the wj|d|jfe Toxjco|ogy Group at tne patUxent Wildlife Research Center in
Laurel, Maryland. He performs independent research on toxicity of pesticides and other contaminants to wildlife
mid leads multidisciplinary field and laboratory investigations of research scientists and graduate students. In
addition to his work on the ecotoxicological effects of fire retardant chemicals, his current research focuses on
agricultural pesticides, mosquito abatement practices, effects of microgold mining operations and cyanidation on
wildlife, and toxicity and hazard of white phosphorus on Alaskan wildlife. He has authored or coauthored over
50 publications.

llnnFR-r I (Bor> Joens Dob started his career on the MarkTwain NF in Missouri- For the next 19 yearsKOHtKi u. \du / |^he served as Asst Ranger and Distrjct Ranger jn Missouri, Minnesota, and
(>hlo. From 1982 to 1990 he was Fire, Aviation and Communication Staff Officer on the Superior NF in Minnesota.
Ilining this time he supervised the Northeast Fire Cache, the DHC Beaver program, started the Prescribed Natural
Iin' in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness and was the chairperson of the Minnesota Incident
<ommand System for the first four years. His fire experience started as firefighter and engine foreman to 12 years
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as PlanningSection Chiefand Incident Commander on the Regional Fire Team.He served on the Prescribed Fire
Review Committee after the Yellowstone Fires, served as National Intelligence Officer and Military Liaison.

Present duties include responsibilities for the Forest Service fire equipment and fire chemicals program, liai
son with Missoula and SanDiams Technology and Development Centers, chair of NWCG's Fire Equipment
Working Team, and FS representativeto National Fire Working Team, and FS representativeto National Fire
Protective Association Forest Fire Protection committee.

Bob graduated from IowaState in 1960 in Forest Management. Healso served in the U.S. Army from 1961 to
1964 in Germany.

Cecilia W. (Ceci) Johnson A fter receivinS a bachelor's degree in chemistry and mathematics from
/Awhitworth College, Ceci attended graduate school in chemistry at the

University of Montana. Whilestill a student, she joined the staff of the ForestService's Intermountain Fire
Sciences Laboratoryin 1970.

Since then Ceci has worked in the National Wildfire Suppression Technology Program, formerly the Fire
Suppressionwork unit, studying the effectiveness and safety of wildland fire chemicals. Studies have included
combustion and pyrolysis, retardant-caused corrosion, rheology of longand short-term retardants. Recently
efforts have been directed towardthe fire chemicals qualification and evaluation, test methods and performance
requirements,and quality assurance.

Since 1986 Ceci has also been working on the evaluation of the application and use of foam. She has partic
ipated in previous foam workshops inCollege Station (1987) and Denver (1988). Ceci was involved with the
preparation of 'Foam vs.Fire* and participated in the International Foam Specification Workshop in February
1992 and helpedto draftthe Proposed International Foam Specification. She is responsible for the coordination
of the laboratory characterization of foam. Currently a majoreffort is to completethe first phase of the Foam
Characterization studywhich will provide information on the performance of allof the approved wildland fire
foams when tested in accordancewith the International Class A Foam Specification.

Andrew Kim VY'Andrew Kim ,s aSenior Research Officer atthe National Fire Laboratory of IRC/NRG He
L/has been with the National Fire Laboratory since 1985. His prior experience was in the

energyconservation program,specializing in building air leakage and ventilation. Heholdsa BASc.from the
University ofToronto, an MASc. and a Ph.D. from the University of Ottawa, all in Mechanical Engineering. His
current research interest at the NFL is in fire suppression performance of halon alternative agents, compressed-
air-foam and fine water mist systems. He also has interest in pre-flashover fires, foam test methods, and sprinkler
protected glazing systems, and small-scale and full-scale fire testing. He is a member of Canadain General
Standards Board and ASTM, and also a research advisor to the Standing Committee on Occupancy of the
Canadian Commission on Building and Fire Codes.

R.R. Lafferty Qan(ty graduated from the University of Montana with a B.Sc. in Wildlife Technology and
lYa M.Sc. in Forest Sciences.

He worked as a FireResearch Officer for the Canadian ForestServicefor six years, spending most of his time
on the Mission TreeFarm pioneering fire intensityecological studies. Healso developed the first safe helicopter
rappell system,along with his partners in a privatecompany, in the early 1970's.

In 1978, he brought the first gelled fuel helitorch into Canada and used it to backburn in the Northwest
Territories.
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After several years in private business in BC, Randy went to work for the forest industry. He has been work
ing as a fire management officer and an environmental land use auditor since 1981 for MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. on
the BC coast. During the1985 Inver-mere fire bust, Randy was introduced to Class Afire foam and he says that
this experienceconvinced him of a better way to fight fire. He was asked by the U.S. BLM to lead the subcommit
tee of NFPA thatwrote thefirst international foam standard (#298) which deals with health, safety, and corrosion.

He was chairman of the Canadian Committee on Forest Fire Management for two years and the Northwest
Fire Council for one term. He is also a member of the National Fire Protection Association Committee on Forest
and Rural Fire Protection and a memberof the Society of Professional Biologists of BC.

Randy will present a brief history of Class Afoam in Canada up to 1986.

Robert Langevin Jn cnarge of workers and environmental health and safety with fire extinguishing
I foams.

Work experience: 1992 - Ministere des Ressources naturelles du Quebec. Evalaution of the impact of contami
nants(herbicides, foams, fuel) used forforest management, on workers and the environment.

1992- Hydro-Quebec. Toxicity of mercury towards the avian, terrestrial and aquaticfauna.

1990-1992 - Environment Canada. Remediation of contaminated sediments in the Lachinecanal (Montreal,
Quebec.)

Selection ofbioassays for theevaluation ofthetoxicity oftheSt. Lawrence river sediments. Ecotoxicological
study ofSt. Lawrence river sediments elutriates. Survey of the existing bioassays for the toxicity evaluation of the
aquatic environment.

Diane L Larson |"VDianeLLarson is a research wildlife biologist with the National Biological Survey at
YJNorthern Prairie Wildlife Research Center. Dr. Larson's research interests center on

theeffects ofdisturbance and stress at different levels ofbiological organization. She is currently applying her
expertise to studies involving global climate change and to investigations concerning the response ofthe vegeta
tive community to fire retardantand suppressant chemical application. She has authored or coauthored over 10
publications.

Francois Lefebvre Francois Lefebvre is a forestry engineer with the "Societe de protection des forets
Icontre le feu", the organization mandated to ensure the protection against fire of all

the forests in the province ofQuebec. Involved in forest fire protection since 1978, he is now incharge ofdevel
opment and special services. One of his responsibilities is to make sure that the use of wildland fire foam is
worthwhile, that the techniques for applying itare conform to the legislation, that it respects the environment
and doesn't pose any threat to the persons involved in using it.

D»,EL MMmzvKOWSK, £»-,,„: University of Ma^and, B., Mechanic, Engineering.

Mr. Madrzykowski has worked in fire suppresion and large fire research at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) since 1986. He began studies at NIST to measure the ignition inhibiting properties of com
pressed airfoam (CAF). Utilizing new measurement methods developed at NIST, the ignition delaytime of
"foamed" wood samples reltative to untreated wood samples was compared at different heat flux levels. The
technique could be used to characterize CAF exposure protection capabilities.
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Mr. Madrzykowski has conducted studies on gas and oil well fire suppression, fire sprinkler activation and
ffediveness and large scale fire testing. He is aregistered professional engineer and is amember of the NLai

Fire Protection Association and the Society of Fire Protection Engineers.

J.R. Mawhinney |R- (Jack) Mawhinney is aSenior Research Officer, at the National Fire Laboratory (NFL)
J He joined the NFL in 1990. From 1984 to 1989 he was technical advisor to the commit

tees responsible for the National Fire Code of Canada. Prior to joining NRCC in 1984, Mr. Mawhinney worked in
the sprinkler contracting industry. His current research involves the enhancement of water-based fire suppression
systems as an alternative to haion, for application in machinery compartments on ships, and in electrical and
electronic equipment in telecommunications facilities. Mr. Mawhinney is chairman of the National Fire Protection
Association technical committee on Water Mist Fire Suppression Systems (NFPA 750). He has authored numerous
papers on the subject of engineering design of water-mist fire suppression systems.

Dan W. McKenzie fVnreceived his formal engineering training at the University of Arizona where he
L^was graduated in 1958 with aBachelor of Science degree in Mechanical

Engineering. His first work experiences after graduation were with the U.S. Army as an Ordnance Officer and with
Shell Oil Company, drilling oil wells. For the past thirty-three years he has been employed by the United States
Department of Agriculture, Forest Sen/ice, at the Technology &Development Center, San Dimas California During
ProjertEnginTer56 * SUPen/iS°r °f "* ^^^^ °f^ DeveloPment and Testing Branch and as a

At the Forest Service Technology &Development Center, he has been involved in the development of the
Forestland Tree Planter, the Rangeland Drill, range vegetative equipment, range water pumping equipment fire-
fighting equipment, slash treatment equipment, and reforestation equipment Pwnre

Dan was recently awarded the Forest Service Chief's award for Excellence in Technology Transfer for his work
ntransferring firef.ghting foam technology. He was also selected to receive the Federal Laboratory Consor urn

Award for Excellence in Technology Transfer for 1994, for this same work.

Dan holds aCertificate of Proficiency as aResearch and Development Manager from the U.S. Department of
Army, which was earned through his activities in the U.S. Army Reserve. ^drunent or

Sic Palm C& Forest Service career began in 1961 with seasonal assignments (fire, recreation mainte-
t a > nu , nanCe'timber and Visit0r information service) on the Roosevelt NF (R2). He was the first superin
tendent of the Wyoming Hotshots (Greybull, WY) from 1967-70. Sig held fire and mu ti-resource staflDostton on
he: B.ghornNF (R2) from 1970-78, Staff Officer Prescott NF (R3) - Recreation, Lands, MineXvi tor nf1 on

and Law Enforcement. District Ranger on the Gila NF (R3) while concurrently administering the Gila Cliff SweSln*
Natona Monument (NPS) from 1980-82, District Ranger on the Tonto NF (R3) from 1982J5. Regie .a OffTc
Timber Management (R3) in 1986. Northeastern Area, State and Private Forestry, Cooperative Fire Protection
(Prevention, Training, Emergency Management planning for FEMA).

Sig has spent his entire career in various incident management positions from firefighter to operations sec
tion chief, logistics section chief, planning section chief and incident commander on type 1and type 2incident
management teams in the Rocky Mountain, Southwestern, and Eastern Regions, and Multi-Agency Coordination
Group coordinator for the Northern and Southwestern Regions, plus FEMA Regions Vand VII He^omp.eted the
Advanced Fire Management Course (1-520) in 1982 and the Area Command Course (1-620) in 1990 SiR is cur
rently the Program Leader for the Fire and Aviation Program at the USDA Forest Service Technology and
Development Center, San Dimas, California.
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Sig also spent a total of 28 years in the U.S. Army, Army National Guard and Reserve in various Battery staff
and Command assignments up through Support Brigade Logistics Officer (S-4).

Sig completed a B.S. degree in Forestry and Range management at Utah State University in 1970.

Barry C Poulton FVBarrv c Poulton is an aquatic entomologist with the National Biological Survey.
L/He is currently the Leader of the Aquatic Ecology Section for the Field Research

Division at the National Fisheries Contami-nant Research Center in Columbia, Missouri. His current research
involves community and ecosystem level effects ofcontaminants in small stream and river ecosystems influ
enced by such things as oil spills, mining-related activities, and exposure to fire retar-dant chemicals.

Gordon S Ramsey /^ordon began his career in forestry with the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
VJ(Dept. L8F) in 1961. Between 1961 and 1965 he was employed in the Ministry's

Forest Management, Forest Tree Nursery and Fish and Wildlife programs. In 1965 he joined the Canada Dept. of
Forestry, Forest Fire Research Institute (FFRI) in Ottawa where he was Project Leader. He was responsible for stud
ies focusing onforest fire suppression equipment performance and development. In 1979, following theclosure
of FFRI, he transferred to the Petawawa National Forestry Institute at Chalk River, Ontario, where he assumed the
role ofProject Leader, Equipment Development, Standard, and Technology Transfer.

In 1981 he became involved in the early development of Class AFoam and subsequently in the development
offoam apparatus and standards. He is a member of the Underwriters Laboratories ofCanada (ULC) Committee
on Fire Fighting Apparatus and Equipment and serves as Chair of several related ULC subcommittees (i.e., hose,
couplings, backpack pumps).

Gordon was a founding member ofthe Canadian Committee on Forest Fire Management (CCFFM), Forest Fire
Equipment Working Group in 1982 and served as Chair for many years and has now assumed the role ofperma
nent coordinator. In 1987 he was instrumental in the establishment of the permanent liaison between the
National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG), Fire Equipment Working Team (FEWT) and the FFEWG. He
presently is Canadian advisor to FEWT and a member of FEWT's Task Group for International/Interagency Foams
and Applications Systems. FEWT and FFEWG meetjointly every two years, alternating between the United States
and Canada. This International FoamSymposium is an example of one of the US/CAN joint initiatives. Other
Include the Denver International Foam Workshop; Remote Sensing for Forest Fire Management International
Workship; and several foam workshop training sessions held throughout North America.

ROBERT J. SABOL Oobert J- Saboi, CEO/President, STILLMEADOW, Inc., 12852 Park One Drive, Sugar
lYLand, Texas, 77482. Bachelor of Sciencedegree in Animal Husbandry from Delaware

Valley College, Doylestown, PA. Saboi has worked in the field of toxicology since1966. He became the founder
and owner of STILLMEADOW, Inc. in 1975. Almost his entire work experience has been in the contract toxicol
ogy field. He haswitnessed the development andsophistication, as well as the quality and regulation oftoxicol
ogy testing. By managing and overseeing over 12,000 routine sample evaluations (mostly routine acute screen
ing studies) overthe years, he can attest to the changein attitude and respect for the necessity of acute toxicol
ogy testing.

Paul Schlobohm Daul received a bachelor's degree in Forestry from UC Berkeley in 1983. He began his
I career in fire management in 1984 working on prescribed fire and wildfire for the

HI Min Salem, Oregon. In 1986, he started on a newproject to develop Class Afoam as a fire management tool
mid has been with this project until this year. For eightyears Paul has used, evaluated, and documented foam
products and equipment during prescribed fires and wildfires. Paul has been a part of international efforts to
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coordinate foam technology advancement including: Developing and conducting foam training; producing user
guides, videos and product specifications for the National Wildfire Coordinating Group; creating and revising a
foam standard for the National Fire Protection Association; and writing and speaking about foam use.

Nimish B. Vyas PV- Nimish B. Vyas is a research toxicologist for the National Biological Survey. He
Uworks with the Wildlife Toxicology Group at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center,

Laurel, Maryland.

His current research focus is on effects ofagricultural pesticides on migratory behavior in birds and the
effects of fire retardants and foam suppressants onwestern wildlife populations.
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International wildland fire foam

Symposium and Workshop
Keynote Address - May 3,1994

Karan Aquino
Director, Aviation, Floodand Fire Management Branch, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Good morning! On behalf of the Aviation, Flood and
Fire Management Branch of the Ontario Ministry of

Natural Resources, I would like to welcome you to The
International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium and Workshop.

We are very pleased that the Symposium Steering
Group chose Ontario for the location to bring together
such an experienced group of foam practitioners from
across Canada and the UnitedStates. Today and
tomorrow we will hear papers prepared by these experts
as well as several from France, Spain and Australia.

Although many speakers from outside of North
America have not been able to attend the symposium
due to travel constraints, their papers have been
forwarded for presentation and will be included for
publication in the proceedings.

As you will hear in presentations by Ministry of
Natural Resources staff, Ontario has been using foam
with our waterbomber fleet with impressive results since
1988. And this year, after several years of operational
evaluation, Ontario will be implementing ground foam
applications. Foam kitswill be distributed for use by our
fire crews on both wild and prescribed fire operations.
Those of you who will be staying for the Foam Tactics
and Applications Workshop after this symposium will see
presentations and demonstrations of this kit.

But the work in Ontario has not been completed in
Isolation. On the contrary, our staff have been present at
most of the meetings and workshops that have been
organized and presented across North America. We
have particularlybenefitted from participating in the
development of the Class Afoam education and
Information plan. As you know, this plan was formu
lated the last time a group such as this gathered, at the
first International Workshop held in Denver in 1988.
Since that time, Ontario staff have been diligent, no -
relentless - in stealing whatever information and
technology that they could get their hands on!

Indeed, the group gathered here this week
^presents the large body of dedicated researchers and
practitioners who must be recognized for developing the
lirefoam technology and application techniques. The
use of fire foam has demonstrated the potential for
Improvingforest fire suppression operations.

However, we also know that there are still many
questions about the aspects of foam use that need to be
addressed. In Ontario, we are confident we have the
technical knowledge necessary to make foam and to use
it effectively.

Butas natural resource managers and resource
stewards we still have a number of areas of concern.

First of all, we need to develop performance
measures and indicators of cost-effectiveness for the use

of foam. As public servants, particularly in the current
fiscal environment,we must be concerned not only with
the effectiveness of foam, but with it's cost effectiveness.

Related to that, we need to improve the operational
guidelines that direct how foam should be used in order
to maximize it's effectiveness and cost savings.

There is a need for improved understanding of the
environmental impacts of foam use, both beneficial and
detrimental. Forexample, how does the use of foam
reduce the negative impacts on the environment
resulting from traditional fire suppression operations,
including blazingbulldozer lines and nozzle damage?

Last but not least, how can we best communicate the
utility of foam to our staff, our stakeholders, and our public?

The symposium's firstobjective is to review the
current wealth of knowledge. That knowledge has
grown significantly since the Denver workshop six years
ago. Atthat time, participants identified the immediate
research, development and policyneeds. Participants
here are now challenged to carry the initiative forward
by identifying future research needs and by setting the
prioritiesfor development over the next several years.

The agenda is a full one. The wide variety of topics
should interest and engage us all.

In closing, I would like to wish you well in your
deliberations. I am confident that we will continue to see

the real benefits from your work as we move forward.

International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium



In order to know where we are going -
It is helpful to know where we have been
Abrief history of the International Foam Task Group

Hiram B. "Doc" Smith
Chairperson

The idea of a group to deal with issues of foam in
an interagency/international context first surfaced

with the NWCG Fire Equipment Working
Team at a meeting in Grand Canyon
National Park during Spring of 1987.
FEWT appointed a Chairperson ( Doc
Smith, Fire Staff Officer for the Kaibab
National Forest), suggested a number of
people for possible membership, and
gavethe group the charge "CORRALL
FOAM".

The first organizational meeting was
held in Redding, California in the Fall of
1987. They formalized the Charter into
four main functions:

• Improve communications and cooperation.
• Get agreement on questions and concerns.
• Guide establishment of performance requirements.
• Provide communications, training, direction and

support to all users.

In Redding the Foam Task Group was more for
mally organized. It became:

• international

• interagency (at least in the U.S.)
• interdiciplinary including:

Wildlands Aviation

Interface Ground

Urban Engine (trucks)

At Redding the International Foam Task Group
set up an action plan to:

• Improve communications - The Foam Newsletter
was born. (Three issues were published right away)

• Agreement on questions and concerns was
addressed by starting the planning for a workshop
to be in Denver during June of 1988.

• There was a beginning oftraining concepts start
ing with the Abbotsford international workshop in
the Fall of 1987.

The Rochna/Schlobohm training sessions were
developed into the interagency format that has
served so well.

The Denver Workshop - June 6,1988

The workshop was conceived, planned and car
ried out by the International Foam Task Group (with a
lot of help from others).

The Proceedings were published by Petawawa
National Forestry Institute of the Canadian Forest
Service in theform ofthe "BLUE BOOK",

The BLUE BOOK provided guidance for a number
of agencies, groups, and functional workers. The
guidance included San Dimas, BIFC, Missoula Fire Lab,
Petawawa National Forestry Institute, Foam Task
Group, California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection, Florida Division of Forestry and many
others.

The BLUE BOOK provided guidance applications,
nozzles, proportioners, training, videos, aviation, con
centrate and the tactics.

The Denver workshop provided guidance for sev
eral years and was thus a real success.

The Foam Newsletter

The Foam Newsletter now has 12 issues (this one
makes number 13). The first five issues have had

to be reprinted due to demand. There are 134differ
ent articles in the first 12 issues and over 68,500
copies have been distributed in the U.S. and Canada.

Videos

The Fire Equipment Working Team through the
Foam Task Group has produced a number of short

videos that can be used in training or other demon
strations. They include:

Introduction to Class A Foam
Proportioners
Nozzles

produced in 1989
produced in 1992
produced in 1992
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Properties of Foam
CAFS

Tactics

produced in 1993
produced in 1993
due out in 1994

These videos are a total of 103 minutes of very
relative information.

Publications

The Fire Equipment Working Team through the
Foam task Group has published two very informa

tive publications.

The FOAM vs FIRE Primer

The FOAM vs FIRE Class A Foam

Another publication, FOAM vs FIRE Aerial
Applications is due out in 1995

There have been a number of other items that
have either been influenced by the Foam Task Group
or have been sponsored by the Foam Task Group.

• Foam Kit partof the NFES cache. Akit containing
a proportioner, nozzles, foam and a few other
components.

* Foam Bibliography 1991. Ascientific compilation
of around a thousand articles about foam. This is
on a diskette using the software "Procite". Acopy
can be obtained from the Fire Lab in Missoula.
Input into NFPA 298. The NFPA foam standard.
The Foam Task Group has developed the
International Foam Specification 1992.
The Foam Task Group assisted with the
International Foam Symposium in Thunder Bay,
Ontario.

Training

The Foam Task Group has provided coordination
and direction for the BIFC training that Ron

Rochna and Paul Schlobohm have developed.

They have conducted 3 International Workshops
and some dozen workshops across the U.S. through
the BLM and other agencies.

Ron Rochna and Paul Schlobohm developed a
"Training Cadre" early on to help spread the word.
They also developed training materials and rough les
son plans for the cadre to utilize.

Summary

The business of FOAM has come a long way since
the Springof 1987!

Today there are many users of foam in lots of
places, in lots of ways

It is used in the WILDLANDS, the INTERFACE, the
URBAN AREAS.

It is used AERIALLY, from the GROUND.

It is used in STRUCTURE protection.

They use it in the USA, CANADA, FRANCE,
GERMANY, AUSTRALIA, SPAIN, ITALY and many
other places.

There is INTERNATIONAL and INTERAGENCY

COOPERATION.

We have good direction, excellent hardware,
superior training aids, and a cost effective foam program.

International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium



'"'nppS"f,a"d f!re foam deification andNFPA 298 -Foam chemicals for fire control
Chuck George

National Wildfire Suppression Terhnnmr Program

Abstract
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The USDA ForestService requires that all firefighting
chemicals be laboratory evaluated and approved

prior to purchase and use by its field personnel. In
1985 when the Forest Service began investigating the
possibility of using foam as a fire fighting tool, there
were no performance requirements for Class Afoams
inwildland fire applications. There was little solid
information about the performance of these materials.

The Interim Requirements were developed to fill
the immediate need for a means of determining some
minimum acceptable performance and allowing
foams to be used in the field while additional informa
tion was developed. New products were submitted
and evaluated against the listed requirements and
performance characteristics common to all firefighting
chemicals: health and safety (mammalian toxicity),
long-term stability, uniform corrosion. There wereno
requirements specific to foam since the basic knowl
edgeas to whatmakes a good foam was lacking.
Products that met the minimal requirements contained
In the Interim Requirements were listed on the
Qualified/ Approved Products List of products that
could be purchased and used for wildland fire fighting.

Overthe next several years numerous studies in
laboratories and in the field were undertaken to pro
vide the missing basic knowledge. In 1992 a group of
specialists met in Missoula, Montana, foran
International Foam Specification Workshop. The goal
was to share information about characteristics and
performance that could be incorporated into a Forest
Service specification. Ideally this specification, admin
istered bythe USDA Forest Service, would have inter
national application and usefulness.

Time was spent developing a list of characteristics
that might be desirable in a foam concentrate, foam
solution, or foam. Test methods were suggested in
some cases, while others remained unspecified when
several options were available. In a few cases no
known test method was considered applicable to the
Intended use.

In mostcases, rangesor limits of performance
wi'ic left undefined at that time. For some characteris-

: Iks, the wide range of possible performance was seen
81 desirable for tailoring the product to the locale and
Intended use parameters. In other casesthe informa-
Hon .ihoutwhat was "good" or "bad" was unknown or
!gi (<'(! widely.

All of the information was gathered into a single
eJqi ument in specification format and a first draft

Class A Foam Specification was prepared. This draft
was reviewed by the entire group. Once their comments
were incorporated, the resulting document was widely
distributed for review and input. From these com
ments a "final" version of the specification has been
prepared. There will continue to be revision as more
is learned about foams but these will likely be minor.

Test methods were specified for the characteristics
of interest; however, in some cases test methods were
not readily available or were found to be inappropri
ate during the evaluation.

In general, no performance requirements were
specified, as consensus regardingwhat was "good"
foam was absent.

To provide the necessary technical information
for implementing the specification, the National
Wildfire Suppression Technology Program has an on
going project, supported by FEWT and CCFFM. That
project will be discussed in more detail in a later
presentation.

During the same time period the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) through itsTechnical
Committee on Forests and Rural Fire Protection was

developing itsown standard for Class AFoam.

In 1989 the original document was approved,
and the first revision was approved in 1994. Several
of the same people worked on both documents (NFPA
and FS) assuringthat requirements were not mutually
contradictory. In many cases the same requirements
were used as development and revision of the two
documents "leapfrogged" each other with both incor
porating the mostrecent knowledge and developments.

In 1994 the two documents are very similar. The
Forest Service specification requires that the perfor
mance information for a number of tests and charac

teristics be determined to assist resource managers in
determining which product best meets theirneeds.

*The NFPA document has narrowed thescope oftheir
document somewhat to accommodate the narrower

focus of their mission. This has been done by select
ingsomeaiteria found in the Forest Service specifica
tion and omitting others. They have also set limits in
a few cases where the Forest Service has not.

Currently work by both the ForestService and
NFPA has broadened to include fire fighting effective
ness of Class A Foams. This work is likelyto continue
for some time.
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Characterization ofWildland Fire Foam

Health, Safety, and Environment
Mammalian Toxicity
Fish Toxicity
Biodegradability
Flash Point
Vapor Pressure

Stability
Temperature Cycling
Temperature -Viscosity
Temperature - Proportioning

Physical Properties
Density
PH
Viscosity
Pour Point

Effectiveness
Miscibility
Foaming Ability
Wetting Ability
Expansion/Drain Time

Expansion/Drain Time
Water Quality
WaterTemperature
Concentration
Generator Type

Materials Effects
Uniform Corrosion
Intergranular Corrosion
Protective Coatings
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Concentration Effects
Surface Tension
Conductivity
Refractive Index
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Compatability
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Efforts in characterizing wildland fire foams
Cecilia Johnson

National Wildfire Suppression Technology Prograr

Abstract
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Background

in 1986 when the USDA Forest Service began using
Ifoam in its wildfire control program, products were
tested and procured under a set ofInterim
Requirements. The requirements were not specific to
foams for wildland fire fighting but were common to
ail of the wildland fire chemicals: health and safety

stability, and corrosion. In 1992 an International Foam
specification Workshop was held in Missoula
Montana. Alist of the characteristics of foam concen
trate, foam solution, and foam that may be desirable
or that were of concern to any of the user agencies
was compiled. These characteristics were incorpo
rated into adraft version of an "International Wildland
Fire Foam Specification." The draft was reviewed by
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representatives of fire fighting agencies and chemical
suppliers from the United States,Canada, France, and
Australia. Their comments were subsequently incor
porated into a revised draft of the specification.

The proposed International Foam Specification
contains requirements for the measurement of numer
ous aspects of the performanceof foam concentrate,
foam solution, and foam under a variety of conditions.
Testmethods and performance requirements were
specified where they were readily available. In other
cases a test method may be specified without perfor
mance requirements. In a few cases even the test
method must be developed. The Foam Characteriza
tion Study was undertaken by the National Wildfire
Suppression Technology Program, with supportfrom
FEWT and CCFFM, to provide the information needed
to implement the specification. There are several
steps in the process, which apply to each characteris
tics of interest.

- Select/adapt test method for each characteristic
- Determine performanceof currentlyapproved

products
- Determine which characteristics should have limits

- Set appropriate limits
- Determine ifeach approved product meets the limits
- Compile information for end users.

In most cases several of the steps have already
been accomplished. Regardless, the more that is
already known about a characteristic the further down
the path we were able to proceed.

For example, let's consider the mammalian toxic
ity tests. The test method selectedwas the same
method used for other fire chemicals, the test has
been performed on all ofthe approved products. The
limits were set when the interim Requirements were
implemented and agency specialists agreed that those
should continue. Each of the approved products
meets the limits, indeed that was a condition of
approval. That information isavailable, although
indirectly, sinceapproved products must meet the
requirement to be approved.

Asimilar process has been undertaken for each
of the characteristics found in the draft specification.
It may take several tries to find a test method that is
useful across the range of performance found with the
current approved products. This may involve starting
from scratch or it may be a simple modification of the
method: weight or volume to be used, temperature
duringtesting, duration of the test, etc.

As quickly as a reasonable test method is found, a
base of data on the performance of currently
approved products is prepared for use in determining
the conditions and characteristics to be included in the

final draft of the foam specification and to provide
performance information to assist field personnel in
their selection of foam products. Many of the tests
are on the foam concentrate or foam solution, how
ever some are performed on the foam itself. In order
to test the foam it is first necessary to have a means
of preparing reproducible foam in the quantity
needed. NWST has been using a foam generator that
is truly one-of-a-kind. It has been modified over the
years as needs changed. While it has served the pur
pose and has a large data base associated with it, it is
not likelyto be replicated. To rectify this problem, a
parallel study was undertaken in cooperation with the
Bureau of Land Management to develop a new foam
generator that retained the best characteristics of the
original system but which incorporated some features
that would be helpful in communicating with field fire
people and which could be assembled by others
working in the same area of interest.

A prototype has been developed and modified to
correct problems found during initial testing. Addi
tional testing is underway. The aim of this testing is to
determine what settings, if any, can be used to pro
duce the same types of foam with the same properties
as those from the original generator.

While the generator evaluation is going on, the
development of other test methods has also been
movingforward. For simplicity, the characteristics of
interest have been grouped into several categories.
The remainder of the discussion will proceed in the
same manner.

Health, Safety, and Environment

Product Review

The list of ingredients in each of the approved wild-
land fire foams has been compared against several

lists of regulated chemicals appearing in the Codeof
Federal Regulations. The lists used were:

40 CFR 355.5 CERCLA Extremely Hazardous
Substances

CERCLA Hazardous Substances

RCRA Acutely Hazardous and Toxic
Wastes

SARA Title III sec 313

Annual Report of Carcinogens from the U. S. Dept. of
Health and Human Services

40 CFR 302.4

40 CFR 261.33

40 CFR 372
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Ingredients present in small amounts in various
concentrates were found on the lists. The reportable
quantities of these far exceed the likely use of the foam.
Mammalian Toxicity (Health and Safety)
All approved foam concentrates must meet the same
requirements for mammalian toxicity as any other
wildland fire chemical before they are approved for
use. Included in this test series are acute oral and
dermal toxicity and skin and eye irritation tests. All of
he foam concentrates cause moderate to severe irri

tation to eyes. To prevent eye injury splash goggles
should be worn when handling the concentrates In
addition, exposure can cause slight to moderate skin
irritation and chapping. Wearing suitable impervious
gloves will prevent exposure. All manufacturers have
isted appropriate protective equipment on their

Material Safety Date Sheets (MSDS) prepared for all of
the foam concentrates.

Fish Toxicity

Fish toxicity (96-hour rainbow trout) tests have been
proposed. Some testing has been done by the foam
suppliers. Not all products have been evaluated using
the specific test methods recommended.

The National Biological Survey, Yankton, SD has
conducted aseries of aquatic toxicity tests on repre
sentative wildland fire chemicals including two foams
Results will be discussed later this week. Tests are
being performed on avariety of aquatic species The
results will assist in determining whether the rainbow
trout is agood choice as an indicator species for eval
uating the effects of foam on aquatic species.
Biodegradability

Aquatic aerobic biodegradability tests, as found in
NFPA 298, have been proposed. Some testing has
been done by the suppliers of the foam products but
not all products were evaluated using the same test
method. Another test method, the closed bottle test
has been suggested with the comment that it is more
commonly performed and more widely accepted In
this test, the bacteria are not acclimated to the test
material prior to starting the measurement.

Studies of the biodegradability of all approved
foams using both test methods are currently underway.

a measure of the hazard in the workplace as when
concen rate is being transferred into reservoir tanks
especially at high temperatures or near hot equ p
menLCIosed cup methods are applicable in measuring
he hazards involved in storing and transporting the

concentrate. This is the method used by EPA and DOT
to determine hazard under their regulations. Both
open and closed cup flash points have been deter
mined by an outside testing lab on all of the approved
products. Only one of the approved products had a
ash point by either open or closed cup method

Vapor Pressure

Flash Point

Two methods of determining flash point have applica
bility to the ways in which we use, handle, and store
the foam concentrate operationally. The open cup
method of determining flash point (and fire point) are

hnJ£ . P Pr6SSUre may provide ameasure ofhow likely components are to be present in aform
that may impact/impair the ability of flight crews to
perform their jobs/The vapor pressure of each of the
concentrates on the qualified/approved products list
has been determined by an outside laboratory
Values for the foam concentrates range from 05to
1.0 ps. (26 to 52 mm Hg). For comparisons vapor
400 mm Hg"1 '"97 mm Hg and of Sasoline is

Effectiveness

Miscibility

IWlany of the foam generating systems in use do
IVI not contain mixers to assure that foam concen
trate and water are well mixed prior to application.
Therefore the ease with which concentrate goes into
£nnfJ,ti0n' miSdbi,ity'is of concern- lf the productwill not disperse easily, then it should not be used in
dipping and scooping operations without good on
board mixing systems.

The foam concentrate and water (distilled tan
and synthetic sea water) at several temperatures will
be combined to determine ease of mixing. The first
series of tests, using 70 Fand 40 Ftap water and
foam concentrate, has been completed. The water of
proper temperature, was stirred slowly (about 60 rpm)
as the concentrate was added. After each 10 revolu
tions, the stirrer was stopped and the contents of the
beaker described. If the contents were not visually
homogeneous, the process was repeated, with 10 rev
olution increments of stirring between observations

With 70 Fwater and concentrate, most of the
solutions were homogeneous after 10 revolutions of
he stirrer, and all were homogeneous after 90 revolu

tions. When the water was at 70 Fand the concen
trate was at 40 F, 5of the products were homoge
neous after 10 revolutions, 2products required 40-50
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revolutions, and the last was homogeneous after 130
revolutions. When the water was cold and the con

centrate was warm, 6 of the products were homoge
neous after 10 revolutions, 1 product required 40 rev
olutions, and 1 product was not homogeneous after
several hundred revolutions. When the water and the

concentrate were cold, 3 products were homogeneous
after 10 revolutions, 1 product required 30 revolu
tions, 3 products required 90-100 revolutions, and 1
never produced a homogeneous solution.

FoamingAbility

Asimple test of foaming ability can be performed by
mixing a small quantity of foam solution in a gradu
ated cylinder, agitating the cylinder, and measuring
the volume of foam produced. Tests on all of the
approved products were performed. The visible foam
structure remained intact through most of the test
period, so that the more meaningful values are the
total height of foam in the cylinder and the amount of
solution drained out at 1 or 2 minutes. Wetting Ability

The detergent industry uses a skein test to mea
sure the effectiveness of the wetting agents in their
products. While not directly related to wettingof
forest fuels, a skein test may be a reasonable measure
tor the comparison of the wetting abilities of foam
solutions. It is a simple, inexpensive test that may
lend itself to a quality control method.

Asupply of cotton skeins was acquired. The only
other equipment needed is a graduated cylinder, a
stopwatch or watchwith second hand, and a standard
weight. Test measurements were made using ASTM D
2281, "Standard Method for Evaluation of Wetting
Afj;ents by the SkeinTest."

Using the standard weight (3.0 grams), veryfast,
<5 seconds, sink times were obtained with all of the
products. The very fast sink times made accurate time
measurements difficult and did not allow for differenti-

dllon between products.

Amodification was made to the procedure and a
lighter, 0.8 gram, S-hookwas used. This allowed for
tinlie accurate measurements and differences in per
formance for different products and for different con-
imirations of the same product. However, in some
Ilies the skein did not sink at all, especially in low
lonrentrations. Testswill be repeated using an inter
mediate weight hook, about 1.5 grams.

When the sink times and the surface tensions for

itto same product at the same concentrations are
fumpared, it appears that the surfacetension stabilizes

at a lower product concentration than does the wet
ting ability. That is, surface tension is fairly constant
across the concentration range, while the wetting abil
ity requires somewhat more than 0.3 percent before
the sink time levels out.

Expansion and Drain Time

Expansion and drain time are properties of the foam
concentrate, concentration, generating system, water
quality, and temperatures. The combination of all of
these factors, and probably others, determines the
qualityof the foam produced. Workis underway to
determine the relative performance of the approved
foam concentrates under a variety of conditions. The
basic matrix, shown below, looks simple, but results in
several thousand tests.

Foamconcentrate: All approved and candidate products
Water: Distilled, tap, artificial sea water
Temperature: 40, 70, and 100 F
Concentration: 0.3%, 0.6%, and 1.0%
Concentrate age: "fresh", frozen, aged (1 year)
Generator: 4 settings to simulate dry, fluid, and wet
foam, and very wet (almost foam)

The tests with distilled and fresh water have been

completed. The tests with artificial sea water are in
progress.Expansions from 1.5:1 to nearly 25:1 have
been produced. Combinations of some foam brands
and generator settings yield distinctly different foams,
especiallywith the high and low water temperatures.
Comparing the results of distilled water foam and tap
water foam suggests that some products are much
more sensitive to water qualityespecially presence of
some mineral salts than others. Similarly, some prod
ucts perform equally well in cold or warm water, while
others show significant differences in performance.

Physical Properties

Viscosity, Density, and pH

Baseline measurements on the viscosity, density,
and pH of the approved concentrates at room tem

perature (approximately 70 F) have been made.
Viscosities range from 30 to 145 centipolse; densities
from 1.010 to 1.042 grams per milliliter; and pHfrom
6.6 to 8.9.

Pour Point

The pour point of a concentrate is a measure of how
low a temperature the concentrate can attain and
remain fluid. It is a very simple test that could be
easily run in the field or the lab. All of the concen
trates are sufficiently fluid to pour at temperatures
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between 20 and 30 F. The ease of pouring is not
measurable by this test

Concentration Effects

Surface Tension

Surface tension is related to wetting ability. While it
is indirect, it lends itselfto reproducible, quantifi

able results in the laboratory. AH productswere tested
using 0.01%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.6%, and 1.0% foam
concentrate in water. Valuesfor all products were
comparable, with surface tensions rangingfrom 23.1
to 33.4 dynes/cm. Forcomparison, water has a sur
face tension of approximately 73 dynes/cm. AForest
Service approved wettingagent had values from 28.5
to 48.3 dynes/cm over the same range of dilutions.

Conductivity

Measuring the conductivity of a foam solutionhas
been suggested as a simple, inexpensive meansof
determining concentration. Theconductivity offoam
solutions of known concentration have been deter
minedat severalpredetermined temperatures. There
isgood correlation betweenthe concentration of the
foam solution and the conductivity. The conductivity
increases with increasingconcentration and also with
temperature. A0.3%solution at 90 Fhas about the
same conductivity as a 0.6% solution at 70 F. The
combined effectsof temperature and concentration
may be largeenough to make the use of conductivity
as a field quality control measuredifficult. Preliminary
studies suggest that a temperature compensated,
conductivity pen could be suitable for a field quality
control devicefor measuringthe concentration of the
foam solutions. Tests to determine the abilityof the
pen to compensatefor temperature in the range of
interest for foam concentrates and to provide repro
ducible conductivity readings are planned.

Refractive Index

Refractive index, measured by a simple hand-held
refractometer has been used for some time as a qual
itycontrol measurefor long-term retardants. It isalso
used in several NFPA documents for Class B and AFFF
foams. However, the handheld refractometers do not
measure withsufficient precision in the range of inter
est for Class A foams.

Materials Effects

Uniform Corrosion

All of the approved products were tested to deter
mine the corrosivityof the foam concentrate and

foam solutions (onepercent and one-tenth percent) to
2024-T3 aluminum, 4130 steel, yellow brass, and
Az31 Bmagnesium at two temperatures(70Fand 120 F)
and two immersion conditions (total and partial
immersion). All results werewithin the required limits
(setfor allwildland firechemicals) for use from fixed- \
wing airtankers, helicopter buckets, and ground
engines. Agencies may restrict use based on other
policies and considerationsTwo products were
granted administrative approval for use from fixed-
tank helicopters, based on corrosion test results that
are least corrosive to magnesium (butexceed the
required limit). Recently, one of the newly approved
products fully met the corrosion requirements for use
from fixed-tank helicopters. Until it is available for pur
chase by natural resource agencies, through General
Service Administration (GSA), the temporary approvals
remain in place.

Intergranular Corrosion

All of the approved foam concentrates produce foam
solutions which do not cause intergranular corrosion
to 2024-T3 aluminum during the uniform corrosion
tests. In addition those products approved for use
from fixed-tank helicopters do not cause intergranular
corrosion to magnesium.

Effects on Protective Coatings

Muchof the concern that Canadair has expressed in
regard to foams centers around the effectsof exposure
to the foam concentrate, solutions, and foam to the
integrityof the coatings that they use to protect their
aircraft from corrosion. Canadair has recently of
updated their foam specification to include materials
used on the CL-415.

Canadair has supplied small samples of produc
tion coated metal pieces to be tested in accordance
with their specification and their in-house test proce
dures. The test samples have been exposed tothe
foam concentrations and solutions. All samplesare
being examined for blistering, peeling,or other evi
dence of poor performance. The results will be com
pared to those obtained by Canadairon the same
materials.
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Effects on Non-metallic Materials of Construction

Exposure to foam may degrade the materials used on
aircraft, such as fiberglass, neoprene, gaskets, foams.
To minimize this problem, Canadair has developed
theirown specification containing test methods, mate
rials, and required results to protect these materials.
Applicability of these results go beyond Canadair con
cerns as most of these materials are used in other

foam systems.Canadair has supplied a small quantity
of each of the non-metallic materials to be tested and

the procedures used for their in-house testing. The
volume and hardness of all materials were measured

prior to exposure to the foams. Samples were
exposed to the foam solution. At the end of the expo
sure, hardness and volume measurements were
repeated for comparison to the original values.

Stability

Viscosityas a Function of Temperature

The viscosity of the concentrate is related to the
ability of the concentrate to flow and the ease,

accuracy and reproducibility of proportioning. The
viscosity of the concentrates were measured at 35 F,
andat 10degree intervals from 40 to 100 F. Maximum
viscosities for the various products ranged from 65 to
1120 centipoise at the lowest temperatures and from
18 to 40 centipoise at the high temperature.
Representatives of several Canadian forestry agencies
have requested that the lowtemperature measure
ments be performed at 32 For lower. Members of the
NFPA Committee on Forest and Rural Fire Protection
have requested that the high temperature limit be
Increased to 120 F. This work, when completed, will
moreaccurately reflect the environmental extremes to
he found in North America.

Marsh Funnel Row Time as a Function of Temperature

Work usingthe Marsh Funnel with a small tip insert
has been conducted. This method shows some

promise for a simple laboratory test of proportionabil-
ity. All of the currently approved foam concentrates
have been tested using the Marsh Funnel. Results
Indicate some differences at 70 and 100 F, with some
overlap of values. Theflow-through times at 70 F
range from 49 seconds to 1 minute:17 seconds. The
values at 100 Frange from 41 seconds to 58 seconds,
there are large differences inflow-through times at 40 F,
with different concentrates taking from 1 minute: 16
seconds to 3 minutes: 54 seconds for 1 quart of
(oncentrate.

t:

Future Efforts

here is still much work to be done, especially in
regard to several aspects of effectiveness:

Moisture Retention

FireTesting
Compatibility

Several tests have been tried with varying levels
of success. In most cases the results are negative, that
is they show that the particular test does not differen
tiate between products or have applicability. Effects
will continue. There has been much information

developed that will be shared this week. Some may
be of help.

International Standards and Standards Updates

The International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) functions much like ASTM or NFPA on an inter
national scale. They provide a framework of test
methods and procedures for use worldwide. As they
become available, they will be included as citations
for ISO standard methods into the International Class

A Foam Specification.Several of the specifications,
standards, and regulations cited in drafts of the foam
specification have been revised, updated, or elimi
nated since copies were obtained. Review of each sit
uation is ongoing, on a case by case basis, to deter
mine whether the revised information should be used

and the impact, if any, on the foam characterization
program.

Expansionof FoamSolution
Relative to Water Quality

Distilled W.llfi

Tap Water
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NFPA recent and future studies
Rich Bielen, P.E.

NFPA Research Foundation, Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA USA

Abstract

rKsAfoamhasbeenusedveryeftedivelytofigM
^fectivenessofClassAFoam on structuralfires. The Research Foundation was approached to startapmfefwhich
would quantify the effectiveness of Class Afoam vs. water on Class Amaterials. ^projea wnicn

cmJTf Rlear^rTdatlin h0S C°mplded °ne phase ofthe Pr°Ject which ^am^°nd measured the effectiveness of

rtJZT'y'!n RT/Ch Foundation is concIuctin9 0* "extphase of the project which is to examine and measure thefpTSplmZ f°ama ^erinfullscaleroomftretests, withaUL 1626 residentialfuelpackaged
R6sum£

lesmousses declasse Ase sont revelees ires efficaces pour combattrelesfeuxde vegetation. Ces resultatsontsoulevedeLnombreuses questions quant aFefficacite de cesproduits dans la lutte contre les incendies dans les bdthleToTa
TtTJn" , T FfTdam d€ mttre SUrpied Un pr°Jet ** aurait P°ur but de ^ntifierFefficacite relative desmousses declasse Aetdel'eau ordinaire sur des materiaux declasse A.

La Research Foundation atermine la premierephase de ce projet qui consistait dexaminer et dmesurer Faction des
™ussKdeclasseAetdesmoussesentraMesparaircomprimee,dunepart,e^^^
Iextinction et la reprise desflammes, la protection et les propriety de retention, dans des essais mentssurdes buchers en

roJ ^ 0CtUe"w'a RSSearCh Foundation travaille a'a Sternephase du projet; elle examine et mesure FefficaciteKlfvedesmoussesdeclasseA,desmoussesentraMespara^

A brief overview of the National Class AFoam Fire
Test Project will be presented here. For those of

you who are not familiar with the NFPA Research
Foundation, an overview of the Foundation will be
given along with the history and background for the
Class Afoam project.

Mr. Bill Carey of Underwriters Laboratories Inc. of
Northbrook, IL, USA was the contractor for the fire
testsand he will go into more detail of the test results
in his presentation.

The NFPA Research Foundation

The Research Foundation is an independent, public,
non-profit Foundation, whose mission is to provide

practical, usable data on fire risk, new technologies
and strategies, and state-of-the-art firesafety methods.

How does the Research Foundation Operate?
First ofall the Research Foundation identifies a need
to conduct research. The need sometimes is identified
by a NFPA technical committee and sometimes from
an outside source such as industry members. The
class Afoam project need was identified by manu
factures who saw a new market for class Afoam,
structural fire fighting.

Once the need has been identified and it appears
this could be a viable, fundable project, a core
planning meeting is held. Acore planning meeting
consists of about 10 members who help identify the
goals and objectives ofthe project, the scope, the
tasks, the schedule, the budget and sources of funding
for the project.

As a result of the core planning meeting, the
Foundation then decides if the project should go
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forward and is fundable. The Research Foundation
does not have a pot of money for research. All
projects must be funded by conducting afundraising
campaign. Aproposal is then developed and is used
In a solicitation package for fundraising.

ATechnical Advisor Committee (TAC) is formed,
consisting of the principal sponsors of the project and
building code-and-standards writers. The TAC is the
body that directs the project, reviews the test results,
and makes recommendations on future test para
meters. They are invited to witness all fire tests and
also review and comment on the draft and final report.

In summary the Foundation facilitates research,
provides amechanism, an independent process, gets
research data to people who need it, facilitates
decision-making and raises funds.

National Class AFoam Fire Test Project

-There are two phases oftheproject:

• Testing and Analysis Phase
• Full Scale Room Fire Testing 8 Analysis Phase

Testing and Analysis Phase History and Background
The Research Foundation was approached by the
Industry representatives in 1991 to conduct a test
program for class Afoam in structural fire fighting.
Class Afoam was being used very successfully in
wildland fires and they could see an advantage to
using class Afoam to enhance structural fire fighting.

The Research Foundation completed a request for
proposal and in February 1993 selected Underwriters
Laboratories to conduct the testing. Fire tests were
conducted in August 1993 with the draft report
completed in the fall of 1993. The Report for this
phase was issued in January of 1994.

Testing &Analysis Phase Testing Program
There were three major areas investigated in this
phase:

• 20A Wood Crib-Knockdown, Rekindle
• Exposure Protection
• Retention Tests

The 20A wood cribs were used to investigate the
comparison of water, air aspirated class Afoam and
<(impressed air foam (CAF). This crib fire is normally
extinguished with 33 gpm of water applied for one
minute on the crib. In these tests only 15 gpm of
nyent was used for one minute, applied to three sides.

17

Acomparison of knockdown, rekindle and crib weight
loss was recorded for various mix and expansion ratios.

For the exposure protection tests, a smaller 1A
wood crib was used. The ignition times ofthe wood
cribs were recorded as the crib was exposed to several
heatfluxes. The cribs were untreated, treated with
water and treated with air aspirated foam and CAF at
variousmixand expansion ratios.

In the retention tests, a 1A wood crib was used as
a base sample. Again water, air aspirated foam and
CAF were used for comparison. The agents were
applied to the cribs for adesignated amount of time.
The weight of the crib before agent was applied as
well astheweight ofthecrib after theagent was
applied was recorded. The agent application time and
measurement times were varied as well as the mix
and expansion ratios.

Testing and Analysis Phase Technical Advisory
Committee

The following is a list of the TAC which directed the
project and reviewed test data and made
recommendations:

Ansul Fire Protection
California State Fire Marshal
Canadian Forces Fire Marshal Staff
ElkhartBrass Manufacturing
Fire Apparatus Manufacturers Association
Fort Worth Fire Department
Hale Products/Foam Pro
Nashville Fire Department
National Foam
Pierce Manufacturing
Piano Fire Department
J. Gordon Routley
State Farm Fire a Casualty Company
U. S. Air Force

U. S. Forest Service
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

"Full Scale Room Fire Testing 8 Analysis Phase History
and Background

This phase of the project is an extension ol Hie leMiny
and analysis phase. The Research liiiiiKliillnnlH'k!
project briefing in Decemhei If)') IIn the W.i'.liin
DC area. The fundraising was Initialed In liimi.nv
1994 and the TAC for this phase llislniH In Mmdi I0(H

Fire tests were Initiated In April 1994, Hie leHM|
for this phase is approximately one hall way
completed. Further testing Is In he <ondui leu in May;
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June. It is anticipated that this phase of the project
will be completed in July 1994 J

Full Scale Room Fire Testing aAnalysis Phase
This phase of the project will examine the effective-
Pvtfnf Whater'air aSpirating class Afoam ^dCAF toextinguish aroom fire. The room is 8'x12'x8' high
with a60' opening in one side. The walls are E
with combustible paneling and the ceiling1^-tible ceiling tiles. The fuel package consists of two
wood framed, poly ether foam covered simulated
peces of furniture. The two pieces of simulated
furniture are turned into the corner. Also in the corner
-s asmall pan of heptane and asmall wood crib

The heptane and wood crib is ignited and the
room is allowed to free burn until flashover Five
seconds after flashover, the agent is applied to fire
until extinguishment. The heat release rate oxygen
content, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, optical
recnordedSm°ke ^^^ and t^Peratures^eaN
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Full Scale Room Fire Testing aAnalysis Phase
Technical AdvisoryCommittee

The following is alist of the TAC which directed the
project and reviewed test data and made
recommendations:

California State Fire Marshal
Canadian Forces Fire Marshal Staff
Elkhart Brass Manufacturing
Fort Worth Fire Department
Hale Products

Insurance Service Organization
Nashville Fire Department
Piano Fire Department
Pyrocap inc.
J. Gordon Routley
State of Texas
U. S. Air Force
U. S. ForestService
Underwriters Laboratories Inc
Waterous Co.

Where Do We Go From Here?

There has been considerable interest from sprinkler
manufacturers to examine the effectiveness ocls a
foam in sprinkler systems. This possibility wle
examined in the near future.
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Army fire research and development
Class A foam evaluation

Samuel Duncan

Department of Army, Tank-Automotive Research, Development &Engineering Center
Fire Research and Development, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

Abstract

The Army Materiel Command (AMC), responding to procurement inquiries, requested information from the Army
research community atFort Belvoir about the performance ofClass Afirefightingfoam.

In compliance with current Department ofDefense policy, we sought non-government standards as guidancefor our
mponse to AMC andfound that there were no performance standardsfor Class Afirefightingfoams. We determined that
iiii appropnate response might include aprogram ofperformance evaluations offoams regarded as having met a level of
1'iwlronmental acceptance, such asthe U.S. Department ofAgriculture's Qualified Products List.

The evaluation was conducted using test proceduresfound in the NFPA project. The program received limitedfunding
ml the data isnotconsidered conclusive. It clearly shows, however, the Class Afirefightingfoams improve the performance
of water alone and thatmuch moreresearch is needed.

R6sum6

En riponse ddes demandes de renseignements au sujet de Fapprovisionnement, les Services du materiel desforces
terrestres des E.-U. se sont adresses auxchercheurs deFort Belvoir pour obtenir desdetails sur lerendement desmousses

lOitwnlques declasseA.

Conformement d la politique actuelle du Department ofDefense, nous avons cherche des normes non
\j»tivernementales qui nous auraient permis derepondre aux demandes derenseignements des Services du materiel et
(mutate qu'il n'existait aucune norme de rendement sur les mousses carboniques de classe A. Pourfournir une reponse
iitlsfalsante, nous avons du mettre sur pied un programme devaluation des mousses reputees presenter un degre

at <vptable d'innocuite pour I'environnement, notamment celles quifigurent sur la liste des produits homologues par le
minlitere am^ricain de I'agriculture.

Nous avons lvalues ces produits dI'aide des m&hodes d'essai recommandees par laNFPA. Notre programme a
i '!,•//<- /(s dunftnancement limite, et nous estimons que les donn^es obtenues sont peu concluantes. Toutefois, lesessaisont

ift iliement dtmontre que les mousses carboniques de classe Aam&ioraient sensiblement lerendement de I'eau ordinaire et
•!•'< ••rulesdesrecherchesbeaucoupplusapprofondiespermettrontd'obtenirdesresultatstangibles.

CNhkI morning, Ladies and Gentlemen, Iam hon-
11 iied to be here representing the United States

ly and the Tank-Automotive Research, Develop-
i and Engineering Center's fire research and

(fryrli ipment. Iwant to thank Chuck George and
Rt»ii locus for inviting me and our Canadian hosts for

H\\; the symposium together. I would also like to
It >mi iireflghters everywherefor their magnificent

••I I'iave performance.

ilepartment ofArmy recently began reestablishing
HtftMli .aid development activities for Army fire ser-
• il ml rebirth includes, but is not limited to, the

is|i ipment and procurement of a new Halon
irH|iii|', machine, tactical liquid fuel firefighting for

soldierfirefighters and Class Afirefighting foam evalu
ation. We want a measurable standard that will allow

the scientific endorsement of the highest level of per
formance of Class Afoam for extinguishment, preven
tion of reignition and exposure protection available
on the market.

Before June 1992 the Army procured fire trucks
and other firefighting equipment through a process
both painful and protracted. The process required the
RaD Centerto write a military specification, or MIL-
SPEC, for the equipment. Aprocurement authority,
usingthe federal acquisition regulations and proce
dures, would solicit bids and ultimately award a con
tract. Although the MILSPEC was reviewed by selected
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Army fire chiefs before being finalized and forwarded
to procurement, fire personnel were not contacted or
consulted through the process ofaward, manufactur
ing and delivery. Operational life expectancy for appa
ratus was 15 years but replacement of overaged equip
ment was funded only when dollars became available
at the end of the fiscal year. No plan, no budget, no
program and no research designed to address Army
requirements existed.

In June of 1992 the GSA began offering fire trucks
under a process that is easy to use and cost effective;
their program has been successful in many ways. The
Army fire research, development and procurement
community can now focus on specific requirements
not currently being met that are singular to Army fire
service rather than developing MILSPECS for fire trucks.

While many operational similarities between the
DoD fire services abound there are differences.
Because of those differences and because no single
agency should have to fund or conduct the research
and development required, the Army is moving
toward the development of a structured program that
will serve Army firefighters, including soldier firefight
ers in the Engineers, four ways: increase firefighter
safety, increase firefighting effectiveness, reduce or
simplify equipment and rapidly exploit new and
emerging technologies.

Nothing is new in that agenda, any agency
responsible for firefighters is striving for each item.
What is new is the manner in which Army will pursue
safety, effectiveness, equipment and exploitation of
new technology. We believe fighting fires is very
much like warfare. Army doctrine requires a highly
mobile force take the battle to the enemy, deliver dev
astating blows with pinpoint accuracy against the tar
gets most likely to cause total capitulation thus
achieving the quickest endto the conflict. We will
take the battle to the fire in ways more vigorous than
before.

Firefighters learn quickly on the fire ground. They
must learn quickly ortheir repeated mistakes will earn
them failure, injury ordeath. Researchers' mistakes
cause repetitious, and sometimes painful, explana
tions about data obtained, test protocols redefined
and the incessant petitioning for additional funds to
conduct tests that will answer questions very often
posed by the funding authority.

We will be accountable to the firefighter and no
other. We will be driven by the firefighters require
ments and fire ground inabilities; we will coordinate
research and equipment development with the
trainer and the user and we will compete successfully
for research funds on several fronts, through the
budget process, through aggressive partnering, with
other government agencies at any level, academia
and corporate interests and by seeking to convert
funds for inactive or terminal programs.

Department of Army has for many years
fomented its own specification and standards largely
ignoring non-military groups such as the National Fire
Protection Association and American National
Standards Institution. We intend to use, to contribute
to and promulgate the standards set by the appropri
ate bodies recognized in that field. In the interest of
national security and readiness of our military forces
however, we must reserve the right to suspend them'
or to apply stricter standards and more narrowly
defined specifications, where required. We are mem
bers of the community and we have a duty to be a
part ofit, to play the role that will be most beneficial
according to ourability.

The data from the Class Afoam tests performed
for Army are, in our opinion, inconclusive. But the
report is public domain, with unrestricted release and
we believe it is the most comprehensive report avail
able regarding the firefighting performance of Class A
foams with quantifiable environmental acceptance
and market availability. We offer it to the community
as responsible scientific information without product
endorsement. It is apparent by the data in this report
that market availability of Class Afoam exhibiting fire
fighting performance substantially above water alone
has been achieved. The minimum level of perfor
mance acceptable fora tool used to save lives and
protect the further erosion ofour environment should
be the highest level possible. Do we expect less than
that of firefighters? We do not. Do they expect less of
researchers? If they do, we have treated them badly,
tainted our profession with indifference and arrogance
and we must regain their confidence. Our direction of
investigation should be guided by what firefighters
need and it should never be 'good enough"; it must be
like the firefighter, the best there is.
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Class A foam research projects
William M. Carey

Senior Staff Engineer, Engineering Services, Dept. 411, 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, ILL 60062-2096, USA

Abstract

I jnderwriters Laboratones Inc. (UL) has recently conducted research projects involving acomparison of the effectiveness
UofClass Afoam solutions to plain waterfor the National Fire Protection Research Foundation (NFPRF) and the U.S.
Army. Both series oftests were conducted atUL's main office and test station in Northbrook, IL

The NFPRF project involved the conduct ofaseries ofperformance tests using plain water and asingle Class Afoam
concentrate. The Class Afoam concentrate was amixture of three batches of the samefoam and was supplied by the
United States Forest Service. It was approved as aWildland Firefighting Foam and neither the brand nor the manufacturer
ofthefoam was known to UL or to the project participants.

By using asingle Class Afoam concentratefor all of the testing, variables such as solution concentration, foam
generation method and expansion ratio could be compared to determine which variable or combination of vanables had
the greatest impact on the test results. In addition, aseries of viscosity, specific gravity, surface tension and density tests
were conducted on the Class Afoam concentrate andfoam solutions.

The performance tests consisted ofconducting Class 20A wood cribfire, exposure protection and retention tests. For
the Class 20Afire tests, Class Afoam solution concentrations of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5percent were used. Foam was generated
at anominal expansion ratio of5using astandard, adjustable spray nozzle set to astraight stream position and at a
nominal expansion ratio of 7.5 using an air-aspirated nozzle and compressed airfoam (CAF). For the exposure protection
and retention tests, solution concentrations of 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 were used. Foam was generated at nominal expansion
ratios of 7.5 and 15 using CAF equipment. Foam quality tests were conducted on each solution concentration andfoam
generation method asdescribed in the StandardforFoam Chemicals For Wildland Fire Control, NFPA 298.

The results of this research project are described in atest report titled, "National Class AFoam Research Project
Technical Report -Knockdown, Exposure and Retention Tests" dated December 1993. Copies of this report are available
from NFPRF.

The United States Army Class Afoam research project involved the conduct ofperformance tests using six Class A
loams which had been approved by the U.S. Forest Service as Wildland Firefighting Foams. In addition, a UL Listed
aqueousfilm formingfoam (AFFF) was also investigated. All ofthe Class Afoams were on the Army's Qualified Products
11st (QPL), yet nofire performance tests are requiredfor aClass Afoam to be included on the QPL. Therefore, it was desired
to conduct aseries ofperformance tests to determine thefire suppression performance characteristics ofcurrently available
(lassAfoams ascompared toplain water.

The performance tests consisted ofconducting Class 20A wood cribfire and exposure protection tests. For the Class 20A
lire tests, plain water or Class Afoam solution concentrations of 0.5 and 1.0 percent were used. Foam was generated at a
nominal expansion ratio of 7.5 using astandard adjustable spray nozzlefitted with an air-aspirating adapter. For the
exposure protection tests, aClass Afoam solution of 0.5percent was used andfoam was generated using an air-aspirating
nozzle. Foam quality tests were conducted oneach Class Afoam solution concentration and nozzle combination as
described in the NFPA 298.

The results ofthese tests are contained in areport titled, "Report of Class AFoam Tests" dated February 1994, which
was conductedfor the Department ofthe Army, Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center, Fort Belvoir, VA.
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Introduction

UL has completed the National ClassA Foam
Research Project for the National Fire Protection

Research Foundation. A copy of the Report, dated
December, 1993, is available from the Research
Foundation.

As can be seen from the attached Executive

Summary, the objective of this Research Project was
to document the effectiveness of Class A foam hose

slreamsas compared to plain water. A series of wood
crib fire, exposure protection and retention tests were
i(inducted. All of these tests were conducted using a
'•Ingle Class Afoam concentrate. Class Afoam solu
tion concentrations of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.9 percent
were used as well as standard adjustable spray noz
zles, air aspirated nozzles and compressed air foam
(i AI-") equipment. Foam expansion ratio and 25 per-
ient drainage times were recorded for each foam
Milution/nozzle combination.

We have also recently completed a ClassA foam
Research Project for the US Army. Acopy of the
Executive Summary from this Report is also attached.
This project involved the conduct of wood crib fire
and exposure protection tests using six Class Afoams
which have been approved by the US Department of
Agriculture, ForestService Division, as Wildland Class
Afire fighting foam liquid concentrates.

The results of these tests demonstrated that there

are fire performance differences between these
approved Class Afoams and that there is a need to
establish a performance based Standard and possible
rating system for these products. We hope to con
tinue working with the U.S. Armyto develop appropri
ate test criteria for these products.

Acopy of this Report can be obtained by contact
ing Mr. Samuel Duncan, USA Tank Automotive
Command, Mobility Technical Center Belvoir, AMSTA-
RBW, 10101 Gridley Road, Suite 104, Fort Belvoir, VA
22060-6818.

UL National Class A Foam Research Project
for the

National Fire Protection Research Foundation

Executive Summary

Class Afoams have been used to fight forest and
brush fires for many years. The United States

Department ofAgriculture (USDA) investigates Class A
loams with respect to their toxicity and environmental
<haracteristics. There are no test methods or require
ments specified in the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Standard for Foam Chemicals For
Wildland Fire Control, NFPA 298, to evaluate the fire
fighting effectiveness of these foams.

Under this research project, wood cribfire and
exposure protection tests wereconducted to evaluate
Hie fire fighting effectiveness of Class Afoam hand
hotlines as compared to wateronly. Foam quality
Iwls were also conducted as a part of the research
project. These tests wereconducted using six Class A
ftmms on the Qualified Products List (QPL) published
fey Hie USDA, a UL Listed one percent aqueous film
forming foam (AFFF) and wateronly. Due to the lim
ited number of tests conducted under this investiga-
llon, (he results were considered inconclusive with
tffipect to quantifying the fire fighting effectiveness of
i lav. A foams.

The wood crib fire tests were conducted using
Class 20-A wood cribs described in the Standard for

the Rating and Fire Testing of Fire Extinguishers
ANSI/UL 711. These cribs were designed to be extin
guished by a 33 gpm straight stream hoseline
applying water only for one minute. For this series of
tests, a hand held nozzle set to a straight stream posi
tion and fitted with an air aspirating attachment was
used at a flow rate of 15 gpm. ClassAfoam solution
concentrations of 0.5 or 1.0 percent were used for all
of the tests except those with water only. Exceptfor
one of the Class A foam solutions, the results of the

,wood crib fire tests demonstrated the ability of the
ClassA foam solutions to extinguish the Class 20-A
wood crib. Duringbaseline tests conducted with
water only at 15 gpm, the Class20-Awood crib was
not extinguished at the end of the 60 second discharge.

Exposure protection tests were conducted using
water only and a Class A foam solution concentration
of 0.5 percent. All of the tests were conducted using a
hand held air-aspirated nozzleat a flowrate of 1 gpm.

The exposure protection tests involved the appli
cation of water only or Class Afoam solution to wood
cribs and then exposing them to heat fluxes of 25
and 50 kW/m2 until they ignited. The results of these
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retard the ignition of the wood crib as compared to
cribsexposed to water at the 50 kW/m2 heat flux.
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It is recommended that additional research be
conducted to develop appropriate fire test procedures
and requirements to establish an acceptable level of
fire fighting performance forClass A foams.

UL National Class A Foam Research Project
for the

US Army

ExecutiveSummary

Class A foams have been used to fight forest and
brush fires for many years. Recently, municipal

fire departments have been usingClass A foams to
improvethe operatingefficiencyof manual fire
streams for structural fire fighting purposes.

To help quantify the improved fire fighting effi
ciency of Class A foam manual fire streams as com
pared to plainwater, a series of wood crib fire, expo
sure protection and retention tests were conducted.
Laboratory analyses and foam quality tests were also
conducted underthis project. Allof the Class A fire
tests were conducted using a singleClass A foam con
centratewhich was approved by the United States
Forest Service as a Wildland Fire Fighting Foam at
concentrations between 0.1 and 1.0 percent.

The wood crib fire tests were conducted using
Class 20-A wood cribs as referenced in the Standard

for Rating and Fire Testing of Fire Extinguishers,
ANDI/UL 711. These cribs were designedto be extin
guished by a 33 gpm straight stream hosellne apply
ingwateronly for one minute. For this series of tests,
an adjustable nozzle set to a straight stream position
and a flow rateof 15gpm was used. Class A foam
solutions of 0.1,0.3 and 0.5 percent were used with a
(1) standard, adjustable pattern nozzle(2) an air-aspi
rated nozzleand (3) by mixing the solution with ^

compressedairto produce compressed air foam (CAF).
The results of the wood crib fire tests demonstrated
improved fire fighting effectiveness of using a Class A
foam as compared to water. During baseline tests
conducted withwateronly at 15gpm,the crib was
not extinguished at the end of discharge, even with
the discharge duration increased from 60 to 90 seconds.

The exposure protection tests involved the appli
cation of water or Class A foam to wood cribs and
then exposing them to heat fluxes of 25 and
50 Kw/m2 until they ignited. The results of these tests
demonstrated the enhanced ability of the Class A
foam to retard the ignition of the wood test crib as
compared to water at the 50 Kw/m2 heat flux.

The retention tests measured the gain in weight
of Class A foam appliedto Class 1-Awood cribs for
durations of 15 and 60 seconds. The results demon

stratedthat cribs exposed to a Class A foam had a 33
to 100 percentincrease in retained weight as com
paredto cribs exposed to water.

It is recommended that additional research be

conducted to measure the effectiveness of Class A

foam as compared to wateronly usingfull scale room
configurations. These tests should be conducted
undera colorimeter so the rate of heat release, prod
ucts of combustion, smoke obscuration and smoke
density canbe continuously monitored during each test
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Preliminary investigation of the fire extinguishment
effectiveness of compressed air foam

Daniel Madrzykowski
Building and Fire Research Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology,

Technology Administration, U.S. Department ofCommerce, Gaithersburg, Maryland

Abstract

Astudy was conducted to investigate the extinguishment effectiveness ofcompressed airfoam (CAF) on Class Afires as a
fKmeans to assess the feasibility ofaself-contained, CAF sprinkler system for residentialfire protection. Two types offire
t®ts were conducted: (1)fire extinguishment effectiveness tests and, (2) sprinklered compart-mentfire suppression tests.

The fire extinguishment effectiveness tests utilized wall configuration wood cribs, with overall dimensions of 0.61 mx
U2min height This crib configuration exhibited asteady-state heat release rate ofapproximately 250 kW. After the crib
Was Ignited and allowed to reach full involvement, manual extinguishment was initiated by applying the extinguishing
tifjent in apredetermined pattern over the burningfuel. When theflames were suppressed, the operator would lookfor
Soldering combustion (hot spots) and apply more agent only to those areas. This technique was used to minimize the
mount ofagent used to extinguish thefire. The CAF and plain water were applied to the fuels at the same massflow
fBtefor each comparative case. Based on time to extinguishment, CAF exhibited an effectiveness similar to water when
^Oppressing the wood crib fires. The sprinklered compartmentfire suppression tests required the agent, deliveredfrom a
Mnkler, to suppress awood crib fire in a2.4mx 2.4 mx2.4m compartment. The wood cribs had external dimensions
$0.25 mx0.25 mx0.30 min height and acalculated peak heat release rate ofapproximately 50 kW. The crib was
Mowed to becomefully involved prior to manual activation ofthe sprinkler system.

At aspray application rate of2.9 mm/min. (0.07 gpm/fP), CAF wasfound to be no more effective than waterinsup-
pressing the fire. Adiscussion of the limitations of the results from this study and needsfor future research are included.

R6sum£

N'ous avons mene une etude visant tietablir Fefficacite d'une mousse dair comprime dans I'extinction d'incendie de
classe Aen vue d'evaluer la possibilite d'utiliser un systeme de teles d'extincteur dmousse dair comprime pour la pro

tection residentielle contre les incendies. Deux types de tests ont ete effectues: (1) des tests d'efficacite d'extinction et(2)
des tests d'extinction en compartiments dotes d'une tete d'extincteur.

Pour les tests d'efficacite d'extinction, nous avons utilise des murets de bois, dont les dimensions etaient de 0,01
mx 1,22 mde hauteur. Ces arrangements montraient un taux stabilise de degagement calorifique de 250 KW. Aprte que
te muret ait ete allumtetpleinement embrase, nous avons commend I'extinction defagon manuelle en appliquant, suiv-
mt des modalites pred&erminees, I'agentextincteur sur le combustible en feu. Unefoislesflammeseteintes, I'operateur
mherchaient les zones defeu couvant (points chauds) et appliquaient plus d'agent sur ces zones seulement. Cette tech
nique aete adoptee pour minimiser la quantite d'agent utiUsee pour eteindre lefeu. La mousse aair comprime et I'eau
ordinaire ont ete appllquees aux combustibles ddes debits massiques identiques pour chaque cas comparatif. Sur la base
0u temps qu'il afallu pour eteindre lesfeux, la mousse dair comprime amontre une efficacite similaire dcelle de I'eau. Les
(est en compartiments munis d'une tete d'extincteur consistaient en I'extinction defeux de structures de bois avec I'agent
opplique au moyen d'une tete d'extincteur dans un compartiment de 2,4 mx2,4 mx 2,4 m. Les structures de bois avaient
des dimensions exterieures de 0,25 mx0,25 mx0,30 mde hauteur et un taux calcuie de degagement calorifiqueMnd-
mal d'environ 50 KW. On laissait la structure prendre en feu complement avant que la tete d'extincteur soit activee
manuellement Aun taux d'application de 2,9 mm/min (0,07 gpm/pP), la mousse dair comprime ne s'est montre pas plus
tfflcace que I'eau pour eteindre lefeu. Nous presentons aussi dans cet article une analyse des limites des resultats de cette
tiude et les besoinsfutures dans cedomaine derecherche.
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Performance ofClass Acompressed-air-foam from a fixed system
Andrew K. Kim, BogdanZ. Dlugogorski, George P. Crampton, and Jack R. Mawhinney

National Fire Laboratory, Institute for Research in Construction,
National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA, K1A 0R6

Abstract

Aseries ofexperiments in open-space and In acompartment was conducted to explore the suppression efficiency ofa
Alnewly-developed compressed-air-foam (CAF) using afixed piping system. The tests conducted at the National Fire
Laboratory confirmed that the CAFsystem was effective in suppressing Class A(cellulosic materials) and Class B(flammable
liquid)fires. The CAF had sufficient momentum to penetrate thefire plume and reach thefuel surface. In Class Bfires, it
formed afoam blanket on thefuel surface, which blocked the radiation to thefuel and reduced the evolution offlammable
gases. The paperprovides an overview ofthe test set-up and presents the test results.

R&ume'

On amene une serie d'experiences adel ouvert de meme que dans un compartiment resistant pour evaluer les proprie'tes
d'extinction d'une nouvelle mousse entraMe par air comprime distribute aFaide de tuyauxfixes. Les essais menes au

Laboratoire national de I'incendie ont confirm^ que ce systeme 6tait efficace lors de I'extinction d'incendies de classe A
(materiaux cellulosiques) et de classe B(liquides inflammables). Le systemefournissait uneforce d'entrainementsuffisante
pourpermettre au produit depenetrer la colonne deflammes etatteindre la surface combustible. Dans les incendies de
classe B, le produitformait une couverture de mousse sur la surface combustible, protegeant celle-ci contre la chaleur
rayonnante et raientissant la production de gaz inflammables. Le rapport donne un apercu des conditions d'essai et
presentelesresultatsobtenus.

Introduction

Forestry personnel have been using foams for many
years to suppressforest and wildland fires.

Recently, a newtechnique has been developed in
which compressed air is injected into the water line
containingthe foam solution. The injection of the
compressed air at the nozzle producesa well-
entrained foam that can be projected quite far from
the nozzle. It has been shown that a Compressed-Air-
Foam (CAF) system can provide rapid cooling and fire
extinction using less water than would be required for
traditional hose-stream techniques[1].

Technical difficulties related to the degradation of"
the foam infixed piping and the lack of an appropri
ate nozzle has, to date, prevented the use of CAF tech
nologyin fixed systems. For the program outlined in
this paper, the National Fire Laboratory (NFL) of the
Institute for Research in Construction, National
Research Council of Canada successfully developed a
means of producing CAF usinga fixed piping system.
In addition, an innovative foam nozzle was developed
to distribute the foam to cover a wide area without
loosing its high momentum.

This paper describes the experimental test set-up
and procedures. In the study, the suppression

efficiency ofthe foam was evaluated using the heat
release rate ofthefire during suppression. The paper
discusses the effects ofdifferent foam expansion
ratios and different fuels, as well as enclosure effects
on CAF extinguishing efficiency.

ExperimentalSet-up and Procedure

All testswere conducted using the NFL's calorimeter
facility. The calorimeter facility includes a 3 mby

3 mcanopy hood which is connected to a 15 mlong,
0.56 mdiameter exhaust duct. As shown in Figure 1,
theexhaust duct contains a pitot-static probe, thermo
couples and gas samplingports as well as a smoke
meter, to measurethe gas flow rate, temperatures, CO,
C02 and 02 concentrations, and the smoke production
rate. The heat release ratesof the fire during the test
were determined using the oxygen consumption
method[2]. The concentration of unburned hydro-car
bonsand the amountofwatervapour present in the
exhaust gases were also measured.

Two series of tests were conducted; one in a
mobile test unit, which represented an open spacefire
with unlimited ventilation, and the other in a compart
mentwith natural ventilation through a window open
ing, representing an enclosed fire scenario. The
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Figure 7. General experimental set-up, profile view.

mobile unitwas 3.5 m by 3.1 m and 3.3 m high, and
llv walls were constructed of perforated sheet steel to
break up the convective aircurrents without limiting
the ventilation rate. The unit was instrumented with
thermocouples and heat flux meters. As shown in
figure 1, the mobile test unitwas placedunder the
ianopy hood of the calorimeter so that all combustion
gases would be collected by the calorimeter.

Tests were conducted with either one or two noz

zles. In the single nozzle tests, the nozzle was
mounted directly above the fuel at the ceiling. When
iwo nozzles were used, the nozzles were mounted at
Hie ceiling of the enclosure, 2 m apart and at equal
instances from the fuel.

In the compartment fire tests, the canopyhood of
II»•calorimeter was located such that one side of the

id was touching the wall above the window of the
;compartment to collect combustion gases coming

uiil through the window (see Figure 1). The fire test
tiimpartment inside dimensions were 6.1 m by 6.1 m
hy 3.2 m high. There were two 1.5 m by 1.2 m win-
itnws, side by side, in one wall and a 1.9 m by 0.8 m
arccss door opening in the other wall. The fuel was
i'U< ed In the centre of the room and two foam noz-
flrs were mounted at the ceiling.

The suppression efficiency of a fixed Class Acom-
|»i'\sed-air foam system was evaluated on wood crib
|i loss Acombustible) and heptane and diesel (Class B

combustibles) pool fires. The wood cribs were con
structed from 5 or 10 layers of white pine sticks. Each
layercontained 10 sticks 19 mm by 38 mm by 610 mm.
The tests in open space were carried out with 5 layer
cribs, and those in the compartment with 10 layer
cribs. Heptane and diesel pool fires were conducted
with a 0.9 m diameter steel pan, with a 0.1 m lip height.

Forthe crib and the diesel pool fire tests, the fires
were permitted to burn for approximately 2 min
before activation of the suppression system, to allow
the fire to reach a fully developed stage. For the hep
tane pool fire, a 1 min pre-burn was allowed since the
heptane pool fire reached steady burning conditions
in a shorter time than the other fuels.

Generation of Compressed-Air-Foam

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the CAF
system. Pre-mixed water and foam concentrate

were mixed in the tank, which was then pressurized to
690 kPa (100 psi) with air. The container was
weighed before and after the tests to record the total
quantity of foam solution used. Compressed air was
also injected into the flowing foam solution, and the
mixture turned into foam as it flowed through the
pipe system before it reaching the nozzles. For all
tests discussed in this paper, a solution with 03%
Class A foam was used.
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Figure 2. Schematic of foam generation equipment

Extensive exploratory tests were conducted to
develop ameans to produce reliable CAF. Iniectine
oam solution and air into steel piping did not produce

foam It caused instability in the discharge pressure
resulting In the generation of apulsating soapy water
tS& Af165 °f t6StS WaS COnducted t0 "^erstandthe different parameters which affect the development
and breakdown of the foam. The air injection and
mixing process, length of mixing zone, number of
bends in the piping, type of nozzle, all played arole in
the quantity and quality of foam produced After a
considerable number of trials, the NFL developed a
method to produce good quality CAF in afixed piping
system. The National Research Council has applied
for apatent on this CAF generation concept, therefore
betS^

Results

Heptane Fires in Open Space

-The test results with asingle foam nozzle, located
I directly above the fuel, showed that the com

pressed-air-foam (CAF) system using 0.3% Class A
foam solution suppressed a0.9 mdiameter heptane
pool fire within 45 sof activation. Afoam with a1-4
expansion ratio extinguished the fire in 38 scompared

to 44 sfor afoam with an expansion ratio of 1:i o In
both cases, the foams were applied from the same
nozzle with the same pressure, and the expanded
foam volumetric flow rate was approximately the
same, This does not necessarily mean that the lower
expansion ratio foam was more efficient than the
th!f 17rSi0n rati°f0am- 0ne snould «>™derthat the 1:4 expansion ratio foam used 2.5 times
more foam solution than required in the 1:1 oexpan
sion ratio foam. In fact, considering the volume of
foam solution required for extinguishments, ahigher
expansion ratio foam may be more efficien in extin
guishing a quid fuel pool fire. If the expansion *a io
-s too high (above 1:10), however, the foam may be
too dry and too light to penetrate the fire plume and
reach the fuel surface to suppress the fire.

For the cases with two foam nozzles spaced 2m
aUhe lTnerr!°am apP'iCati0n density was obtajnedat the fuel location, compared to the single nozzle
case (6 kg/min/m^ versus 5kg/min/m2)[31. The CAF
with a1:4 expansion ratio, extinguished the fire at '
25 sand with the 1:1 oexpansion ratio foam extin
guished the fire at 30 s. These extinguishment tmes
are slightly shorter than the ones from the single
nozzle case, indicating the improved fire suppression

Inlermlional Wildland Fire Foam Symposiurn
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Diesel Fires in OpenSpace

The test results with two foam nozzles showed that
Class A GAF withan expansion ratio of 1:10extin
guished a 0.9 m diameter diesel pool fire at 35 s.
Foam with an expansionratio of 1:4 extinguished the
Are at 28 s. The CAF extinguished, with equal effec
tiveness, the pool fires withdiesel (flash pointof 60°(Q
and heptane(flash point of -4°(Q. The CAF system
extinguished the pool fires by providing a foam blan
ket jpn the fuel surface to reduce the thermal feedback
and the evolution of volatile fuel vapours,therefore,
the flash point temperature of the fuel was not a
factor in the performance of the foam system.

Wood Crib Fires in Open Space

Ttoo foam nozzles, located 3 m above the crib and
2 m apart, provided sufficient foam to blanket the top
and sides of the wood crib, and extinguished the fire,
figure 3 shows the heat release rates for the fires
during suppression withtwo different expansion ratio
foams. The lowexpansion ratio foam (1:4) (with an
application density of 15 kg/min/m2) suppressed the
Are quickly, extinguishing it in 37 s, whereas the 1:10
foam (with an application density of 6 kg/min/m2)
extinguishedthe fire in 1 min 42 s. For comparison,
two standard sprinklers (with an application density of
20 L/min/m2) required 4 min 35 s to extinguish the
same fire. The CAF not only extinguished the wood
Crib fire much sooner than the sprinkler system, but it
required much less water than the sprinkler system.
The test results showed that the CAF was a very effi

600

Suppression
on |

cient fire suppression system in extinguishing wood
crib fires.

Compartment (enclosed) Fire Tests

There was little difference in the performance of the
CAF system in extinguishing open spaceand enclosed
fires. Class A CAF (with an expansion ratio of 1:10)
immediately controlled the heptane pool fire in the
compartment and extinguished it in 25 s. The same
foam system extinguished the same heptane fire in
open space at 30 s.

The CAF (1:10 expansion ratio) extinguished the
diesel pool fires, both in the compartment and in open
space, at 35 s.

The primary extinguishingmechanism was the
same in the compartment as in the open space; a
foam blanket formed on the fuel surface and blocked
the thermal feedbackto the fuel surface reducing the
evolution of volatile gases. There does not seem to
be any enclosure effect in fire suppression usingthe
CAF system, and thus it was equallyeffective in sup
pressing fires in open spacesas in compartments.

Discussion

Foam achieves suppression by forming a blanket on
the fuel surface. This foam blanketacts as a physi

calbarrier blockingthe radiation from the flame to the
fuel, and reducing the evolution of the gaseous fuel.
The blanketof foam also constitutes a slowly-draining
reservoir of water, confined in the foam bubbles,
which cools the fuel.

free burn

03%A foam (1:10) 1
03%A foam (1:4)

10
600

500

400

300

200

4 6

Time (min)

Figure 3. Head release ratesof wood crib fires in open space(two foam nozzles).
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With the fixed pipe CAF system, it was possible to
produce foams with expansion ratios ranging from
1:3 to 120 by controlling the foam solution and air
flow rates. Although in wildland and structuralfire
fighting, foams with expansion ratios ranging between
1:2to 1:100 may be used, (as dictated bya specific
application), theoptimum fire suppression efficiency in
the cunent test set-up, was obtained byfoams with
expansion ratios between 1:4 and 1:10. Foams with
expansion ratios higher than 1:10 were too dry to
penetrate the flame and reach the fuel surface. Foams
with lower expansion ratio than 1:4 drained too
quickly to maintain a foam blanket on the fuel surface.
Also, the amount of water required for the lower
expansion foam was considered to be too great.

Conclusions

The National Fire Laboratory has developed a
means of producing Class Acompressed-air-foam

(CAF) ina fixed pipe system, incorporating a new and
innovative foam distribution nozzle. The system deliv
ershigh momentum CAF at the optimum foam expan
sion ratio of 1:4 to 1:10. Foam break-up, which
prevented the development of this technology in the
past, was avoided by the careful engineering design of
the nozzle and the piping system. The system extin
guished heptane and diesel pool fires and wood crib

fires quickly, with a small amount of water. This
makes itan ideal candidate for applications in areas
where water supply is limited.
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Evaluation of enhanced water fire suppression
Class "A" foam crib burns

C Bruce Edwards

Firetech Engineering Inc., 1373 East15th Street, North Vancouver, BC Canada V7J1K9

Abstract

TO use scarce water resources most effectively, firefighters must maximize thenumber of metres of wildfire that canbe
suppressed per litre ofwater, fora givenfuel type, topography and weather. This isdone by optimizing the delivery

system, method ofapplication, andflow rate. As astep to achieving this, reproducible wood cribfires are being studied to
quantify the effect offactors involved in suppression. Large cribs, extrapolatedfrom the UL 711 standard design (up to
40-A cribs), are being used so results will berelevant tofield personnel.

Preliminary burns ofeight "100-AB" (3300 lb)fuel cribs in 1992 confirmed the value oftesting largefires and the
feasibility ofquantitative studies. These burns led to estimates ofCFR (Critical Flow Rate)forstraight streams ofALEF-A
(Aspirated Low Expansion class AFoam) of67gpm compared to 127 gpmforplain water. Foam solution was tested and
appeared to behighly effective. Also, low pressure (50psi) water spray appeared to bemuch more effective than standard
100 psispray.

Video clips oftest burns, form part ofthis presentation. Rationaleforthe experimental design isdiscussed.

Cribfires in 1994 will indicatefire scaling infuel cribs, which information will beused tosize sixty "60-AB"fuel cribs
and, given additionalfunding, twenty "100-AB" cribs. These will beattacked with plain water and several class Afoam
delivery systems, including Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS), using various application methods. This procedure will
quantitatively identify the most promising combinations. It is intended, ifresources permit, to evaluate these combinations
with fires in naturalfuels.

R6sum6

Pour utiliserplus efficacement les reserves limMes d'eau lors d'unfeu devegetation, les pompiers doivent s'assurer que
chaque litre d'eau couvre la plus grande superflcie possible, pour un combustible, une topographie etdes conditions

me'teorologiques donnes. Acettefin, on doit optimiser le systeme dedistribution, la methode d'application etledebit. On
tente actuellement dequantifier I'effet desfacteurs desuppression apartir des essais reproductibles menes sur des buchers
en bois. On utilise des buchers degrandes dimensions, dont les caracteristiques sont derivees dela norme decalcul UL 711
(jusqu'd 40-A), desorte que les resultats obtenus seront significatifs pour le personnel travaillant sur leterrain.

La combustion pr&iminaire dehuit buchers du type«100-AB» (3300 lb) en 1992 a confirme lebien-fonde des essais
qui reposent sur des incendies d'envergure etlafaisabilite des etudes quantitatives. Ces essais ont permis d'estimer a 67
gallons par minute le debit critique pour unjet lineaire d'ALEF-A (mousse de classe Adfaiblefoisonnement pulverisee par
aspiration d'air), debit qui passe d 127 gallons par minute dans lecas d'eau ordinaire. La solution demousse a ete mise ti
I'essai etonFa Ires efficace. Une pulverisation d'eau bbasse pression (50 lb/po) semble par ailleurs beaucoup plus efficace
qu'unepulverisation typed 100 lb/po.

Des videos seront aussi presentes dans lecadre de cet expose. On y discutera des raisons qui ont determine lemodele
experimental.

Les essais decombustion menes en 1994 permettront d'evaluer les caracteristiques decombustion desbuchers,
information qui sera appliquee dsoixante buchers du type -60-AB» et, advenant I'apport defonds supplementaires, d vingt
buchers du type «100-AB», On tentera d'eteindre I'incendie au moyen d'eau ordinaire etdeplusieurs systemes de
distribution demousses declasse A, dont dessystemes depulverisation d air comprime, d I'aide dediverses methodes
d'application. Ce procede permettra de determiner quantitativement les combinaisons les plus prometteuses. Si les
ressources le permettent, on entend evaluer ces combinaisons en soumettant des combustibles naturels ddes essais de
combustion.
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Introduction

Class Afoam has been in use for ground-based fire
suppression since the 1970s. Those ofus who use

it routinely are convinced of its efficacy. Unfortunately
although there have been anecdotal reports of dra
matic results, negligible full-scale scientifically credible
research, quantitatively evaluating and optimizing
Class Afoam systems, has been published.

Fundamental questions have been unanswered
namely;

1. Which Class Afoam system is best for each use? -
foam solution? (straight stream or spray?), com
pressed air foam?, aspirated foam?, should it be
low ormedium expansion foam?, which is the best
formulation? how dry should it be?, and what is
the optimum drain time?

2. What is the best method of application of the pre
ferred suppressant?

3. How much better is Class Afoam than plain water?
In wildland firefighting, the question is "How many
metres of fire can 1000 litres of water darken (or
mop up) with foam "X", compared to plain water?

This study, Quantitative Evaluation of Enhanced
Water Fire Suppression, seeks to answer the above
questions.

Preliminary Burns

A crib ignition test and eight preliminary burn trials
were conducted at the Vernon Military Camp at

Vernon B.C., Canada in 1992 October 2 to 17. The con
crete floor slab of a large military building previously
destroyed byfire, was used for the tests.

The preliminary burns were conducted to;

1. Find numerical values if possible for:

Energy release,
Heptane accelerant required for ignition,
Ignition uniformity,
Effect ofwind and otherfactors,
Gpm required for testing both straight streams
and fog patterns,

2. Identify and solve problems in experimental method
3. Determine whether Critical Flow Rate analysis is an

appropriate method ofcomparing suppression
systems,

4. Estimate resources needed for project completion
and

5. Provide the fire service with preliminary answers to
the question "How does aspirated low expansion
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foam compare with plain water in a straight
stream?"

This preliminary research answers the first 4ques
tions and suggests a preliminary answer to the last
question above.

Since details of the tests have been given in the
interim technical report to Forestry Canada (Edwards
1992a) and to the North West Fire Council (Edwards
1992b), this presentation features video clips of the
preliminary burn tests.

Experimental Design
I inderwriters standard UL-711 for lumber fuel cribs
\Jwas used in crib design so results could be com
pared with extinguishment ofknown fires and for
easy reproducibility. Large cribs were built to simulate
large fires beyond the knockdown capability of acon
ventional plain water attack.

Since the UL-711 standard only goes up to a
40-A crib, the UL crib specifications were extrapolated
to a larger crib called "100-AB".

Each crib consisted of 261 pieces of 2by 4SPF
(Spruce, Pine or Fir) lumber, 9'- 5" long forming afilled
square crib 9'- 5" square, weighing about 3300 lb
The total height ofa crib was about 36".

The first video clip shows the burn site and crib in
place on the weighing frame.

The second video clip shows a heptane ignition
fire (111 lb heptane). By about 3minutes after ignition
all the heptane had burned out. The fire was then
allowed to preburn and attacked 4minutes after igni
tion. Load cell data showing a steady decline of
weight confirmed a uniform fire intensity.

These fires are extremely hot and difficult to
darken. The solid flame height, even after the heptane
had burned out, was estimated from a level video
camera to be about 30 feet. The maximum fireball
height was about 45' above the crib. Aface shield was
needed to approach closer than about 60' from the crib.

Attack Method

rour possible attack geometries were considered:

1. The UL 711 standard method ofattack for fire
extinguishers, is to attack from the sides and front,
the top and bottom, but not from the back of the '
crib. For comparison purposes, this method is less
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than ideal because of the effect of stream geome
try. As shown infigure 1,streamdiameters are about
thesame size as thespacing between 2 by4s.

The stream diameter ofa straight stream ofplain
water and solution and of a CAFS stream are much
'.mailer than the 3.8" spacing between 2 by4s so
much ofthe stream will shoot straight through with
outwetting the fuel. It will be wasted except for some
(doling ofthe flame volume, as shown in video clip 3.

The diameter ofan Aspirated Low Expansion
Ioam (ALEF) stream, in contrast, is about twice the
•.pacing, so foam tends to pile upon the upstream
side of the crib, with relatively less shooting straight
through as shown in video clip 4. Because of this
error, another method was needed.

1 Another approach is to use a fixed nozzle,which
suggests a sprinkler test.

This approach was triedfor the first two fires,
using standard spray (100 psi) then low pressure fog
CiO psi) from a tower on thecrib diagonal asshown in
figure 2 to cover theentire crib. One problem is that
the advantage ofclass Afoam in reducing rekindles,
Is not emphasized. Also, this does not simulatea feasi-
l.ilc method of attacking wildland fires. Video clip 5
shows a test fire attacked with this method.

I. The third approach is to attack from a fixed posi
tion along the crib diagonal as in figure 2, so that
the stream can hit two sides as well as the top.
Because thestream is never directed parallel to the
2 by4s, the above geometrical effect is reduced.

An advantage of thisconfiguration is that one
ifimera position alongthe other diagonal can see
both a front side and a rear side. Adisadvantage is
lliiit this does not simulate attack of a line fire.

This method was used for the preliminary burns.

For straightstream attack, the stream was moved
inmi left to right startingat the bottom leftof the crib
.Hid endingat the top right corner.

'I Ior burn tests in 1994, to better simulate attack of
-i line fire, the nozzle will be placed at right angles
to the front ofthe crib, as shown in figure 3.

The fire can beattacked either by sweeping the
nozzle left to right as it is more slowly moved from the
iMiitom edge ofthe crib to the top, or bysweeping the
•in//lc up and down as it is more slowly moved from
Ml to right, the advantage of class Afoam in reducing
immediate rekindles should be shown bythis method.
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Nozzles

Because a wide range of quickly adjustable flow
rates was needed with the same nozzle geometry

and becauseexitvelocity should be constant with
variations in flow rate, an automatic nozzle was
needed for attack. It was also preferable for compari
son purposes to use the same nozzle for aspirated low
expansion foam as for plain water. Forthese reasons
Task Force Tips (TFT) Dual Force (50 and 100 psi) and
Handline nozzles with FoamJet foam attachments
were selected.

Nozzle Mounting and Fire Pump
Fires were attacked from a skid-mounted wooden

tower. The attack nozzle was attached to a modi
fied FirePro FPTM-750 2_" deck gun with truck mount
base bolted to the tower. The nozzle height above
ground was about 11'.

For flow rates under 135 gpm, a Wajax Defender
350 pump was used. For higher flow rates, municipal
fire engines from the Lumby, Okanagan Landing and
Vernon Fire Departments were used, all drafting from
a portable tank in which foam concentrate was batch
mixed.

Foam Concentrate and Concentration

Ansul Silv-ex, Chemonics FireTrol 103 and 3M
FB-100 concentrates were donated by themanu

facturers. A0.5%concentrate was chosen for the tests
because that concentration seems to be most com
monly used. FireTrol 103 was selected for the tests by
the toss of a coin.

Results

There were nine test fires in 1992. In the first, the
heptane ignition-fire duration was measured with

out a crib in place to determined the amount ofhep
tane needed. Three suppressants were tried as follows:

- 4 cribs with plain water (2 with fog and 2 straight
stream),

- 1 crib with foam solution applied in a straight
stream, and

- 3 cribs with ALEF applied in a straight stream.

Asummary of 1992 results obtained from the 8
crib fires is given in Table 1.
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Table I. Data from 8crib fires in T992 ucinc. fh,„

Suppressant
l^atterrT-
Crib number
Nozzle
Nozzle psi
ignition
Heptane lbs
Heptane burned
out in (sees)

Attack
GPM

Duration sec
Gallons
-Visibility
Exceeds CFR
Stream effect

Knockdown
Degree
Seconds
Gallons

•Guesstimate of knockdown requirements

Discussion

X/isibility during straight stream attacks was usually
Vadequate until the main body of fire was dark

ened, then white smoke from sujpresston and ?bdc
smoke from rekindling immediately after thesiream
passed, obscured both the stream and the cib Ao^
of suppressant was therefore wasted. ToEstimate
knockdown times under these conditionshevideo
recordings were analyzed. Tne time when the man
2.2:7? ?rk6ned Was noted< ^n aSonal time to darken the rest with afully effective
stream was guesstimated. 'yerrective

After the main body of flame was darkened for
fire 8an mternal fire persisted, with no flame show ne
above the crib. It could not be darkened, probably g
because poor visibility precluded aiming the stream
accurately and seeing its effect.

Unlike astraight stream attack, where stream
effectiveness can be seen and the addition Kica-
tion time to darken afire can be guesstima ?fog
pattern covering the entire fire behaves differently
After afew seconds, astate of equilibrium is reachedbetween the heat of the fire andV! cooHng £23
the stream. By definition, additional suppressoLie

International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium

crib, with no flame showing above it.

will not darken the fire until it runs out of fuel There is
:0Xnpessth^

Even slight gusts of wind under 05Km/hr will
22thfe fireS Considera^ so theyS no 'beconsidered reproducible fires.

Also, inconsistency of application arises from a
human nozzle operator.

Finally knockdown and rekindle cannot be
defined objectively by ahuman, even given good visi-
Mrty. TTiis precludes true quantitative compansons

The problem of wind has been addressed bv
building anew burn facility at Chaput Loggings gravel
&rit Bc where there b""#%&SF

To eliminate the human factor in fire attack a
programmable robot nozzle has been built

To objectively define knockdown and rekindle a
fast response thermocouple array is being designeV
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Method of Quantitatively Comparing
Suppression Systems

Previous attempts at evaluating suppression systems
have been plagued by the problem of how to

validly compare them, since different flow rates and
knockdown times are involved. Also, because water is
usually in short supply, any comparison should
Include gallonsof water used.

Apromising way to compare suppression systems
|| therefore to plotgallons to suppress the fire vsgpm
showing Critical Flow Rate (CFR) (Edwards 1992b) as in
figure 4. This type of graph is called a knockdown
curve.

The CFR method was used for analysis in this
pxperiment.

Foam vs Plain Water Applied
in a Straight Stream

Video clip 5 compares fires 5 and 7,attacked with
roughly thesame flow rate. The superiority of

(lass Aaspirated low expansion foam (ALEF) is apparent.

Fourteen seconds into the attack, plain water had
only partially darkened fire 5, but Class AALEF had
knocked down Fire 7, as indicated by a billow of white
smokeand lack of flame showing above the crib.
Only two 4" flames arevisible on the South-East side,
which the foam couldn't reach directly.

The plain water attack offire 5 was stopped after
one minute as itwas apparent that the fire, with an 8'
flume height, would notbe darkened until it ran outof
(iicl. It rekindled to half the crib diagonal 70 seconds
iiller the attack ended.

Fire 7 was completely darkened after a 42 second
Al.liF attack. It took 220 seconds to rekindle to half
Ihi' crib's diagonal width.

Visibility seemed to be much betterafteran ALEF
nltiiek than after attack with plain water.

The 10% higher average flow rate for ALEF
ed to be more than compensated by wind gust-

(;, to about 5 km/hr blowing Fire 5 so that only
nliout3/4 of the crib ignited and the part ignited was
i lowest to the nozzle. This gave plain water a consider-
nhlc advantage over ALEF, so that in comparison,
Al IF Is probably even more effective than the num-
liers Indicate.

Results are plotted in figure 4, which shows the
(illlcal Flow Rates, below which the fire cannot be

fully darkened. The vertical CFR lines are asymptotic
to the curves.The CFR of water (127 gpm) is roughly
twicethat of ALEF (67 gpm), indicatingthat twice the
flow rate is needed for plain water to have the same
effect as ALEF.

It takes a long time and a lot of suppressant to
attack at the CFR. Attacking at many times the CFR,
while taking little suppressant, requires large pumping
capability. In practice, attacking at 50% above the CFR
seems to be an appropriate compromise. In this case,
figure 4 shows that this requires 190 gallons of plain
water applied at 190 gpm, or 95 gallons of water
applied as ALEF at 100 gpm.

Low Pressure Spray Results

The first two fires were attacked with a fog pattern
coveringthe entire crib. To cover the entire crib

with standard pressure 100 psi fog (Fire 2), the nozzle
tower had to be moved up to 13' from the crib. With
low pressure spray, the crib could be covered with the
nozzle moved back to 16' from the crib comer. These

fires are shown in video clip 6.

Even 324 gpm failed to darken fire 2 after 22 sec
onds. Itappeared that a steady state was quickly
reached in which the heat of the fire balanced the

coolingeffect of boilingthe fine water droplets of the
spray. The fireball flame height was reducedfrom
about 45' to 15' above the crib, but there was no sign
that the fire could be darkened. This video clip is an
excellent illustration of the effect of attacking a fire
below the Critical Flow Rate.

Mostwater applied seemed to be evaporated by
the flame in the plume without having appreciable
effect on the fire. It is expected that the major effectof
coolingthe plume is to slightly reduce convection cur
rents bringingoxygen to the fuel crib.

Low pressure fog (50 psi) was used for fire 1.
Adequate coverage of the crib could be achieved with
the nozzle tower moved back to 16' from the crib.

Initially, 84 gpm was applied for 24 seconds, and seen
to be inadequate to darken the fire. Itwas then raised
to 196 gpm for a few seconds. This darkened the fire
to roughly the same degree as did the standard fog
(100 psi) at 324 gpm.

The advantage of low pressure fog may be that
the larger droplets seemto penetrate the plume and
reach the fuel crib surface without evaporating fully.
The fine fogofa standard fog nozzle seems to be fully
evaporated by the plume, so it doesn't penetrate to
the fuel.
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CAFS

Narrow sprays of
Plain water

Foam solution

3. Large scale suppression tests of 100 sq ft cribs.
4.Burn tests in natural fuels

Preliminary results of the fire scaling burn testsfollow this report.

Characterization of foam concentrates, up to now
has considered many properties, but not whether the '
SSS 6ffetChtiVe in fire SUPPression' "*an ipated that the method being developed as part of this
study can, after refinement, be used to quantitatively
determine the effectiveness of foam formulations in
fire suppression.

Low pressure fog appears to be about twice as
effective as standard fog (100 psi). Since the nozzle
reaction for low pressure fog (50 psi) is 30% less than
that of standard fog (100 psi) for the same flow rate it
is apparent that research into the benefits of low ores-
sure fog is warranted. v

Because neither fire was darkened with fog
meaningful rekindle times could not be measufed
Since the degree of darkening was similar though'the
similar times suggest that rekindling may be similar
with both standard fog and low pressure fog.

Since there was only one fire with each, statistical
spread and significance can't be estimated.

Low Pressure Solution Fog
Apotentially useful combination suggested by the

/labove results is a narrow spray of foam solution
since the slower-moving heated droplets containing
surfactants are likely to wet the fuel without running
off better than the higher-velocity cold water of a
straight stream.
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Conclusion

A (though the 1992 results reported above are
/-\stnctly preliminary and do not purport to be scien-
ifically credible, this study has demonstrated that it is

feasible to quantitatively compare fire suppression
systems.

Solutions have been found for problems identified
nthe experimental method. In 1994/95, Aseries of

10 fire scaling burns - five pairs of successively deeper
cribs - will indicate the optimum depth for compari
son. This should lead to effective and economical
experimental design for afull-scale series of 60 8-foot
square crib burns to begin in 1995. The series will be
designed to produce statistically significant results
The proposed sequence of burn tests is as follows:
1. Fire scaling tests 64 sq feet; 5pairs of 64 sq foot

cnbs: 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 layers.

These will also be used to test the instrumenta
tion and nozzle robot, and to explore the use a
narrow spray of foam solution applied at medium and
low pressures.

2. Suppression comparison tests; 60 cribs, each 64 so ft
to compare Straight streams of '
Plain water

Foam solution
ALEF
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APPENDIX

1994 UPDATE: THE CHAPUTFIRE SCALING BURNS a EXPLORATION
OF A LOW-PRESSURE SPRAY OF FOAM SOLUTION

Introduction

his update reports results ofthefirst fire scaling test burns, introduced above.

The Camp Vernon burns (Edwards 1992a) suggested that a narrow spray oflow-pressure foam solution
might provide more efficient suppression than a straight stream. For economy, therefore, the scaling fires were
rtlso used toexplore class Afoam solution applied in a spray pattern, compared with straight streams of water
iind foam solution.

In October 1994, at the newChaput Logging burn site near Lumby, B.C., five cribs were burned to test instru
mentation and the robot nozzle which was developed to assure reproducible fire attack, to decidethe best height
lor sixty 8 foot square Spruce- Pine-Fir fuel cribs to be burn tested in 1995, and to estimate the Critical Flow Rate
lor experimental design.

Method

The setup and ignition was similar to that described for the 1992 burns (Edwards 1992b), except that a com
puter Data Acquisition System was used, high-temperature viewingwindow was installed and four 500 lb

load cellswere used to measure heat output by weighing the crib dynamically during the burn. The weight differ
ence for the sixtyseconds preceding attack was multiplied by 19 MJ/Kg.

Minimum acceptable flame heights for the 60 crib series were arbitrarily chosen as 20 and 12feet for the
iiverage height and peak fireball height respectively. Cribs of various depths, from 3 layers to 9 layers were
burned, and flame heights recorded with a Panasonic4-camera colourvideo system with a quadswitcher to
permit all four views to be recorded on one Super VHS cassette for simultaneous viewingand analysis.

The experimental methodfor estimating the effect of foam solution was to attack cribs of all depthswith the
same flow rate of roughly40 gpm usingdifferent pressures and application techniques as shown in the table. As
experience with these cribs and the new robot nozzle increased, the method of application was improved.

Two three-layer cribs were burned first. The first crib was attacked with a straight stream of plain water for
reference, and the second with foam solution. The nozzle was swept up and down.

The rest of the cribs were attacked with foam solution applied in a narrow spray pattern.Ataller 5-layer
Crib, wasattacked with a medium-pressure narrow spray. Then a 7-layer crib was attacked with a low-pressure
narrow spray. Finally, a one-ton 9 layer crib was attacked with a low pressure narrow spray using a slower hori
zontal nozzle sweep.

Results

Results are given in appendix table 1, which shows that to meet the flame height criteria, cribs should have
either seven or nine layers.

Analysis of suppression effectiveness is not so straightforward. The first two cribs (3-layer) were attacked
with a straight stream, which had a diameter of roughly three inches when it hit the crib. The left-to-right sweep
which took 8 seconds, swept one foot during a complete up-and-down cycle of the stream, with an arbitrary
period of one second. This meant that the stream hit 50% of the cribsurface directly. The first 3-layer cribwas
Hilly darkened by a straight stream of plain water. The second, attacked with foam solution was darkened as
well, except that the stream missed the left hand rear corner, so it could not be darkened.
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*J? atlfkS aPPeared t0 be at leaSt d0Uble the Critical Flow Rate <Edwards 1992c), placing it on the flat partof the knockdown curve, making comparison of effectiveness difficult. P

The third crib (5 layers) was attacked with anarrow spray of about 15" when it hit the crib, using the twice
the weep speed as for the previous two cribs to try to reduce the effect of immediate rekindle This gave sHghtlv
overlapping coverage over thecrib surface. g 8 y

. Evhen though the heat release was four times that of the previous two cribs, the fire was darkened in rust
twice the time. The flow rate seemed to be just above the CFR. The fast sweep peed seemed to cause a'Sand
ing wave" pattern, so that coverage was not uniform over the crib.

Because the larger droplet size from low pressure spray (50 psi) seemed in the 1992 tests to penetrate the
plume better than the smaller droplets from astandard pressure spray (100 psi), low pressure spray'S used to
attack the fourth crib. The sweep speed was returned to the original 8seconds

Even though this fire was very much more intense than the previous ones, the low pressure solution sprav
Slffn! read',y'6XCept f°r th,e far rear °f the crib-The stream seemed t0 significantly exceed h cfr surest-mg that low pressure spray is indeed effective. iUMSest

.™e ««• crib- wjth eight times the energy release of the first, was attacked by sweeping the stream from left
to right rather than up and down, as the stream was elevated from the front of the crib toThe backT^e cTb was
covered in 8seconds as before. Although this test was somewhat spoiled because the swep star ed^fte the
nozz evalve was opened, the stream darkened all but the rear edge of the fire in the first sweep X flow afo of
the stream appeared to exceed the CFR by alarge margin. P'

Improving the experimental method

reveral deficiencies in the method were pinpointed by these test burns. The inability of the stream to reach the
prear of the crib found in cribs 3,4 and 5despite increasing overshoot in wet- tests with adummy Qb car be
solved by narrowing the spray diameter to about 8" at the crib. V '

To ensure that the sweep and nozzle valve opening occur at the correct time, adigital 10 (Input/Output) control system is being built. This will begin the sweep and the fireflow at afixed time, probablyf^four'Zfos after
For accurate analysis of data, the video recording should be precisely synchronized with the data acoukitinn

system to within one video frame. This problem, which was apparent during these tests will be addressed Shaving the DAS/IO fire aphotographic flash unit, placed within acamera's fleTd ofS at known fotorva.s" ;
ahn To fjectively determine knockdown and rekindle, afast response- time thermocouple array to be placed
above the cribs, has been designed and is being tested. F y' P

Conclusion

TfS^^^KSS!^th9t ^ 6° eXiSthg 4Hayer CribS Sh0Uld be ^ "P <° -en or
n„J6*3"56 the rP°Se °f th6Se teStS was t0 glean inforrnation to be used for setting the experiment for subsequent burns, results are not truly quantitative. Nevertheless, since a19 KW fire attacked wlthTnaSslvSfoam solution was darkened to roughly the same degree as a2.3 KW fire attacked withSS2
water, the preliminary mdication is that the latter could be eight times as effective as astraighSeam oTplain

This seems too optimistic, but the results lend credence to the suspicion that by optimizing the suppressant
flow rate, and method of application, fire knockdown effectiveness can be at least topled compared to conven
tional means. Continued research is therefore warranted. P
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The facility, with robot nozzle, video quadswitcher, fast thermocouple array and closeup viewing window
offers many possibilities, including quantitatively comparing the effectiveness of fire suppression products so that
a fire suppression performance specification can be included in new foam standards.

The Department of National Defense provided $40,000 for 1994. Over $200,000 in kind has been donated.
It Is estimated that$40,000 is required to complete the proposed 60 crib series in 1995.
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Eva.uat.ng the effectiveness of retardant and foam composites

Abstract

andfoam composites may offeranumberqrCnS^^ffTfton^Wflfc/^fc^^i/«

Jo compare fne tfteftms tfretardL Zi liLtn,^ 'OX™** When 03% Class AJbam is addedforeach ofseveral burn trials, which will be conStoa^
™»*ored to determine ifprodua effect^
characteristics. Burnt and unburnt vegetationSK2^5l!^^ Varies with^re ******
adverse effect on growth. This^*£X2 f*"** ^05/te«"*«*•* Aove ane^wimert and makes recommendationsfor"^^^^pW/i^^^^^0"

RSsumd

moyen d'avions-citernes ont Lie^2fc*.*"e ™e5' fo ^ispreliminaes menTaP^rationsignifugesliquidesclass^

d»asortpto ^races /0 ,on £ £™ ^ WM J 75.Jpar vo/ame;, tes pnftft ,Waaes de tonaae
ignifugeset des preparations competes, nousSonfhu^
essaisde combustion menes sur differentcombSb^
flames pour determinersi,'efflcaiitl^
comportement dufeu. Nous mesurerons larelonse TZff't&restre- varie enPaction des caracteristiaues du
preparations composites ou lesprodZfgZgZTuZeTZTf"f**̂ ******^neTsils
la methodologie employeepour,aaJ^^^^^Ti*mpport COntient ™*35* deexpenmentaux et des recommandationspourfeS^ ''I****** despremiers travauxP

Introduction

p\ueto escalating costs, decreasing budgets and the
JJneecI to increase operational efficiencg he' ost
and effectiveness of aerial retardant programs have
been under scrutiny in recent years, from mlI to
Rri^hrnV.er ,°P!rati0nal tria,S were conducted by theBr.fi hColumbia Forest Service (Wallinger and Beny
992) to evaluate the effectiveness of retardant and

for thpT,P°SiteS; TW° airCraft Were modifjed to allowfor the delivery of retardant and foam composites An
onboard foam injection system, which was capable of
a.rborne injection at selected concentrations was

installed in one of the aircraft. The second air™*was fitted to allow for the induction oSR
loading manifold, which produced foam capaWBte
occur as aresult of an onboard mixing system.

Operational trials were carried out over five fire

SKS&SFT He effectiveness of retardan(FireTrol 9311*, Canadian formulation) and foam

^^ssssssrts j*rrt is for the^official endorsement or p oVa bV the Kh^*^ C°nSt"Ute an
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II m i. urn 103) composites. Unthickenecl retardant at
1.5:1 was mixed with 0.3% to 1.0% foam. The results

Hie ,ui tanker trials that were conducted by
Wrtlllnger and Berry (1992) suggest that retardant and

un composites offer a number of advantages over
Mi rtlghl retardant:

i .mopy penetration, drip and fuel wrap around is
superior;
drop perimeters are sharper and well defined in
. omparisonto the dispersed edge of a conven
tional retardant drop; and,
Ihe visibility of the composite is enhanced
significantly.

Itshould be noted that the enhanced visibility of
H'lmdant and foam composites may also have a neg
ative visual impact after fire control, depending on the
tungovlty of the effect.

Drop patterns were evaluated using cups and a
Mmpling grid similar to that discussed by Noste
f|07 I). These tests also indicated that composites
iifh'i advantages over conventional retardant:

diop coveragelevels are more uniform with less
puddling and pooling; and,
induced retardant losses due to wind drift are

Incurred.

In studies that were reported by Bradley (1990),
**)iiinsion ratios for retardant (5.0:1) mixed with 0.5%
fiMiin were less than those obtained for foam alone,
#ihI drainage rateswerefasterfor composites than
jorttn alone.

Several additional questions have arisen as a
!«'Milts of these preliminary trials. Although drop pat
terns and productvisibility are improved for retardant
aihI foam composites over conventional retardant, the
Impact of composites on suppression effectiveness
hit1, not been quantified. Ifdrop patterns are more
tniitlguous for retardant and foam composites, per-
li.i|is the dilution rate of retardant can be reduced
without risking guard breach. Furthermore, environ
mental studies of the component products may not be
applicable to composites, and somework may be
mi|iilred to determine ifretardant and foam compos
ite-, have an adverse effect on species composition or
vegetation growth.

At present, the British Columbia Forest Service
u,e', a single mixing ratio, 5.5 parts water to one part
M-imdant, regardless offuel characteristics or fire
hehaviour. According to George et al. (1977), the USA
fii'.n uses a standard dilution rate, although a higher

salt concentration (4:1) is used in the USA. Burn trials
carried out by Stechishen (1976) and Rothermel and
Philpot (1974) suggest that variations in the structure
of available fine fuels, and the moisture content
thereof, have an impact on the level of retardant cov
erage that is required to suppress a fire. If product
effectivenessvaries with fuel type and fire behaviour,
it may also be possible to optimize retardant dilution
rates for a given situation, which could result in signifi
cant cost savings.

Performance studies have been carried out to

quantify the drop patterns and coverage levels pro
duced with a variety of aerial delivery systems and
chemical treatments, towards improving these sys
tems or identifyingthose technologies that are appro
priatefor a given situation (Grigel and Lieskovsky
1972; George and Blakely 1973; Grigel et al. 1974;
Grigel et al. 1975;George 1982,1985 and 1992).
Rather than focus on the technology that is available
at present, the current study has been designed to
provide quantitative data on the effectiveness of retar-
dants and composites.

The primaryobjectives of this study are to:

- determine if the effectiveness of long term retar
dant at various dilution rates is improved when
Class A foam is added;

- to determine if the effectiveness of retardants or

compositesvaries with fuel type and fire behaviour;
- to determine if retardant and foam composites

have an adverse effect on species composition or
vegetation growth; and,

- to develop a method by which field trials can be
repeated and compared.

Preliminary Study Area

The first study site (50° 07.3' latitude, 120° 23.2'
longitude) was located 25 kilometers east of

,Merritt, British Columbia, at an elevation of about
1200 m. Native pasture occupied this site, which con
tained mainly rough fescue (Festuca scabrella Torr.) and
a marginal component of bluebunch wheatgrass
(Agropyron spicatum (Pursh) Scribn. a Smith). Other
species presentwere Koeleria macrantha (Ledeb.)
Schultes, Stipa comata Trin. and Rupr., Ranunculus spp.,
Rosa acicularis Lindl., Fritillaria pudica (Pursh) Spreng,
Achillea millefolium L, Arabis drummondii Gray, Viola
spp., Geum triflorum Pursh, Artemisiafrigida Willd.,
Zigadenus venenosus Wats, and Verbascum thapsus L.

Accurate measurements of fire behaviour charac

teristics in native pasture will also provide validation
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I II data for thegrassland rate ofspread models thatare
used in Canada (Forestry Canada Fire Danger Group
1992). These models have been adapted from fire
behaviour studies that were carried out in tropical
grasslands in Australia, and they have not been vali
dated for use in Canada.

Methodology

About three weeks prior to the burn, an automatic
weather station was established at a nearby site.

Eight sample plotswere establishedwithin the area to
be burnt. Four retardant (FireTrol 931) dilution rates
(5:1, 8:1,11:1 and 15:1) were applied with and without
foam (0.3% FireFoam). The sample plots were located
along a topographic bench at the topof a uniform
slope (25%) with a westerly aspect.

Portable tanks, onefor each oftheeight treat
ments, were used to mix retardants and composites
manually at the bottom ofthe hill. To provide more
detailed coverage information for two of the sample
plots, catch cups wereplaced at one meter intervals
along two transect lines (one across slope and one
down slope), which radiated out from thesprinkler
head. Chemical treatments were pumped to the top
ofthe hill and applied toeach plot using a Nelson F33
series sprinkler with a 10gpm constant flow nozzle. A
plot radius ofapproximately 10to 15 meters, with an
application rate ofapproximately 1 liter per square
meter, was sought. The required coverage was
achieved after an application period ofabout ten
minutes.

Duff pins were used to mark the visual extent of
retardant and composite mixtures for each sample
plot. After the burn, the bearing and distance from
the sprinkler head to each duff pin was recorded,
along with the distance to which the burn penetrated
the treatment.

The fuel load was established by sampling four,
plots (30 cm by 30 cm) destructively, and oven drying
(100°C for 24 hours) and weighing the samples. Fuel
samples were also collected to establish post fire fuel
loads. Ten grab samples were collected and weighed
immediately before the fire was lit, so they could be
oven dried and re-weighed for the determination of
moisture content.

Metal posts were erected at 10 meter intervals up
the slope to within 20 mofone ofthe central sprin
kler heads, and the distance between the line of igni
tion and the first metal post was about 30 m. The
arrival time of the fire front was recorded for each

42

post, so that rates of spread could be determined from
distance/time information.

Preliminary Results

The first fire was conducted in the spring (April 20,
1994), and new growth was barely beginning to'

emerge. The pasture had over wintered fully cured
but had not been compaded by snow. It had been 10
days since the area last had rain (2 mm), and the pas
ture was about 90% cured. At the time of ignition
(14:00 hr), thetemperature was 18 °C, the relative
humidity was 35%, the moisture content of the fuel
was 24% and the wind was from the southwest at
6.3 km/hr. Live and dead fuels were 0.57 t/ha and
3.74 t/ha respedively.

Only four pumps were available on the day of the
burn, and the first four treatments (5:1, 8:1,11:1 and
15:1 without foam) were applied simultaneously.
Pump problems meant that the second set of treat
ments (5:1, 8:1,11:1 and 15:1 with 0.3% foam) were
not applied until 1/2 hourafter the first set,hence a
longerdrying time was incurred on the first four
treatments.

Winds on the day of the burn resulted in cover
age areas that were roughly elliptical in shape. Typical
fluid distribution profiles are illustrated in Figure 1.

The fire was lit atthe bottom of the slope, v/adrip
torch, using a single line ofignition. In general, the
fire traveled upslope with the wind, although some
cross-slope winds occurred. To allow the fire to accel
erate towards a steady state rate ofspread, the fire
burnt for 30 meters before anyfire behaviour mea
surements were made. The headfire rate ofspread
was 11.25 m/min, flame heights varied between 0.6
and 1.2 m, 58.93% of all fuel was consumed and the
frontal fire intensity was 857 kW/m.

In general, an elliptical area within each treat
ment area was left unburnt (Figure 2). Most of the
treatments effectively stopped the progress of the fire,
however, part ofthefire burnt through thecenter of
one of the plots, namely that treated with retardantat
a dilution rate of 15:1 (nofoam). Full treatment
breach was considered to have taken place in this
case, despite the fact that a small sickle shaped area
was left unburnt.

One of the plots, 8:1 withoutfoam, was not
exposed to the headfire in the same manner as the
others, because it was sheltered on the lee side of an
adjacent plot. Hence, the study results are apt toover
estimate the effectiveness of this treatment.
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roughly aligned with and against the wind, respectively.

the area burnt as a percentage of the area
iienlcd was calculated for each treatment. However,

((nit pins were only used to mark the extentofabout
hull of the treated and burntareas (Figure 2), hence
liertlment and burnt areas were calculated for exactly
«|te same180 degree portion of each plot. The per
centage area burnt increased markedly with retardant
.liliillon rate (Figure 3), regardless of whether or not
fiMim was added to the mixture. A paired difference
lesl Indicated that there was no significant difference
in Hit! percentage area burnt for those plots treated
*Hli foam versus those without foam, with a mean dif-
teience (foam - no foam) of -4.92% (T = -0.5399,
finill > |T| = 0.6268). There is no doubt, however,
Hitit the overestimated effectiveness of the sheltered
ft.it (8:1 withoutfoam) had a significant impad on the

-20 "I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

Figure2. Hollow circles indicate the visual extent of the
treatment area, and the solid circles indicate the point to
which the fire burnt. The origin of the system indicates
the location of the sprinklerhead that was used to apply
the treatment, and axes distances are given in meters.

results of this preliminary trial. For the weather and
fuel conditions experienced, the results of this first
burn trial would suggest that the addition of 0.3%
foam does not increase the suppression effediveness
of retardant significantly at the dilution rates tested.
Infact, for all retardant dilution rates except one, the
percentageof the treatment area that burnt was
greaterwith foam than without foam. However, the
difference in treatment drying times may have had an
Impact on these results.

100

90

Dilution Rate

Figure 3. Area burnt as a percentage of the area
treated versus retardant dilution rate with (dots)

and without (hollow circles) 03% foam.
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Recommendations

r everal difficulties were encountered during this first
Afield experiment, although these problems are largely
overcome by way of a few simple modifications to the
methodology of the study. Duff pins were used to
demarcate about half of the visual extent of each
treatment area. In future studies, the entire extent of
the treatment area should be surveyed, and treatment
and burn penetration distances should be measured
at identical bearings for each treatment plot.

In future studies, eight pumps should be used to
ensure that drying times are similar for all treatments
Moreover, if treatments with and without foam at sim
ilar retardant dilution rates were applied simultane
ously, it would be easier to manage pump problems
or delays so that drying times were similar for at least
these treatments.

These preliminary study results indicate that no
gains in suppression efficiency are experienced using
retardant and foam composites over conventional
retardants. It should be noted, however, that all treat
ments at a retardant dilution rate of 11:1 or less effec
tively stopped the fire. Under similar conditions of
fuel, weather and fire behaviour, it may be possible to
relax British Columbia's standard retardant dilution
rate of 5.5:1, which could yield considerable cost sav
ings, provided that similar coverage levels and extents
can be achieved in air tanker operations
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Abrief history of Class Afire control foam in Canada
HR. Lafferty

Fire Management Officer, MacMillan Bloedel Ltd.

Abstract

(lass Afoams were used in Europe in the 1930S hut thna> nm*,*^ ,

KnotoubtmaassAfoamisJneirLtJirZ™^'*OSUppreSSl!'esmP'°i">>°<«l>"S»ttleimpactor,. There
In mx 1982, and 1983, Class Afoams were 3% to mi to ram rm, ,

R&ume"

concentrations, on utilise les produits lormu'nTrhZ™,- Z ' de °'1 pour cent Etant dom^ 'esfaibles

des incendies sur lesquels I'eau ordinaireZtoXSS*TH arta/l* peU Co0teuses-Elles^ent
produits d'extinction efficaces. m ""efalt °UCUn doute aue ]es masses de classe Asont des

nouvelle generation de mousse BkBmoaSl!S»Z^ ^national on invente la mousse Silv-Ex. Cette
Wpour cent. P "^^ *"*Wn(?3ePour etre «•*«***» dims des concentrations del,1a

I'utilisation des mousses. P ' deCnVOns bn^vem^ certaines des activites qui ont mene a
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Introduction

n behalf of MacMillan Bloedel, I want to thank all
the people that have made foam what it is today.

Class Afoam was used in Europe in the 1930s on
heather fires and were generally protein based prod-
iK Is. Products used todayevolved from special work
done Ineastern Canada in the early 1980s and in
western Canada in the mid 80s. Of course, consider
able developmental work hasbeen done on produds
indequipment since the mid 1980s. Industry and
Ktivernment people, both in the USA and Canada,
deserve creditfor where we are today. On behalf of
MitcMillan Bloedel Ltd. and myself, Iwant to thank
ihose people that contributed so much towards
making foam a success today. In my opinion, Class A
It mm is still the darlingof the future.

An interview with George Cowan and Gord
Itatnsey provided most ofthe information in my talk.
Moth gave credit where credit was due, unfortunately
(here is not time to mention everyone that has been
Involved in developing Class Afoam. For more his
tory, read Rockna's brief history report; orcontact the
lexas Forest Service who invented the Water
Ixpansion Pumping System (WEPS) in the 1970s; talk
In Cord, Doug Higgins or Paul Schlobohm.

The new generation Class Afire control foam is
unique because ofits ability to perform well between
it, I% and 1.0% solution mix. This allows more effi-
t lent use of aircraft and water tender because of
(educed weight and bulk of the concentrate.

Because Wormald international and their foam
piodud called Silv-ex played a highly significant role
Hi development and marketing (demonstrations) of
toncentrated Class Afoam, I mention them. I am not
piomoting nor condoning the use ofany particular
pioduct. However, Ibelieve it is useful to record some
.if the people that took the initiative, and as a group,
were responsible for Class Afoam as we know it
loday. For the record, Bob Schaffer of3M Inc. sold
mid promoted a concentrated foam product in the
c.uly 1980s also.

1982

fit 1982, Wormald International Ltd. (Wl) purchased
Ilorcan Fire Foam Division. George Cowan was
m,ide General Manager to develop a product and to
.it'velop a market for Class Aforest fire fighting foams.
Mid-ex, a synthetic based chemical, was the Class A
product of Lorcan at that time.

Petawawa National Forest Institute (PNFI) was
working on developing a use for Class Afoam under
the direction of Gord Ramsey, Doug Higgins and Ed
Stechishen. They were testing/developing inductors
and nozzles to improve foam. PNFI demonstrations
using 3M and Mid-ex showed promise in 1882, but
because of snow and cool temperatures, some of the
tests were inconclusive. Gord, Doug and Ed also rec
ognized the potential of foam.

1983

The Petawawa foam research group decided that
more tests should be done. At DunphyAirfield a

cooperative test between PNFI, New Brunswick Forest
Service and Wl was carried out. Klaus Barth was in
charge ofthe projed and represented New Brunswick.
Aerial tests using a Dromadaire Aircraft with a pay
load of 300 gallons of solution was used. Acompari
son testof 3%Aqueous Film Forming Foam and Mid-
ex showed that Mid-ex (3%) worked and that the con
cept had promise. More testing was needed.

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources were
experimenting with foam also. There Timmins initial
attack crews used it for backburning and dired attack
with success.

Jim Dunlop, of the British Columbia Forest Service,
in 1983, organized a helicopter drop of a 3% premix
solution of Mid-ex through Conair's Frontier
Helicopters. Three drops were carried out with posi
tive results except that the helicopter crew reported
that the mix ratio of 3% was too high. To carry a
resupply oftheconcentrate meant cutting down on
fuel supply or water load. Neither alternative was
acceptable. More testing was needed.

The B.C. tests confirmed some of G. Cowan's
thoughts about the need to reduce the weight or
volume of concentrate, so he took this information
fpack to theWl plant inThurso, Quebec where
Dr. Eddie Cundasamy was responsible for research.
They decided to formulate a new produd as concen
trated as possible but still maintaining stability and
foaming in fresh and salt water. The new generation
foam product Dr. Cundasamy developed was called
Silv-ex. The uniqueness of Class Aforest fire fighting
foam was initiated. This was a significantday in the
history of forest fire suppression.

Earlier research done with Mid-ex showed the
possibilities ofusing Class Afoam onforest fires. New
generation foam made possible and practical sustained
attack using Class Afoam in helicopter and some
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fixed-wing aircraft. This proved to be economical,
practical and effective. Silv-ex was the first practical
concentrated foam product made available by aggres
sive marketing to both forest and rural fire fighters.
Previous developnient work on inductors, nozzles, test
apparatus, compressed air-foam systems and the like,
showed the benefits of applying and using ClassA
foam also.

1984

Tom Blom, of the BCFS, asked Glen Stare of Fleck
Brothers and G. Cowan to do a field trial using

Silv-ex. Twentypails of foam were used operationally
that summer by the BCFS with exceptional success.
Ground crews reported that less manpower and water
was needed when foam was used.

During1984, and again in 1985, GlenStare gave
Forest Industries Flying Tankers Ltd. many pails of
Silv-ex which were used operationally.

T

1985

hisyear (1985) was the turning point for the new
generation Class Afoam in Canada, and the world.

In some provinces, there was a problem that
restrided the use of foam. Fire retardant could not be

used by government agencies without that product
first passing USDA ForestService specifications. There
were no protocols for testing Class Afoam at that
time. There was no quantitative data to give govern
ments comfort. This problem was partially overcome
by aggressive marketing and demonstration. It
seemed to be a matter of risk and reward who would

use foam.

In August, B.C. started to burn. The Invermere/
Canal Flatscountry took all, and more, of the
Province's fire control resources. Fire fighters were
brought in from across Canada and all available local
help was deployed. *

Fleck's, Glen Stare and Wl's, George Cowan, took
the initiative and moved 100 five-gallon pails of
Silv-ex to Invermere with the intent of demonstrating
some new nozzles and the foam concentrate. After

four days of demonstration, the BCFS purchased the
first 100 pails and ordered another 1000 pails per day
until Wl was told to quit shipping. About 6000 five-
gal pails were bought. All fire fighters who used foam
described positive results, i.e., less water used, less
effortto put out the fire, no rekindles and fewer reburns.
Two medium helicopters stopped an advancing fire

that several DC-6 aircraft with long-term retardant
could not stop. These were common stories heard at
lunch breaks and after the battle was over.

The positive experiences at Invermere convinced
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. (MB), a major forest company,
to request FIFT, one of their subsidiaries, to accelerate
their foam development program for both the Martin
Mars and helicopteraircraft. FIFT prepared a Martin
Mars aircraft so that 12 pails of foam concentrate could
be put into the 26,000 litre tank. Ted Schaffer of 3M
provided the foam concentrate for experimental use.
Many test drops were done the next year with 3M.

Other chemical companies were now impressed
with the future of foam and started to develop and
market their products.

1986

MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. wrote a standard that said,
'all water applied either from the ground or air

shall have chemicals added". The preferred and insin
uated chemical was Class Afoam. Some long-term
fire retardants and some wetting agents were accept
able also. This policy helped ensure that fire control
people would use and learn about the benefits of
foam. From this time on, MB has increased the use of
Class A foam and at the same time reduced the sever

ity of wildfire and prescribed fire. Fire bosses say
"foam puts fire out", and pilots say that "they have
never had a product that controls fire so well". The
policy to use foam has proven cost effective.

MB have about 150 fire trucks which have foam

on board. We have been responsible for helping vol
unteer fire departments get Compressed Air-Foam
Systems and have helped promote foam products that
meet NFPA Standard #298, a standard that they
helped develop.

Forest Industries Flying Tankers fight both industry
and Provincial fires. The work that FIFT does is

described as exceptional and unique by both industry
and government. Tom Irving, General Manager FIFT,
reports the following volumes of foam solution
dropped between 1986 and 1993:

FIFT Foam Solution Dropped (8 years)

Imperial Gallons Litres

Helicopter 1,462,420
Mars 8,320,500

Total 9,782,920

6,648,161
37,824,993

45,835,135

U.S. Gallons

1,756,263
9,992,337

avg. 1.3 million/yr

11,748,600
avg. 1.5 million/yr
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* •..
Coincidental

Another impact Canada has had on the interna-
UOI lal scene was the marketing work that Wl, and

ii mi companies did with Canadairand the French
ind Spanish governments. That work helped acceler-
lli the use of ClassAfoam in foreign countries. A
i- in-Ill to Canada, I believe.

People in Canada, both in government and indus-
»tve shown exceptional inventiveness and enthu-

Iflim towards the development of new generation

Class Afoam during the 1980s. Throughout the
development of ClassAfoam all North Americans,
USA and Canadian, have worked together to ensure
safe and effective foam products.

The future of Class Afoam looks good and I
expect some innovations will occur to improve its
effectiveness. Those who want to reduce forest and

rural fire losses and suppression costs will be wise to
learn about the use of Class A foam.
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National survey of use of Class "A"
foam for wildland fire management

R.P. Bailey and Wm. Mawdsley
Department of Renewable Resources, Northwest Territories

Summary of Responses to Survey Questionnaire
Agencies Completing Questionnaire

Alberta Forest Service
British Columbia Ministry of Forests
Canadian Forestry Association
E.B.Eddy Forest Products
Forestry Canada - Newfoundland and Labrador
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba Natural Resources
Newfoundland Forest Service
New Brunswick Natural Resources
Nova Scotia Department ofNatural Resources
GNWT - Dept. of Renewable Resources
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
PEI Dept. of Energy and Forestry
Quebec Service de la Protection Contre le Feu
Saskatchewan Natural Resources
DIAND - Yukon Forest Service
DOE -Parks Canada (Riding Mountain)
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'.iimmary of Answers:

I What was your agencies volume of concentrate use in the past five years? (Litres of Concentrate)

Agency 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 Total

Allieita Forest Service 27730 18650 60189 73550 23298 203417

ill Ministry of Forests 100785 18645 11300 6350 14175 151255

i H Eddy 182 182

llyliiH Tankers 9274 40944 20831 5344 20220 96613

M.nMlllan Bloedel 2200 2200 2200 2500 3000 12100

MrtDltoba NR 9080 136200 4540 45400 18160 213380

NtKI, Forest Service 2460 4715 3810 7189 18174

Nil Natural Resources 4600 5869 11328 16803 15465 54065

NS Natural Resources 500 3300 3200 7000

NWT Renewable Res. 10660 24545 58353 22343 43050 158951

unlarloMNR 20000 25000 30950 60750 40650 177350

I'll Energy8 Forestry 100 100

tiiiebecSPCF 1900 12700 20100 55100 39400 129200

vtsk. Natural Res. 68300 57700 44700 52850 62100 285650

1HAND-Yukon L&F 8500 8500 8500 2000 2000 29500

DOE- Parks Canada 5 20 100 200 325

Nitllonal Totals 263029 353418 278226 350382 292207 1537262

"Notes"
Mi Ministry of Forests - Litres Purchased
f II, Eddy - Numbers converted from gallons
Mrtiiltoba - Numbers converted from gallons
NtW Brunswick - foam and firetrol/foam

400

350

? 300

O 250

200

150

8 100

1988

Total Concentrate Use

All Methods - All Agencies

1989 1990

Year

1991 1992

13 Ground Use • Other F/W Drops

@ R/W Drops • CL-21 5 Drops

Figure I Total Foam Concentrate Use - Nationally.
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4SS*"'6e™ W«°- 'A' <°» over me pas, five years,
CL-2,5 use -Litres of Concentrate (Converted from Gallons or Drop Totals)

Alberta Forest Service
BC Ministry ofForests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel
Manitoba NR
Nfld. Forest Service
NB Natural Resources
NS Natural Resources
NWT Renewable Res.
Ontario MNR
PEI Energy &Forestry
Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.
DIAND - Yukon L&F
DOE - Parks Canada

National Totals

" Notes"

5?S£2 Sere - Converted at M°/° concentration levelsBCFS Ea Eddy, Flying Tankers, PEI E&F, Parks - No CL-215'S
Manitoba - converted from gallons

2270

700

90800

2460
4540

4715

900

45400

3730
18160

6965

1600

161170

17870

3200
10660

20000
25545

25000
58353

28000

2200

22243

58000

2000

43050

38500

4200

159851

169500
1900

68300

8500

12700

57700

8500

20100

35500

8500

54100

42600
38400

50100
127200

254200

25500

40060 241535 220797 301823 222073 1126108

320

300

280

•8? 260
•o

- 240

CL-215Applications
AllAgencies

Figure 2. Total Foam Concentrate Use - Nationally Aircraft Applications - CL-215
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i Ilow has your agency been applying Class "A" foam over the past five years?
A. Aerial Delivery: (Continued)
other Fixed Wing Concentrate Use

i-ncy

Allienta Forest Service
ill. Ministry of Forests
kit, Eddy
Hymn Tankers
Mm Mlllan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nlld. Forest Service
Nil Natural Resources

natural Resources

';Wf Renewable Res.

•im.irioMNR

I'll Energy 8 Forestry
tjtitMiecSPCF
tartk, Natural Res.

OIAND- Yukon L8F

IM)ti- Parks Canada

Notional Totals

1988

9274

2500

11774

1989

38678

1300

39978

" Notes"

flytlij; Tankers - Martin Mars- also provide service to Macmillan-Bloedel
Mi*w Hrunswick - Grumman TBM

• i.k.itchewan - PBY Canso

1990

20749

3000

9200

32949

1991 1992 Total

4446 17173 90320

4700 1500 13000

10250 12000 31450

19396 30673 134770

A How has your agency been applying Class "A" foam over the past five years?
A. Aerial Delivery: (Continued)
Rotor-Wing Concentrate Use

•Ajjoncy 1988 1989

Allicita Forest Service

IK Ministry of Forests 20000 4000
;t$, Eddy
living Tankers 2266
MmMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR 2270 45400

NileI. Forest Service

Nil Natural Resources

N't Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.
Ontario MNR

i'l I Energy & Forestry
OiiPbecSPCF

-..i'.k. Natural Res.

HIAND-Yukon L&F

I»)E - Parks Canada

n.Hlonal Totals 22270 51666

Ni lies " Flying Tankers service Macmillan-Bloedel

1990 1991 1992 Total

2000 1200 3000 30200

82 1198 3047 6593

47670

512 307 819

100 200 300

2000 2000 1500 5500

1000 1000 2000

4082 6010 9054 93082
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Ground Application of Foam
All Agencies

Figure 3. Total Foam Concentrate Use - Nationally
Other Aircraft Application

(Martin mars, Canso, TBM, Rotary-Wing)
Figure 4. Total Foam Concentrate Use - Nationally

Ground Application of Foam

4So/appSS^" app,ying Class "A",Mm°»<he >-« •»»-*
Ground Application Concentrate Use

Alberta Forest Service
BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel
Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service
NB Natural Resources
NS Natural Resources
NWT Renewable Res.
Ontario MNR

PEI Energy &Forestry
QuebecSPCF

Sask. Natural Res.
DIAND - Yukon L&F
DOE - Parks Canada

National Totals
" Notes"

BC Ministry of Forests -Foam Purchases (Actual use may be considerably less)
NS Natural Resources - Ground Tankers

1988

80785

2200

200

83185

J989

14645

2200

*

200

1050

5

18100

9300

2200

400

500

475

950

some

1000

20

14845
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unknown

5150

180

2500

unknown

11175

3000

8 224

450 500
1000 1000

45 50

750 650
100

some some

2000 2000

100 200

12283 18799

121055

180

12100

232

1750

2500

1620

2350

100

5000

325

147212
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• ii) What Concentrations (e.g. .1 %) of Class 'A" Foam are being used by your agency
I. by application method; ii. by fire danger class; iii. by fuel type

All let la Forest Service

in Ministry of Forests
I II Eddy
nylng Tankers
MniMillan Bloedel

Mmilloba NR

Nlld. Forest Service

Nil Natural Resources

HS Natural Resources

NWI Renewable Res.

• intiirio MNR

H) Energy a Forestry
Uuebec SPCF

Wnk. Natural Res.

IHAND-Yukon L&F

HOI -Parks Canada

0.2-0.7 CL-215 following Forestry Canada Tech transfer note
April 1989

0.1-0.5 Ground Application, All Classes &Fuels
0.1-0.2 Ground App. High S-1
0.4 All Aircraft
0.1-0.4 High
0.1 Low

0.3 Med-High
0.3-0.5 All classes and fuels
0.5 CL-215's
0.2-0.6 Ground

0.2-0.4 Low Light Fuels Ground
0.4-0.8 Heavy Fuels
0.3-0.5 All Low Air
0.5-0.7 All M-H Air

0.5 All CL-215 H-E
0.5-0.7 All R/W H-E

0.3-1.0 All Ground H-E

0.3-0.7 Not Higher than 1.0 -Air
0.1 Ground

0.5-0.7 M-E, All Fuels Air
0.3-0.7 All Ground
Unknown

0.4 All

0.2-0.5 All types, ground
0.2-0.3 L-M All SPF Types Air
0.3-0.5 H-E All SPF Types Air
0.5-0.7 All Air

0.7 Ground S-2

Air 0.4

Ground 0.1-0.4

Concentration increased as drier it is. All fuels.

1 (It) How does your agency determine the correct type of foam that is required for a fire?
All>cila Forest Service

HI Ministry of Forests
I IE Eddy
Myliig Tankers
MniMillan Bloedel
Manitoba NR

Nlld. Forest Service

Nil Natural Resources

Ns Natural Resources
NW E Renewable Res.

imlarlo MNR

f'l I Energy 8 Forestry
OiiebecSPCF

W,k. Natural Res.

HIAND- Yukon L&F

I"OI:- Parks Canada

Experience Training, using Foam Manual as Guide
By use or fuel type, dictated by equipment
Training and Experience
0.4% on the first load, fireboss advice after
Subjective site evaluation
Experience, training, literature on subject
Fire Conditions, Values at ttisk, Visual assessments
Structural - dry foam
Fire Behaviour, Buildup Index, Fuels
Use a wet foam for all applications
Training, Experience, Fuel Types, FB, Followup
Assessment by the fireboss, air attack officer, other line staff
Wet DrippingFoam
Not There Yet

Subjective Eval, Manufacturer advice, Training
Subj. Evaluation, Experience, Literature
Trial, Error, Experience, Literature
No set guides developed yet
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.(a) What %of fires by response category is foam used on?
Are these percentages increasing or decreasing?

1A SA Mopup PBAgency

Alberta Forest Service
BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service
NB Natural Resources
NS Natural Resources
NWT Renewable Res.
Ontario MNR

PEI Energy 8 Forestry
Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.
DIAND - Yukon L8F
DOE - Parks Canada

% Fires >or< % Fires > or < % Fires ^ or < o/o Fires > or <
inc

unknown

98

50-100

12

60

2.5

90

40

4

40

_5-90

5

inc

inc.

inc

ln<

Inc

inc
in.

inc

inc

inc

in.

inc

inc-dec

inc

90 inc

unknown inc

98 inc

5

10-50

_10

0

10

" Note " Macmillan-Bloedel: Policy touse foam on all fires
New Brunswick: Use dependent on availability of dispensing systems

inc

inc

inc-dec

inc

inc

inc

5

25-50

inc

inc

inc

inc

inc

6. (b) What duration (time) of foam effectiveness are you experiencing at concentration levels?
e.g. 8 minutes at 0.1 % concentration

Agency

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests

E.B. Eddy

FlyingTankers

MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy a Forestry

Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L&F

DOE - Parks Canada

'" Notes"

NWT -temperature of water and concentrate affects quality of foam

Estimate 0.5 hours

20-24h

10 m

Concentration Levels

.5

0.5 hours ±

nil records

no information

2-3 hours

6 min s min

2-10 h

inc with concentration

no information provided

10m 2o ni

.25-1.2(1

30 m 45 m
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PB

i.ii Does your agency have a method of measuring or evaluating the effectiveness of air or ground applied
foam?

Please describe.

h Fires >or

10 inc

inc

100 inc

ini,i Forest Service

Ml Ministry of Forests
• ii Eddy

lilg Tankers
ImMlllan Bloedel

lililoba NR
;: i Iorest Service

!f(i Niitural Resources

I N.itural Resources

•iWl Renewable Res.

••ii.itlo MNR

i.iWii'CSPCF

Natural Res.

My for

•'lAND - Yukon L8F

nOI -Parks Canada

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Forms Developed and used for field reports

Informal responses from field users
Informal responses from field users
Informal responses from field users
Low fire incidence past few years
Informal responses from field users

Informal responses from field users
PEI Energy 8- Forestry No
But interested in a format

Subjective Evaluation responses from field, and results from 1989 foam

comparison
But informal field responses

n(It) Please provide your subjective evaluation of the effectiveness of foam products applied
A. Aerial Application:'

i"itj Forest Service

hi Ministry of Forests
HIddy

.7 .8
ilying Tankers

uMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld, Forest Service
Nil Natural Resources

N't Natural Resources

iOm

:WE Renewable Res.

lOm

untario MNR

111 Energy 8- Forestry
iluebec SPCF

5-60 *.iisk. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L8F

hoe. - Parks Canada

50 -100 % depending on technique and fire
No Record

2-3 times on most fires aerial application using OMNR aircraft. Ground use not
evaluated.

3-4 times extreme conditions

2-3 times moderate to high conditions
3-4 times all rotor wing
significant improvement on aerial application, takes less men and equipment to
suppress fires
Quite useful on aerial application for high an extreme danger class fires (C-2, C-3
fuels)
Very effective on C-1 fuel type, aerial application
Greatly improved mopup aerial application, hotspotting easier because of
burn-through
Use primarily in high to extreme hazard; feel foam extremely effective in
applications over water alone
Foam longer lasting, more visible
Effect improved substantially
Pump spray distance and pressure reduced

Notenough experience with foams yet
2-4 times all C class fuels on aerial application
50-100% conifer fuel types, aerial application, depending on hazard rating
3-10 times C-fuels aerial application
No Aerial applications
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B. Ground Application:

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy &Forestry
Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L&F

DOE - Parks Canada

40-50% improvement
Much more effective, but nor formal evaluation done on increase in effectiveness
No Estimate

50% improvement

Most applications on waste sites, property, stacked wood - no estimates
50-200% improvement
See Aerial Application (above)

50-60% improvement on mopup
100 % improvement
5-10 times improvement over water
Applied foam as a fireguard

8. (a) Has your agency used or tested foam mixed with retardants in aerial or ground applications?
Please describe.

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy &Forestry
Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L&F

DOE - Parks Canada

Drop tests on the A-26, concern about duration
Operational trial of Foam Enhanced LC 931
Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Using Foamed Retardants - concerned about storage problems - 80% use in aerial
applications in 1992
Not Tested

Drop tested from DC-6 - concerns about environmental impact
Not Tested

Not Tested

Not Tested

Drop tested with Tracker - No results available - No further plans to test
Drop tested with A-26 - no further information
Not Tested

8. (b) Does your agency have a method of measuring or evaluating the effectiveness of air or ground foam
mixed with retardants? .»
Please describe.

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests

NB Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L&F

Aformal evaluation system is being set up, with Forestry Canada; but no use of
foamed retardants in Alberta

Project evaluating foam mixed with unthickened retardants in two airtankers
operating in BC
No Method in place
No Method in place
No method in place
No method in place
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8. (c) Stateyour subjective evaluation results of the effectiveness of foam mixed with retardants products
applied

BC Ministry of Forests -Report: An Operational Trial Foam
Enhanced LC 931

9. Has the use of foam products reduced the mop up time on fires?
If so, by what percentage decrease in time?
(Mop up - the Actof extinguishing a fire after it has been brought under control).

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy a Forestry
Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L8F

DOE - Parks Canada

50 % reduction

Not studied, but feel it is much more effective
No estimate, but believe it has
50 % reduction estimate

25-30 % reduction

25-30 % reduction

30-50 % reduction on small fires

0-100% reduction

Time reduced but unable to estimate percentage
20-50% reduction

20-80% reduction

Not enough use to estimate yet
30 % reduction

No estimate

Foam use not promoted for mopup
Not used for mopup

10. List fire fighter (or other such as air crew) health and safety issues your agency has encountered sincethe
introduction of foam.

A brief explanation of each is requested.

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy & Forestry

Eye irritation from concentrate
Skin irritation from concentrate

Diarrhoea from drinking solution
Some workers concerned with exposure to skin and eyes, short term effects.
None noted

None noted

Eye and Skin irritation -resolved when MSDS followed. Inhalation danger
questioned
Skin Irritation

Slippery footing on fires
Leather boots deteriorate from foam exposure
Fumes and odours a concern ^

None noted

Odour in helicopter from transportation of helicopter bucket and concentrate
Dryingof skin while handling concentrate
Cumulative long-term exposure a concern
Allergic skin reactions
Boots rot from extended exposure
Safety of crews working in airdropped foam
Concerns about foam in helicopters
Aircrew concerned about fumes in aircraft

Firefighters have general health concerns
Concerns about inhalation of fumes
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Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L9F

DOE - Parks Canada

60

None noted

Eye irritation from exposure during drops
Eye irritation during offloadingof concentrate
Dryingof skin
Impact on leather boots
Slippery footing on fires
None encountered

.11. List public orenvironmental agency concerns your agency has encountered. A brief explanation of each
is requested.

DOE - Parks Canada

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers

MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy a Forestry

Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L3F

DOE - Parks Canada

12.

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests

E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

None encountered

Contamination of water sources from air drops
None noted

None noted

Concerns about contamination of water sources. BC Environment did not feel

there was a problem.
Visual impact of foam on water, fish stream contamination
None noted

Concern aboutcontamination of ground water supplies (public),
environmental guidelines being prepared
Domestic Water contamination concerns

Contamination of water in muskeg/bogs/sloughs
Effects on ground water a concern
Ornamental trees and shrubs damaged around houses
Concern expressed by Environment Department overconcentrate in water
course

Concern about contamination of waterbodies, long-term effects on fire crews
Concern about contamination of waterbodies during pickups - splash
Impact on plantations a concern
Pollution of water sources

Quebec Environmentrestrictions had to be followed - avoiding contamination
of waterbodies

None noted

Contamination of waterbodies

Crew Health and Safety
Effects on waterbodies

Give a brief outline explaining howthe standard operating procedures or guidelines practised by your
agency were developed for the air and ground application of foam.

A foam use manual was developed to deal with foam application issues
No manual of standard operating procedures. Worked with the Foam Task
Group developing foam videos
Developed a pocket foam guide, training material in the S-232 course given
to firefighters
Staff attend OMNR seminars and Wajax demonstrations
SOP's developed through trial and error
Developed through common sense,experience, following Manufacturers'
recommendations, and NFPA 298 circular
Reviewed and revised material from other agencies
Guidelines (air) developed internally to deal with observed problems. Ground
guidelines due in 1993
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12. (cont'd)

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy a Forestry
Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L8F

DOE - Parks Canada

13.

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers

MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy a Forestry

Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon LaF

DOE - Parks Canada

61

Developed through experience
Combination of standards and guidelines from other provinces and additional
materials necessary to ensure safe use and handling by staff
Developed through experience, with safety training from outside agencies,
experience
Developed with input from other agencies, and input from manufacturers
No comment provided
Comprehensive SOP's not completed yet; Foam Utilization guide provided to
employees
Developed through experience and information from other agencies
Developed internally in response to identified needs
Procedures developed based on Alberta Forest Service program

What special equipment, employee training, environmental concerns or storage and handling facilities
were required?

Wildfire Foam Manual (1992) deals with foam training and safety issues
All employees using foam provided with protective equipment
No comment offered

Foam stored in containment dykes, all employees trained in safety and health
issues

Foam Unit Carried on a 5-ton Truck, developed non-leaking storage systems,
employee training for safety
Safety gear provided to employees
Employees trained by government and industry
Non-corrosive containers and equipment
Listed specialized equipment needed to handle foam - heated storage facility,
forklift, specialized transfer units
Additional foam use training is required
DSP systems only
Cold weather storage a problem
New storage facilities for foam and other chemicals
New foam kits including rubber gloves, goggles, moisturizing cream
New handlingprocedures for air and ground use of foam
Overwinterstorage a concern
Training provided in safe handling of concentrate safe application on the
ground for crews handling foam
Protective clothing provided to staff
Specialized application and handling equipment
Protective clothing provided ^
Brief trainingon safety given to staff
Foam workshop training
Foam use still in the introductory stage
Protective clothing provided for handlers
Employee training given following the agency foam utilization guide
published by Quebec
Specialized foam transfer units installed at tanker bases
Protective clothing provided, eyewash stations installed at handling sites
Annual employee training in safety and health
Protective clothing provided for staff
Protective clothing for staff, annual employee training, no special storage or
handling facilities
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14. What worker comments/concerns has your agency received since Introducing foam.
Alberta Forest Service Effective product in fire work

Need more equipment development
Crews concerned about wigl fogfgs
Prior to training -concerns about health and safety
concern with skin and eye exposure and short term effects
No comment offered
No whmis data at start of use of foam
Good product, concerns about short-term and long-term health effects
Slippery working conditions with foam
Skin irritation when no safety gear used
Effective product in fire work

wSEE.'S?ng*me m,mmti ,n8es"on °' *"»aM •*«
Comments that foam very effective, but training needed
Foam tough on overtime
Foam fumes attracted wasps
Foam hard on footwear
Skin problems, but overcome by specific treatments
Pilot concerns over odour, toxicity, corrosive potential
Worker concerns over use ofconcentrate
Concerns over degreaslng of pump seals
Concern about carrying foam in aircraft (R/w)
Allergic reactions to exposure
Foam - seen as a labour and timesaver
Aircrew -concern about headaches from fumes
Firecrews -concern about general health effects
Crews generally impressed with the product
Not enough useto comment
FOam Irritation of skin and eyes from exposure

acXTs 3b0Ut f°am belng W°rSe tha" "0t USlng foam in fire suPP«slon
Concerns about fumes in aircraft
Good effectivenessof foam
None provided

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel
Manitoba NR

Alberta Forest Service
Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy 8 Forestry
Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.
DIAND - Yukon L8F
DOE - ParksCanada
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15 Fire History by Agency -Number of Fought Fires (CIFFC Database)
Data is taken from the government agencies only. No research was made into fire
corporate respondents.

Alberta Forest Service
BC Ministry of Forests
Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service
NB Natural Resources

NS Natutpl Resources
NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR
PEI Energy 8 Forestry
Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.
DIAND- Yukon L8F
DOE - Parks Canada

1988

865

1951

982

115

438

328

105

3081

21

1267

988

89

73

10303

1989

795

3537

1143

192

392

425

298

2140

29

1065

813

174

130

11133

1990

1295

3257

537

196

377

496

206

1472

38

799

786

122

128

9709

1991

921

2037

611

135

656

733

240

2441

48

1150

672

140

53

9837

1992

1005

3669

257

108

561

285

244

903

20

707

563

94

55

8471

activity of the

Totals

4881

14451

3530

746

2424

2267

1093

10037

156

4988

3822

619

439

49453

Mean

976

2890

706

149

485

453

219

2007

31

998

764

124

88

9891

16. Fire History by Agency -Annual Area Burned
Data is taken from the government agencies
corporate respondents.

(CIFFC Database)
only. No research was made into fire activityof the

Agency

Alberta Forest Service
BC Ministry of Forests
Manitoba NR
Nfld. Forest Service
NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR
PEI Energy &Forestry
Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.
DIAND-Yukon L&F

DOE- Parks Canada

1988

14051

11462

470406

86

1975

335

1890

74217

17

7041

52817

537

331

1989

6754

22386

3281300

68156

343

462

137283

11139

216

6498

166645

107674

830

1990

31097

72504

19784

46817

6114

1068

33895

9250

102

16067

68785

109062

25041

1991

6130

29396

21698

38853

3335

1775

3580

20408

120

379861

57308

79426

791

635165 3809686 439586 642681
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3256

27082

113056

1437

5055

1163

10214

15937

41

9431

14175

15372

360

216579

Totals

61288

162830

3906244

155349

16822

4803

186862

130951

496

418898

359730

312071

27353

Mean

12258

32566

781249

31070

3364

961

37372

26190

99

83780

71946

62414

5471

5743697 1148739
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Hypotheses onThe Status of Use Class "A" Foams in Canada
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Hypotheses on the Use of Class "A" Foams for Wildland Fire Management in Canada
Hypothesis No. 1
Class 'A' foam for wildland fire applications is in widespread use across Canada. Volumes of concentrate used

are high and on the increase.

True and False:

Volumes of concentrate used in Canada have not increased significantly over the past five years, generally
across agencies, and, generally within agencies. Tlie response tables for questions 3and 4(and subquestions)
provide the details.

The following graph provides an overall picture. The Ground use amounts for 1988 are skewed by BCFS figures,
which are purchases. Their actual application use may be considerably less.

400

350

| 250
CD

2 200

§150
u

| 100

50

0

1988

Total Concentrate Use

AH Methods - All Agencies

1989 1991 1992

E2 Ground Use E3 Other F/W Drops

• R/W Drops EH CL-215 Drops

Figure 5. Total Foam Concentrate Use -Nationally.

Hypothesis No. 2
a gencies are generally aware of required concentration levels for given fuel types and fire behaviour condi-

rVtions.

False:

Based on the variation in response across agencies, and within agencies in some cases, effective concentration
levels are not clearly defined.

Response results supporting this claim are contained in question 5(a). Tabular results are as follows.
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Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E. B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan - Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

i NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy and Forestry
Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L8F

DOE - Parks Canada

66

"fable ofRanges of Concentrations by Agency
"OI 02 03 04 05 06 07~ 0.8 0.9 1.0

Hypothesis No. 3

A gencies have a method of measuring or evaluating the effectiveness of air or ground applied foam.

Generally False:

Based on the information provided, only one agency (Alberta) has developed a system for evaluating the use of
ground or air appliedfoam.

Question 7(a) (results below) does not support this hypothesis, with the exception of Alberta.
Alberta Forest Service
BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.
Ontario MNR

PEI Energy &Forestry
Quebec SPCF

Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L&F

DOE - Parks Canada

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Forms Developed and used for field reports

Informal

Informal

Informal

Low fire

Informal

responses from field users
responses from field users
responses from field users
incidence past few years
responses from field users

Informal responses from field users

But interested in a format

Subjective Evaluation responses from field, and results from 1989
foam study for comparison
But informal field responses
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Hypothesis No.4

^lass "A* foams reduce mopup time, and theamount ofreduction is known.

Cannot be Validated:

Nine agencies indicated that foams reduce mopup time, three could not or did not provide a response, and two
did not use foams in mopup.

The agencies supporting the hypothesis considered that foams reduced mopup time by as much as 100% and
as lowas 0%, with an average of 25-50%. The range of results are

Alberta Forest Service

BC Ministry of Forests
E.B. Eddy
Flying Tankers
MacMillan Bloedel

Manitoba NR

Nfld. Forest Service

NB Natural Resources

NS Natural Resources

NWT Renewable Res.

Ontario MNR

PEI Energy a Forestry
Quebec SPCF
Sask. Natural Res.

DIAND - Yukon L&F

DOE - Parks Canada

50 % reduction

Not studied, but feel it is much more effective
No estimate, but believe it has
50 % reduction estimate

25-30 % reduction

25-30 % reduction

30-50 % reduction on small fires

0-100% reduction

Time reduced but unable to estimate percentage
20-50% reduction

20-80% reduction

Not enough use to estimateyet
30 % reduction

No estimate

Foam use not promoted for mopup
Not used for mopup

Hypothesis No.5

The application of Class "A' fire foams in solutions is more effective than water, and the factor of improvement
is known or can be accuratelyestimated.

Cannot be Validated:

The estimated effectiveness offoam over water ranges from 50-100% improvement to 5 -10 times (300-
10000%) improvement.

Hypothesis No. 6

A gencies have been experimenting with foam mixed with retardants, with results available.

False: -%

Four agencies (Alberta, NWT, Saskatchewan, Yukon) have drop tested foamed retardants, and one agency is
using the process (New Brunswick). The former four do not indicate plans to continue tests. The BC Ministry of
Forests has produced a report titled

An Operational Trial
Foam Enhanced LC 931

Wallinger K., and, Berry J.
BC Ministry of Forests
Caribou Region, Kamloops Region
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Hypothesis No. 7

Pire foams are safe on the environment,

Cannot be Validated:

Public concerns have been expressed about potential for contamination of water bodies. No information was
found or provided to refute or support the concerns. Refer also to the next hypothesis.

Hypothesis No. 8

public concerns over environmental Impacts have been addressed.

Cannot be Validated:

Although most responding agencies noted public concerns, only one agency (Forest Industries Flying Tankers)
indicated having addressed the issues, and In that case only the short-term impact.

Based on the information provided, it is speculated that the assessment of impacts has not been done in
Canada.

Hypothesis No. 9

llandling and use of fire foams requires special personal protective equipment.

True:

Based on the responses to questions 13 (special equipment) and 14 (worker concerns), special equipment is nec
essary for handling and use of fire foams. Further, WHMIS guidelines, Transport of Dangerous Goods
Regulations, and Manufacturer recommendations support this hypothesis.

Hypothesis No. 10

\A/°rker concerns over tne use of foam are main,ytne result of the introduction of something new.

False:

The responses indicate that worker concerns are predominantly the health effects ofcontinued or intermittent
exposure, and the effect of foams on safe working conditions on fires (slippery footing).

Hypothesis No. 11

-There are comprehensive guidelines for the storage, handling, and application ofClass "A" fire foams.

True and False:

WHMIS and Dangerous Goods Regulations apply to the storage and handling of Class "A" fire foams.

Other guidelines for the storage, handling, and application of Class "A" fire foams are generally sketchy or
nonexistent. Quebec and Alberta have developed some guidelines.
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Hypothesis No. 12

A gencies can quantify cost savings generated bythe use offire foams.

Cannot be Validated:

Questions 5,6and 7 (and sub-questions) provide the variation in estimates of the amount of foam required, the
benefit of foams, and estimated improvement. The responses do not provide a basis foran assessment of the
cost savings.

The total cost of foam concentrate exceeds $1 000,000 annually, exclusive of the cost of application. Noesti
mate fan be made from the information provided on the savings/expense of application.

The following graph illustrates the annual costs (estimated)

13

1.2

S"
1 1
a0-9
| 0.8
| 0.7
8 0.6

2 0-5
I 0.4

§0.2

0.1

0

1988

Total Expenditures on Concentrate

(Based on $2.74/lltre)

1989 1991 1992

E2 Ground Use EJ OtherF/WDrops

• R/W Drops Eg) CL-215 Drops

Figure 6. Annual Cost of Foam Concentrate Use - Nationally
(Calculated at $2.74/lltre FOB Agency Base)

Hypothesis No. 13

There is a correlation between the reportedfoam concentrate use, and the number of fought fires or the area
burned of fought fires.

False:

Acorrelation analysis was done on the reported figures for foam use, number offought fires (CIFFC database)
and area burned in fought fires (CIFFC database).

Correlation values by agency were calculated comparing foam concentrate use to both number of fires and area
burned. The table of r-values is shown below. There are no good fits (r - ±1) although Manitoba and New
Brunswick show some correlation, albeit weak.

Acorrelation of foam concentrate use to the number of fires, nationally, was also calculated. Again, there is a
weak correlation (r2= 45). Aspeculative graphic display of the relationship is provided.
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Any correlation results would be doubtful, given the number of years of data (five), the number of years of full
use (variable), and the inherent variability of fire occurrence and fire behaviour.

Correlation Analysis of Total Foam Use, Fought Fires, Area Burned

i

0.9
oi

f 0.8
>

ffi 0.7
3

g 0.6
a
ro

e 0.5
p

Jj 0.4g

S 0.3

| 0.2
Zj

o.i

0

r-value r-value
Correlation Analysis Number of Fires Area Burned

Alberta Forest Service 0.49 0.38
BC Ministry of Forests -0.29 -0.67

Manitoba NR 0.63 0.93
Nfld. Forest Service -0.05 -0.06

NB Natural Resources 0.79 0.64

NS Natural Resources 0.34 0.86

NWT Renewable Res. 0.29 -0.01

Ontario MNR -0.19 -0.40
PEI Energya Forestry •0.53 -0.42
QuebecSPCF -0.28 0.77
Sask. Natural Res. 0.29 -0.17

DIAND - Yukon L9F 0.18 0.27

DOE - Parks Canada -0.69 -0.30

Graphed Correlation Analysis by Agency
Foam Used vs. No Fires or Area Burned

u

m.
BC MN NF NB NS NT ON PE PQ SK YK PC

Agencies Reporting Foam Use

9 to 11

Number Fought Fires (National Totals)
12

No Fires H Area Burned
Upper Confidence

Regression Line

Lower Confidence

Figure 7. Correlation Analysis
Foam Use to Fought Fires and Area Burned by Agency. Figure 8. Regresson Graph

Foam Concentrate Use vs. Number of Fought Fires
Intercept = 54500; r2 = 0.45, Standard Error = 81421.
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Appendix II. Class "A" Foam for Wildland Fire Management Research Questionnaire

In order to determine the requirements for future research and development in Class "A" foam, the CCFFM
needs information on the presentand historical use of foam in Canada.

Would you please take a few minutes of your time to complete the following questionnaire and/or offer
your thoughts on Class "A" foams.

Please add additional pagesof remarksas you feel appropriate.

Thank you for your time.

% R. P. Bailey
Forest Fire Foam Research

Task Group

Agency:

Address:

Representative: Telephone: Date:
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Does your agency use Class AFoam for fire management purposes?
Yes • No •

If no, please indicate why

• Costs:

• Application Methods:

• Environmental Concerns:

• Other

Remarks:

If You answered No to question 1, it is not necessary to complete the rest of this questionnaire.
3. What was your agencies volume of concentrate use in the past five years?

Please indicate units of measurement.

Year 1988 1989 1990 1991
Volume

4. How has your agency been applying Class "A" foam over the past five years?
A. Aerial Delivery:
Please indicate amounts and methods.

Year

1992

Method (Type) 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

e.g. Rotary-wing
1000
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B. Ground Application:
Please indicate amounts and methods.

Method (Type) 1988

e.g. Ground Tanker

75

1989

Year

1990 1991

100 I.

5. (a) What Concentrations (e.g. .1%) of Class *A" Foam are being used by your agency
i. by application method;
ii. by fire danger class;
iii. by fuel type

1992

Method of Application Danger Class Fuel Type Concentration(s)

e.g. CL-215 Low C-1 0.1 %

5. (b) How does your agency determine the correct type offoam that is required for fire?
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6. (a) What %of fires by response category is foam used on? Are these percentages increasing or decreasing?
Response Category Fires Increase/Decrease

e.g. Initial Action 10 Inc.

Do you have any additional comments on this subject?

6. (b) What duration (time) of foam effectiveness are you experiencing at concentration levels?
e.g. 8 minutes at 0.1% concentration

Concentration Duration Concentration Duration

7. (a) Does your agency have amethod of measuring or evaluating the effectiveness of air or ground applied
foam?

Please describe.
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7. (b) Please provide your subjective evaluation of the effectiveness of foam products applied.
A. Aerial Application:
(by type, fire danger class, and fuel type)
e.g. - CL-215 application, extreme danger class, C-2 Fuel Type: foam increased effectivenessover water
only on initial attack by 50%.

B. Ground Application:
(by type, fire danger class, and fuel type)
e.g. - ground tanker application, moderate danger class, S-1 fuel type: foam increased effectiveness over
water only by 60%.
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8. (a) Has your agency used ortested foam mixed with retardants in aerial or ground applications?
Please describe.

8. (b) Does your agency have a method of meauring or evaluating the effectiveness of air orground foam
mixed with retardants?

Please describe.
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8. (c) State your subjective evaluation results of the effectiveness of foam mixed with retardants products
applied
A. Aerial Application:
(by type, fire danger class, and fuel type)
e.g. - CL-215 application, extreme danger class, C-2 Fuel Type: foam mixed with retardants increased
effectiveness over water only by 50%.

B. Ground Application:
(by type, fire danger class, and fuel type)
e.g. - ground tanker application, moderate danger class, S-1 fuel type: foams mixed with retardants
increased effectiveness over water only by 60%.
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Has the use of foam products reduced the mop up time on fires? If so, by what percentage decrease in
(JTp up -the Act of extinguishing afire after it has been brought under control).

m List fire fighter (or other such as air crew) health and safety issues your agency has encountered since the
introduction of foam.
Abrief explanation of each is requested.

11. List public or environmental agency concerns your agency has encountered.
Abrief explanation of each is requested.

12. Give abrief outline explaining how the standard operating procedures or guidelines practised by your
agency were developed for the air and ground application of foam.
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13. What special equipment, employee training, environmental concerns or storage and handling facilities
were required?

14. What worker comments/concerns has your agency received since introducing foam.
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The use of foaming agents in forest firefighting in Spain
Ricardo Velez

Chief, Forest Fire Service, Ministry of Agriculture, Gran Via San Francisco 4, 28005 Madrid, Spain

Abstract

A historical overview on theaerial means usedforfoam application ismade. It is specially described thetechnical requirements
rvfor theconcentrate. It isalso described which is the current "state-of-the-art" regardingfoam application for the"when and
how" questions. Finallyfuture developments inthatfield are discussed.

Included isa historical overview, characteristics of the concentrate, current situation, future developments, andaerial means
operating inSpainforForest Firefighting in 1994.

It was in 1987 whenfoaming agents appeared in theforest fires scenario toimprove water drops efficiency. At that time,
only 3 ofafleet of 12 Canadair CL-215 aircraft were equipped with foam injection systems. Later, taking advantage ofrevamping
to turbo-engines in Canada, they were progressively equipped with the above mentioned system up toa total ofnine in 1994
operative with foam.

In asimilar way, helicopters began to beused in extinction jobs, not only those exclusively preparedfor that purpose with
fixed tanks, but also thoseforwhich the main commitment isto transport firefighters at the operation scenario. Once there, the
pilot attaches the bucket and starts itsfight against the wildfire.

In 1993, approximately 50percent ofthe heli-copterfleet involved in forest firefighting usedfoam. Foam was also used by a
DC-6 that operatedfrom Almeria (South ofSpain) with very satisfactory results.

Fhe average use offoam concentratesfor the last four years has been approximately 50,000 litres per year.

The essential requirements that afoam concentrate must havefor use in Spain are:

1. They must be highly concentrated so they can be used with successful results at alower concentration than 1percent.
2. Foaming agents must be corrosion inhibitedfor their use in aerial means-specially in helicopters with fixed tanks where the

tail rotor can becorroded when wetted in the drop.
3. Acceptancefrom recognized bodies, like Canadair, Inc., thatfoam concentrate can be loaded, transported, and handled

safely byaerial means (a very high ignition point, etc.).
4. Studiesfrom well known laboratories about the effects offoam use on the ground on aquaticflora andfauna.

All these points are included in the technical requirements described in our respective specification.

Guidelinesforfoam use includefoam concentra-tions, foam percentages, and logistics.

Our operational percentages of foaming agent on ground use in either direct or indirect attack are 1percent
concentrations. For mop-up opera-tions, wherefoam is not required but agood wetting effect is needed, the percent is 0.1.

The trend is toward the design of equipment that allow avariable injection offoam concentrate according to the waterflow.
This compact equipment should be placed in a tmck and essentially would include:

1. Flow-mefer

2. Microprocessor
3. H/gh-pressure volumetric pump (variable flow rate)
4. Accessories (check valve, etc.)

We expect to test some equipment this year, during the summer, in a realfire situation.

Fixed-wing aircraft used by ICONA in 1993 included 21 Canadair CL 215, 5CANSO PBY, and 1DC-6. Twenty helicopters
were equipped with buckets, 5 usedfixed tanks, and 4 were usedforsurveillance.
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Resume

Le rapport donne un apergj des moyens aeriens utilises pour ^application des mousses. On ydealt tout particulierement les
exigences techniques applicables au concentre et les dernieres techniques d'application employees dans differentes situations. On
expose enftn lesprogres qui devraient etre realises dans ce domaine.

On trouvera par ailleurs un bref historique ainsi qu'une description des caracteristiques des concentres, de la situation
actuelle, des perfectionnements prevus et des moyens aeriens utilises en Espagne pour I'extinction des incendies deforet en 1994.

En 1987, on acommence a employer des agents moussants pour ameliorer les proprietes d'extinction des gouttelettes d'eau.
Acette epoque, seuls trois des 12 aeronefs CL-215 de Canadair etaient equipes de systemes d'injection de mousse. Par la suite, on
aprofile des operations de modernisation des turbomoteurs au Canada pour doter les appareils de ce systeme d'injection de
mousse. Neufde ces appareils etaient en service en 1994.

De meme, on acommence aemployer des helicopteres dans les operations d'extinction, non seulement ceux qui etaient
dotes de reservoirsfixes et concus specialement pour ces interventions mais aussi ceux qui servaient essentiellement au transport
des equipes sur les lieux de I'incendie. Unepis sur place, le piloteftxe le seau pompe et commence I'arrosage aerien.

En 1993, environ 50pour cent delaflotte d'heiicopteres anti-incendie utilisaient des mousses. Un DC-6, base a Almeria (dans
lesud de1'Espagne), a aussi obtenu des resultats tres satisfaisants avec ces produits.

Au cours desquatre dernieres annees, on a utilise enmoyenne 50 000 litres de concentre demousse paran.

Void les principaux criteres auxquels les concentres demousse doivent repondre enEspagne:

1. Ces produits doivent etrefortement concentres, desorte qu'une concentration demoins de 1pour cent donne des resultats
satisfaisants.

2. Les agents moussants utilises dans desvehicules aeriens doivent etre non corrosifs, surtout lorsqu'il s'agit deshelicopteres a
reservoirfixedont lerotor anticouple peut etre corrode s'il estmouilie aumoment dulargage.

3. Des organismes reconnus, comme Canadair, doivent certifier que leconcentre demousse peut etre charge, transporte etutil
iseen toute securite parvole aerienne (le concentre doit presenter un point d'infiammation tres eieve, etc.).

4. Des etudes doivent avoir ete menees par des laboratoires reputes sur les effets delamousse appliquee ausolsur lafore etla
faune aquatique.

Tous cesaspects sont abordes dans lesexigences techniques enonces dans noire specification.

Les lignes directrices pour I'utilisation des mousses regissent les concentrations, les pourcentages de mousse etles aspects
logistiques.

Dans les interventions directes ouindirectes, nous utilisons une concentration d'agent moussant de 1pour cent. Lorsque les
proprietes particulieres des mousses nesontpasessentielles mais que I'on recherche un bon mouillage, par exemple, dans les
operations denettoiement des zones incendiees, on utilise une concentration de 0,1 pour cent.

On tend actuellement a concevoir des equipements qui permettent deregler I'injection du concentre demousse enfonction
du debit d'eau. Le materiel compact suivant devrait etre place dans un camion:

1. Debitmetre;

2. Microprocesseur;
3. Pompe volumetrique haute pression (adebit variable):
4. Accessoires (clapet de retenue, etc.);

Au cours de Mte, nous prevoyonsfaire l'essai decertains equipements dans desconditions reelles dlncendie.

Les aeronefs a voilurefixe utilises parICONA en 1993 comprenaient vingt-et-un CL-215 de Canadair, cinq CANSO PBY etun
DC-6. Vingt helicopteres etaient equipes deseaux pompes; cinq etaient munis dereservoirsfixes etquatre etaient utilises pour la
surveillance.
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The use of wildland fire foam in the Province of Quebec
Francois Lefebvre

Society de protection desforets contre le feu, Sainte-Foy, Quebec

Abstract

The objective to minimize the costs and losses due toforestfires has pushed the Quebec organization, like every other
agency involved inforest fire protection, to lookfor new tools to fulfill its mandate. The province ofQuebec has been

involved in the use of wildlandfirefoam since 1985. The high expectationsfrom tlw beginning have been replaced by a
major concern: isthe use ofwildlandfirefoam worthwhile? We have three major questions: is the use ofwildlandfire
foam economically viable; does our knowledge about these products allow ustousethem the proper way; what are the
consequences onthe environment when these products are used. When wetried tofind some answers in existing
literature, wediscovered that veryfew quantitative results exist In 1993 weinitiated a small experiment. Two objectives
were established, findout: 1) what effect doeswildlandfirefoam have on the fuel moisture compared to the simple use of
water; 2) what effect doeswildlandfirefoam haveon extremely hotfuel.

Resume

La necessite dereduire auminimum les couts et les pertes associes aux Incendies deforet a incite 1'organisation
quebecoise, comme tous les autres organismes charges deproteger lesforets contre I'incendie, a chercher denouveaux

outils pour remplirson mandat. La province du Quebec utilise les mousses carboniques depuis 1985pour lutter contre les
feux de vegetation. Les attentes eievees que suscitaient ces produits dI'origine ont rapidementfait place a une grande
preoccupation: ces mousses s'averent-elles utiles? II y a trois questions qui seposent: ces produits sont-ils
economiquement viables? Connaissons-nous assez bien ces produits pour pouvoir les utiliser correctement? Quelles
incidences ces produits ont-ils sur I'environnement? Lorsque nous avons cherche des reponses dces questions dans les
documents existants, nous avons constate que I'on disposait debien peu de donnees quantitatives. En 1993, nous avons
decide defaire une petite experience. Nous nous sommesfixes deux objectifs. II s'agissail d'abord de decouvrir les effets que
pouvaient avoir les mousses carboniques sur la teneur en humidite des combustibles et, ensuite, de determiner les effets de
ces mousses sur les combustibles extremement chauds.

Historyof the Use of Wildland
Fire Foam in Quebec

In the early 60's, Quebec acquired 6 CANSO water
bombers. In the early 70's, Quebec acquired 15

more water bombers, this time they were CL-215's.
Thegoal was to provide a fast and stronginitial attack
and take advantage of the numerous lakes that we
have in Quebec.

During the 70's, field tests were carried out with
the longterm retardant. The need for mixing equip
ment and the need to return to the base for refilling
were incompatible with the way the CL-215 is used in
the Quebec organization. In fact, the mobility of the
water bombers was very limited compared to when
they scooped up water from lakes.

In 1985, the first discussions about the 'WILD-

LAND FIRE FOAM" were held with the manufacturers.

The product was supposed to be the miracle solution:

- environmentally clean;

- 3 to 10 times more effective than just water;
- only small amount of foam concentrate needed for

20 drops
- no need for mixing equipment at home bases.

With the collaboration of the Petawawa National
Forestry Institute (PNFI), the first field test was done
with the expectation of solving a problem for some
regions in Quebec: the shortage of lakes suitablefor
scooping water.

The second test took place in 1987 with a ground
application. We concluded that the use of foam in an
indirect attack was beneficial. We also used foam on
a prescribed fire and we concluded once again that
water plus foam is superior to using only water in
reducing flames and smoke.

In 1988 we obtained the authorization from the

"ministere de rEnvironnement du Quebec" (MENVIQ)
for an experimental use of foam with the CL-215 on
wild forest fires. The authorization was restricted to
the use of Monsanto Phoschek WD 881. We had to
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minimize the contact of the foam solution with any
body of water. For that test, two CL-215's were
equipped with Canadair injectors.

That year, 58 drops with the water and foam
were made on 14 forest fires. Concentration levels

averaged 0.6% (chart 1). All the comments expressed
were in favor of using the foam because of Its effec
tiveness, the visibility of the drops, the longer delay
before reignition.

In 1989 we obtained once again the authoriza
tion from the MENVIQ for an experimental application
(it is an annual authorization). On 24 forest fires we
did a total of 469 drops with foam that averaged a
concentration level of 0.5%.

In 1990 we again obtained the authorization for
an experimental application. With the purchase of an
Airspray injector system, we were able to use three
CL-215's. Atotal of 930 drops with foam were made
on 53 forest fires, and the average concentration of
the foam was 0.4%. Itwas agreed upon that the bird-
dog officer was the one to decide ifthe foam was to
be used or not.

In 1991, a user guide was produced. It contained
the rules and regulations regardingthe environment
and the safety of the personnel. That year we
obtained the authorization from the MENVIQ to use
three other kinds of foam: the Silv-ex, the Firefoam 103,
and the Forexpan. The fire season was very intense
in the Baie Comeau region so we borrowed 12 CL-
215'swith foam injectors. On 101 forest fires, u tot.il of
2,506 drops were made with foam averaging coihcii
tration levels of 0.4%.

In 1992 we obtained permanent authorization
from the MENVIQ to apply foam with the CL-215. We
had to respect the application rules stated in the user
guide and write an annual report on use of the lo.im
for the MENVIQ. That same year, the remaining
QuebecCL-215's were equipped with a new foam

injectorsystem developed by the the Quebec govern
ment's aerial service. With that organization, 1,777
drops of foam were made on 56 forest fires with the
foam having an average concentration of 0.4%. This
new foam injector system is now the property of
Canadair.

In 1993,1,253 drops with foam were made on 36
forest fires with the foam having an average concen
tration of 0.4%.

Need for Further Field Tests

Many questions are raised with the use of foam.
The major concern is: is the use of wildland fire

foam worthwhile?

We have invested a lot ofmoney In equipment
and the foam is not cheap. Sois the use of wildland
fire foam economically viable?

Past experience with foam has shown us results
that indicate that the foam may be less effective than
expected. Is our knowledge about these products
sufficient?

We have strict legislation regarding the protection
oftheenvironment. The safety and security of the
personnel must also be respected.The use of foam
Increases the maintenance needs (corrosion, lubricat
ing more often some ofthe parts on the CL-215).
What are the effects on the environment, the person
nel, and the equipment when these products are
used?

The manyquestions prompted us to look for
some answers. When we consulted the existing litera
ture, we discovered that very few quantitative results
wereavailable. You have to keep in mind we are
looking at aerial application. This led us to do more
field tests in 1993. Two objectives were established:
1) what effect does wildland fire foam have on fuel
moisture compared to the simple use ofwater; 2) what

Chart 1. Use of ((mm with CL-215 on forest wildfires

CL-215 Total
Foam drops Avei;!|;c Number of with injector number of

Year on fires concen-tiiiilon fires involved systems foam drops

1988 58 0.6% 14 ?. 2.6%

1989 469 0.5% 24 2 4.4%
1990 930 0.4% 53 3 loir,,

1991 2,506 0.4% 101 3 !(,,()%

1992 1,777 0.4% 56 18 (10.0%

1993 1,253 0.4% 36 18 57.0%
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effect does wildland fire foam have on extremely hot
fuel?

Effect on the Fuel Moisture Content

Followingan experimental protocol recommended
by the Petawawa National Forestry Institute, we

carried out two tests, each consistingof three drops:
one with water, one with a 0.3% foam solution, and
one with a 0.6% foam solution. The drops were made
on harvested areas (4 years). Samples (at least 3) of
fine fuel (for the fine fuel moisture code FFM0 and of
humus (for the duff moisture code DMQ were taken in
the middle of the drop areas. Samples were taken:

- 30 minutes before the drop;
- immediately before the drop;
- 30 minutes after the drop;
• 1 hour after the drop;
- etc.

The few results that we obtained indicated that in

the drying conditions that we had, the foam solution
could multiplyby 2 or 3 the time required to dry the
fine fuel compared to the effectof justwater(figure 1).
We must keep in mind that those preliminary results
were based on only two tests.

fi-
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Fine fuel

0,6%

Figure 1. Fine fuel dryingtime, Water vs. Foam.

During those two tests we found that the area
covered by the drops with foam was much larger:
2,500 square feet for water; 4,000 square feet forthe
0.3%foam solution and 6,100 square feet for the
0.6% foam solution. The uniformityof the drops with
the foam was also better than with just water. On the
other hand, the wind had a stronger effect on drops
with the foam solution.

Effect on Hot Fuel

To find out what Impact the foam solution had on
an active fire, we carried out four tests. The water

and the foam solutionwere applied from the ground.
Slash piles were Ignited and afterwaitinga period of
time the waterand the foam solution were applied on
two similar areas until no smoke was visible. The

time required for the operation and the quantityof
water and foam solution used were measured. Once

again, we have to keep in mind that the results are
based on only four tests.

The results obtained let us believe that the use of
foam on hot fuel was not advantageous compared to
water. The foam solution seemed to evaporate faster
than wateron an active burning area. It seemed
more profitable to cool the hot fuel with water first
and then cover It with the foam solution.

Need for More Tests

It is certain that the wildland fire foam hasa positive
impact on the fine fuel moisture content. But there

is a need to evaluate the effect of different foam solu
tion concentration on different fuel types with differ
ent weather and Index conditions.

Other benefitsof using foam are: the ease which
previous drops are located, the better uniformity in
the distribution, a larger area covered with a drop.
But there is a need to develop a guide on how and
whena foam solution should be used. Are we using
the foam properly? Is It really as effective as we think
it is?
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Evaluating foam: Asystems level perspective
David L Martell

Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, 33 Willcocks Street, Toronto, Ontario M5S 3B3, Canada

Abstract

The author begins with avery briefdiscussion ofclassicalfire economics and describes some oflis limitations He then
I shows how Singlefire" evaluations offoam and other technological innovations can produce misleading results. He

describes howforest management planning models can be used to assess the economic impact offire from aforest level
Perspective, and illustrates howsuch approaches can be used to assess the cost effectiveness offire management activities
He then demonstrates how the LAN1K level ofprotection decision support system can be used to evaluate the cost effective-
ness^foamusedbyfirecrews,andconcludesMhashortlistofrequ^
involved with evaluations ofthe cost effectiveness offoam. ' managers

R&umg

Ll*T.TmTTrlieXp0Sf!r^ brievment ,es***** tconomiques classiques relatifs aux Incendies et indique cer-
Ltainesdeeurslimites. II montre ensuite que les Valuations des nouvelles techniques ou des nouveauxproduits (commefmous^fondtessurunseulincendiepeuventdonnerdesr^^^^
™ntecommentutil,serdetellesapprochespour^^^

eyoyeesparlesequ>pesdesuppression.Ertf,n,ilpresenleunemousses et aux gestionnaires des incendies qui partlcipent dces evaluations. "^eesoux cnercneurssurles

Introduction

North American forest fire managers are increasing
their use of foam to enhance theeffectiveness of

both airtankers and ground crews. That increased use
is based in part, on abelief that foam is cost effective.
In this paper Iaddress the cost effectiveness aspects
of foam and discuss how foam and other technologi
cal innovations might be evaluated. Ibegin with a
very brief review ofclassical fire economics and describe
how foam and other technological innovations can be
evaluated from asystems level perspective. Ithen
describe how LANIK, anew decision support system,
was used to produce a preliminary assessment ofthe
cost effectiveness of foam. Iconclude with a short list
ofrequests addressed to foam researchers and fire
managers who wish to evaluate foam.

Classical Fire Economics

The implicit objective of most forest fire manage
ment agencies is to minimize the net destructive

impact of fire subject toconstraints on resource avail
ability and use. Funds are allocated to fire manage
ment on the assumption that the ensuing benefits will
exceed the value of the money spent. Fire manage
ment costs can easily be expressed in monetary

terms. The benefits offire management activities
include the reduced losses that result from limiting the
number and size ofdestructive wildfires, the increased
productivity that results from the proper use of pre
scribed fire, and the enhanced environment that
results from successfully monitoring and modifying
the suppression of beneficial wildfires.

One ofthe most basic principles of fire economics
is what is referred to as the deterministic Least Cost
Plus Damage or deterministic LCD model. The term
"deterministic* indicates we ignore the uncertainty or
variability that arises from fluctuations in weather and
Other random processes. Although the simple LCD
model cannot be used to specify how much money
should be spent on forest fire management, it pro
vides valuable insight into the problem.

The simple deterministic LCD model does of
course have many limitations. In order touse the LCD
model one must relate fire loss to presuppresslon
expenditures. That calls for a production function that
relates area burned to presuppresslon expenditures
and makes it necessary to estimate economic loss as a
function ofarea burned. The development ofsuch
relationships is complicated bythe fact that historical
data is not always relevant due to changes in land use
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patterns, the fire environment, and technological
innovation. Furthermore, the simple LCD model does
not account for the fact that there is more than one

type offire suppression resource, nordoes it reflect
the inherent stochastic nature of the problem (i.e., the
uncertainty and random processes that complicate
forest fire management).

The Validity of "Single Fire-
Evaluations of Foam

Fire managers often evaluate proposed technologi
cal innovations by assessing how well they perform

on a sample of representative fires, and extrapolating
the apparent savings to the entire fire organization.
That approach is not valid as it ignores the fact that
fires are not independent of each other; they interact
via fire suppression resources. One cannot assess sav
ings bysimply multiplying the area saved (i.e., not
burned as a result of using foam) by a fixed dollar
value per hectare.

The following hypothetical cases illustrate some
of the ways in which fires can interact with each other.

Case!

A crew equipped with foam carries out initial attack
action on one fire and then fights a second fire with
out using foam. The effectiveness of foam is such that
the first fire is declared being held (BHE) earlier than it
would have been declared BHE if the crew had not

used foam. The crew's response time to the second
fire is less than it would have been had they not used
foam on the first fire. The use of foam on the first fire

therefore enhances the productivity of the initial
attack crew on the second fire as well as the first fire.

Singlefire evaluations ignore such interactions.

Case 2

Acrew equipped with foam and airtankers attack a
fire and a second crew and the same airtankers attack

a second fire. The effectiveness of foam is such that

the first fire is declared BHE earlier than it would have

been so declared if the crew had not used foam. The

airtanker response time to the second fire is therefore
less than it would have been had the crew not used

foam on the first fire. The use of foam on the first fire

therefore enhances the productivity of the initial
attack force (another crew and the same airtankers)
on the second fire as well as the first fire. Single fire
evaluations ignore such interactions.

Case 3

A crew with foam attacks a potential "project" fire the
first day, and crews without foam but with airtankers
attack several fires during subsequent days. Suppose
the use of foam by the crew on the first fire enables it
to contain at 0.1 ha, a fire that would otherwise have
escaped to become a very large project fire. The exis
tence of a large project fire may have drawn down
the initial attack strength of the fire organization for
several days. Thus the effective use of foam on the
first fire has a very important secondary beneficial
impact that ripples throughout all the fires fought
during the following few days. Singlefire evaluations
ignore such interactions.

The impact of a specific fire should be assessed
from a forest level perspective that indicates how that
particular fire will effect the flow of timber from the
entire forest or management unit. We can use a
forest level timber supply model of a hypothetical
forest to illustrate the principle3. Consider a hypotheti
cal 500,000 hectare forest that is used primarily for
timber production. Ignore the small area occupied by
town, lakes, roads, and cottages and assume our
forest is completely covered with 75 year old stands
of SiteClass II jack pine at the start of the planning
horizon. The forest is fully accessed by roads and we
assume both harvested and burned areas regenerate
naturally at no cost with a five year delay. We will use
a 300 year planning horizon that is partitioned into
thirty 10-year periods. Timber harvest flow is con
strained to be constant, and we constrain the mer

chantable volume of the growing stock in the forest
to average at least 40.2 cubic metres per hectare at
the end of the planning horizon. Wood is sold at a
stumpage rate of $30.00 per cubicmetre and future
revenues are discounted at a rate of 3.0% per annum.
We ignore salvage, harvest, regeneration, and trans
portation costs.

,, In order to assess the impact of fire and fire man
agement we require a model that can be used to pre
dict how the hypothetical forest will respond to fire
and harvesting. We assume fire losses occur at some
average rate with no variance (i.e., some constant
average fraction of the forest burns each year), but
that fraction is determined in part by the amount of
money spent on forest fire management. Assume the
fraction of the forest burned each year decreases as
the amount of money spent on fire management
increases.

3The model is similar to the one described in Martell (1994).
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Assessing the Impact of Fire
Regimes on TimberSupply

Each possible fire regime can be represented by its
corresponding fraction of the forest burned each

year. We varied the portion of the forest burned each
year from 0% to 4.0% and related the volume har
vested each year ortheannual allowable cut to the
fraction burned. We arbitrarily set the fraction of each
age class burned within the forest equal to the frac
tion of the forest burned. The results are presented in
Figure 1. The volume harvested each year is slightly
convex upwards for roughly one half of its range after
which there is a point of inflection and itbecomes
convex downwards, a consequence of the terminal
volume constraint. A 1.5% annual burn rate reduces
the allowable cut by 36%, what superficially appears
to be a disproportionate reduction in the harvest. An
annual burn rate of 1.5% means the probability that
any small stand will burn is 0.015 during anyyear. If a
stand is established and scheduled to be harvested
when it is 50 years old, the probability that itwill sur
vive until then is 0.47.

Assessing the Impact of Individual Fires

The mean value timber harvest scheduling model
can also be used to assess the impact of a fire that

has burned some portion of the forest. In the past,
people often focussed on the burn itself and assessed
fire damage in terms of the apparent value of the
timber destroyed by the fire. That approach neglects
the fact that a forest is a complex dynamic system
that often provides managers with flexibility that can
be used to buffer fire losses.

Consider for example, a 150,000 ha fire in our
hypothetical forest, all of which was covered by 75
year old Site Class II jack pine at the start of the

Figure 1. Relationship between the allowable cut and the fraction of
the hypothetical jack pine forest that burns each year.

planning horizon. Asuperficial fire loss assessment
obtained by multiplying the area burned by the
volume of wood per unit area (190 m3/ha) and the
price ($30/m3) at which the burned wood was to have
been sold would produce an estimated fire loss of855
million dollars.

We can use the forest level mean value model to
assess the impact of such a fire from a forest level per
spective. The timber loss attributed to the 150,000 ha
fire is the expected return from the forest given the
best planned harvest schedule before the fire (which is
obtained by runningthe timber supply model with a
500,000 hectare 75 year old flammable forest and a
specified average annual fraction burned associated
with the appropriate fire regime), less the expected
return given the best revised harvest schedule produced
after the fire (which is obtained by running the timber
supply model with the same forest, 150,000ha of
which has been burned). A 150,000 ha fire that burned
30% of the area of the forest would reduce the pre
sent net worth of our hypothetical forest by about 2
million dollars or 0.24%, very much less than the
superficial site-specific estimate described above.
Harvest schedule flexibility and the ability of forests to
regenerate after fire help reduce the economic impact
of fires in forests that are not being taxed to their limits.

Note that these results are specific to our particu
lar hypothetical forest. The cost of a fire will increase
for example, if the forest is not fully accessed, the
burned area is near established roads, or there are

monetary penalties other than stumpage losses asso
ciated with significant reductions in harvest volumes.

LAN IK Level of Protection

DecisionSupport System

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR)
forest fire management program is designed to

meet the needs of other branches and government
agencies (e.g., timber and wild life management) and
many external clients including the forest industry and
residents of communities that are surrounded by flam
mable forests. It is very difficult for fire managers and
governments to evaluate fire management programs
as the interests of the many internal and external
clients are very diverse and a wide range of benefits
that flow from Ontario's forests. There is also a high
degree of uncertainty that makes it impossible to
transform fire management plans into precise deter
ministic predictions concerning the social, biological,
and economic impacts of fire management programs.
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LANIK (Martell et al. 1995) is a computer based
decision support system that is designed to enable fire
managers and fire management planners to quickly
and inexpensively explore the broad implications of
fire management program alternatives. We used
LANIK to conduct a very "quick and dirty" assessment
ofthe potential cost effectiveness offoam. One of the
most attractive features of LANIK is its "user friendly"
interface and the relative ease with which fire man
agement planners can describe and evaluate fire man
agement alternatives. We required less than two
hours to produce the graphical results presented in
Figure 2 which constitute a very rough but revealing
preliminary assessment of the cost effectiveness of
ground-applied foam in Ontario.

Figure 2. Preliminary assessment of the potential impact of
enhanced crew productivity that may result

if fire crews use ground applied foam on initial attack in the
province of Ontario.

The initial attack model in LANIK has a fire line

construction subsystem that is designed such that
crew productivitycan be calibrated to ensure model
predictions are consistent with historical fire data.
When we calibrated the model for Ontario we found

that the crew productivity factor should be set equal
to 0.75 to bring model predictions into line with his
torical fire data. The results presented in Figure 2 sug
gest that if the crew productivity can be increased by
66% from 0.75 to 1.25, fire cost plus loss would be

reduced by approximately 13%. Fire managers can
use such results as a preliminaryscreening mecha
nism by comparing the cost of potential improvements
with their associated cost reductions. If they find such
improvements are potentially cost effective they may
decide to invest in further studies that would produce
improved estimates ot the costand productivity of
crews using foam, and then use LANIK to generate
more accurate cosi effectiveness assessments.

Discussion

LANIK is a decision support system that can be
used to help evnlu.ilo loam and other technologi

cal innovations. However fire managers, fire manage
ment planners, and researchers must work together to
enhance LANIK and its ability to model initialattack
system performance. We must develop mathematical
models that will predict how well foam equipped
crewswill perform on representative fires. We can
begin by revising the parameters of existing models
like those currently Imbedded in LANIK, but fire
researchers and equipment specialists should be
encouraged to develop better models that can be
imbedded in LANIK and oilier decision support systems.

We also require good estimates of the costs of
acquiring and using foam technology. And finally, dis
patch guidelines in IAN IK were developed before
foam was used for forest fire suppression purposes.
We need new dispatch guidelines that should be
developed as part of the foam cost effectiveness
assessment process.
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Indirect applications with foam
Paul Schlobohm

Fire Management Specialist, Bureau of Land Management, National Interagency Fire Center

Abstract

ClassAfoam is ashort-livedfoam relative to other types offoam. Rapid drainage and unstable structure are idealfor
direct suppression activities such asflame knockdown and mop-up. Why then, isfoam so successfulfor indirect

applications such asfireline construction and resource protection?

The answer isfoam's active ingredient-water. Water is apowerful mediumfor slowing the spread offire, but,
unaltered, water is not efficient. Foam is a way of restructuring water to aform that bestfits the task. Avariety offoam
generating equipment has provided an array of optionsfor effectively placing water on exposures. The use offoam has
enabled us to put water in place as abarrier like we have never done before. Successful applications depend on the
appropriatefoam type, complete coverage, and wetting of the exposure timed to match the time offlame impingement.

Resume

/ es mousses de classe Aont une duree de vie plus courte que les autres mousses. PuisqW'elles sont rapidement drainees et
Lpossedent une structure instable, elles sont particullerement efficaces dans les operations directes, comme les
interventions dechoc etlenettoiement des zones Incentives. Comment sefait-ii, dans cecas, que les mousses soient si
efficace dans les applications indirectes, comme les systemes de tranchees garde-feu et la protection des ressources?

Tout simplement parce que I'eau est I'ingredient acttf des mousses. L'eau a lepouvoir de ralentir la propagation des
flammes, mais I'eau seule n'est pas efficace. L'ajout de mousse permet de restructurer l'eau et lui confere uneforme qui
donne de meilleurs resultats. Une vaste gamme degenerateurs demousse offrent plusieurs methodes pourfixer I'eau sur les
elements exposes. L'ajout de mousses nous apermis de construire des barrieres extremement efficaces. Pour obtenir de
meilleurs resultats, ilfaut choisir le type de mousse approprii, assurer une bonne couverture des elements et mouiller les
elements exposes de meme que synchroniser les operations en fonction de 1'avance desflammes.

C

Water and Foam of water to fall off exposures before it can wet or
insulate.

lass A or "wildland" foam products in use today arc
well suited for extinguishment, mop-up, and other Foam holds water in place longer by expanding it

direct attack activities because they make structurally into a self-adhesive mass ofbubbles, which are less
weak foams. TTiese foams are designed for rapid influenced by gravity than water drops. This expan-
drainage. The foam structure ofClass Aproducts per- sion spreads foamed water over a ~ .. is possible with
sists for, at most, a couple ofhours under favorable untreated water. The longer useful lifetime ofwater as
conditions. However, rapid drainage means water Is foam provides a wider ignition window and an alter-
released from the bubbles and available for heat native to soil-disturbing methods of fireline construction,
absorption. Increased production is evident to anyone ' ^ ft js diffjcu|t tQ hQW much ,a|n
who uses foam for ext.nguishment or mop-up. wgter tQ gpp|y tQ ggjyen ^ mappIicat|on of foam

Why, then, is the fire community so interested In can be quantified: "Construct a continuous foam line
using these short-lived products indirectly as a barrier 6inches deep and 3feet wide around the area to he
to fire? Based on my experience using foam on wild- burned." The amount and location of the applied* Hi
land fires, the answer isin the water. Foam has not is visible to the nozzle operator, the ignition spe< l.tllsl,
taken the place ofwater as a firefighting tool. Foam Is and the incident commander,
a restructured improvement; water is still the active Fogm js also used tQ buj|d flre conlm| ||nM
mgredient. Use of foam as a barrier takes full adva.v and tQ cgnt resources [)QC^ „ |s n()W
tage of the abilities of water to wet fuels and absorb £ tQ dQ $o ^ advant of usl water as „
heat. At the same time, foam use reduces the tendency fQam have been demonstrated slnce the 193fJs

(Godwin). But, until recently, foam production has
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beentoo cumbersome. A significant technological
breakthrough was thedevelopment in theearly
1980's of foam concentratesthat could be used at mix
ratios below one percent ascompared to the conven
tional three orsix percent. These low mixratios allow
fire engines and aircraft carry small amounts ofcon
centrate that last for several loads water. Also, the
same product can beused to make a foam for direct
or indirect applications.

Indirect Applications

Class A foam applications that support indirect tac
tics are fireline construction and resource and

property protection. The objective of each is to create
a heat sink of wet fuels undera protective foam blan
ket. To burn through the treated fuels, fire must first
dry out the bubbles of the foam blanket. Bubbles are
efficient at absorbing heat, due to their high ratio of
surfacearea to mass. Then fire has to dry out the wet
fuels before they will burn.

Control lines and barriers are constructed from
pump-and-roll applications, downhill flows from sta
tionary nozzles, and progressive hoselay applications.

Pump-and-roll applications include foam madewith
aspirating nozzles orcompressed air foam systems
(CAFS). Following close behind a pump-and-roll foam
line with a drip torch or fusee isan effective way or
firing out.A long-term, lowimpact control line can
be made by burning out between two foam lines.

A downhill flow application is made by settinga
high or medium expansion aspirating nozzleat the
top of a slope and directing its discharge to produce
a certain width of foam line on the slope.The foam
covers the fuels in its path, creating a slick chute for
the foam flowing down behind.

Progressive hoselay applications are necessary in
terrain and fuels that are not suited for pump-and-
roll or downhill flow.

Resource or property protection is the treatment
of surface or aerial exposures withthe objective of
preventing ignition. Surface exposures protected by
foam may be endangered plants, headwalls, seedlings,
or critical habitat. Aerial exposure protection applica
tions include snags, wildlife trees, saplings,stream pro
tection zones, special resources such as giant sequoias,
whole stand canopies. Property that foam is often
used to protect includes homes, sheds, wood piles,
barns, archeological or historical sites, pump houses,
fence posts, and telephone poles.

Rules of Thumb

Foam lines and protective barriers can be designed
either for ignition nextto the foam, allowing fire to

back away from the barrier, or for ignition away from
the foam, allowing fire to run into the foam. A suc
cessful application depends on three conditions:

1) The application is made with completely continu
ouscoverage; there are no untreated gaps where
fire can burn through or get a start. The applica
tion must also be wide enough to contain the
expected flame length.

2) Enough time is allowed for fuels to be adequately
wetted. A blanket of foam covering dry fuels is not
enough. Ten-hour branches will need moretime to
get wet than 1-hour grasses.

3) An ignition strategy ischosen which places flames
and heatagainst the barrier while the fuels are still
wet and covered In foam. There is nothing in the
foam besides water to absorb heat, inhibit combus
tion, or otherwise slow the spread of fire.

A snag that is treated on the bole and around the
base is more likely to be saved during prescribed fire if
adjacent fuels are ignited first. To treat the snagand
then ignite the unit as If the snagwere not there will
likely preheat the snag, drying out the foam before
flame impingement.

Equipment

To be efficient at making these types of applica
tions, a varietyof foam-generating equipment is

necessary. Low-expansion foam generators, especially
the compressed air foam system,are designed to
throw foam long distances from the nozzle.This
makes them ideal for treating canopies, wildlife trees,
roofs and eaves, and other exposures off the ground.

Medium- and high-expansion foam generators
are designed to make lots of bubbles. With most of
the puftip energy going Into bubble production, the
foam drops out the nozzle at your feet. Large foam
production and low discharge distance make these
nozzles ideal for creating barriers and foam lines on
ground fuels, including grass, brush, slash, and litter at
the base of a seed tree.

Manyapplications may best be accomplished
with more than one foam generator. A snag cannot
be protected with only medium expansion foam. But
to cover the litter and ground fuels around it with low
expansion foam would take more time to achieve
complete coverage. The combination of lowexpansion
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foam to treat the aerial exposures and medium or
high expansion foam to cover the ground exposures
optimizes foam production.

Cost

Product cost estimates for specific applications of
foam should be compared to the alternatives of

retardant, untreated water, and no treatment.
Protection of snags averaging 50 feet in height and
30 inches dbh requires about $4 of foam concentrate
per snag (USDI). Complete coverage with retardant is
not practical. Protection with water alone would also
not be practical because aconstant flow of water on
the exposure would be necessary. The no-treatment
alternative fails to meet the objective of preserving
the snag.

The product used to construct foamline in mixed
sage/grass fuels costs about 5-50 cents per 100 ft*
depending on the method of application (USDI). The
product used in line construction with dry powder
retardant costs about $1 per 100 ft* (Payne). The use
ofwater aloneas a barrier to burn from is often not
practical, because of the volume required, or not effec
tive, because it disappears soquickly. The no-treat
ment choice is not usually a practical option.

Conclusion

Class Afoam has value to prescribed fire and wild
fire tactics beyond direct suppression and mop-up.

Foam is not a replacement for water. It is water that
has been shaped into a form that better meets the tac
tical objective. The variety of equipment available
allows for shaping water into foam ofalmost any size
and stability. However, foam is not retardant.
Applications are successful when the useful lifetime of
foam has been addressed. Once we view foam as an
alteration of water rather than some magic potion,
our use of foam as a barrier to fire will be limited only
by our imagination.
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CAFS power systems and proportioning equipment performance
Dan W. McKenzie

Mechanical Engineer, Forest Service-USDA, Technology and Development Center, San Dimas, California, USA

Abstract

in the design andfabrication ofCompressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS) good practice and guidelines should befollowed.
ICentrifugal water pumps should be used with water pressure controlling air pressure and they should have automatic
regulatingfoam proportioning systems injectingfoam concentrate into the discharge side, ofthe pump. Foam
proportioning systems are of two general types, (1) manually regulated proportioning systems and (2) automatic
regulating proportioning systems. Automaticproportioning systems should beused and manually regulated proportioning
systems should be avoided. There is equipment available to testfoam proportioners and pumpflows with digital read outs.
The useof this equipment should beencouraged.

Resume

Lors dela conception etdelafabrication des systemes demousses entrainees par air comprime, ondoit seconformer aux
regies de Fart etsuivre certaines lignes directrices. Ilfaut utiliser des pompes a eau centrifuges, quipermettent deregler la

pression de Fair sur celle de l'eau. Ces pompes doivent etre equipees d'un systeme de dosage qui injecte leconcentre de
mousse automatiquement dans lecote refoulement de la pompe. II existe deux types de systeme de dosage: 1) les
systemes de dosage a reglage manuel et2)les systemes dedosage automatique. Ilfaut utiliser les systemes dedosage
automatique, tandis quelessystemes manuels sontfortement deconseilies. On trouve dans lecommerce dumateriel d'essai
dote d'indicateurs numeriques qui permettent d'evaluer les systemes dedosage etle debit des pompes. On recommande
vivement I'utiiisation de ce materiel.

CAFS Power Systems

In designing and fabricating power systems for
Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS) the following

guidelines should be followed:

* With the CAFS in place, there should be no deterio
ration of the water handling capability or reliability
of the fire engine.

* With the CAFS in operation the fire engine should
be able to make a running attack.

* Operation of the fire engine equipped with CAFS
should be easy and simple (userfriendly).

There are five general arrangements now in use
to power CAFS. They are:

1. Two auxiliary engines, one driving the centrifugal
water pump and the other driving the air compressor.

2. Single auxiliary engine mechanically driving both the
centrifugal water pump and the air compressor.

3. Fire truck engine driving the centrifugal water
pump and the air compressor by direct mechanical
drives.

4. Fire truck engine driving the centrifugal water
pump and the air compressor through a load sense
hydraulic drive system.

5. Fire truckengine driving the centrifugal water
pump and the air compressor by a direct mechani
cal drive and driving the fire truck by a constant
engine speed automatic transmission.

Drive systems 1, 2, 4, and 5 will allow the fire
truckto make a running attack. When using drive
arrangement 3 the CAFS fire truck cannot make a run
ning attack. If running attack is not required or not
important, directly mechanically driving of the water
pump and the air <onipressorby the fire truck engine
is a good way to drive the CAFS equipment and is
mechanically equivalent to a single auxiliary engine

(CAFS drive system.

Each of the components of a CAFS (centrifugal
water pump, air compressor, foam concentrate pro
portioningsystem, and control and instrument system)
must be sized, driven, and controlled to produce a
well operating and reliable CAFS unit. In recent years
as the use of CAFS has Increased, several good "rules
of thumb" have been identified. They are:

1.A centrifugal water pump should be used in a CAFS
unit with water pressure controlled by pump rpm
and, if possible, stand alone in operation.

2.The air compressor used in a CAFS should be a
modulating-lype with pressure adjustment at the
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panel and, if possible, stand alone in operation.
When in CAFS operation the air pressure should be
capable of beingcontrolled by water pressure.

3.As a general rule the centrifugal water pump
selected should have a rating in gpm of at least
twice the air compressor rating in cfm.

4. In the operation of a CAFS unit, static water pres
sure and staticair pressure should be equal and air
pressure should be automatically controlled by
water pressure.

5. Water flow and air flow should be adjustable and
controlled by variable orifices (ball valves) or other
equal controls.

6. At a minimum; water, air, and mix point pressures
gauges, plus waterand air flowmeters should be
available to the operator. Also desirable is an indi
cation that foam concentrate is flowing.

7. An automatic regulating proportioning system
injecting foam concentrate into the discharge side
of the pump should be used.

8.Open CAFS nozzles very slowly. If they are opened
quickly, the nozzle reaction can be quite intense
for a short time.

By following the above "rules-of-thumb" satisfac
tory results are currently beingobtained in the design,
manufacture, and operation of CAFS units. When
procuring CAFS equipment, a person knowledgeable
in CAFS equipment should be used in the develop
ment of the specifications and should assist in the
contract administration, inspection, and test. Crew
leaders and crew members should also receive special
training in CAFS operation.

Foam Proportioning Equipment

There are two basic types of foam concentrate pro
portioning systems:

1. Manually regulated proportioning systems
2. Automatic regulating proportioning systems

Manually regulated proportioningsystems include:

Batch mixing
Suction-side proportioner
In-line eductor

Variable flow, bypass eductor
Around-the-pump proportioner
Direct injection, manually regulated

Automaticregulating proportioning systems
include:

Balanced pressure venturi systems

a. Pump systems
b. Bladder tank systems

Water-motor meter proportioner
Direct injection, automatic regulating proportioner

All manually regulated proportioning systems
have significant disadvantages when used in wildland
fire applications. In general, manually regulated pro
portioning systems do have one desirable advan
tage-low initial cost. However, manually regulated
proportioning systems (other than batch mixing) have
the potential of using more foam concentrate than
necessary, negating their initial low cost advantage
and, in reality, becoming the most costly proportion
ing system. Thus, manually regulated proportioning
systems should be avoided, or, when used, used with
caution in wildfire suppression operations.

Due to the many shortcomings of the manually
proportioning systems, automatic regulating
proportioning systems have been designed to reduce
these limitations. Specifically, the automatic regulat
ing proportioning systems are designed to remain pro
portional over a wide range of flows. They are not
affected by changes in engine pressure, changes in
hose length and size, or changes in nozzle adjust
ments, size, or elevation and generally inject the foam
concentrate into the discharge side of the pump. The
use of automatic regulating proportioning systems
injection into the discharge side of the pump should
be encouraged.

To encourage the use of automatic regulating pro
portioning systems injecting into the discharge side of
the pump, automatic regulating proportioning systems
should be formally tested and test results appropri
ately disseminated. Proportioning systems installed
on engines should also be tested to insure that they
are operating properly as installed.

Foam Proportioner and
Pump Testing Equipment

T
o test a proportioner, engine pump flow, and pres
sure the following equipment can be used:

Flowmeters

Portable digital flowmeter, Fire Research Corp. model
MFPD-1 1/2 (flow from 20 gpm to 350 gpm) with

(1) an internal rechargable battery
(2) an external charger for the battery
(3) a paddlewheel flow sensor in a 1 1/2" flow tube

with 8 feet of connecting cable to;
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(4) a digital display unit (todisplay in gallons per
minute) with low battery indicator.

Flowmeter, Lakeflowmeter B4B6W25D (flow 2 to
25 gpm)

Foam Percent Meter

Foam percent meter, 9 volt battery (internal),
portable, with 1/2 BSP mount, (available from New
Zealand Instituteof Geological and NuclearSciences,
Ltd or W. S. Darley 8 Co.)

Note: An improved modelof this foam percent
meter, which will be temperature compensated, is
under development. This improved meter should be
available at the time of publicationof this article.

Pressure Gauge,Test, Correct Range

Sources of equipment:

Digital flowmeter

FireResearch Corp
26 Southern Blvd.

Nesconset, NY 11767

(516) 724-8888
(800) 645-0074

Lake flowmeter

Lake Monitors Inc.

1405 16th Street

Racine, Wl 53403
(414) 637-6789

Foam percent meter

Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences, Ltd.
Attn: Dr. Gavin Wallace

30 Gracefield Rd

P. O. Box 31212

Lower Hutt, New Zealand
64-4-569-0637

FAX 64-4-569-0657

W. S. Darley &Co.
2000 Anson Drive

Melrose Park, IL 60160-1087

(708) 345-8050

With the above equipment the percent of foam
the proportioner is dispensing can be tested along
with the pump pressure and flow. There are two
flowmeter, one a high flow meter (20 to 350 gpm)
and one a low flowmeter (2 to 25 gpm).

Totest the foam proportioner, hook up pressure
gauge, flowmeter(s), and foam percent meter. Follow
instructions for using the foam percentmeter (zero
meter with plain water flowing then turn on the pro
portioner). Flow the pump at the pressures and flow
desired and record the percent foam from the foam
percent meter. To gain an understanding on the per
formance of the proportioner, plot the percent foam
against pump flow. Percent foam should be plotted on
the vertical axis and the pump flow on the horizontal
axis. Ideally this plot should be a straight level line.
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The utilization of foam with water scooping aircraft in Ontario
Gordon Luke

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Thunder Bay, Ontario

Abstract

The operational use of the CL-215 Water Bomber, equipped to deliverfirefightingfoam, has had apronounced effect on
Forest Fire Management in Ontario. This paper presents the history ofaerialfoam use in Ontario CL-215S, describes

operational considerations and provides specific examples of aerialfoam use onfires.

R6sum6

L 'utilisation d'un bombardier deau CL-215 equipe pour larguer de la mousse carbonique aeu un effet marque sur la
gestion des incendies deforet en Ontario. Le present rapporte relate les methodes employeesjusqu'd cejour en Ontario

pour appliquer des mousses carboniques au moyen de CL-215, dealt les aspects operationneis de ce procede etfournit des
exemples specifiques ou ce systeme aete utilise pour combattre des incendies.

Introduction

The operational use of the CL215 Water Bomber,
equipped to deliver fire fighting foam, has had a

pronounced effect on Forest Fire Management In
Ontario.

Within the intensively managedareas of the
province there have been fewer escaped fires, which
has resulted in reduced acreage lost. The use of foam
has also allowed the formation of smaller, more effi
cient initial attack crews and reduced the overall time
spent onindividual fires by both aircraft and ground
crews.

The bottom line is that the province can handle
larger numbers ofmore intense fires with reduced
levels of manpower and equipment.

History

After hearing about theexperiences ofother
provinces that had been using foam with CL215's

since 1985, Ontario began looking more closely at It
in 1987. An attempt was made to evaluate fire light
ing foam during July and August of that year when
one Ontario CL215 was equipped with a Conalr foam
injection system. Unfortunately, these months had a
very low fire load and the results were inconclusive.

The following year, 1988, a second evaluation
was conducted with the objective of evaluating I)
available onboard injection systems; 2) the foam con
centrates; and 3) the end product (the foam's effect
on fire compared to straight water). Fortunately, 19IUI
turned out to be a very active fire year and was a

good opportunity for Fire and Aviation staff to gain
exposure to the fire fighting capability of foam.

Two MNR aircraft were equipped with injection
systems, and foam equipped aircraft from other
provinces were acquired through the MARS agreement.
When fires occurred that required more than one
tanker, there would usually be a mix of equipped and
unequipped CL215's, providing an excellent opportu
nity to compare foam and water drops on fires of sim
ilar intensity and conditions (fuel, topography, canopy,
closure, etc.).

The comparison ofthe fire fighting qualities of the
foam versus straight waterconcluded that foam out
performs water. This was evident very early inthe
evaluation. The test started in mid-Mayand by the
end of May or early June, fire managers would ask
specifically for foam equipped CL215's to be sentto
their fires.

Evaluation forms returned by Air Attack leaders
and Initial Attack Crews reported enhanced flame

- knock down and flame extinguishment. Ground
crews also reported that total fire extinguishment WBJ
easier on fires that had been treated with foam

One report read, "on an intense fire In spCUl <"
slash and standing timber a load of 0.7% foam
appeared to be equivalent to three load', ol w.ilei".
This was typical of many of the forms lotumed

Another concern that was addressed (lining (Ills
evaluation was the costof foam. People asked, "Why
pay for foam when we can get the w.ilei tree?" The
evaluation found that foam costs are well offset by
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the efficiencies provided through its use. This was
demonstrated by the fact that in one region of Ontario
alone, at least three intense fires were held by foam
equipped CL215's. Fire staff involved credited these
successes largely to the superior fire fighting qualities
of foam. Had these fires escaped control, the cost of
containing them would havevery quickly exceeded
the costof any foam used during the initial attack.

Of the various injection systems evaluated, the
Canadair system waschosen. The intent wasto eval
uate four different foam concentrates. Two did not
pass due to poor cold water performance, the remain
ing two provided excellent results. No discernable dif
ference could be seen in the generated foam pro
duced by the various foam injection systems and the
two foam concentrate products.

Following the evaluation, the final report recom
mended that the MNR endorse the use of foam for
fire suppression purposes through the purchase and
installation of foam injection systemsfor each aircraft.
Over the following years this was done and, as of
1989, all nine of Ontario's CL215's were foam equipped.

Operational Considerations

As of April 1993, a five yearaverage of approxi
mately 2300 fires burn in Ontario eachfire

season. Of these 2300,1600 are actioned by the MNR
- the rest were actioned by Municipal fire departments,
woods industry operators and the general public.

Of these 1600 fires, 500 received attack by
CL215's (this does not include the fires attacked by our
five Twin Otters or the helicopter fleet). Of these 500
fires, approximately 70% received foam, varying from
60%-80% depending on which areas of the province
you are considering.

CL215 water bombers make approximately 725
foam drops/year for a total of 4,000,000 litres of
foam solution dropped.

When is foam not used?

- Low intensity fires or fires in light fuel type;for
example, foam would probably not be used on a
grass fire.

- We do not use foam when it will enter a water

course, includingsmall streams.
- In most situations, we would not drop foam on a

travelled highway.
- We do not drop foam around wells or livestock.

- We do not drop foam in designated wilderness
parks (ie: Quetico Provincial Park) without first
receiving authorization to do so.

- We do not use foam when the skimmers pick up in
designated lakes.

However, if foam were required to stop the
advance of a fire in a critical area; for example, to
save human lives or private property, authorization to
use it could be given for a specific instance.

When you look at the ratio of foam drops to
water drops for last year (1993), itworks out to about
seven water to three foam. There are several reasons

for this. First, we tend to use less foam in the south
ern and eastern areas of the province since they have
more built up areas and sensitiveareas than there
are in the north and west regions. This means there
are more areas where foam use is not wanted, and
more lakes that aircraft are not authorized to pick up
in if they use foam.

As well, a fully charged foam injection system is
good for approximately 17-24 loads of foam depend
ing upon the foam/water mix ratio, so duringa sus
tained or support attack, the foam is depleted early
and much of the mission is flown dropping straight
water.

Conversely, a successful Initial Attack would be
accomplished with only a fewdrops of foam.

Under normal circumstances the decision to use

or not to use foam is made over the fire by the Air
Attack Officer or the Fire Boss. In most instances,

when foam is used, it is applied directlyto the flame
front to achieve rapid flame knockdown and halt the
spread of the fire. Occasionally it is dropped in
advance of the fire, usually to protect specific values
(structures) in front of the fire by laying a heavy foam
blanket around or on the value itself, it can also be

used to completely envelop piles of cut wood or
heavy equipment in front of the fire. However, when
using this tactic, caution mustbe used to ensure that
structures being covered with foam are not damaged
by the drop cloud striking the building.

Foam is also used for smoke abatement by drop
ping loads ofdry foam within the burned area. This is
done to improve the work environmentfor ground
crews and increase visibility over the head of the fire
for target identification and to maintain safe flying
conditions.

The foam concentrations required for each drop
are determined by the fire behaviour and canopy
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closure, and is identified by the Air Attack Officer and
controlled from within the water bomber by the First
Officer.

The Interim Guidelines produced in Forestry
Canada's "Recommended Foam Consistencies for
Aerial Attack" are used as a guide when determining
what a particular mix ratio should be. These interim
guidelines classify and describe three broad classifica
tions of foam:

1) Dry - Foam type 1 &2 - 0.8% - intercepted by the
tree canopy, coatsand insulates well, releases
water slowly, visible from the air for 30+ minutes.

2) Dripping - Foam type 3 - 0.5% visible from air for
20 minutes.

3) Wet - Foam type4 - 0.3% penetrates canopy well
and drains onto forest floor quickly, its presence is
short lived, visible from the air for 5 minutes.

These guidelines also contained a chartshowing
what category or combination of categories should be
used by fuel types, canopy closure, forest floor duff
depth and time delay before the arrival ofground crews.

As an example of how we usefoam, and to illus
trate foam's effectiveness on critical fires, I would like
to talk about a fire I dealt with in 1989. This fire was
Geraldton No. 16 and occurred within the village of
Webequie, a very remote village about 220 miles
north of Geraldton. This fire started as a result of a
garbage dump fire thatwas ignited in high winds and
escaped the trench.

The forest fuel the fire occurred in consisted of
standing black spruce with a heavy layer of forest
litter and slash covering areas of the ground from log
cutting and pruning activity by people in the village.

The fire occurred on June 20, and that far north
the trees had not yet completely flushed out so we
werestill dealing with a spring fire hazard.

The 1300 weather that day was:

TEMP: 30°C

R.H.: 35

WD: 180

WS: 50 kph

This produced the following indices:

FFMC 92

DMC 43

DC 143

BUI 49

ISI 67

FWI 73

The village itself is comprised of log and frame
buildings, most having asphalt shingle roofs. There
were numerous firewood piles throughout the village
and, at this time of year, all the grass in the village
was cured. Several spot fires were already burning in
the village and a number of buildings had already
been destroyed. The only reason the village had not
been completely destroyed was that the residents had
held the fire briefly several times before losing it due
to wind velocity.

The bird dog aircraft and one tanker arrived over
the fire at 19:10 and immediately began working the
fire - the water source was very close. The first loads
dropped weredryfoam (0.8%) placed on valuesand
spot fires ahead of the fire. Next, dry foam was used
again on the flanks to knockdown some smoke and
improve visibility on the head of the fire. At this point
we had used up approximately half our available
foam so Dripping Foam (0.5%) was used on the head
and to re-treat any values or spot fires within the vil
lage. After we ran out of foam, straightwater was
used for hotspottingthe fire and to treat the rear of
the fire until ground crews arrived to take over.

Twentyfoam loads and 20 water loads were
dropped on the fire in 1 and 1/2 hours. This was the
first critical fire I had worked with foam and, despite
the short turn around time and pilot skill displayed, I
wassurprised bythe outcome. When I initially arrived
over the fire Ianticipated our loseswould be much
greater. Iattribute our success on Geraldton 16to the
superiority offoam over water forvalues protection,
smoke abatement and flame knockdown.

Although this was by no means a typical fire in
Ontario, I think it is a good example of how we utilize
foam delivered by aircraft.

The way we normally operate is to have the
foam mix concentration set around 0.5% of 0.6% at

the start of a mission. The Air Attack Officer then

*adjusts the concentration up or down as the fire
behaviour or canopy conditions dictate, and as he
observes the foam's effect on the fire's behaviour.

Conclusions

We can definitely say foam has greatly enhanced
our air attack program and that we can control

more intense fires by applying it and thereby have
fewer escaped fires thus saving money. It is impossi
ble to come up with a concretefigure on exactly how
much money we are saving. We will have to come
up with a means of measuring these savings.
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It would also help to have more information on
the environmental impacts offoam. This could goa
long way towards alleviating some perceptions held
byfire managers and the public about the environ
mental impacts of foam and could allow foam to be
used inareas it ispresently unwanted ifit is proven to
be harmless.

Over the years in Ontario we have found that the
best remedy for wildfires within our intensive zones is
an aggressive, coordinated attack from the ground
and the air. The ability of our air tanker fleet to deliver
foam has greatlyenhanced the Initial Attack. With
the use ofground foam, now considered operational
in Ontario, we look forward to continued successes.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to talk
to you today.
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Technical Session III:
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The ecological impact of fire protection and its
role in forest ecosystem management

Luc C Duchesne and T. Hinrichs

Canadian Forest Service, Petawawa National Forestry Institute, P.O. Box2000, Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ1 JO

Abstract

Aq important emerging challengefacing forest managers is the development offorest management plans that will
ripreserve biodiversity, favour multiple use offorest lands, and promote sustainable use, The successful implementation
offorest fire suppression policies within this century served to protect the life and the homes ofpeople as well as valuable
timber but, at the same time, italso has had negative impacts on ecosystems atthe mlcroslte, stand, landscape, and
genetic levels. Without consideration for the ecological role offire in forest ecosystem management, the ecological
integrity and productivity offorests may be compromised Vegetation changes due to fire suppression can lead to loss of
fire-adapted species, reduced biological niches, decreased productivity, and increased susceptibility to breakdown. The
recognition ofthese impacts, along with the development ofmeans to counteract them, may become an important part of
forest ecosystem management schemes that addressfire-driven ecosystems.

R£sum6

L'un des plus importants defis que doivent aujourd'hui relever les gestionnairesforestlers est la mise au point de plans de
gestion forestfere qui permettront depreserver la biodiversite, defavoriser laforesterle dobjectifs integris et

tfencourager Sexploitation durable des ressources. La mise en oeuvre efficace des polltiques delutte contre les incendies de
foret au cours des dernferes dicennies rendu possible de proteger la vie des personnes etleurs habitations ainsi que les
pricieuses ressources que constitue le bois d'oeuvre, neanmoins ces interventions ont aussi eu des effets indisirables sur les
icosysfemes aux niveaux des niches icologiques, des peuplements etdu paysage etdu point de vue ginetique. Si Fon ne
tient pas compte du role ecologique quejouent les incendies dans la gestion des icosystemesforestiers, on risque de
compromettre Fintigriti icologique etla productivity desforets. Les modifications que sublt la vig&ation par la suite des
interventions contre llncendie peuvent entrainer uneperte d'espices qui vivent bien sur les brQIls, une reduction des niches
biologiques, une plusfaible productivity demimequ'une plus grande susceptibility d la deterioration. La reconnaissance de
ces incidences, ainsi que la mise au point dem&hodes qui permettront desurmonter ces probfemes, peuvent devenir un
aspect important des plans degestion axissur les ecosystemes produits par les brQIis.

Introduction

The objectiveof this paper is to discuss the roleof
fire suppression in forest ecosystem management.

A careful analysis of the relationship between forest
management policies and the use of Canada's forest
resources illustrates a number of trends that clearly
suggest possible future changes in the role of fire
protection.

Before the arrival of Europeans in North America,
wildfire was one of the most important natural forces
that shaped Canada's forests. Wildfire established
and maintained forest diversity by its recurrent pas
sage through the landscape. Forest fires were ignited
mainly by lightning, and to a smallerextent by native
peoples who made use of fire to encourage berry pro
duction, create desirable habitats for game, enhance
productivity of agricultural systems, and corral game
during hunting parties (Pyne 1982).

In the early days of European colonization, set
tlers also used fire extensivelyto convert forested
areas into farmland (Stocks and Simard 1993).
However, extensive logging in the 1800s in eastern
Canada led to large amounts of slash,which com
binedwith careless range burning, favoured the wide

spread occurrence of large conflagrations that endan
gered human life andthe livelihood of farmers, log
gers, and trappers. For example, the Miramichi fire of
1825 burned nearlyone million hectares in New
Brunswick andanother 800 000 acres in Piscataquis
County, Maine (Pyne 1982). Hundreds of settlers
perished in that fire, and contemporary documents
claimed that more game perished in the Miramichi fire
than had been hunted since the coming of Europeans
(Pyne 1982). However, based onour current knowledge
of the effect of fire on wildlife (Alexander and Euler
1981, Naylor 1993), the actual impact of the Miramichi
fire on wildlife was certainly exaggerated. However,
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this claim illustrates clearly the settlers' perception of
wildfire. Whereas forestfires were relatively rare and
unimportant in the wetter climate of Central Europe
(Pyne 1982), they were more frequent and ecologi
cally more important in North America. Moreover,
their destructive power reinforced the Old World con
cept in the mind of the European settlers that fire is
merely a destructive agent. Thus, pressured onthe
one hand bya need to protect human lives, property,
and valuable timber and, on the other, by traditional
European attitudes toward wildfire, a country-wide fire
exclusion policy was enacted by the early 1900s (Pyne
1982, Stocks and Simard 1993, Van Wagner 1990).

Original fire suppression policies were only partly
successful, especially during periods of extreme fire
weather (Stocks and Simard 1993). However, con
certed research byforesters and scientists led to devel
opment of new methods for the prevention, detection,
and suppression offorest fires. The success brought
byseveral decades of research and technological
application led to a basic transformation ofthe fire
regime of Canada's forest ecosystems, changing fire
frequency (Table 1) and size for most ecosystem types.
For example, a recent study shows that, under modern
fire protection systems, fire has no significant impact
in most Ontario districts (Martel 1994), a dramatic
change from pre-settlement conditions where 1 to 3
percent of the province's forests werelikely burned
during the average fire year.

Whereas a reduction in fire frequency and size is
a desirable achievement from a timber protection
perspective, it is not necessarily sound from an eco
logical viewpoint. This is particularly evident in
national and provincial ecological parks and reserves
where the complete eradication of fire is often not
compatiblewith conservation objectives because most
of Canada's natural ecosystems are fire-driven (Day et
al. 1990). Consequently, debate took place between

fire fighters and ecologists as to whether or not some
wildfires should be allowed in large parks(Van Wagner
1973). In 1979, however, fire was acknowledged as an
important natural process for the management of
national parks (Lopoukhine and White 1985). Asimi
lar stand was taken in the United States where, after
1968, fire was viewed as a natural process rather than
a menace (van Wagtindonk 1991).

Consequent to extensive discussion, a novel fire
management strategy was putforward in Canada
during the 1970s, in which not only the economics of
fire suppression but alsothe ecological role offire
were taken into account (Stocks and Simard 1993).
Following this strategy, there are Intensive Protection
Zones (high-value forest sites or wildland-urban inter
face areas where more fires are suppressed) and
Extensive Protection Zones (areas such as wilderness
parksor remote forested lands of limited economic
value where fire is often allowed to develop naturally).
Wildfire occurrence in Canada increased from 6000

fires/year in 1960 to 10 000 fires/year in the late
1980s, in part because of this new policy and possibly
because of an increase in the Fire Weather Index (Kiil
1991). This modified suppression policy is currently in
effect in parts of the Northwest and Yukon Territories,
as well as in the northern regions of the provinces of
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan (Stocks
and Simard 1993). Although this new perspective on
fire protection applied well to the economic and eco
logical constraints of the 1970s, the forthcoming
emergence of ecosystem-based management requires
a reexamination of Canadian fire protection policies.

Based on the principle that forest ecosystems
comprise a variety of important resources, of which
timber is only one, forest ecosystem management is
perceived as a promising approach guiding forest
users in North America (Slocombe 1993,Thompson
and Welsh 1993). One of its basic tenets is that timber

Table 1. Firefrequencies of Canadian Northern ecosystems before and after European settlement

Ecosystem type

Aspen parklands
White and red pine
Jack pine
Blackspruce
White spruce
Balsam fir

Red spruce
Lodgepole pine
Tundra

data not available

Firefrequencies

Pre-columbian

3-15 years
20-300 years
15-100 years
50-500 years
150-300 years
150-300 years
150-300 years
25-100 years

1000-10000 years
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50 years
1000-2000 years

100-500 years
500-1000 years

+

+

>230 years
>1000 years

1000-10000 years
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harvesting or anyother resource ought not to degrade
or diminish other equally important values such as
wildlife (including all life forms), water, and ecological
integrity (Rowe 1992). Furthermore, ecosystem man
agement proposes an holistic view ofnature and
encourages collaboration among all thosewhose
activities affect ecosystems (Anonymous 1991).
Despite popular acceptance ofthe basic tenets of
forest ecosystem management, there is an urgent
need to develop specific objectives and methodolo
gies before this concept can be applied in practice.

Historically, the conceptof forest ecosystem man
agementarosefrom three important needs:

1)The need to preserve biodiversity: Biodiversity can be
defined as the variety of life forms. Broadlytaken,
it refers to the number and frequency of genes,
species, interactions, and ecosystems. The value of
biodiversity lies within manyecological, ethical,
and economic reasons (see Burton et al. 1992,
Boyle 1992) of which one of the most important
aspect may be adaptability to disturbance or the
ability of nature to maintain itself in an ever
changing environment. In addition, maintaining
biological diversity is becoming increasingly impor
tant in managed forests because of the inability of
parks and natural reserves to safeguard biodiver
sity(Hansen etal. 1991).

2) The need to develop satisfactory rulesformultiple use
offorest lands: Even in a country as large as
Canada, and with a population as small and scat
tered, multiple forest use is becoming an important
issue because of a growing variety of needs and
expectations of the forests. In future, Canada's
population is expected to grow steadily and so the
use of the forest for recreational purposes will
increase (Stocksand Simard 1993). Furthermore,
preservation of endangered species or primeval
ecosystems such as the coastal rainforest in British
Columbia is an important task entrusted to
foresters by the public in Canada and abroad. In
other, older, more populated countries, the integra
tion of all forest uses has long since taken place.
Forexample, in Germany three functions of the
forest are seen as equally important: timber use,
protection (of species, ecosystems, water quality,
and air), and recreation.

3)The need todevelopfeasible sustainableforestry pro
grams: Sustainability implies forest management
that ensures the long-term renewability and main
tenance of natural resources. Nevertheless, a forest

management perspective that includes sustainabil
ity must emphasize ecosystem health rather than

timber production (Griss 1993). However, in the
past there have been some misconceptions about
the meaningof sustainability, mostly because of
overly narrow definitions (Webster 1993). For
example, as Webster (1993) points out, it is dis
tinctly unhelpful to expectthat all ecological fea
tures should remain undisturbed except by natural
processes. This is simply total protection, which we
recognize to be an exception rather than the rule.

One important considerationfor ecosystem man
agement is that fire was a natural disturbance in most
of Canada's forest ecosystems. Consequently, we spec
ulate that fire protection, like other human activities,
creates an unique type of disturbance in forests. This
raises important questions regarding the role of fire
and fire suppression in maintaining forest health
which, in turn, affects productivity and ecological
integrity. Unfortunately, very little attention has been
devoted to this problem, presumably because of the
novelty of forest ecosystem management.

FireProtection Has Different Impacts
on Different Forest Regions

Possible consequences of fire suppression at the
microsite, ecosystem, and landscape levels include:

1) blocking of nutrient turnover; 2) accumulation of
fuel; 3) soil isolation from heat and sun exposure; 3)
hindering the regeneration of plant species which
need mineral soil; 4) reduced regeneration of seroti
nous and other fire-dependent species; 5) increased
inter-and intraspecificcompetition for moisture, nutri
ents, and light; 6) denser stand structure; 7) possible
decrease of genetic diversity; and, 8) changing the
overall landscape mosaic.

However, it is important to acknowledge that the
effect of protection varies according to each forest
region, ecosystem type, and intensity of fire protec
tion. This is based on the observation that each forest

region is characterized by its own fire regime, with
variations at the ecosystem level, resulting from the
interaction of climate, topography, and fuel type.

Fire frequencies varied between approximately 10
and 10 000 years among forest regions of Canada
(Duchesne et al. 1994). Short fire frequencies were typ
ical of the Canadian prairies, the montane forest
region, and parts of the Great-Lakes St. Lawrence
forest region whereas long fire frequencies were
found in the coastal forests of British Columbia, the
Arctic tundra, and in the Atlantic provinces (Table 1).
However, the role of fire varied greatly from one
region to the next. For instance, there are even some
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forest regions, such as the wetter parts of the west
coast or parts of Cape Breton Island or western
Newfoundland, where fire occurs so rarely that it is
ecologically less important (Van Wagner 1990).
Natural fire size also differs among forest regions. Flat,
monotonous landscapes display larger fires than land
scapes which limit the spread of fire by streams, lakes,
and slopes (Wright and Bailey 1982).

Conclusions

•^verthe last three and half centuries of Canadian
Uhistory, changing needs and perceptions have led
to various forms of forest fire policies. Particularly the
advent of organized fire protection at the turn o the
nineteenth century led Canadians on apath that dra
matically changed the dynamics of Canadian forests.
Because fire was the most widespread disturbance
agent controlling diversity in primeval times, efficient
fire protection introduced new forest dynamics.

In future, fire ecologists should participate more
actively in ecosystem-based forest management in
those areas of Canada where fire was adominant fea
ture of the landscape in pre-settlement times,
increasingly, fire ecologists, along with forest man-
agers will examine past impact of fire management,
predict their future effects, and help devise new poli
cies and/or silvicultural methods that accommodate
the evolving needs Canadians have for their forest
lands.
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Human health and ecological risk assessments:
Wildland fire suppression chemicals

Christine Boivin andCyndi Bailor
Labat-Anderson Inc., Arlington, Virginia

Abstract

This report summarizes a quantitative assessment of the risks tohuman health as a result of exposure tofourtypes of
chemicals approved bythe U.S. Forest Servicefor wildlandfire suppression: Long-term retardants, foams, short-term

retardants, and wetting agents. Ahazard analysis was conductedfor each chemical todetermine anacceptable dose level,
and this level was compared tothe estimated doses toboth workers and members ofthe publicfrom both average and
upper end scenarios. The results showa potentialforrisk to certain categories of workersfrom some, but notall, of the
retardant andfoamformulations currently approved. No risks were identifiedformembers of the publicfrom foams, but
some retardantformulations were associated with potential risks. However, there is significant uncertainty in this analysis,
primarily due tothe limited toxicity database. The use history ofthese chemicals reveals only incidents ofskin and eye
irritation, andno reported cases ofsystemic toxicity.

Resume

Lepresent rapport resume I'evaluation quantitative des risques pour lavie humaine d'une exposition a quatre types de
produits chimiques approuves par leService desforets des Etats-Unis pour la lutte contre. lesfeux devegetation, soit les

produits d'ignifugation delongue duree, les mousses, les produits d'ignifugation decourte duree etles agents mouillants.
On a mene une analyse des dangers pour chaque produit chimique afin de determiner la dose admissible, dose qui a ete
comparee aux doses auxquelles on estime que les travailleurs etla population sont exposes, au niveau d'absorption moyen
ou extreme. Selon les resultats, ii yades mousses et des produits d'ignifugation approuves qui presentent des risques pour
certaines categories de travailleurs. Les mousses ne component aucun risque pour la population, mais certains types de
produits d'ignifugation pourraientse reveler nocifs. Ilfaut toutefois souligner que ledegre d'incertitude associe a cette
analyse est tres eleve, principalement en raison du peu de donnees toxicologiques disponibles. Depuis qu'ils sont utilises, ces
produits nesembient avoirprovoque que des irritations de la peau etdes yeux, etaucun cas d'intoxication generate n'a ete
signaie a cejour.

Introduction

The U.S. ForestService uses a variety of chemicals to
aid in the protection of forest resources from wild-

land fires, including long-term fire retardants, short-
term retardants, foams, and wetting agents. These
chemicals have been in use since the 1930s, but their
potential human health and ecological impacts have
not been thoroughly assessed from a programmatic
perspective. This discussion provides an assessment
of the risk to human health and ecological resources
from using chemicals for wildland fire suppression.
The assessment looked at long-term retardants, short-
term retardants, and foams. No toxicity data were
available on wetting agents, so they were excluded
from this analysis.

The human health risk assessment employs the
three principal analytical elements that the National
Research Council considers necessary for characterizing
the potential adverse health effects of human exposures

to existing or introduced hazards in the environment:
hazard analysis, exposure analysis, and risk characteri
zation. The ecological risk assessment follows EPA's
recent Framework for Ecological Risk Assessment,
which recommends three parts: problem formulation,
analysis, and risk characterization. Both assessments
also identify uncertainties that are associated with the
conclusions of the risk characterization.

Human Health Risk Assessment

Hazard Analysis

Hazard analysis determines whether the likelihood
of adverse health effects may be increased by a

particular chemical exposure, and identifies a dose-
response relationship, Information on effects in non-
human test systems usually provides the basis for an
informed judgment as to whether an adverse impact
is correlated with a particular exposure. There are
two types of toxicity endpoints: noncarcinogenic
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effects and carcinogenic effects. For noncarcinogenic
effects, it is generally assumed that there is a thresh
old level, and that doses lower than this threshold can
be tolerated with little potential for adverse health
effects. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) refers to these threshold doses as reference
doses (RfDs). These thresholds have been historically
described as acceptable daily intakes (ADIs) bysuch
groups as the World Health Organization. In this risk
assessment, these levels are termed ADIs; however,
when EPA has set an RfD for a chemical, this RfD is
used as the ADI in this risk assessment. For carcino

genicity, a chemical's cancer slope factor is used to
relate its carcinogenic potency to the estimated risk
from a particular level of exposure, no matter how
small the exposure is. The goal of the hazard analysis
is to determine ADIs and cancer slope factors (where
appropriate) for the chemicals of interest.

Because no long-term studies have been con
ducted on any of the fire suppression chemical formu
lations, there are no data with which to evaluate car
cinogenic potential for the formulations as a whole.
The carcinogenic potential of individual ingredients in
the formulations was evaluated as a separate activity
in the human health risk assessment, which we'll
discuss later.

For noncarcinogenic endpoints, an ADI may be
derived from the results of laboratory studies. Ideally,
the results of a lifetime study are available that pro
vide an unequivocal no-observed-effect level (NOEL).
However, for many chemicals, includingthe majority
of those found in the fire suppression chemical mix
tures and the mixtures themselves, long-term study
data are not available. Layton et al. developed a
methodology for deriving ADIs for noncarcinogenic
compounds for which chronic toxicity data are
unavailable; this method uses acute toxicity data,
specifically, LD50s (median lethal doses). Acuteand
chronic toxicity values for many chemicals were corre
lated to identify a factor that allowed a reasonable
estimate of a chronic NOEL based on an LD50; this
factor was 1 x 105. An additional factor of 5 was

found to correlate subchronic with chronic NOELs.

The resulting estimated subchronic NOEL was then
multiplied by 0.1 to account for the uncertainty associ
ated with interspecies extrapolation from laboratory
animals to humans, and then multiplied by 0.1 again
to allow for intraspecies variation among humans. To
summarize, the estimated ADI was determined as
follows:

ADI (mg/kg/day:
LP 50 (mg/kg)xl x10'3x5

100

This calculation was applied to each of the chemi
cals and mixtures assessed, to provide an estimate of
an acceptable exposure level.

Doses and ADIs are usually expressed in units of
milligrams of chemical per kilogram of body weight
per day, or mg/kg/day.

The LD50s for the concentrated and mixed fire
suppression chemicals were obtained from Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) prepared by the manufac
turers, and from toxicity data submitted to the U.S.
Forest Service by the manufacturers. In general, the
types of data that were available included oral and
dermal LD50s, and inhalation LC50S presented in units
of mg/m3 in the air. The toxicity data were often in
the form of "> X mg/kg," requiring the use of 'X" as
the LD50, even though the true value may be much
higher. (The higher the LD50, the lower the toxicity.)

ADIs were calculated for each of the wildland fire

suppression chemicals. The ADIs range from 0.025 to
0.25 mg/kg/day. For two chemicals for which the
LD50 is listed as *>505 mg/kg" (Fire-Trol LCA-R) or
">500 mg/kg" (Fire-Trol STH-F), the ADIs were esti
mated to be 0.025 mg/kg/day. For the other chemi
cals, the LD50s were listed as ">5,050 mg/kg" or were
given as an exact figure, which rangedfrom 3,100
mg/kg and higher. For Fire-Trol LCA-R and STH-F, the
LD50s are likely to be significantly higher than the 500
or 505 mg/kg value used in this risk assessment.

Exposure Analysis

Exposure analysis is the process of measuring or esti
mating the intensity, frequency, and duration of
human exposures to an agent, for the purpose of esti
mating a dose, in mg/kg/day. Two human popula
tions may potentially be exposed to wildland fire sup
pression chemicals. Thefirst group at risk consists of
the wildland fire suppression workers. The second
group at risk includes members of the public II Is
important to note that the exposure seon.nlos aitl
mate risks from clearly-defined types ol expoSiUtt' II
all the assumptions in the exposure scenatlOl t)l
met, the dose will differ from that osllmnlGd htfi
may not occur at all.

For both workers and member, ul ttifi pi
exposure scenarios included avenge find rjppi • Phtl
exposures. Average exposure .isMitiiplloni tJllfMfipi
to target the average dose ,m individual nni
Upper end exposure assuniplli mis ,Hh mp| |
the upper bound of credible dost", lh«| inlMdl
may receive.
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Worker Exposure Analysis

Potentially exposed workers include mixmasters, load
ers, helitack crews, smokejumpers, hotshot crews, fire
fighters and overhead workers, and engine crews. The
average scenarios were based on the average amount
of time that the workers spend in contact with fire
suppression chemicals during a typical fire season.
The upper end scenarios were based on exposures
that were observed during a fire season with many
large fires that required heavier usage of fire suppres
sion chemicals. Exposure types and duration were
derivedfrom information provided by multiple wild-
land agencies throughout the U.S.

The standard assumption was made that each
worker weighs 70 kg. The activity profile for each
type of worker identified details of activities,
formulations to which exposure is possible, clothing
personal protective equipment, and duration of expo
sure on a daily, yearly, and career basis.

Mixmasters were evaluated for dermal exposure
to concentrated powdered and liquid retardants, and
inhalation exposure to powdered retardants, during
the course of their duties. Their inhalation rate was

assumed to be 2.5 m3/hour, which indicates a moder
ate level of physical activity. Loaders were assumed
to receive a dermal dose duringloadingof a diluted
solution on an airtanker. For helitack crews, smoke-
jumpers, hotshotcrews, and firefighters and overhead
workers, dermal doses from contact with treated vege
tation were estimated. For engine crews, the dermal
dose from mixing foams or wetting agents was added
to the estimated dose from applyingthe chemicals
while movingthrough treated vegetation.

Forhelitackcrews, smokejumpers, hotshot crews,
and firefighters and overhead workers, the potential
dosefrom being in the path ofan aerial drop offire
suppression chemicals was calculated. In each of
these cases, it was assumed that the worker receives
the full application rate over 30 percent of the body
surface area.

Public Exposure Analysis

Members of the public may be exposed to the fire
suppression chemicals only on a rare occasion or acci
dentally. However, two scenarios were evaluated: an
accidental drop of a chemical onto an adult or child
spectator at a fire-fighting activity, and exposure of an
adult or child member of the public while cleaning
structures or handling objects followingapplication of
fire suppression chemicals to the premises.

The first scenario is based on a member of the

public cleaning a structure (for example, a house) after
it has been treated with fire suppression chemicals,
resulting in dermal exposure to the hands and fore
arms. This scenario was evaluated for an adult and a

6-year-old child. The total surface area of the adult
and child isassumed to be 1.94 and 0.87 m2, respec
tively. The average body weight is assumed to be 50
and 20 kg for an adult and child, respectively. The
exposure duration is assumed to be 4 hours per day
to a solution ofaqueous cleaning rinsate (resulting
from hosing and scrubbing the property with water),
at a strength not greater than that of the applied
mixture.

The second scenario is based on a member of the
public gettingdrenched with aerially applied chemi
cals, and is examined for both an adult and a 6-year-
old child. Thirty percent of the bodysurface area is
assumed to be exposed, and the chemical is washed
off within two hours.

Risk Characterization

Risk characterization combines the hazard informa
tion with the dose estimates to predict the potential
for health effects to exposed individuals. Separate
risks are estimated for noncarcinogenic and carcino
genic effects. The likelihood of noncarcinogenic
health effects may be assessed by using a simple
ratio, obtained bydividing the estimated dose by the
acceptable daily intake to obtain a hazard quotient, as
follows:

Hazard Quotient = Pose (mg/kg/day)
ADI (mg/kg/day)

There isa potential risk of noncarcinogenic health
effects ifthe hazard quotient exceeds 1, that is, ifthe
estimated dose exceeds theacceptable level ofexposure.

Carcinogenic risks are expressed in terms of the
increase in an individual's lifetime probability of devel
oping cancer that can be attributed to a specified
exposure. This is a function of the dose, averaged
over a lifetime, and the carcinogenic potency of the
chemical, as indicated by its cancer slope factor, as
follows:

Cancer Risk = Average Lifetime Dose (mg/kg/day) x
CSF[(mg/kg/day)-1]

In general, cancer risks less than 1 x 106 (1 in 1
million) are considered to pose a negligible addition to
the background cancer risk in the U.S. of approxi
mately 0.25 (1 in 4).
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Average exposures resulted in hazard quotients of
1.0 or less for all workers and members ofthe public
cleaning their property, indicating little potential for
health risks.

Under upper end assumptions, mixmasters were
calculated to have potential health risks from some
formulations of long-term retardants (Fire-Trol LCA-R,
LCG-R, and LCG-F). The hazard quotients were 1.3,1.1,
and 1.2, respectively.

Loaders in upper end scenarios may be at risk
from all long-term retardants except Phos-Chek D75-R
and D75-F. These hazard quotients ranged from 1.1 to
2.0. No risks from upper end exposures were pre
dicted for helitack crews, smokejumpers, hotshot
crews, and firefighters and overhead workers.

Upper endscenarios evaluating all fire-fighting
foams resulted in a prediction ofpotential risk for
enginecrews. Hazard quotients were 1.1 for all foams.

Upper endexposures to members ofthe public
cleaning their property are not expected to pose risks.

For an adult drenched from being in the path of
an aerial drop, the hazard quotients range from no
risk (<1) to 3.4. For a child drenched, the hazard quo
tients range from no risk (<1) to 3.8. For workers, the
hazard quotients from being drenched range from no
risk (<1) to 3.7.

An individual ingredient in a formulation was tar
geted for additional analysis if (1) it is a suspected or
known carcinogen; (2) the oral LD50 is <500 mg/kg, or
(3) the MSDS lists it as a toxic chemical reportable
under SARA Section 313 or a hazardous chemical
reportable under OSHA's Hazard Communication
Standard. Nine individual ingredients were evaluated
due to low LD50s or reportability to EPA/OSHA.

For average exposures toworkers, all targeted
ingredients are predicted to have hazard quotients
less than 1, and therefore are predicted to pose no
risks. For workers, some ofthe upper end hazard
quotients derived from analysis of individual ingredi
ents exceeded 1.0, ranging upto 1.9. The estimated
risks aresimilar to those predicted to result from
upper end exposure to the formulated products.

Average and upper end exposures to adults or
children cleaning their property resulted in predictions
of no risk from individual ingredients in the
formulations.

Similar to the risks predicted for the entire prod
uct, drench doses resulted in hazard quotients as high
as 3.6for exposure to individual ingredients.

Theformulations currently in use include nine
compounds for which any indication ofcarcinogenic
ity was found in the literature, including seven that
have not been generally considered to be carcino
gens. The reliability ofthe sources for the reports on
these seven chemicals is unknown, and no quantita
tive data were provided to support these claims. The
two additional chemicals include one probable human
carcinogen and a petroleum-derived mixture that often
contains carcinogens. In addition, thiourea, which
was previously an ingredient in one long-term retar
dant formulation, was evaluated for carcinogenic risk.

The probable human carcinogen is only consid
ered to be carcinogenic when inhaled. Since it is not
present in the powder retardant formulations for
which inhalation was deemed to be significant, it is
not expected to pose any appreciable cancer risk.

The presence of the petroleum derivative was
predicted to result in lifetime cancer risks less than 1
in 1million for all workers and members of the public.

As previously used in one long-term retardant for
mulation, thiourea's predicted cancerrisks are less
than 1 in 1 million for members of the public; less
than 1 in 1 million for all workers except loaders; 9.4
in 1 million for average exposures to loaders; and 3.0
in 100,000 for upper end exposures to loaders.

Uncertainties inthe Analysis

There is considerable uncertainty in some of the expo
sure and toxicity parameters used in this analysis.
Confidence can be placed in the assumptions regard
ing exposure time, frequency, and duration, because
average and upper end estimates were obtained
through aconsensus of individuals with long experi
ence in wildland fire suppression.

The risks predicted by thisassessmentare not
probabilistic estimates of risk, butare conditional esti
mates. That is, these risks are likely only if (1) all
exposure scenario assumptions that were described
are met, and (2) subchronic acceptable daily intake
levels can be reasonably predicted using LD50 data.

The primary areas ofuncertainty Include the ADI
for each chemical, the dermal penetration rates ofthe
mixtures, and the quantity of chemical to which each
individual is exposed. The first two areas could be
addressed by conducting toxicity and absorption test
ing in laboratory animals, and the third could be
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addressed by an extensive monitoring program of
fire-fighting operations. However, during the many
years of these chemicals' use, there have been no
links established between exposure and human toxic
ity. Incident reports have been limited to cases of skin
and eye irritation. In addition, many ofthe primary
ingredients are found in household items such as fer
tilizer, soaps, and detergents. Therefore, extensive
testing does notappear to be warranted, given the
emergency nature of the use of these formulations.

Ecological Risk Assessment

Ecological risk assessments consist ofthree parts:

• Problem formulation, which identifies the charac
teristics ofthestressor, discusses possible types of
adverse effects, identifies potentially affected
ecosystems, defines assessment and measurement
endpoints for adverse effects, and creates a con
ceptual model from a series of hypotheses describ
ing how the stressormay come into contact with
the ecosystem.

• Analysis characterizes exposures and further inves
tigates the types of ecological effects associated
with particular typesof exposures.

• Risk characterization consists of an evaluation of
the likelihood ofadverse ecological effects as a
result of exposure to stressors.

Problem Formulation

In this analysis, thestressors are long-term retardants
and fire-fighting foams. No data were available on
which to base an analysis ofecological risk from
short-term retardants or wetting agents. Stressor char
acteristics include the following:

• Type: Aerially and ground applied fire suppression
chemicals.

• Intensity: Applied at variable rates according to
magnitudeof fire and type of fuel.

• Duration: Soil, water, and foliar half-lives are
unknown for formulations as a whole.

• Frequency: Varies, but typically no more than
once every few years on a site.

• Timing: Mostly late summer, early fall.
• Scale: Varies, but assumed to be applied to rela

tively small areas in a long, narrow strip.

Areview of existingstudies revealed that the eco
logical toxicity characteristics of long-term retardants
include

• low direct toxicity to mammals, birds, and terres
trial invertebrates

• possible indirect toxicity from nitrate in plants
• possible phytotoxicity
• low toxicity to fish, and slight toxicity to aquatic

invertebrates

For fire-fighting foams, studies have shown that
they are associated with:

• lowtoxicity to mammals, birds, and terrestrial
invertebrates,

• slight toxicity to fish, and
• moderate toxicity to aquaticinvertebrates.

Little dataon phytotoxicity offoams were available.

Seven types of potentially affected ecosystems
were defined, according to the long-term retardant
coverage level recommendations:

• short grass prairie
• Appalachian oak forest
• Ponderosa pine woodland
• pinyon-juniper woodland
• Douglas fir forest
• Alaska black spruceforest
• California chaparral

Aprofile of the terrestrial and aquatic systems in
each ecoregion was compiled, including topography,
soils, climate, vegetation, wildlife, streams, and aquatic
species.

The next step in the ecological risk assessment
was to determine the endpoints that would be evalu
ated. Assessment endpoints reflect the actual envi
ronmental values to be protected. Assessment end-
points for terrestrial species were injury from an aerial
application, adverse effects from ingesting treated
food, adverse effects to vegetation, and indirect
effects on all species. Assessment endpoints for
aquatic species were a decline in sport fishery species,
effects on stream community and diversity, effects of
components/degradation products on aquatic species,
and eutrophication of water bodies.

To obtain an indication ofwhether there may be
an effect ona particular assessment endpoint, the
endpoint must be related to something that can be
quantitatively or qualitatively evaluated. Measure
mentendpoints are measurable responses that relate
to assessment endpoints. The measurement end-
points for terrestrial species were the likelihood of ani
mals remaining in drop area, toxic dietary levels and
phytotoxicity, and potential for damage to trophic
levels. For aquatic species, measurement endpoints
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were acomparison of acute toxicity to estimated con
centrations, and nutrient status and trophic level
effects inaquatic ecosystems.

The conceptual model details the scenarios devel
oped to describe how the fire suppression chemicals
may interact with the ecosystems involved This
Si attempts to identify the lyP^**«
considered likely to create some risk to the ecosys
em involved. Separate scenarios were developed for
Sal and aquatic species. Each see-no incudes
measurement and assessment endpoints, which are
usS to assess the relationship between the chemicals
and the ecosystem.

The scenarios in the conceptual model for terres
trial species analysis were:
. direct contact by plants or animals in the drop area

. ingTst^foorontaminated with the chemicals

. indirect effects, such as if the chemical affects a
food source or habitat requirement

The scenarios in the conceptual model for aquatic
species analysis were:
. direct exposure to runoff from treated areas or

accidental applications to streams (formulations,
components, and degradation products)

. indirect effects, such as reduction in aspec.es food

. effects of nitrogen and phosphorus loading on
stream's nutrient status (long-term retardants only)

Analysis
in the analysis phase of the ecological risk assess

ment the parameters of the model were defined.
An examples is the application rates of the chemicals.
Retardant application rates ranged from 1to
7gal/100 ft2, depending on the ecoregion. The foam
application rate was conservatively assumed to be
10 gal/100 ft2, regardless of ecoregion

foams ranged from 0.8 mg/kg/day for squirrels and
woodpeckers, to 18 mg/kg/day for blue jays.

To evaluate risks to aquatic systems, the Groundwater
Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems
(GLEAMS) computer model was used to predict the
amount of fire suppression chemical entering astream
after application in awatershed. This model, origi
nally designed to assess agricultural management
practices, was adapted over the years to encompass
forested areas. It is able to simulate infiltration, sur
face runoff, sediment transport, nutrient cycling,
adsorption, and degradation. It also has anutrient
cycling subroutine, which was used to model nutrient
cycling of nitrogen and phosphorus in receiving
waters after applications of long-term retardants to an
area Accident scenarios in which astream was in the
path of an aerial drop were also evaluated, based on
the direct application rate.

Following applications of long-term retardants,
the GLEAMS analysis predicted ammonia concentra
tions in streams ranging from negligible to 0.8 mg/L
from runoff, and from 0.4 to 50 mg/L following an
accidental drop. Following applications of foams,
GLEAMS estimated stream concentrations ranging
from 0.03 to 6mg/L from runoff, and from 6to
400 mg/L following an accidental drop.

The analysis also included areview of existing
Qualitative and quantitative information on hazards to
terrestrial species', including their behavior in an area
where fire suppression chemicals are applied; acute
toxicity data from laboratory studies; toxicity to plants
(only limited information was available) and their
uptake of components and degradation products,
such as nitrates; and toxicity to individuals at different
trophic levels.

For aquatic species, potential effects data included
acute toxicity values for sport fish species, acute toxic
ity values for species throughout the stream commu
nity, information on the toxicity of individual compo
nent chemicals, and phosphorus and n.trogen loading
tolerances.Doses were estimated for terrestrial species as a

result of dietary exposures to retardants and foams
Chemical residues on various food items were calcu
lated using amodel developed for estimating pesti
cide residues as aresult of aerial applications. The
dietary doses to representative species were est.-
mS based on the assumption that 25 percent ofStood items were contaminated. The estimated
Srom long-term retardants ranged from, 1, mgkg
day for asquirrel in an area treated at 1ga1/10Cft ,to
1673 mg/kg/day for ablue jay in an area reated at
7gal/100 ft2- The estimated doses for fire-fighting

Risk Characterization

Risk characterization is the final phase of the ecologi
cal risk assessment process. Tne exposure profile is
compared to the response profile and the likelihood
of adverse effects is estimated.

Risk estimates are made by the Quotient Method.
Using this method, the ratio of the estimated exposure
to the exposure level expected to have an adverse
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effect provides the risk estimate. Because of the
uncertainties involved, the quotient (Q) is assessed as
follows:

Q<0.1 = No adverse effects
0.1<Q<10 = Possible adverse effects

Q>10 = Probable adverse effects

Terrestrial Species Risk Estimation

The likelihood of physical injuryto terrestrial species
from applications of fire suppression chemicals is
remote. Large animals leave the area of a fire, and
small mammals seek shelter in burrows. Any physical
impacts to wildlife would be to individuals and would
not affectthe population as a whole.

For risks to individual animals, the assessment

indicated possible risks to the bluejay and the wild
turkey at from application of long-term retardants at
2 gal/100 ft2 and higher. Atcoverage levelsof
6 gal/100 ft2 and greater, adverse effects to rabbits are
also possible. No adverse effects to individual animals
were predicted to result from fire-fighting foams.

Although the literaturereview did not reveal
much information about phytotoxicity, fire retardants
containingammonium sulfate may be expected to
cause damage to foliage or even death to some
exposed plants. In evaluating the importance of this
phenomenon, one must weigh the damage caused by
fire retardants against the damage caused by fire, real
izingthat, in some instances, leaf damage and even
death of some trees or plants may be preferable to
fire damage.

Potential indirect effects from fire suppression
chemicals may include increased productivitydue to
the fertilizer effects of the long-term retardants, or
indirect nitrate toxicity to herbivorous mammals.
Many of the effects of increased productivitywill be
similar to the indirect effects of the fire itself, as fires
can create increased foraging opportunities.
Increased nitrate uptake by plants is only likely to
occur in unusual circumstances of drought, low light
conditions, or certain mineral deficiencies. Even under
these conditions, the total effect is likely to be small;
the areas covered by a retardant drop are narrow, and
the nitrate-contaminated forage is likelyto be only a
small part of the diet of the large ruminant mammals
most affected.

Aquatic Species Risk Estimation

All accidents involvingdirect application of a retardant
or foam to a stream were predicted to have a poten
tial for adverse effects on the aquatic ecosystem.

Under normal operations, possible risks to sport
fishery species were indicated from long-term retar
dant use in the eastern deciduous forest and Alaska

black spruce forest ecoregions. Fire-fighting foams
were associated with possible adverse effects to sport
fisheryspecies in the short grass prairieand pon-
derosa pine woodland ecoregions.

For the eastern deciduous forest and Alaska black

spruce forest ecoregions, possible risks from long-term
retardants to the entire stream community are pre
dicted, with probable risks to aquatic invertebrates (as
represented by daphnia) in the Alaska black spruce
ecoregion. Forfoams, risk estimates for the stream
community indicate possible adverse effects for the
short grass prairie and ponderosa pine woodland
ecoregions. Possible risks to aquaticinvertebrates (as
represented by daphnia) and algae are indicated for
all ecoregions except for the pinyon-juniper woodland
and chaparral.

Similar to the approach taken in the human
health risk assessment, some individual chemicals
were also analyzed in the ecological risk assessment.
An ingredient in a formulation was targeted for this
additional analysis if the LD50 is less than or equal to
500 mg/kg, or if the LC50 is less than or equal to 10
mg/L. Four individual ingredients in the formulations
were evaluated. All estimated risks were no greater
than those predicted to result from the parent com
pound in the risk assessment.

The assessment also examined the effects of

nitrogen and phosphorus loading on water bodies.
The nutrient level in many streams, especially in the
Western United States, is naturally low. In fresh
waters, the limiting nutrient is assumed to be phos
phorus. However, nitrogen may be the limitingfactor
in some cases, such as in summer when dissolved
nitrogen is low. In water in which phosphorus is the
limiting factor, the addition of phosphorus may create
a temporary increase in biomass. The impact of
added phosphorus is highly dependent on the nutrient
status of the receiving body of water. The phosphorus
contained in the long-term retardants is not likelyto
present a hazard to aquatic systems, as the phospho
rus is retained by the soil in a nonleachable form.
Therefore, if the limiting factor is phosphorus, the risk
of eutrophication is very small. The impact of nitro
gen loading is more difficult to determine; site-specific
nutrient analysis would be required.

In all scenarios, it was found that soil type, slope,
stream size, temperature, and pH have a greater
impact on the potential for adverse effects than does
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the total quantity of a long-term retardant applied to a
watershed.

In general, the following are some specific factors
that increase the potential for adverse impacts to
streams:

• high clay content
• low organic matter content
• steep slopes
• shallow soil

• low permeability of soil
• high pH in receiving body of water
• small stream or low flow

• sensitive fish species

Uncertainties in the Analysis

Major areas of uncertainty in the ecological risk
assessment include the following:

• The assumption that 25 percent of an animal's diet
is unburned vegetation, seeds, berries, or insects
that are contaminated with fire suppression chemi
cals with no degradation.

• Model ecosystems were created and assessed, with
standard assumptions for all characteristics, includ
ing species present, topography, soils, climate, and
hydrology

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate
the influence of some of the assumed parameters on
the model output. This evaluation showed that:

• The runoff analysis was highly sensitive to changes
in the estimated K^ for the formulations,

• The SCS runoff curve number had a great influence
on surface runoff and erosion, and

• Assumptions about porosity, field capacity, and
wilting point were also important parameters in
the analysis.
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Toxicity, health, and safety of wildland foams
Robert J. Saboi

STILLMEADOW, Inc., 12852 Park One Drive, Sugar Land, Texas 77478

Abstract

The paper includes an overview ofthe history of mammalian testing and specifically how this type oftesting was
adapted to the needs ofthe U.S. Forest Service. Current testing requirements are reviewed and the estimated cost ofthe

evaluation ofasample in the primary areas ofacute toxicology testing are presented. Aconsideration ofpossiblefuture
testing requirements in the areas ofinhalation, skin sensitization, and in vitro options are also explored.

Resume

Le rapportfournit un expose chronologique des essais menes sur les mammiferes et precise en quo! ces essais sont
adaptes aux besoins du Service desforets americain. On passe en revue les exigences actueiles d'essai et I'onfournit une

estimation des couts associes aEvaluation d'un echantillon dans le cadre d'essais de toxicite aigue. On yexplore par
ailleurs les exigences qui pounaient etre adoptees dans i'avenirpour les essais d'inhalation et de sensibilisation cutanee
ainsi que pour les experiences menees en milieu artificiel.

The objective of this presentation is to give an
overview of the toxicitytesting of wildland fire

fighting foams. This will include the history of toxicity
screening and in particular, that of the US Forest
Service, the present testing requirements and study
design. We will look into future considerations in the
area of toxicity screening.

Brief History of Toxicity Testing

1. 1940's: During this period of time, a greatvariety
of materials were being put on the market, and
there was no mechanism for effective evaluation
ofmaterials to which humans were being exposed.
It was during this time that more formal screening
was developed.

During the 1940's Draize, et al., (Draize, J.H.,
Woodard, G. and Calvary, H.O.: Methods for the
study of irritation and toxicity of substances
applied topicallyto the skin and mucous mem
branes. J. Phar, Exp. Ther, 82: 377,1944.) formu
lated a scoringsystem for the classification of the
potential effect of a test substance on both eye
and skin irritation. This system wasdesigned as a
comparison ofone material to another. His scoring
system is used in both eye and skin irritation stud
ies. Theterm "Draize test" is a commonly used
term for both the eye and skin irritation screening
studies. They are the accepted studies for the
USEPA.

2.1950s: More companies got on the bandwagon
and began to screen their products for efficacy and

safety. Independent laboratories began operating
to perform these tests. The Environmental
Protection Agency of the government began draft
ingguidelines for testing. Today there are sets of
guidelinesfor pesticides and for chemicals other
than pesticides, although the tests themselves are
very similar.

3.1960's: Mass product screening with little adher
enceto anystandard tests and little federal guid
ance or guidelines. Many procedures and proto
cols were being developed. Testing became much
more commonplace. Groups in differentdisci
plines began to set goals and objectives and share
information.

4.1970's: The federal government began to get more
involved with all aspects ofproduct registration
and started inspecting facilities to evaluate both
services and integrity. They found a lotofques
tionable data and were not able to document a lot
of the scientific data submitted to them for review.
As a result ofthe early 1970s lack of organization,
the USEPA beganissuing revised guidelines for
study design and requirements for product registra
tion under their control. In 1978 major guidelines
for the conduct of non-human studies were issued
by the USEPA. These are known as the Good
Laboratory Practices (GLP's). The GLP's have had a
major impact on protocols, study conduct, report
ing, and a detailed data trail for information per
tainingto the conduct of product safety studies.
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5.1980s: The study screening and registration
process remained primarily the same, but the full
impact and interpretation of the GLP's began to
take more control of laboratory work. The posi
tion and responsibilities of management and scien
tific personnel were better defined, and the role of
Quality Assurance was enhanced.

6.1982: Prior to 1982, the Forest Service had no
formal toxicity screeningregulations for the control
of the chemicals used by the wildland firefighting
personnel. The US EPA control did not affect the
Forest Service products since the Forest Service was
a separate branch of the government and there
fore controlled heir own operations. In 1982 the
US EPA required the following acute (one time
administration) testing of most of the formulations
they review.

The six studies were based on the predicted routes
of human exposure. With an acute screening
process, one was able to relate the safety of prod
ucts relative to one another. The test animals

selected for the different tests was thought to be
more sensitive than the human, thereby adding
another safety factor to dose selection.

in 1982 the US Forest Service determined that it

was appropriate that the toxicity testing required
should follow EPA Guidelines because they were
the most stringent agency tests generally
approved. Other agencies (such as DOT, CPSC, and
FDA) had requirements that did not fit the needs of
the US Forest Service.

The US Forest Service selected the acute rat oral

toxicity, acute rabbit dermal toxicity, acute rabbit
eye irritation, and acute rabbit skin irritation as a
necessary screening package for all products that
they might eventually approve. The acute rat
inhalation toxicity and guinea pig skin sensitization
study were not included in the screening battery at
that time because their relevance to Forest Service

product usage was yet to be determined. The cost
of these additional studies was significantly higher
than the four tests selected and the US Forest

Service wanted to encourage the introduction of
new products with minimal financial impact on
their producers.

7. 1990s: Toxicity testing in the 90's continues on.
The major changes in current studies have to do
with detailed record keeping, protocol design,
manufacturing processing, as interpreted by the

EPA. Accurate training records of personnel are
very important and should be continually updated.

Present Testing Requirements
of the US Forest Service

The US National Forest Service has selected four

studies to be used as a screen for testing compounds
which they are considering for purchasing and use:

Types of Studies:

1. Acute Oral Toxicity Study in Rats
2. Acute Dermal Toxicity Study in Rabbits
3. Acute Eye Irritation Study in Rabbits
4. Acute Skin Irritation Study in Rabbits

Prior to toxicity testing, samples submitted to the
US ForestService from manufacturers go through
internal agency analyses including metal corrosion
tests. Once their internal tests are completed and a
product passes their requirements, the product is then
submitted for toxicity evaluation as a means to test
their effect on mammalian systems. The test are
acute (single treatment; usually at a high level) and
last for a few days or a couple of weeks.

Testingof US National
Forest Service Material

1. All testing is done 'blind". Materials received by
STILLMEADOW, Inc. are labeled with no identifica
tion. Samplesare labeled, for example:

a. 94-HS-1

b. 94-HS-2

c. 94-HS-3

2. Studies are conducted with the four standard

generic protocols approved by the National Forest
Service. These protocols are similar to USEPA
accepted standards.

3. Results of the four studies conducted on each

material are submitted along with a summary
sheet to the National Forest Service.

4.Studycosts are invoiced directly to the manufacturer.

5. The unused test material is returned to the US

Forest Service.

6.We usually test a concentrate and a diluted (pro
jected use sample) of each test material.
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Protocol Design

1.All studies are performed using approved protocols
(too lengthy to be included in this report and vary
ingfrom 8 to 13or morepages). The previous
table summarizes each of the tests and gives a
rough idea of the cost of each test.

2.The species selectedfor each study is based on the
selection of an animal that is generally considered
more sensitive than the human for this particular
test and/or there is a great deal of historic data for
comparison of results.

3.The number of animals allows for biologicalvaria
tions and minimal numbers for any statistical
analysis which may be required.

4. The limit dose for the rat oral and rabbit dermal is

considered the 'safe' and generally accepted treat
ment (with safety factors built in) where it isconsid
ered acceptable forhuman exposure. If significant
mortality occurs at the limit test in the rat oral or
rabbitdermal toxicity tests, then additional levels
will be treated to assess the toxicity potential
within different ranges of safety. Product labels
should ultimately reflect these results.

5.The eye irritation and skin irritation tests lookfor
the irritation of the product in their particularareas
ofexposure and are evaluated accordingly. The
length of the study is based upon the degree of the
reaction and the reversibility of symptoms that
may occur after treatment.

6. The cost for these tests vary widely between con
tract laboratories, but these costs reflect
STILLMEADOW, Inc.'s present charges for these
tests.

Results - Classification of Test Materials

The summary tables belowgive the guideline for
the determining of the labeling for products. When

one reads a product label, one should be able to cor
relate the signal words (Caution, Warning and Danger)
to the results of the product testing. The label reflects
the most severe ratingof all of the tests performed.

To date all test material tested for the US Forest

Service have had an oral LD50 in rats of >500 mg/kg
(Classification 111) and a rabbit dermal LD50 of
>2000 mg/kg. The individual results of each product
are not known since each product is tested "blind".

Future Considerations

The inhalation and guinea pig skin sensitization
studies have not been routinely a part of he Forest

Servicescreening process. The table below
summarizes these types of studies. If these studies
were added the screening process, one would need to
determine the human risk which might occur after
repeated exposure (Guinea PigSensitization) or the
effect of burning foams as to whether they, in combi
nation with the smoke, become more toxic than the
forest smoke alone. I think that the most critical of

these two studies would be that of inhalation expo
sure and should be considered as a required test in
the future.

"In vitro' is still under review. Latest word is that

the USEPA may take 4 - 6 years to make a firm deci
sion. STILLMEADOW, Inc. is certified to run in vitro
studies by two prominent firms in the business.

In recent years, a great deal of discussion has
concerned the use of In vitro testing rather than the
use of laboratory animals in some instances. In vitro
roughly means "in glass". These are tests performed
in analytical or microbiological laboratories where cell
tissues rather than animals are used. The major prob
lem at this time is that there isn't sufficient back

ground or historical data to correlate with these tests
to the traditional animal tests. The area where In vitro

testing might make some inroads as a screening tool
would be in the area of irritation (both skin and eye).
The best estimate is that the USEPA may be 5 or 6
years away from accepting this data as reliable and
useful. Will in vitro testing replace animal testing?
The vast majority of researchers do not believe it will,
but may use it along with animal testing as a screen
ing tool or to complement animal testing. I feel
strongly that animal (mammalian) testing will never be
replaced by in vitro testing. When we the humans
become exposed to all types of products, Ifeel we
should use all types of product safety evaluation
before we become exposed to it in field application.

Summary and Conclusions

A brief overview of human, health, and safety has
been presented. I believe that it is imperative that

we continue to evaluate all new and reformulated

products so that we may be able to use them and be
aware of the precautions we must take with their use.
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Study Title
Animal

Species
No. Of

Animals Limit Dose
Study
Length

Additional

Testing Approx. Cost"
Oral Toxicity Rat 10 -5000 mg/kg* >14 days -500 mg/kg $ 550/level

Dermal Toxicity Rabbit 10 -2000 mg/kg >14 days -200 mg/kg $1075/Ievel

Eye Irritation Rabbit 9 Liquid: 0.1 ml/eye
Solid: 100 mg/eye or

0.1 ml by vol/eye

>72 hours

<21 days
NA $875 +

Skin Irritation Rabbit 6 Liquid: 0.5 ml
' I 500 mg

>72 hours

<21 days
NA $725 +

All studies are performed under USEPA GLP Guidelines
' - Equivalent 200lb human exposure is1 lbor454 grams (1(3 ozor2 cups).
" -STILLMEADOW, Inc. cost (1994).

EPA Toxicity
Classification Signal Word Rat Oral Toxicity

I Danger LD50 <50 mg/kg

Warning

III Caution

IV Caution

Rabbit Dermal Toxicity Rabbit Eye Irritation
LD50 <200 mg/kg Corrosive or corneal

involvement or irritation for
>21 days

LD50 >50 -<500 mg/kg LD50 >200 -<2000 mg/kg Corneal involvement or
irritation clearingin 8 -21
days

LD50 >500 <5000 mif/kK LD50 >2000 -<5000 mg/kg Corneal involvement or
irritation clearing in 7 days

or less

LD50 >500 -£5000 Mift/kK LD50 >5000 mg/kg Minimal effects clearing in
less than 24 hours

EPA Toxicity
Classification SignalWord

Danger

Rabbit Dcrmmi
Irritation -

ToxicityCategoric*

Rabbit Derman

Irritation - Primary
Irritation Index (PII)*

Rabbit Derman Irritation •
Maximum Average

Irritation Score"
1 Corrosive 5.1 - 8.0 Corrosive = 7.1-8.0

Severe Irritant = 5.1 - 7.0

II Warning Severe irritation at 72
hours (erytheniii »• ninii.t)

2.0 - 5.0 Moderate Irritant = 3.1 -5.0

III Caution Moderate irritation at 72
hours (moderatei-iyllii'iiiii)

0.0-1.9 Slight Irritant = 0.5 - 3.0

IV Caution Mild or slight Irrll.illon ,\\
72 hours (no Irrltiilliiii m
slight erythema)

0.0 Practically not an Irritant"
0.0 - 0.4

• - Primary Irritation Index is calculated using only the I,,'/), <W .tin
used to calculate PII (Current EPA scoring system).
" - Rabbit Dermal Irritation - Maximum Average Irritation '.mir .ini

limn observations. Mean erythema and edema for cull .mini

inun the time period with the highest average irritation
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Study Title

Inhalation Toxicity

Species of Number of
Animal Animals

Rat 10

Skin Sensitization Guinea Pig 10

118

Limit Dose
Length of Addi-tional Approximate

Study Testing Cost Other*

-2.0 g/L >14 days

Pretest Screen to >35 days
determine:

1. Maximum dose that

is not excessively irritating
- to be used for 3 induction

treatments

2. Maximum non-irritating
dose - to be used for

challenge treatment

-500 mg/L $ 3900/ Nose-

level only or
Full body

lower dose $ 3600/
sample

•Other considerations: what form of material would be tested; simulate smoke, heat and vaporization of material.
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Environmental implications of fire-fighting chemicals:
A summary of current research by the National Biological Survey

Susan £ Finger
Midwest Science Center, 4200 New Haven Road, Columbia, Mo (>',.'0I

Abstract

rfre retardants and suppressants are used extensivelyfor suppression and control ofrange andforestfires. Each year, fire
I control agencies utilize millions ofgallons ofthese mixtures on a wide array ofecosystems. These chemicals are
commonly applied to environmentally sensitive areas that may contain endangered, threatened, or economically
significant plant and animal species. Relatively little Information isavailable on the toxicity ofthese chemicals to aquatic
and terrestrial life. Even less information isavailable on the community and ecosystem level vjjects. The National
Biological Survey, a newlyformed research agency within the Department ofInterior, is a>iulu< ling studies toprovide
sound scientific and legally defensible information onthe potential effects of these chemicals toaquatic and terrestrial
resources. Specific objectives ofthese studies include (1) toevaluate the acute toxicity ofa gioup ofthese chemicals to
aquatic organisms under laboratory conditions, (2) to evaluate the toxicity ofagroup ojthese <hemicals toterrestrial
organisms under controlled conditions, and (3) to detenuine the ecological significance ofapplication ofthese chemicals.
Resultsfrom these studies will besummarized in presentations by scientistsfrom the National Biological Survey.

Resume

Les produits d'ignifugation etd'extinction sont largcmenl utilises pour eteindre ou maitrlser les feux deprairies etde
forets. Chaque annee, les organismes delutte contre I'lncendie deversent des millions deqallons deces preparations sur

une grande variete d'ecosystemes. Ces produits chlmiques sont utilises couramment sur des milieux sensibles qui peuvent
abriter des especes animales et vegetates menacees ou en voie de disparition ou qui constituent des ressources importantes
sur leplan economique. On dispose de peu d'information sur les effets toxiques de ces produits chlmiques sur lesformes de
vie aquatique etterrestre. On possede encore mains de donnees sur les effets qu'ils peuvent avoir sur les populations et les
ecosystemes. Le National Biological Survey, un orgunlsme de recherche recemment mis sm pled au sein du Department of
Interior (ministere deI'lnterieur), a entrepris desetudes 1////1 derecueillir desdonnees scienilllques solides etlegalement
defendables sur les effets potentiels deces produits chlmiques sur les ressources aquatiques el unestres. Plus precisement
cesetudes visent d 1) evaluerles effets toxiques aigus cl'un qmupe decesproduits sur les oiqanlsmes aquatiques dans des
conditions experimental; 2) evaluer les effets toxiques d'ttn qroupe deces produits sur les oiqanlsmes terrestres dans des
conditions controiees; et 3) determiner les incidences (noloqlques quepeutavoir l'epandaqe de <esproduits chimiques. Les
chercheurs du National Biological Survey presenleiont Nlevement les resultats deces etudes thins lecadre d'une serie
d'exposes.

Introduction

Fire retardants and suppressants are used exten
sively in the United States for suppression and con

trol of range and forest fires. Each year, fire control
agencies utilize millions of gallons of these mixtures
on a wide array of ecosystems. These chemicals .ne
often applied in environmentally sensitive areas which
may contain endangered, threatened, or economic .illy
significant plant and animal species. Relatively little
information is available on the toxicity of these cheml
cals to aquatic and terrestrial life; less information Is
available concerning impactsat the community and
ecosystem level.

The extensively used ammonium compounds -
essentially dry or liquid leillll/i'i lormulations - have
long been considered to have minimal toxicological or
ecological impact. Rese.iuIi Is mostly confined to
effects on aquatic organisms seveial authors have
reported on the toxicity ol the .11 live ammonium salts
found in most fire retardants (h.imanlk and Sarkar

1987,Sheehan and Lewis I'M/, R.nn and Sathyanesan
1986, Singh et. al. 1985), Imilled similes (oikcrnlng
nitrate poisoning to aquatli animals (Johnson and
Sanders 1977) from fire id,ml,ml (ornuil.itlons have
been conducted. Even less Inhumation is available on

foam products. Although tin- lisk .issocluted with fire
fighting chemicals has p.enci.illy hern accepted as
minimal, extensive fish kills h.ive been documented
after accidental drops of chemic,ils directly In a
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stream. Forexample, many trout were killed in the
Little Firehole River during the major 1988 fire in
Yellowstone National Park (Minshall and Brock 1991).
Specific concerns over potential fire chemical effects
on endangered and threatened fish has underscored
the need to define 'safe" distances for chemical appli
cation in areas supporting aquatic resources.

Based upon the few reported studies concerning
fire retardant chemicals and formulations, it was
impossible to ascertain their impact without additional
research. Moreover, the effects of repeated applica
tions on aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems was
unknown. Therefore, researchers from the National
Biological Survey in cooperation with individuals from
the Interior Fire Coordinating Committee (Interagency
Fire Center-Boise, ID) formulated studies to address
the toxicity of these chemicals to aquatic and terres
trial organisms in a comprehensive manner. Research
was to includestandard laboratory testing of select
chemicals followed by two years of field studies to
evaluate ecological effects resulting from fire chemical
application. Itwas agreed that these studies would be
conducted in a prairie wetland habitat in North
Dakota and in an area in the Great Basin region of
northern Nevada. Terrestrial and aquatic laboratory
studies were initiated in 1992 with field studies to be

conducted in 1993 (North Dakota) and 1994 (Nevada).

Research in these areas will provide valuable
information to fire managers and policy developers to
insure that sound decisions are madeconcerning fire
fighting activities on private, state, and federal lands.

Current Research Summary

In 1992, laboratory studies were initiated at the
Midwest Science Center (S.Hamilton, this symposium)

and the Patuxent Ecological Science Center (N.Vyas
and E.Hill, this symposium) to determine the toxicity of
five commonly used fire-fighting chemicals (Fire-Trol
GTS-R, Phos-Chek D75-F, Fire-Trol LCG-R, Silv-Ex, and
Phos-Chek WD-881) to two fish, two aquaticinverte
brates, an algae, three birds,a mammal, and a terres
trial invertebrate. In general, all chemicals were of
comparatively low order of toxicity to terrestrial
species. For all test species, the LD50 exceeded the
limit criteria for significant acute toxicity. In contrast,
tests with aquatic organisms indicated the two foam
suppressants (Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881) were
similar in toxicity and were significantly more toxic
than were the three non-foam chemicals. Water

quality did not modify toxicity in a consistent manner
for all species. In general, the egg life stage of both

fish species was more tolerant of chemical exposure
than other life stages; swim-up stage was most sensi
tive for all chemicals. Such results imply that acciden
tal introduction of these chemicals into an aquatic
system duringthe salmonid swim-up period could
cause significant mortality and be catastrophic to a
local population, especially ifthat population were
threatened or endangered.

Based on information from laboratorytoxicity
tests, field studies were initiated to evaluate the
response of the aquatic, terrestrial, and vegetative
communities associated with a prairie wetland habitat
to several fire-fighting chemicals in May 1993. The
vegetative and terrestrial components were exposed
to the retardant, Phos-Chek G75-F, and a foam sup
pressant, Silv-Ex. In the aquatic ecosystem, two foam
suppressants, Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881, were
compared. The purpose of this phase of the study
was not only to provide information on aquatic, ter
restrial, and vegetative responses to fire-fighting
chemicals in a prairiewetland environment, but also
to develop field assessment methods that could be
used to determine the effects of these chemicals in a
more complex ecological system such as the Great
Basin area of Nevada, a study planned and imple
mented during the summer of 1994.

Results from the vegetative studyon a mixed-
grass prairie site in North Dakota suggested that fire
chemical application may cause changes in growth,
including biomass accumulation, and changes in
species diversity (D.Larson, this symposium). Fire
retardants such as Phos-Chek are primarily fertilizers,
and as such stimulate growth. Although the fertiliza
tion effect from Phos-Chek produced a pronounced
increase in herbaceous biomass, species diversity was
depressed. This likely resulted from the strong
response of the exotic grass, Poa pratensis, to fertiliza
tion, thus allowing it to outcompete other species.
Foams such as Silv-Ex did not effect growth, but did
depress species diversity.

Implications of this research depend on the objec
tives of the manager. If the objective isto halt an
uncontrolled fire, subtle changes caused by Silv-Ex
and Phos-Chek may be of little importance. On the
other hand, if the objective is to aid in the control of
prescribed burns, the potential effect on species diver
sity should be considered. In particular, if the control
ofexotic, robust grasses such as Poa pratensis is impor
tant, these results suggest that use of these chemicals
should be minimized or avoided.
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Terrestrial field studies indicated no measurable
effects on small mammal populations (N.Vyas and
E.Hill, this symposium). Although this is supported by
laboratory information, which suggests a relatively
low level of acute toxicity for these chemicals, field
results are confounded by the extremely low popula
tion densities that likely resulted from the unusually
cold and wet weather in North Dakota during summer
1993. Analysis ofant population data also revealed
no dose-related effect.

Overall, interpretation ofthis information for
management purposes must be guarded due to the
unseasonal events of the 1993 summer. However,
development of methods during this study greatly
benefitted the experimental design and method selec
tion for the 1994 field season in the Great Basin.

Of the two foams tested in the aquatic environ
ment,Silv-Ex was more toxicthan was Phos-Chek
WD-881 (B.Poulton and S.Finger, this symposium).
Survival of water boatmen [Cenocorixa sp.) was reduced
dramatically by exposure to 6 mg/L Silv-Ex, the expo
sure representing the lowest observable effect concen
tration for daphnids under laboratory conditions.
These invertebrates are dependent on surface tension
for mobility. It is likely thatthe effect ofthesurfactant
associated with Silv-Ex reduced the surface tension
and resulted in the observed mortality. The slightly
lower concentration of Phos-Chek WD-881 (4.7 mg/L)
resulted in no mortalityto the water boatmen.
However, organisms showed impaired movement that
suggested a sublethal response related to chemical
exposure. Sensitivity of fathead minnows to Silv-Ex
was similar between field and laboratory exposures.
The most dramatic decrease in survival occurred
during the first 24 hours. No dose-related fluctuations
in pH, conductivity, oxygen, phosphates, sulfates, chlo
rides, or chlorophyll a were measured during the
study. Ammonia never exceeded concentrations
known to be acutely toxic to fish and aquatic inverte
brates. In addition, no effects on the macroinverte-
brate community resulting from either the Silv-Ex or *
Phos-Chek foams were evident after 96 hours.

Asafety factor of100 is commonly applied to tox
icity data to estimate a maximum acceptable toxicant
concentration for the protection of aquatic organisms
(Rand and Petrocelli 1985). Based on information
derived from this field exposure withfathead min
nows, a spill of 1%Silv-Ex into a closed aquatic
system such as a pond orterminal wetland would
require a 41,600-fold dilution. Thus, in a oneacre
pond with an average depth of 10 feet, use of a safety
factor of 100 would estimate that about 78 gallonsof

1% Silv-Ex spilled directly into the pond would repre
sent no threat to aquatic organisms. Inclusion of a
safetyfactor is essential to provide protection for all
trophiclevels in an ecosystem. Although aquatic
invertebrates do not represent an economical or
recreational resource, they represent an essential food
source for most fish and are thus, essential to the
integrity of the ecosystem. Caution should be exer
cised when applying foam suppressant chemicals near
aquatic ecosystems to reduce the potential for acci
dental spillage or incidental overspray of the chemi
cals during application.

Most recently, field studieshave been completed
in the Great Basin area of northern Nevada (summer
1994). Effects of Phos-Chek D-75F and Silv-Ex were
studied. Analysis of these data is underway.
Preliminary information suggests that the chemicals
mayhave minimal effects on the terrestrial commu
nity. However, in-stream exposures with Lahontan cut
throat and rainbow trout confirm that, similar to labo
ratory testing, Silv-Ex is more toxic than is Phos-Chek
D-75F. Research to evaluate the rate of degradation
and potential risks associated with mobilization of
these chemicals from the terrestrial environment into
the aquatic environment is also in progress.

Preliminary results from thisextensive research
effort confirm that the current policyof exercising cau
tion when applying fire chemicals near streams with
threatened or endangered species is appropriate. For
protection offish populations, thetime ofapplication
as it coincides with fish developmentwill be a decisive
factor in estimating potential effects. For desired veg
etation responses, objectives of the land manager
may be most important. Overall, these combined field
and laboratory studies will result in information that
will clearly define effects expected from chemical
application. In addition, this research should provide
the capability to delineate, for aquatic systems, the
"safe" zones required to protect fish and wildlife
resources from chemical-induced mortality. Most
importantly, toxicity information from these studies
must be combined with existing knowledge of ecolog
ical effects of fire on terrestrial and aquatic systems to
insure that the best possible management alternative
is exercised.
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Effects of fire suppressant foam on
vegetation in North Dakota Prairie

Diane L. Larson and Wesley E. Newton
Northern Prairie Science Center, Jamestown, ND

Abstract

During spring 1993, studies were conducted to evaluate the effects ofafire retardantfoam, Silv-Ex, on the terrestrial
vegetation bordering awetland ecosystem. Agrid, of 30 blocks of 0.4 hectare each, was delineated in aquarter

section of unbroken prairie sod at Woodworth Field Station, Stutsman County, North Dakota. Each offour treatments was
assigned randomly to six lOmxWm blocks (one centered within each 0.4 hectare block) within the grid. Treatments
included (1) Silv-Ex application, (2) burn plus Silv-Ex, (3) burn only, and (4) no manipulation. A0.5% Silv-Ex solution was
applied at the rate of 50 gallons per WmxlO mplot, resulting in approximately 0.25 gallons ofSilv-Ex on each plot.
Expansion was estimated to be 1:10. We examined variation among treatments in growth rate, biomass accumulation,
herbivory and number ofplant species perplot.

Silv-Ex application had no effect on biomass accumulation, whether or not the plot had been burned. Thefoam did
depress the number ofspeciesperplot; this effect was enhanced by burning. Bluegrass growth rate was not affected by
Silv-Ex. Herbivory, although slight, varied among treatments. In the absence offire, both broad-leaved and graminoid
species experienced considerable browning afterfoam application.

R6sum£

Auprintemps 1993, des etudes ont ete entreprise pour evaluer les effets d'une mousse ignifuge, Silv-Ex, sur la vegetation
rYterrestre qui borde un ecosysteme de terres humides. On atrace un quadrillage, forme de trenteparcelles de 0,4
hectare, dans une zone gazonnee ininterrompue dla Woodworth Field Station, dans le comte de Strutsman, dans le
Dakota-Nord. Pour chacun des quatre traitements, on aattribue au hasard six zones de 10 sur 10 metres (dont I'une est
situee au centre de chaque parcelle de 0,4 hectare). Les traitements consistaient en 1) application de Silv-Ex, 2)
application de Silv-Ex et brulage de la vegetation, 3) brulage seulement et 4) aucune manipulation. Une solution de Silv-
Ex d0,5pour cent aete appliquee araison de 50 gallons par 10 metres carres, ce qui representait environ 0,25 gallon par
parcelle. Le taux defoisonnement aete estime d 1:10. Nous avons ensuite examine I'effet de chaque traitementsur le taux
de croissance, I'accumulation de la biomasse, ainsi que sur les herbes et le nombre d'especes vegetales dans chaque
parcelle.

L'application de Silv-Ex n'a eu aucun effet sur I'accumulation de la biomasse, que la parcelle ait ete brulee ou non. La
mousse acause une reduction du nombre d'especes par parcelle, effet qui aete accentue par le brulage. Le taux de
croissance du paturin n'a pas ete raienti par le produit. Bien que les differences observees etaient peu marquees, les herbes
n'ontpas reagi de la memefacon aux differents traitements. En I'absence de brulage, la mousse aprovoque un
brunissement important tant chez les herbes dfeuilles larges que chez les graminees.

Introduction

Fire suppressant foams are used in wildland fire sup
pression and in prescribed burns for habitat man

agement. Despite their relatively widespread use, little
is known about potential effects of foams on terres
trial and aquaticecosystems. The purpose of this
study was to examine experimentally the effect of
foam application on vegetation. Westudied the
effects alone and in combination with fire. In addi
tion, we examined the effects of foam and fire on
insectherbivory, which provides a link to higher levels

in the food chain. Asimple ecosystem, represented
by a mixed-grass prairie, was chosen for the first
year's work, so that general patterns could be identi
fied. Subsequent studies will be done in more com
plex habitat, where fire suppressant foams are more
often applied.

Our objectives were (1) to estimate effects of fire
suppressant foam application on growth and species
diversity of burned and unburned prairie vegetation,
and (2) to assess the response of herbivorous insects,
in terms of number of insects and their effects on
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Introduction

pre suppressant foams are used in wildland fire sup-
I pression and in prescribed burns for habitat man
agement. Despite their relatively widespread use little
is known about potential effects of foams on terres
trial and aquatic ecosystems. The purpose of this
study was to examine experimentally the effect of
foam application on vegetation. We studied the
effects alone and in combination with fire In addi
tion, we examined the effects of foam and fire on
insect herbivory, which provides a link to higher levels

In the food chain. Asimple ecosystem, represented
by a mixed-grass prairie, was chosen for the first
year's work, so that general patterns could be identi
fied. Subsequent studies will be done in more com
plex habitat, where fire suppressant foams are more
often applied.

Our objectives were (1) to estimate effects of fire
suppressant foam application on growth and species
diversity of burned and unburned prairie vegetation
and (2) to assess the response of herbivorous insects
in terms of number of insects and their effects on
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plants, to burning and application offire suppressant
foam to their host plants.

Description of study site

The 1993 study was conducted at the Woodworth
Station, a research facility of the Northern Prairie

Science Center, Jamestown, N.D. The station is
located in T142N, R68W, on the Missouri Coteau
physiographic region of central North Dakota. The
region is characterized by thick deposits ofglacial till
with knob-and-kettle topography. The station was
established in 1963 for the study of effects of land use
practices on wildlife. Records of land use practices
throughout the station have been maintained since its
establishment. Prior to 1960, our study area was spo
radically grazed and hayed. The 65-ha field contain
ing thestudy site has never been plowed. Biologists
burned the field in 1969,1970,1971,1972,1976,
1979,1981, and 1990; it has not been grazed since
1974. Currently, vegetation inthe study area is domi
nated byPoa pratensis, an exotic cool-season grass.
Other grass species found during previous studies on
the site includeStipa viridula, S. comata, Agropyron
repens, Muhlenbergia cuspidata, and Bromus inermis.
Rosa arkansana, Elaeagnus commutata, and
Symphoricarpos occidentalis are common woody plants.

Permanent
vegetation
subplot

Methods

We delineated a grid of 30 0.4-ha blocks in the
study field (Figure 1). Each block was separated

from adjacent blocks by a mowed, 5-m-wide fire
break. Fourtreatments [burning (B), foam application
(F), burning and foam application (BF), and no manipu
lation (C)] were each assigned at random to six blocks.
We established a 10 m x 10 m plot in the center of
each of the 24 blocks (Figure 1)forvegetation sam
pling. Trie remaining six blocks were used for a
separate study.

Inside each 10 m x 10 m vegetation plot we ran
domly selected five 1-m2 permanent vegetation sub
plots and four 0.25-m2 biomass subplots (Figure 1).
Prior to treatment, we counted stems of the woody
species, Symphoricarpos occidentalis and Rosa
arkansana, counted the total number of plant species,
and measured litter depth in each permanent vegeta
tion subplot. We made all pretreatment measure
ments during 17-28 May1993.

On 1 June B and BF blocks were burned with a
drip torch to ignite the down-wind side. As the back
fire progressed across the block, the flanks were
ignited. As soon as these fires had blackened enough
of the block to form a safe fire break, a head fire was
started to complete the burn. All fires were allowed to
burn to completion.

Vegetation plot

•
•

a
1 m

I I .25 m
L-' a.25 m

•\

a

10m

10 m

Biomass
subplot

x

Study area

0.4 ha block

Fiaure 1 Study area showing 0.4-ha blocks, 10 mx10 mvegetation plots, and randomly located 1-m2 permanent vegetation
subplots and 0.25 mx0.25 mbiomass plots. Treatments were assigned at random, six blocks per treatment.
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On 10 June we applied Silv-Ex in 0.5%-solution
maintained by a proportioner to Fand BF blocks. The
rate of application was approximately 189 liters per
10m x 10m plot, resulting in approximately 1 liter of
Silv-Ex on eachvegetation plot. Only the vegetation
plots were treated on BF blocks. Although the entire
0.4-ha Fblocks weretreated, the smaller vegetation
plots were treated first and at a higher rate than the
remaining areas because a more even coverage was
desired. Thefoam was applied with a 3.66-m boom
mounted on bicycletires. Nozzles mounted on the
boom every30 cmeach produced approximately a
1:10expansion. The boom was pushed by two
people while other personnel handled the hose
between the boom and a 3785-liter pumperparked at
the edge of the 0.4-ha block.

We conducted post-treatment vegetation sam
pling at 2-week intervals, beginningJune 30 and
ending August 13. Post-treatment vegetation sam
pling concentrated on four species: Poa pratensis,
Symphoricarpos occidentalis, Rosa arkansana, and
Solidago rigida. Height of Poa pratensis was measured
at four locations on each subplot at each sampling
period. Forthe other three species, we marked indi
vidual plants in each permanent vegetation subplot as
follows: two Symphoricarpos occidentalis, two Rosa
arkansana, and ten Solidago rigida. Iffewer individuals
were found in a subplot, we marked all found individ
uals. Plants were marked near the base with either

blue or red flagging {Rosa arkansana and Symphoricarpos
occidentalis), or numbered metal tags (Solidago rigida).
In addition, five shoots, defined as current year's
growth, were marked and followed through the three
sampling periods on each Symphoricarpos occidentalis
and Rosa arkansana plant.

On each of the three non-grass plants, we mea
sured the length of two fully expanded leaves. We
measured the total length and counted the number of
galls, leaf miners, aphids, chewed leaves, and flowers
on each of the five shoots. Galls, leaf miners, aphids,
and chewed leaves were recorded on a per-leaf basis.
Ineach permanent subplot, we counted the total number
of plant species and measured litter depth at four
locations. Total stems of Symphoricarpos occidentalis,
Rosa arkansana, and Solidago rigida were also recorded
in each plot at each sample period.

Two of the 0.25 m x 0.25 m biomass subplots
were clipped to ground level on July 7-8 and two on
September 7-10. Dead and woody vegetation was
removed and discarded. Live non-woody vegetation
was oven dried to constant weight and weighed.

Statistical Methods

We used analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) techniques
in a repeated-measures type design with sub-

sampling to assess the effects of the burn-foam treat
ments, time since treatment, and their interaction on
all measured variables. Mean separations ofsignifi
cant effects in the ANOVAs were done with Fisher's
protected least significant difference value (Milliken
and Johnson 1984). Analyses were made in the origi
nal scale of measurement and with a log(y+1) trans
formation (Steel andTorrie 1980), butonly results in
the original scale of measurements are reported
because only slight differences were observed in
ANOVA results. ANOVAs were done using the General
Linear Models procedure of SAS (SAS Inst. Inc. 1989).
Significance was accepted at the 0.05 level.

Because vegetation plots differed significantly in
number of plant species at pre-treatment, this differ
encewas taken into account in subsequent analysis
by using the change in number of species between
pre- and post-treatment as the response variable. Plots
were similar in all other pre-treatment measurements.

Results

Change in number of species, ratio of chewed to
unchewed leaves in Symphoricarpos occidentalis

and Rosa arkansana, and mean shoot length and leaf
length in Symphoricarpos occidentalis were affected by
treatment (ANOVA, p < 0.05). The number ofplant
species increased between pre- and post- treatment in
all plots, but the increase was smaller in plots treated
with Silv-Ex than in untreated plots (Figure 2). Burning
did not influence this difference.

Because the summer of 1993 was exceptionally
cool and wet, insect abundances were uniformly low
at our study site (D. Larson, personal observation).
However, we found evidence of an effect of Silv-Ex
application on the ratio of chewed to unchewed
leaveson Symphoricarpos occidentalis (Figure 3) and
Rosa arkansana (Figure 4). Silv-Ex treated plants of
both species experienced greater herbivory late in the
season. More untreated Rosa arkansana leaves were

chewed early in the season; herbivory on burned
plants was not affected by Silv-Ex. Treated
Symphoricarpos occidentalis experienced greater her
bivory throughout the season; this effect persisted on
burned plants after leaves had begun to emerge.

Silv-Ex application had little effect on overall plant
growth, as evidenced by the lack of difference in bio
mass accumulation between treated and untreated
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Figure 2. Change in mean numberof species per plotbetween
pre-and post-treatment, with and without Silv-Ex application.

Error bar indicates one standard error of the mean.

Figure 3. Ratio of chewed to unchewed leaves on Symphoricarpos
occidentalis. Shown is the mean + one standard error of the mean.
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Figure 4. Ratio ofchewed to unchewed leaves on Rosa arkansana.
Shown is the mean + one standard error of the mean.

plots, irrespective of burning (Figure 5, four weeks
post-treatment; Figure 6, end of growing season).
Nonetheless, growth characteristics between Silv-Ex
treated and untreated Symphoricarpos occidentalis dif
fered. Leaf length was greater on plants treated with
Silv-Ex than on untreated plants (Figure 7), an effect
that persisted through the season. However,
Symphoricarpos occidentalis shoots did not lengthen as
much on Silv-Ex treated plants as on untreated plants
(Figure 8). Burningsignificantly enhanced shoot
growth compared with all other treatments.

Discussion and management implications

Overall, Silv-Ex application had little effect on the
vegetation characteristics we measured, and

affected only five of 33 possible characteristics.
Effects were subtle. Silv-Ex application encouraged

B BF C F

Treatment

Figure 5. Mean(+one standard errorof the mean) herbaceous
biomass accumulation, four weeks post-treatment.
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Figure 6. Mean (+ one standard errorof the mean) herbaceous
biomass accumulation at the end of the growing season.
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Figure 7. Mean (+ one standard error of the mean) leaf
length onSymphoricarpos occidentalis plants treated or

not treated with Silv-Ex.
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Figure 8. Mean (+ one standard error of the mean) shoot
length onSymphoricarpos occidentalis plants treated

or not treated with Silv-Ex.

herbivory, as evidenced bythe proportion ofchewed
leaves on Symphoricarpos occidentalis and Rosa
arkansana (Figures 3 and 4). It also influenced growth
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of leaves and shoots of Symphoricarpos occidentalis,
resulting in longer leaves but shorter shoots (Figures 7
and 8). The significant decline of shoot length
between June and July for Silv-Ex treated plants
suggests either shoot damage and subsequent break
age or vertebrate herbivory. Nonetheless, herbaceous
biomass accumulation was not affected by Silv-Ex
(Figures 5and 6), suggesting little effect on average
plant vigor.

Of concern to land managers is thepotential
depression inspecies diversity associated with Silv-Ex
application. The change in number of species per plot
was significantly lower after Silv-Ex application,
regardless ofwhether or notthe plot was burned
(Figure 2). The plots were dominated by Poa pratensis,
which may have increased in response tothe distur
bance and crowded out other species. Further work in
areas not dominated by Poa pratensis will help define
this relation.

Implications ofthis research depend on the objec
tives of the manager. If the objective is to haltan
uncontrolled fire, subtle changes caused by Silv-Ex
may be of little importance. On the otherhand, if the
objective is to aid in the control ofprescribed burns,
the potential effect on species diversity should be
considered.
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Toxicity of fire retardant chemicals and fire suppressant
foams to vertebrate and invertebrate wildlife species

Nimish B. Vyas and Elwood F. Hill
Patuxent Environmental Science Center, Wildlife Toxicology Group, J510 American Holly Drive, Laurel, Maryland 20807-4017

Abstract

1 inder laboratory conditions, acute single-dose oral toxicity tests (LD50) were conducted with threefire retardant
rZiZfl F're'Tml GTS'R Ph0S<hek D75-F'and FireJro1 LCG-R>and ^0fire suppressantfoams(Silv-ExancPhos-Chek WD-881) to determine effects on adult northern bobwhite, American kestrel, red-winged blackbird, and white-footed
mouse. In addition, earthworms were exposed (LC50)for 14 days in treated soil. imnjuoaa

J" general, no toxic responses wereevident. Fornorthern bobwhite, the LD50forallfive chemicals was>2000ma
amffbody mass. American kestrels regurgitated ail chemicals except Silv-ex; LD50s all exceeded 2000 mq/kq The
WOforred-wmgedblackbirt
>ngfurthertesting.lnadd,t,on,theLD50forwhite-footedmousewas>200^
for earthworms was >1000ppmfor all chemicals. Therefore, we concluded that these retardants andfoams do not pose an
acute hazard to adult birds, mammals, or earthworms. However, ecological studies to evaluate the potential effects of these
formulations on vertebrate behavior and population dynamics are in progress.

0

Resume

,n amene des essais en laboratoire pour determiner les effets toxiques aigus d'une seule dose orale (DL50) de trois
/sT^^rSS'Sr (FTTml GTS'R' Ph°S~Chek D75-F et F/reTf0/ LCC-R>et de deux ™us™ d'^on(Silv-Ex et Phos-Chek WD-881) sur des specimens adultes, soit des colins de Virginie, des crecerelles d'Amerique des
ClTom. °epaU'etteS ddeS S0Ulis dpattes blancnes-0n adement expose des vers de terre (CL50) au sol traite pendant

En general, on n'a enregistre aucun effet toxique. Dans le cas du colin de Virginie, la DL50 pour les cinq produits etait
infeneure a2000 milligrammes d'ingredient actifpar kilogramme de masse corporelle. Les crecerelles d'Ameriaues ont
regurgite tous les produits chimigues sauf Silv-Ex, et la DL50 depassait 2000 mg/kg dans tous les cas Dans le cas des
carouges aepaulettes, la DL50 etait egalement superieure a2000 mg/kg pour tous les produits chimigues, afexception du
™ GTS'R au on somet actuellement ades essais complementers. Par ailleurs, chez les souris apattes blanches la
DL50 etait de plus de 2000 mg/kg pour le Phos-Chek D75-F. Dans le cas des vers de terre exposes pendant 14 lours la
DL50 etait de plus de 1000 ppm pour tous les produits. Nous pouvons done conclure que ces produits d'ignifuqation et
dextinction ne constituent pas un risque d'intoxication aigue pour les oiseaux, les mammiferes et les vers de terre adultes
On mene toutefois des etudes ecologiques pour evaluer les effets potentiels de ces preparations sur le comportement et la
dynamique des populations des vertebres. p

Introduction

Fire-fighting chemicals are frequently used to sup
press or extinguish wildland fires. These chemicals

are often applied in environmentally sensitive areas
that may contain endangered, threatened, or econom
ically significant plant and animal species. Relatively
little is known aboutthe toxicity of thesechemicals to
terrestrial organisms; less information is available con
cerning impacts at the community and ecosystem
level. This study evaluated the toxicity offive com
monly used fire-fighting chemicals to terrestrial species
under laboratory conditions and then investigated the

effects ofthese chemicals on terrestrial species in a
mixed-grass prairie ecosystem. Specific objectives of
this research were:

(1) to determine the toxicity of five commercially
available and commonly used wildland fire retar
dant and foam products to specific vertebrate and
invertebrate species

(2) to evaluate potential effects of fire fighting chemi
cals on small mammal and insect populations in a
mixed-grass prairie ecosystem
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(3) to develop and validate methods for the evalua
tion of ecological effects of fire fighting chemicals
on terrestrial organisms in a more complex
ecosystem during 1994 (Great Basin-Nevada)

Methods

Laboratory Studies

Acute oral, and subacute and subchronic (as indi
cated from results of subacute tests) dietary toxic

ity tests on selected representative terrestrial verte
brates and earthworms were conducted with three

commonly used fire retardants (Fire-Trol GTS-R, Phos-
Chek D75-F, and Fire-Trol LCG-R) and two fire suppres
sant foams (Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881) that were
also tested for aquatic toxicity. Chemical selection
was based on consultation with the Bureau of Land

Management, the Interior Fire Coordination Committee
and results of aquatic toxicity tests conducted by the
Yankton Field Research Station. Northern bobwhite

(Colinus virginianus), American kestrel (Falco sparverius),
red-winged blackbird (Agelaiusphoeniceus) and white-
footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus) were selected as
primary vertebrate models and the earthworm (Eisenia
foetida) as the invertebrate model.

The standardized acute oral toxicity testing was
designed to determine the single-dose 24-h median
lethal dosage (LD50). Acute toxicity tests with Fire-Trol
GTS-R, Phos-Chek D75-F, Fire-Trol LCG-R, Silv-Ex and
Phos-Chek WD-881 were conducted with northern

bobwhite, American kestrel, red-winged blackbird, and
white-footed mouse. The chemicals were adminis

tered orally by gavage. Procedures for administering
test compounds in basicacute tests followed previ
ously described protocols (northern bobwhite: Hill and
Camardese, 1984; white-footed mice: Rattner and
Hoffman, 1984; American kestrels: Wiemeyer and
Sparling, 1991; red-winged blackbird: Grue 1982;).
Animals were carefully observed for evidence of toxic
ity for 24 hours and then all survivors were eutha
nized and critical tissues collected for chemical and

biochemical analysis.

For the subacute dietary toxicity testing, chemi
cals were administered via feed for 8 consecutive

days. Animals were observed for evidence of toxicity
for the 8 days and then survivors were euthanized
and critical tissues sampled for chemical and biochem
ical analysis. This test deviated from the standard
5-day subacute test to allow collection of blood sam
ples from animals consuming contaminated feed and
to generate information to define the acceptable

interval between chemical application and small
mammal population surveys in the field test.

Testing on earthworms was conducted usingstan
dardized methods as established by the European
Economic Community for estimatingthe toxicity of
chemicals to earthworms (Beyer et al., 1990).The
earthworm bioassay was conducted in artificial soil
consisting of 10% peat, 20% kaolin clay, 69% fine
sand, and about 1% calcium carbonate. The calcium
carbonate was added to adjust the pHto between 6
and 7, and water was added to give a 35% moisture
content. The soilwas added to one-liter glass jars.
Half of the jars had the fire retardants mixed into the
soil and half had the fire retardants spread on top.
Survivingearthworms were counted after two weeks.

Field Study

In May 1993, studies were initiated to evaluate the
response of the terrestrial communities associated
with prairiewetland habitats to several fire-fighting
chemicals. The terrestrial system was exposed to the
retardant, Phos-Chek G75-F, and a foam suppressant,
Ansul Silv-Ex. The purpose of this phase of the study
was not only to provide information on terrestrial
responses to fire-fighting chemicals in a wetland envi
ronment, but also to develop field assessment meth
ods that could be used to determine the effects of

these chemicals in a more complex ecological system
such as the Great Basin area of Nevada, a study
planned and implemented during the summer of 1994.

Twelve 1-acre (0.4 ha) plots (6controls and 6
treated with Silv-Ex) were sampledfor approximately
three months. (May-August 1993). Small mammal
sampling was conducted using standard capture-
recapture methodology (Pollock et al. 1990). Atotal
of 1200 small mammal live traps were checked daily
for 5 consecutive days at 2 week intervals. All ani
mals were tagged, weighed, and their reproductive
status recorded.

Insect populations weie monitored by sampling
ant mounds. Ants from couliol <\\u\ healed mi minis

were collected using adhesive tape. Ants woic sum
pled one week prior to treatment, and liumnli.iir'
post-treatment and then <it',.iln .' weeks lain Unci-
samples per mound weie tollei led frith linn- a Ian
nestling survival data could mil lie lollci t*,i
an unusually cool spring and e.iilv simumil del l
nesting.
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Description of study site

The 1993 field study was conducted at the Woodworth
Station, a research facility ofthe Northern Prairie

Science Center, Jamestown, North Dakota. The
Station is located in Township 142N, Range 68W, on
the Missouri Couteau physiographic region of central
North Dakota. The region is characterized by thick
deposits of glacial till with knob-and-kettle topogra
phy. The Station was established in 1963 as a field
laboratory for the study of effects of land-use practices
on wildlife. Records of land-use practices throughout
theStation have been maintained since its establish
ment. Prior to 1960, the study area was sporadically
grazed and hayed. The 65-ha field containing the
study site has never been plowed. Biologists burned
the field in 1969,1970, 1971,1972, 1976,1979,1981,
and 1990; it has not been grazed since 1974.
Currently, vegetation in the study area is dominated
by Poa pratensis, an exotic cool-season grass. Other
grass species found during previous studies on the site
include Stipa viridula, S. comata, Agropyron repens,
Muhlenbergiacuspidata, and Bromus inermis. Rosa
arkansana, Elaeagnuscommutata, and Symphoricarpos
occidentalis are common woody plants.

Results and Discussion

Acute Tests

The single-dose 24-h median lethal dosage (LD50)
for all five chemicals to adult northern bobwhite

was determined to be above the pre-determined
2000 mg (active ingredient) per kg body mass limit
criteria for significant acute toxicity (Bascietto, 1985).
No mortalities were observed and all animals
appeared alert and active at all times post dosage
(Table 1). r &

Initial tests ofAmerican kestrels were inconclusive
because they regurgitated the chemical capsules.

Further testing determined that time of dosing was the
cause ofregurgitation rather than the chemical sub
stance. Kestrels atPatuxent Environmental Science
Center were conditioned to being fed in the morning
Initial testing (1993) had been conducted in the morn
ing. Kestrels and other birds of prey normally regurgi
tate (pellet) bones, feathers, and fur to make room for
their next meal. The Patuxent Environmental Science
Center kestrels were regurgitating the chemical in
response to their routine morning feeding. Future test
ing on kestrels was conducted in the afternoon. The
limit test uses one dose level of 2,000 mg (active
ingredient) per kg body mass. In a series of tests
kestrels regurgitated all chemicals except Silv-Ex.'This
test demonstrated that the chemicals Fire-Trol GTS-R
Phos-Chek D75-F, and Fire-Trol LCG-R and Phos-Chek
WD-881 induced regurgitation. Birds exposed to Silv-
Ex exhibited signs of toxicity similar to those in the ini
tial testing including periods of stupor and lack of
coordination. Since no mortalities were observed
during the 24-h observation and Silv-Ex was not regur
gitated, the LD50 for Silv-Ex was determined to be
greater than 2,000 mg (active ingredient) per kg body
mass (Table 1), which is the limit criteria for significant
acute toxicity. The LD50 was not quantifiable for Fire
Trol GTS-R, Phos-Chek D75-F, and Fire-Trol LCG-R and
Phos-Chek WD-881 because the birds regurgitated the
chemicals (Table 1).

Initial testing of all chemicals on red-winged
blackbird was conducted in outdoor pens at doses of
2,000 mg (active ingredient) per kg body mass. Tests
resulted in mortality of1 of 10 Phos-Chek D75-F
treated birds and 3 of 10 Fire-Trol GTS-R treated birds
No mortalities occurred for the remaining three
chemicals. Based on this study, we could not deter
mine whether the mortalities resulted from thechemi
cal substance, the cold ambient temperatures, or both.
To eliminate cold temperature effects, additional test-

%ing on red-winged blackbirds was conducted outdoors

Table 1. Acute single dose oral toxicity of selected fire retardants and foam suppressants to
terrestrial wildlife. All chemicals are of acomparatively low order of acute toxicity.

SPECIES

American kestrel

Red-winged blackbird
Northern bobwhite
Earthworm

White-footed mouse

Fire-Trol

GTS-R

NQ2

2,197

>2,000

>1,000
>2,000

Phos-Chek

D75-F

NQ2
>2,000

>2,000

>1,000
>2,000

CHEMICAL

Fire-Trol

LCG-R

NQ2

>2,000

>2,000

>1,000

>2,000

Silv-Ex

>2,000

>2,000

>2,000

>1,000

>2,000

^Toxicity reported as LD50 in mg active ingredient per kg body mass
Test not quantifiable (NQ) because birds regurgitated the chemicals as presented in gelatin capsule.
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WD-881

NQ2

>2,000

>2,000

>1,000

>2,000
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duringwarmer weather. Birds were exposed to the fol
lowing treatment levels: 1,300,1,580, 1,900, 2,300
and 2,800 mg (active ingredient) per kg body mass.
All 10 birds exposed to 1,300 mg (active ingredient)
per kg body mass survived while 9 of 10 birds
exposed to 2,800 mg(active ingredient) per kg body
mass died. Thus, the LD50 using the probit method is
2,197 mg (active ingredient) per kg body mass [95%
CI: 1892 - 2574 mg (active ingredient) per kg body
mass] and the slope of the dose response is 8.52 (95%
CI: 3.5 -13.5). The LD50 for all five chemicals was
greater than 2,000 mg (active ingredient) per kg body
mass (Table 1) indicating that all of these chemicals
are of a comparatively low orderof acute toxicity
(Smith, 1987).

Testing with white-footed mouse was conducted
using Fire-Trol GTS-R, Fire-Trol LCG-R, and Phos-Chek
D75-F, and Phos-Chek WD-881, and Silv-Ex. No dose-
related mortalities were observed. The LD50 for all
three chemicals was greater than 2,000 mg (active
ingredient) per kg body mass, which is the limit crite
ria for significant acutetoxicity (Table 1).

In tests with earthworms, the LD50 for all five
chemicals was above the pre-determined 1000 ppm
(active ingredient) limit criteria for significant acute
toxicity (Table 1).

Subacute DietaryToxicityTests

Subacute dietary toxicity testing of Phos-Chek D75-F
and Silv-Ex was conducted on white-footed mouse.

These chemicals were designated for testing because
of their selection in the field study in Nevada during
summer 1994. No mortalities or overt signs of
toxicity were observed. This test also determined that
the first post-application small mammal population
survey could be conducted 8 days post-chemical
application for both chemicals.

Field Studies

Small mammal population data were analyzed follow
ing procedures outlined by Pollock et al. (1990).
Analysis revealed no exposureeffect on small mammal
populations. Although this is supported by laboratory
information that suggests a relatively low level of
acute toxicityfor these chemicals, our field results are
confounded by the extremely low population densities

that likelyresulted from the unusually cold and wet
weather in North Dakota during summer 1993.
Analysis of ant population data also revealed no dose-
related effect.

Overall, interpretation of this information for
management purposes must be guarded due to the
unseasonal events of the 1993 summer. However,
development of methods during this study greatly
benefitted the experimental design and method selec
tion for the 1994 field season in the Great Basin.
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Toxicity of fire retardant chemicals to aquatic organisms:
Progress report

Steven J. Hamilton, Susan F. McDonald, Mark P. Gaikowski, and Kevin J. Buhl
U.S. National Biological Survey, Midwest Science Center, Field Research Station

RR 1 Box 295, Yankton, South Dakota, USA 7078

Abstract

pre retardant and suppressant chemicals used extensively in North America are often applied in environmentally
I sensitive areas that may contain endangered, threatened, or economically important plant and animal species. We
conducted laboratory acute toxicity tests in both hard and soft waters withfive commonly usedfire control chemicals (Fire
Trol LCG-R, Fire-Trol GTS-R, Phos-Chek D-75-F, Phos-Chek WD-881, and Silv-Ex). Organisms used in the tests included two

fish (rainbow trout andfathead minnow), two aquatic invertebrates (Daphnia magna and Hyalella aztecaj, and agreen
algae (Selenastrum capricornutumj. In general, the green algae was substantially more sensitive to the three non-foam
fire chemicals than the animals, the Daphnia were the most sensitive test organism in exposures withfoams. The two
foams (Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881) had similar toxicity and were more toxic than the three non-foams. Water quality
did not seem to modify the toxicity ofthefivefire chemicals in a consistent manner.

Resume

Les produits chimiques d'ignifugation et d'extinction largement utilises en Amerigue du Nord sont souvent appliques sur
des milieux sensibles qui peuvent abriter des especes animales et vegetates menacees ou en voie de disparition ou celles

qui presentent une grande valeur economique. Nous avons mene des essais en laboratoire afin de determiner la toxicite
aigue, dans des eaux douces et des eaux dures, de cinq produits couramment utilises dans la lutte contre les incendies :
Fire-Trol LCG-R, Fire-Trol GTS-R, Phos-Chek D-75-F, Phos-Chek WD-881 et Silv-Ex. Les organismes eprouves comprenaient
deux especes de poisson (truite arc-en-ciel et tete-de-boule), deux invertebres aquatiques (Daphnia magna et Hyalella
aztecaj et une aigue verte (Selenastrum capricornutumj. En general, I'algue verte amontre une sensibilite beaucoupplus
marquee que les animaux aux trois produits liquides d'extinction, et le Daphnia etait I'organisme le plus sensible aux
mousses. Les deux mousses (Silv-Ex et Phos-Chek WD-881) presentaient un degre comparable de toxicite et sesont
reveleesplus toxiques que les trois autres produits. La qualite de I'eau ne semblait pas modifier, de maniere consistante, le
degree detoxicite des cinq produits chimiques.

Introduction

Fire retardantsand suppressants are used exten
sively in the United States for suppression and con

trol of range and forest fires. Each year, fire control
agencies utilize millions of gallons of these mixtures
on a wide array of ecosystems. These chemicals are
often applied in environmentally sensitive areas of the
United States which may contain endangered, threat
ened, or economically significant plantand animal
species. Relatively little information is available on
the toxicity of these chemicals to aquatic and terres
trial life; less information is available concerning
impacts at the community and ecosystem level.

Theextensively used ammonium compounds -
essentially dry or liquid fertilizer formulations - have
long been considered to have minimal toxicological or
ecological impact. Several authors have reported on
the toxicity to fish of the active ammonium salts

found in most fire retardants (Pramanikand Sarkar
1987, Ram and Sathyanesan 1986, Sheehan and
Lewis 1987, Singh et. al. 1985). There have been very
limited studies concerning the toxicity of actual fire
retardant chemicals to aquatic animals (Johnson and
•Sanders 1977). Information onthe toxicity offire
fighting foams to aquatic organisms is limited to a few
reports from manufacturers of fire-fighting chemicals.

Based upon the paucity of reported studies on the
toxicity of fire retardant chemicals and formulations, it
is impossible to ascertain their impact on aquatic
organisms without additional research. Research in
these areas will provide valuable information to fire
managers and policy developers to insure that sound
decisions are made concerning the effects of fire-fight
ing chemical use nearaquatic habitats on private,
state, and federal lands. The purpose of this research
was to determine the acute toxicity of five commercially
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available and commonly used wildland fire retardant
and foam products on specific aquaticspecies.

Methods and Materials

The toxicity of five fire retardant chemicals and
foams were determined for two species of fish, two

aquaticinvertebrates, and one algae. The test organ
isms were rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus myklss), fat
head minnow(Pimephalespromelas), Daphnia magna
(daphnid), Hyalella azteca (amphipod), and the algae
(Selenastrum capricornutum).

The specific chemicals tested were determined
based on a critical review of the literature and Interac

tions with qualified personnel familiar with use of vari
ous chemical and foam retardants. Studies were con

ducted with three retardants: Rre-TYol GTS-R (powder;
lot number 84-FT-232), Fire-Trol LCG-R (liquid; lot
number91FT11), Phos-Chek D-75-F (powder; lot
number 2468762-A); and two foams: Phos-Chek
WD-881 (liquid; lot number 3616836A, batch number
18227) and Silv-Ex (liquid; lot number 75451, batch
number US6203).

Alltests were conducted under the existing qual
ity assurance program of National Fisheries
Contaminant Research Center (NFCR-Columbia,
Missouri, USA). Eyed-eggs and juvenile fish werehan
dled so as to minimize stress in accordance with the

NFCR-Columbia Animal Welfare Plan (Animal Welfare
Committee 1991). This research involved conducting
several 96-hour acute toxicity studies with fish, adult
Hyalella azteca, and algae(log-growth phase), and
48-hour studies with <24-hour-old Daphnia magna.

Acute toxicitytests with fish and Daphnia magna
were conducted according to established methods
(ASTM 1989). In each test, 10 organisms were
exposed to each of seven to eight toxicant concentra
tions plus a control treatment for a total of 80-90
organisms per test. For Hyalella azteca, individual ani*
mais were tested instead of groups of 10 animals per
test vessel. Each test apparatus was a 20 cm x 26 cm
plexiglass sheet with 20 holes for holding 30-mL
'shot-glass' vialscontaining 20 ml of test water. A
group of 10 vials, each containing one animal, was
used for each concentration of a test chemical tested.

Other conditions in Hyalella tests followed those of
ASTM (1989).

The exposures were conducted in test solutions
under static conditions in glass jars and continued for
48 or 96 hours duration. The test temperature was
maintained at 25°C for fathead minnow, 20'C for

Hyalella azteca, 20°C for Daphnia magna, and 12*C for
rainbow trout. The test water for the studies were

blended to simulate ASTM soft and hard water

(Table 1; ASTM 1989). Test water was prepared by
addition of salts to ultra-pure water prepared by
reverse osmosis and deionization. The test waters

were analyzed using standard methods (APHA et al.
1975) to insure that the water quality met the criteria
of the experimental design in terms of hardness, alka
linity, and concentrations of majorcations (calcium,
magnesium) and anions (chloride, sulfate) before it
was used in tests with fish and aquaticinvertebrates.
Observations on mortality were recorded daily. The
moving average-angle method (Peltier and Weber
1985) was used to calculate 48-hour EC50 or 96-hour
LC50 values.

"fable 1. Water quality characteristics of ASTMsoft and
hard waters (ASTM 1988)

Water type

Characteristic Soft Hard

pH 7.3-7.5 7.8-8.0

Hardness (mg/L as CaC03) 40-48 160-180

Alkalinity (mg/L as CaC03) 30-35 110-120

Acute toxicity tests with algaewere conducted
according to established methods (ASTM 1990). In
each test, 2x104 cells/mL were exposed to each of five
to six toxicant concentrations plus a control treatment.
The exposures were conducted in ASTM algal assay
medium test solutionsunder static conditions in glass
jars and continued for 96 hours duration. The test
temperaturewas maintainedat 24'C Observations on
cell counts,biomass dry weight, and chlorophyll a
were recorded at the end of the test. The moving aver
age-angle method (Peltier and Weber 1985) was used
to calculate 96-hour IC50 values for reduced cell

counts, biomass dry weight, and chlorophyll a.

Results and Discussion

Although several batches of ASTM
soft and hard waters were made

between March and August, 1993, all
were within acceptable limits (Table 1).
A description of fish life stages tested
is given in Tables 2 and 3.

Fish

In general, the egg life stage of both
species was the least sensitive to the five fire retar
dants tested and the swim-up stage was the most

All data are tentative and

may changewith further
evaluation and review. Thl

manuscript Is a modlflcatlo
of the 1993 annual progres
reportsubmitted to the U.<
Department of Interior Fin

Coordination Committee.
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Table 2. Life stages of rainbow trout tested with five fire retardant chemicals inASTM
softand hard waters. Sizes are mean (range in parentheses) of 10control fish

Life stage Water type Age1 Weight (g) Length (mm)

Egg Soft 3732 0.0898

(0.0896-0.0899)
0.095 ml4

d=5.66 mm

Hard 3732 0.0898

(0.0896-0.0899)3
0.095 ml4

d=5.66 mm

Embryo-larval Soft

Hard

5272
5272 -

Sac-fry Soft 5 0.101

(0.076-0.120)5
21

(19-22)5

Hard 5 0.101

(0.076-0.120)5
21

(19-22)5

Swim-up Soft 21 0.094

(0.069-0.114)5
25

(23-26)5

Hard 21 0.094

(0.069-0.114)5
25

(23-26)5

60 day Soft 65 0.622

(0.252-1.002)6
44

(34-52)6

Hard 58 0.415

(0.220-0.663)6
39

(33-45)6

90 day Soft 90 1.496

(0.798-2.296)7
57

(47-64)7

Hard 83 1.189

(0.813-1.735)7
53

(49-60)7

Fish source: Ennis NFH,

1 - Davs nnst median h

Ennis, MT. Strain:

atch dav to test in

McConaghy.
tiation; 2 = Dailytempe rature units (DTU) to test initiation 1 DTU = 1"F for 24 hours

3=Average of 2pools of 10 eggs each; 4- Volume displacement; d=diameter;5 N=20 (pool of hard and soft control
treatments); 6 N= 20; 7 N= 30.

Table 3. Life stages offathead minnow tested with five fire retardant chemicals inASTM
soft and hard waters.Sizes are mean (range in parentheses)of controlfish

Lifestage Water type Lot no. Age1 Weight (g) Length (mm)

Egg Soft

Hard

1

i

32
32

0.0093
0.0093

-

Swim-up Soft 2 I 0.0084 6

(5-6)5

Hard 3 1 0.0034 5

(4-5)5

30 day Soft 4 32-38 0.041

(0.023-0.076)5
18

(16-22)5

Hard 4 30-36 0.032

(0.011-0.050)5
16

(13-19)5

60 day Soft 4 53-59 0.118

(0.034-0.298)6
24

(17-32)6

Hard 4 53-59 0.118

(0.034-0.298)6
24

(17-32)6

Fish source: NFCRC, Columbia, MO.

1= Days post hatch day totest initiation; 2= Days post fertilization totest initiation;3 = Pooled weight of 10 eggs;
4= Pooled weight of10 fry; 5 N= 10; 6 N= 20 (pool ofhard and soft control treatments).
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sensitive (Tables 4 and 5). The 60- and 90-day-old
rainbow trout and 30- and 60-day-old fathead
minnow were only slightly less sensitive than their
respective swim-up life stage.

The five fire retardants were more toxic to several

life stages of rainbow trout, especially for Fire-Trol
GTS-R and Silv-Ex, and fathead minnow, especially
Fire-Trol GTS-R and Phos-Chek D-75-F, in hard water
than in soft water, which is unusual (Tables 4 and 5).
Typically, the toxicity of toxicants, especially inorgan
ics, is greater in softwater than in hard water (Rand
and Petrocelli 1985).

The rank order from most toxic to least toxic of

the chemicals tested for rainbow trout was: Phos-

Chek WD-881 > Silv-Ex > Phos-Chek D-75-F > Fire-Trol

GTS-R > Fire-Trol LCG-R. The rank order from most

toxic to least toxic of the chemicals tested for fathead

minnow was: Phos-Chek WD-881 > Silv-Ex > Fire-Trol

GTS-R > Phos-Chek D-75-F > Fire-Trol LCG-R. The two

foams were clearly much more toxic to both fish than
were the three non-foam chemicals.

Ammonia

Ammonia concentrations in the low, medium, and
high test concentrations of each fire-fighting chemical
were measured and used in regression analysis to
determine the total ammonia concentration as nitro

gen that would have been present at the 96-hour
LC50 concentration and are reported elsewhere
(Gaikowski 1994). The concentrations of ammonia
and unionized ammonia in tests with the swim-up life
stage of rainbow trout and fathead minnow are given
in Tables 6 and 7. The three non-foam chemicals (Fire
Trol LCG-R, Fire-Trol GTS-R, and Phos-Chek D-75-F) had
substantially more ammonia than the two foam
chemicals (Phos-Chek WD-881 and Silv-Ex). Fire-Trol
LCG-R had the highest total ammonia concentration
as nitrogen of the three non-foam chemicals.

Unionized ammonia concentrations were esti

mated by determining the NH3-N concentration from
regression equation coefficients and the 96-hour LC50
concentration. The percentage of unionized ammonia
was estimated by using the high and low measured
pH recorded at test initiation.

The unionized ammonia predicted at the 96-hour
LC50 for the three non-foam retardants for both fish

species was very close to those reported in toxicity
tests with NH3 alone. Thurston and Russo (1983)
reported a 96-hour LC50 of 0.23-0.47 mg NH3/L for
0.12-0.15 g rainbow trout, which is nearly identical to
our results with 0.09 g fry in soft water (0.32-0.50 mg

NH3/L) and in hard water (0.24-0.56 mg NH3/L).
Thurston and Russo (1983) also reported acute toxicity
IMH3 concentrations for other sizes of rainbow trout
that are similar to concentrations in the present study.
Thurston et al. (1983) reported a 96-hour LC50 for fat
head minnow of 1.1-1.5 mg NH3/L for0.09g fish and
0.75 mg/L for 0.13 g fish. These values are nearly
identical to our results with 0.12 g fish in soft water
(1.22-1.28 mg NH3/L) and in hard water (0.95-2.77 mg
NH3/L). Based on these results, it is most likely that
the toxicity of the non-foam lire-fighting chemicals is
due to unionized ammonia.

Toxicity of the fire-suppressant foams Phos-Chek
WD-881 and Silv-Ex may be due to the surfactantpor
tion of their formulation Various authors have
reported on the toxicity ul surfactants, with results
comparable to the 96-houi LC50s determined in this
study. Muller (1980) reported a 24-hour LC50 of
8.5 mg/L for a commercial, non-Ionic surfactant using
8-g rainbow trout as the test organism. Muller deter
mined that surfactant toxicity was related to the sur
face tension reduction caused by the surfactant. The
greater the reduction In surface tension, the greater
the toxicity of the surfac hint. In Muller's study, surface
tension was reduced to approximately 45-60 dynes/cm
at the 24-hour LT50 (I ISO Is (he concentration at
which 50% of the population survives exposure for
the specified time peilod) In comparison, the 0.6%
Silv-Ex field application mixture has a surface tension
of 22.92 dynes/cm (Ansul I'JOI), about half the sur
face tension reduction that caused mortality as
reported by Muller (lf)»0) Redudlon in surface ten
sion has also been shown to hrtve adverse effects on
gill epithelia, ranging troni epithelial swelling to com
plete destruction ol the ;;ill epithelia (Bock 1967, as
cited in Muller 1980). Dolman and Macek (1980)
determined the 96-Ikiih |i Mis im IIitee different

chain length linear alkvlben/ene sullonate (LAS) sin
factants with 2-3 month old lalhead minnow juveniles
tested in soft water (4(I my, l as <a( (),). The 96-houi
LC50s ranged from (i hi. in r t m|;/l, with increasing
chain length directly Iinh -i.iiif. iovl< ity Although the
exact surfactants used in rim-, i hr|< WIHIHI andSllv

Ex were not known, the ui. limn it SO ot the (.:,,-,
chain length LAS surlailani (I.' i ihk/1) was extremely
close to the 96-houi l< Mis deieimliird lu tills study
for Silv-Ex and Pho.s < lu-i- wn urn

The surfactants used in tin iin MippiesMinl
foams pose anothei tlue.ti in r»|Mrttn ui«flilli Hi
besides their acute toxli ii '>uttrtt trtttt hu i I

shown to alter the peime.ihllilv ot hltilouli nl IW HI
branes (Helenius and '.linuir l'i '"•) ltll%
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Table 4Acute toxicity (96-hour LC50; mg/L; 95% confidence interval in parentheses) of five fire retardantchemicals to rainbow trout exposed at 12" Cin ASTM soft and hard waters at fiveS2 teSSSEL
significant difference (p=0.05) between soft and hard water for atest formula on Lftter^i^^commondenote no significant difference (P=0.05, among life stages within atest formuSnanwterqlTty

Chemical

Fire-Trol LCG-R

Fire-Trol GTS-R

Phos-Chek D-75-F

Phos-Chek WD-881

Silv-Ex

Water type
Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Life stage

Egg Embryo-larval Swim-up 60 day
>10,000a

>10,000a

>3600a

>6000a

>3600b

26421b
(2117-3249)

718b
(589-918)

606b
(490-749)

2663b
(213-327)

2353b
(183-287)

134b

(10-17)
10b

(8-13)

15b"

(12-20)
11b*

(9-14)

910C

(722-1115)
872c

(685-1066)

3634c'
(280-470)

2072c-

(170-280)
2794b

(216-360)
2184b

(170-280)

134b
(10-17)

11b
(9-14)

20bc'

(16-25)
134b-

(10-17)

>1700a

>3600a

445a

22a

(18-27)

>78a

47a

(38-62)

1080cd
(880-1353)

1413d
(1105-1724)

390c"
(316-489)

234c"
(191-291

234b
(191-291)

2184b

(170-280)

15b
(12-19)
13"b

(10-17)
224c-

(17-28)
14b'

(11-18). • ' w ••'i iiu-i/j (11-18)

*no.e no Sign,tat ,«Bere„ce „M=.o9 ,m„„g*slages „,„„,„ ."tSSi'SK^

90 day
1413d*

(1105-1724)
10064c-

(780-1300)
3634c-

(280-470)
234C

(191-291)

2184b
(170-280)

2184b

(170-280)

20C

(16-25)
134b

(10-17)

224c-

(17-28)
15b*

(12-19)

Chemical

Fire-Trol LCG-R

Fire-Trol GTS-R

Phos-Chek D-75-F

Phos-Chek WD-881

Silv-Ex

Water type Egg1
Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Life stage

Swrim-up___^ 30 day
1080b

(880-1353)
519b

(389-654)

233b'
(184-301)

135b'
(105-165)

420b*
(320-532)

168b"
(136-207)

14b
(11-17)

14b

(11-17)

223b
(17-28)
20ab

(16-25)

16763c
(1300-2160)

1181C

(1255-1924)

494C-
(432-573)

193C
(153-235)

572bc-

(455-780)
237C-

(194-296)
223a-

(17-28)
133b-

(10-17)

20b
(16-25)

19b
(15-24)

SS~w£=^S~S~«

2317a'
(1802-2830)

6705a*
(5720-8281)

787a*
(529-1025)

3632a"
(280-470)

2250a'
(1736-2748)

1569a'
(1255-1924)

3224a

(10-47)
26a

(21-33)

32a

(25-39)
28a

(23-37)
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1797ac

(1466-2247)
16763c

(1300-2160)
6053ac-

(470-780)
320a"

(252-392)

612C

(444-770)
490d

(378-597)
223a-

(17-28)
133b-

(10-17)

223b

(17-28)
223ab
(17-28)
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Table 6.Summary ofammonia characteristics offive fire chemicals intests with rainbow trout at the swim-up life stage

Water LC50 Total ammonia pH Unionized ammonia
type mg/L NH3-N mg/L range mg/L

F-T GTS-R Soft 363 77 7.61-7.74 0.83-1.11

Hard 207 35 7.65-8.08 0.41-1.10

FT LCG-R Soft 910 120 7.00-7.20 0.32-0.50

Hard 872 93 6.98-7.36 0.24-0.56

P-C D-75-F Soft 279 57 6.43-7.42 0.04-0.40
Hard 218 49 6.39-7.80 0.03-0.80

P-C WD-881 Soft 13 0.04 - -

Hard II 0.03 - -

Silv-Ex Soft 20 0.20 - -

Hard 13 0.15 - -

Table 7. Summary of ammonia characteristics of five fire chemicals in
tests with fathead minnows at the swim-up lifestage

Water LC50 Total ammonia pH Unionized ammonia
type mg/L NH3-Nmg/L range mg/L

F-T GTS-R Soft 23 1 41 7.39-7.66 0.69-1.27

Hard 135 26 7.39-7.66 0.43-0.80

F-T LCG-R Soft 1080 105 6.95-7.15 0.64-1.02

Hard 519 53 6.94-7.29 0.33-0.74

P-C D-75-F Soft 420 71 6.48-7.33 0.15-1.04

Hard 168 29 6.72-7.72 0.10-1.02

P-C WD-881 Soft !•! 0.04 - -

Hard 14 0.03 - -

Silv-Ex Soft n 0.23 - -

Hard 20 0.18 - -

permeability may be detrimental in situations in which
multiple stressors are being placed upon an aquatic
organism. LAS surfactants increased the uptake of
cadmium across the perfused rainbow trout gill above
that of gills exposed to cadmium without LAS (Part et
al. 1985).

LAS can modify the toxicity of various substances,
as well as change their uptake. Solon and Nair (1970)
reported an increase in the toxicity of various phos-
phorothionate pesticides, such as parathion, by as
much as 49% when fathead minnows were exposed
to the pesticide in the presence of a sublethal (1 mg/L)
LAS concentration. Thus, in aquatic ecosystems which
are degraded by certain inorganic or organic pollu
tants, fire-suppressant foam toxicity may be altered, or
may alter the uptake and toxicity of the additional
pollutants.

Aquatic Invertebrates

Daphnia magna

The toxicity of the two foam chemicals to Daphnia
was 10-200 times greater than that of the three

non-foams (Table 8). This difference in toxicity of the
five chemicals was similar to that observed in fish

tests. There was no consistent effectof water quality
on the toxicity of the five fire retardant chemicals: no
difference for Fire-Trol LCG-R, Fire-Trol GTS-R, or Silv-Ex;
the toxicity of Phos-Chek D-75-F was increased in soft
water; the toxicity of Phos-Chek WD-881 was
decreased in soft water (Table 8). From most toxic to
least toxic the rank order of the five chemicals was:

Silv-Ex = Phos-Chek WD-881 > Phos-Chek D-75-F >

Fire-Trol GTS-R > Fire-Trol LCG-R. This rank order was

similar to that for fish.

Hyalella azteca

The toxicity of the two foam chemicals to Hyalella was
5-50 times greater than that of the three non-foams
(Table 9). Although this pattern was similar to that
observed with Daphnia and fish, the magnitude of dif
ference was not as great, especially for soft water
tests. All five fire retardant chemicals were consis

tently more toxic in soft water than in hard water
(Table 9). For the three non-foam chemicals the
increase in toxicity in soft water was substantial. The
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Table 8. Acute toxicity (48-hour EC50; mg/L; 95%
confidence interval in parentheses)of five fire retardant
chemicals to neonate Daphnia magna exposed in ASTM

soft and hard waters. Asterisks denote significant
difference (p=0.05) between softand hardwater for a test
formulation. Lettersin common (a-e for comparisons in
soft water;w-z for comparisons in hard water)denote no
significant difference (p=0.05) amongtest formulations

Table 9. Acute toxicity (96-hour LC50; mg/L; 95%
confidence interval in parentheses) of five fire retardant
chemicals to adult Hyalella azteca exposed in ASTM soft
and hard waters. Asterisks denote significant difference

(p=0.05) between soft and hard water or a test
formulation. Letters in common (a-d for comparisons in

soft water; w-y for comparisons in hard water) denote no
significant difference p=0.05) among test formulations

Chemical Water type 48 hour Chemical Water type LC50 (mg/L)

Fire-Trol LCG-R Soft 848b
(662-1036)

Fire-Trol LCG-R Soft 73b*
(42-115)

Hard 813*

(627-992)
Hard 535*'

(424-654)

Fire-Trol GTS-R Soft 257a

(211-327)
Fire-Trol GTS-R Soft 127a*

(92-172)
Hard 339w

(270-418)
Hard 363w*

(292-450)

Phos-Chek D-75-F Soft 140c*
(113-177)

Phos-Chek D-75-F Soft 53b*
(49-65)

Hard 280w"
(224-386)

Hard 394wx-

(310-519)

Phos-Chek WD-881 Soft lid-

(9-14)
Phos-Chek WD-881 Soft 10c*

(6-17)
Hard 4V*

(3-5)
Hard 22V

(17-28)

Silv-Ex Soft 7e

(6-9)
Silv-Ex Soft 24d

(20-30)
Hard 7Z

(5-8)
Hard 27V

(22-35)

rank order from most toxic to least toxic in soft water

was: Phos-Chek WD-881 > Silv-Ex > Phos-Chek D-75-F

= Fire-Trol LCG-R= Fire-Trol GTS-R. In hard water the

rank order was: Phos-Chek WD-881 = Silv-Ex > Fire

Trol GTS-R = Phos-Chek D-75-F = Fire-Trol LCG-R.

Ammonia

The concentration of total ammonia in tests with

aquatic invertebrates were measured in the low,
medium, and high test chemical concentrations and
used in regression analysis to determinethe total
ammonia concentration as nitrogen that would have
been present at the 96-hour LC50 concentration
(Tables 10 and 11). The three non-foam chemicals
(Fire-Trol LCG-R, Fire-Trol GTS-R, and Phos-Chek D-75-F)
had substantiallymore ammonia than the two foam
chemicals (Phos-Chek WD-881 and Silv-Ex).

Unionized ammonia concentrations were esti

mated by determiningthe NH3-N concentration from
regression equation coefficients and the 96-hour LC50
concentration. The percentageof unionized ammonia
was estimated by using the high and low measured
pH recorded at test initiation.

The unionized ammonia predicted at the 96-hour
LC50 for the three non-foam retardants for both

aquatic invertebrates was close to those reported in
toxicity tests with NH3 alone. Studies conducted by
Williams et al. (1986) reported 96-hour LC50s ranging
from 0.71 to 2.95 mg NH3/Lfor 11 aquatic inverte
brates. USEPA (1985) reported 48-hour LC50S for
daphnids of 2.4-2.8 mg NH3/L in hard water and 0.53-
0.90 mg NH3/L in soft water. These values are close
to our results with daphnids in soft water (0.56-2.7 mg
NH3/L for two Fire-Trol compounds) and in hard water
(0.57-4.86 mg NH3/L for two Fire-Trol compounds). In
our tests with Phos-Chek D-75-F, the amounts of
unionized ammonia were lower but still relatively
close to toxicconcentrations (0.15-0.32 mg NH3/L in
soft water; 0.48-0.89 mg NH3/L in hard water).
Williams et al. (1986) reported a 96-hour LC50 of
2.05 mg NH3/L to Gammaruspulex (related to Hyalella
azteca used in our tests) in hard water, which is sub
stantially higher than unionized ammonia concentra
tions in tests with the three non-foam retardants,

except Fire-Trol GTS-R tested in hard water. The toxic
ityof these compounds to Hyalella was probably due
to other constituents in the retardant formulations.
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Table10. Summary of the ammonia characteristicsof five fire retardant chemicals used in tests with neonate
Daphnia magna exposedin ASTM softand hardwaters. Aregression equation(In parenthesis) wasfitted
foreach chemical tested using the totalammonia as nitrogen (NH3-N) concentrations determined at test

initiation (N=4). Each regression model was used to predict NH3-N (mg/L) at the48-hour EC50

Chemical
Water

type Regression equation
EC50

(mg/L)

Total ammonia1
(NH,-N,mg/L)

EC50
pH2

range

Un-ionized3
ammonia

(mg/L)
Fire-Trol GTS-R Soft

Hard

NH3-N=-0.736 + 0.205 x EC50
Adj R2 = 0.9996

NH3-N=-0.249 + 0.240 x EC50
Adj R2 = 0.9999

257

339

51.95

81.11

7.55-768

7.74-8.03

0.73-2.70

1.96-4.86

Fire-Trol LCG-R Soft

Hard

NH3-N=-1.541 + 0.109 XEC50
Adj R2 = 0.9996

NH3-N=-2.822 + 0.119 x EC50
Adj R2 = 0.9993

848

813

90.H9

94.74

710-7.17

7.05-7.15

0.56-2.37

0.57-2.15

Phos-Chek D-75-F Soft

Hard

NH3-N=-0.244 + 0.175XEC50
Adj R2 = 0.9998

NH3-N=2.032 + 0.179 x EC50
Adj R2 = 0.9998

140

280

24.26

',:> r.

6.91-7.27

7.10-775

0.15-0.32

0.48-0.89

Phos-Chek WD-881 Soft

Hard

NH3-N=0.0799 + 0.000234 x EC50
Adj R2- -0.4525

NH3-N=0.0509 + -0,000207 x EC50
Adj R2 •-- 0.97112

11

4

0.0II

0.0',

7.90-790

H.28-8.29

0.00

0.00

Silv-Ex Soft

Hard

NH3-N=0.0705 + 0.00748 XEC50
Adj R2 = 0.9995

NH3-N=0.0521 + 0,00768 x EC50
Adj R2 - 0.9994

7

7

111'

(III

797-7.97

II 29-11.29

0.00-0.01

0.01-0.02

i w.iil.ihlc in regression model; EC50 = 48-houi 11 Ml (iiii; n ,, . i ,,. imlependenl variable In
regression model; adjusted R2 = l-(1-R2)(n-1/df error); 2pH rang!' lowest and highest pH measurements for imcIi Ii».i al \n allon; 3|jn-ionized ammonia •
total ammonia adjusted for temperatureand pH.

Table 11. Summary oftheammonia characteristics offive fire retardant chcmlcaK mrd in u-sts with adult
Hyalella azteca exposed in ASTM soft and hard waters. Aregression equation (In pmrnfhPtK) was fitted for

each chemical tested using thetotal ammonia asnitrogen (NH3-N) concentration* tleli'i mined at test
initiation (N=4). Each regression model was used to predict NH3-N (mg/l) .ii ihi« •». Imtii I(50

Chemical
Water
type

Soft

Hard

Regressionequation
EC50

(mg/L)

Total ammonia'
(NH,-N,mn/I)

K',0 i.in|;r

Id .",11

7,73400

Un-lonliotfi
nmmonlfl

(mg/L)
Fire-Trol GTS-R NH3-N=-0.38fi l 0 197x1X50

Adj R2 --- 1.0000
NH3-N=-1.834 +0.215 XLC50

Adj R2 --; 0.9999

127

363

74,1,1 0110 u

on 10

Fire-Trol LCG-R Soft

Hard

NH3-N=-0.366 +0.107 x LC50
Adj R2 = 0.9999

NH3-N=-1.29I -t 0 1(111 x l( 'if)
Adj R2 - 0.9996

73

535

M-l

M,4'i i,<i<i /ot

(IIIMHil,

Phos-Cfiek D-75-F Soft

Hard

NH3-N=-0.382 + 0.197 x LC50
AdjR2= I.OO00

NH3-N=5.257 + 0.192 X1.(50
Adj R2 OO'l/l

53

394

Kllll,

1 " U Ml

Iifiu

Phos-Chek WD-881 Soft

Hard

NH3-N=0.0597-i 0,000151 x I.C50
Adj R2 () ."I'll

NH3-N=0.0418 + -0.0O0I4I x I.C50
Adj R2 - -0..MI/.!

10

22

(I.I,, /44 '

ii M h

Silv-Ex Soft

Hard

NH3-N=0.0230 i 0(10/114 x I.C50
Adj R2 0.999',

NH3-N=0.0270 + 0,00719 x LC50
Adj R2 • 1.0000

24

27

II .'1

0,11

tit

1NH3-N =total ammonia as nitrogen (mg/L) used asdependent vailnhlr in irgicsslon model; EC50 = 96-hoiu I( ',(1....
regression model; adjusted R2 =1-(l-R2)(n-l/df error); 2pH range - InwiM and highest pH measurements for en li I,"a al i,»(
total ammonia adjusted fortemperature and pH,
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Algae

The 96-hour IC50s for algae ranged from 10 mg/L for
Fire-Trol LCG-R to 79 mg/L for Phos-Chek D-75-F
(Table 12). Fire-Trol compoundswere substantially
more toxic to algae than aquatic invertebrates. The
difference in toxicity ranged from 7 times more toxic
to algae than Hyalella to 80 times more toxic to algae
than Daphnia.

Critical nutrients for algal productivity are phos
phorus and nitrogen (Shiroyama et al. 1975). The opti
mum ratio of nitrogen to phosphorus is about 11:1 to
support optimal algal growth. Fire retardant chemicals
contain nitrogen and phosphorus in the form of
ammonium and diammonium compounds. These
chemicals are not considered to be a threat to the

environment because their constituents contain fertil

izer elements. Without proper nutrient balance, these
chemicals can stress aquatic plant species such as
algae by limiting their growth and maturity, forcing
them to become nitrogen or phosphorus limited.
Inadequate nitrogen or phosphorus accounts for the
majorityof nutrient limitations experienced by algae.
Additionof both nitrogen and phosphorus will sup
port growth relative to the phosphorus content in
water. Based on the ammonia analysis conducted on
algal test concentrations at 0 and 96 hours (Table 13),
algae could have been nutrient limited, either by
phosphorus or other essential nutrients such as
carbon when there was still nitrogen available.
Carbon limitation is indicated by increased pH values
(Fitzgerald 1975). Because pH values of lower test
concentrations were frequently above pH 8.0, carbon
limitation could be a strong possibility.

An alternative explanation might be that there
were some toxinspresent in the compounds to

Table 12. Acute toxicity (95-hour 1C50; mg/L; 95%
confidence interval in parentheses) of five fire

retardant chemicals to Selenastrum capricornutum
exposed in ASTM algal assaymedium. Values with
different lettersaresignificantly different (p=0.05)

Chemical IC50

Fire-Trol GTS-R 18a

(17-20)

Fire-Trol LCG-R 10b
(10-11)

Phos-Chek D-75-F 79c

(72-87)

Phos-Chek WD-881 24d

(22-27)

Silv-Ex 15a

(12-18)

adversely affect algae (Miller et al. 1978). Because
phosphorus concentrations were not measured, inhibi
tion due to nutrient limitation can not be determined.

Because ASTM algal assay medium is phosphorus
limited, stimulation in response to the addition of
ammonium and phosphorus compounds would be
expected. Some stimulation was evident in four of
five test chemicals. Phos-Chek WD-881 produced a
stimulation in lower chemical concentrations even

though the chemical did not contain ammonium or
phosphorus, based on available information.
Stimulation suggests the presence of additional phos
phorus or a response to C02 evolving from biodegra-
dation of the chemical. Addition of phosphorus will
increase algal biomass when in the presence of excess
nitrogen (Miller et al. 1978), whereas addition of C02
did not change algal productivityor decrease pH sub
stantially in other tests (Fitzgerald 1975).

The greatest stimulations occurred in long-term
retardant chemicals. Fire-Trol GTS-R stimulated twice

as much growth in the two lowest concentrations as
Fire-Trol LCG-R in similar concentrations, whereas the
lowest Phos-Chek D-75-F treatment produced the
greatest stimulation of all five test chemicals. The
ammonium and phosphorus constituents are essen
tially identical in Phos-Chek D-75-F and Fire-Trol GTS-R,
therefore a smaller stimulation in Fire-Trol GTS-R could

be due in part to toxicants present in the test chemical
as well as a lesser concentration of these constituents

in the chemicals.

Comparison to Published/Manufacturer Data

There is very limited information on the toxicity of the
five fire fighting compounds tested except for studies
conducted by the manufacturers or their contract test
ing facilities (Table 14). Most of the results of these
tests are within a factor of four of our values, which is

within the typical range of interlaboratory variation
for acute toxicity data (Schimmel 1981). However, our
acute toxicity data tended to be lower than those
reported by the manufacturers or their contract labo
ratories, and one of our results was greater than 4-fold
different. Our test with Phos-Chek D-75-F tested in

soft water with 0.6-g rainbow trout resulted in a 96-
hour LC50 of 234 mg/L, which was greater than 4
times lower than the manufacturer's value of

>1000 mg/L.

Relation to Environmental Conditions

Foam chemicals are applied at about 1% foam, which
is equivalent to 1 g/100 ml. This field application rate
can be related to our toxicity values by converting
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Table 13. Summary oftheammonia characteristics of five fire retardant chemicals used
in tests with Selenastrum capricornutum exposed in ASTM algal assay medium

Chemical
Concentration

(mg/L)
IC50

(mg/L)
Total ammonia (mg/L)
0-hour 96-hour

Un-ionized ammonia1 (mg/L)
0-hour 96-hour

Fire-Trol GTS-R 3.6 18 0.74 0.01 0.00 0.00
17 3.39 0.12 0.01 0.00
47 9.57 7.83 0.03 0.02

Fire-Trol LCG-R 3.6 10 0.39 0.01 0.00 0.00
17 1.79 1.31 0.00 0.00
47 5.08 4.70 0.01 0.01

Phos-Chek D-75-F 10 79 1.72 0.11 0.00 0.02
47 7.96 3.95 0.01 0.00

130 21.83 20.14 0.02 0.03
Phos-Chek WD-881 2.16 24 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00

10 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00
28 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00

Silv-Ex 3.6 15 0.06 0.01 0,00 0.00
17 0.13 0.01 0.00 0.00
47 0.34 0.01 0,00 0.00

1On-ionized ammonia =total ammonia adjusted for temperature and pH.

Table 14. Acute toxicity (96-hour for fish and algae•48-hour for Daphnia magna) reported bv manufacture nr
their contract laboratories. Acute toxicity values from this study (YFRS, SD 1993) are included for comparison

Species Weight (g) Waterquality LC50 mg/L Source
P-C WD-861

P-C WD-881
RBT

RBT

0.83

0.57

Soft

Soft

18

22

ABC Labs 1986c

ABC Labs 1988
0.1 (fry) Soft 13 YFRS, SD 1993

0.09 (swim-up) Soft 13 YFRS, SD 1993

P-C WD-861

P-C WD-881

P-C WD-861

P-C WD-881

P-C D-75-R

P-C D-75-F

Daphnia
Daphnia
S. capric.
S.capric.

RBT

RBT

0.6 (60 DPH)
<24 hour

<24 hour

- (dry wt)
- (Chi. a)

0.44

0.6 (60 DPH)

Soft

Hard

Hard

Soft

Soft

15

7.8

4

7.6

24

>1000

234

YFRS, SD 1993

ABC Labs 1986d

YFRS, SD 1993
Monsanto 1987

YFRS, SD 1993
ABC Labs 1986b
YFRS, SD 1993

P-C D-75-R

P-C D-75-F
FHM

FHM

1.5 (90 DPH)
0.15

0.1 (60 DPH)

Soft

Soft

Soft

218

>1000

612

YFRS, SD 1993

ABC Labs 1986a

YFRS, SD 1993
Daphnia <24 hour Hard >1000 ABC Labs 1986a

F-T LCG-R

F-T GTS-R

Daphnia
RBT

RBT

RBT

<24 hour

?

?

Hard

?

280

790

YFRS, SD 1993

Chemonics (MSDS) 1992b
ji 1000 Chemonics (MSDS) 1992a

0.5 g V. soft 899 C. Chang10/92 ChemonJ
0.09 (swim-up) Soft 363 YFRS, SD 1993
0.09 (swim-up) Hard 207 YFRS, SD 1993
0.6 (60 DPH) Soft 390 YFRS, SD 1993
0.4 (60 DPH) Hard 234 YFRS, SD 1993
1.5 (90 DPH) Soft 363 YFRS, SD 1993

Silv-Ex RBT

1.2 (90 DPH)
0.37

Hard

Soft

234

25
YFRS, SD 1993

Sprlngborn Bionomics 1986
RBT 0.1 (sac-fry) Soft 11 YFRS, SD 1993

0.09 (swim-up) Soft 13 YFRS, SD 1993
0.6 (60 DPH) Soft 14 YFRS, SD 1993
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96-hour LC50 values to (he same units. For example
the 96-hour LC50 of Silv-Ex to swim-up rainbow trout
is 20 mg/L, which is equivalent to 0.002 g/100 ml
Thus, the 96-hour LC50 value is equivalent to a 0.002%
foam solution. This acute toxicity value is 500 times
less than the 1%foam field application rate. Con
sequently, if a 1% foam solution came in contact with
an aquatic environment it would have to be diluted
500 fold to reach the 96-hour LC50 concentration - a
concentration which would cause a substantial
amount ofmortality in an aquatic environment.

Asafety factor may be applied to toxicity data to
estimate asafe concentration for aquatic organisms
Asafety factor for acute toxicity data is usually 100
Applying asafety factor of 100 to the above toxicity
information would require a50,000 dilution (100 x500)
of the 1%foam field application solution to approach
a safe concentration. Similar approaches could be
used with toxicity values for other fire-fighting
chemicals.

Summary

Overall, the toxicity of the five fire retardant chemicals
to these four species is remarkably similar. The two
foams, Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881, have very simi
lar toxicity and are substantially more toxic than the
three non-foams. Of the non-foams, Fire-Trol GTS-R
and Phos-Chek D-75-F have similar toxicity, which was
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substantially higher than Fire-Trol LCG-R except for the
amphipod Hyalella azteca.

Water quality did not seem to modify the toxicity
of the five fire retardant chemicals in a consistent
manner, except for Hyalella which were consistently
more sensitive in soft water.

For the three non-foam chemicals, Hyalella was
the most sensitive species in soft water, whereas fat
head minnow was the most sensitive species in hard
water (Table 15). For the two foam chemicals, Daphnia
in three tests and Hyalella in one soft water test were
the most sensitive species.

In 8out of 10 tests Daphnia were more sensitive
than the swim-up life stage of rainbow trout The
greatest difference in sensitivity associated with water
quality was shown by Hyalella. In 4out of 5soft water
teste Hyalella was the most sensitive species, but in 4out
of 5hard water tests it was the least sensitive species
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Rank order

Hyalella Daphnia Trout jyiinnnjy
MltmouLJdyaMla. Da£hnia_Jrout

"*-Hyalella Minnow Daphnia Trout
Minnow TimLDa^jTiTia Hyalella

Chemical

Fire-Trol LCG-R

Fire-Trol GTS-R

Phos-Chek D-75-F

Phos-Chek WD-881

Silv-Ex

Water type

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Soft

Hard

Hyalella Daphnia Trout Minnnw
MinnPULJiQut Daphnia Hyalella

Hyalella Daphnia Trout Minnrm,
Daphnia Trout Minnnw Hyalella

Daphnia TtmLJMnnQw_jiya\e\\a
DaPhnia Trout Minnnw Hyalella
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Effects of fire suppressant foams on a prairie wetland
ecosystem - A study of a North Dakota prairie wetland community

Barry C. Poulton andSusan E. Finger
Midwest Science Center, 4200 New Haven Road, Columbia, MO 65201

Abstract

During spring 1993, twofield exposures were conducted todetermine the effects offire suppressantfoams (Silv-Ex and
Phos-Chek WD-881) on aquatic life Exposure #1 wasperformed in Fish Lake at theWoodworth Field Station,

Stutsman County, North Dakota. Exposure #2 was performed in anexperimental pond at the National Fisheries
Contaminant Research Center in Columbia, Missouri. Twenty-four limnocorrals were designed toenclose approximately
2500 Lof water so that chemical dosage could beapplied without leakage. Within each llmnocorral, fathead minnows
and water boatmen (Cenocorixa) were placed inseparate environmental chambers toassess effects onsingle species.
Community effects were evaluated byexamining aquatic macroinvertebrates that had colonized artificial substrates trays in
each limnocorral.

Similar toobservations in the laboratory, field studies showed that Silv-Ex was more toxic toaquatic organisms than
was Phos-Chek WD-881. Although, inthesefield studies, noappreciable mortality occurred in fathead minnows exposed
to the lowest observed effect concentration (calculatedfrom laboratory data), complete mortality did occur at
concentrations approximating the LC50. Analysis of information onmacro-invertebrate community responses tothese
chemicals isinprogress.

Resume

Le printemps 1993, ona mene deux essais d'exposition sur leterrain pour evaluer les effets des mousses carboniques
(Silv-Ex et Phos-Chek WD-881) surla vieaquatique. Le premier essai s'est derouie au lacFish, d la Woodworth Field

Station, dans lecomte deStrutsman, dansleDakota-Nord. Le deuxieme essai a eteeffectue dans unbassin experimental,
au National Fisheries Contaminant Research Center, d Columbia, dans le Missouri. On a dispose vingt-quatre enceintes
limnologiques concues pour contenir environ 2500 litres d'eau, ce qui permettait d'utiliser ledosage prevu deproduits
chimiques sans risque defuite. Al'interieur dechaque enceinte, onaplace destetes-de-boule etdes corises (Cenocorixa)
dans deschambres climatiques distinctes afin d'evaluer leseffets duproduit surchaque espece. On a determine leseffets sur
les populations enetudiant les macro-invertebres qui ont colonise les substrats artiftciels places dans chaque enceinte
limnologique.

AI'instar des observations en laboratoire, les etudes sur le terrain indiquaient que leproduit Silv-Ex etait plus toxique
pour les organismes aquatiques que leproduit Phos-Chek WD-881. Bien que dans lecadre decesetudes sur place, on n'ait
pasenregistre un taux important demortalite chez les tetes-de-boule exposees d laconcentration minimale a laquelle des
effets sontobserves (concentration calcuiee selon lesdonnees delaboratoire), tous lesspecimens exposes a des
concentrations proches delaDL50 sontmorts. On analyse actuellement les donnees recueillies sur lareponse des
populations demacro-invertebres a cesproduits chimiques.

Introduction

Fire retardants and suppressants are widely used in
the United States to extinguish wildfires occurring in

a wide variety of habitats. These chemicals are often
used in locations where aquatic habitats contain sen
sitive biologicalcommunities or threatened and
endangered species. Little information is available on
the effects of these chemicals on aquatic species. To
minimize the probability of producing significant
effects on aquatic species, resource managers need to

know the environmental risk associated with chemical

application. During 1992, toxicity of two fire suppres
sant foams and three retardants were determined in

laboratory exposures. Results from this research sug
gest that foam suppressants are more toxic than liquid
retardants to aquatic organisms under laboratory
conditions.

In May 1993, field studies were initiated to evalu
ate the response of the aquatic community associated
with prairiewetland habitat to the foam suppressants,
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Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881. In addition, laboratory
and field results were compared, this being an essen
tial link in formulating management options. The pur
poseof this phase of the study was not only to pro
vide information on aquatic community responses to
fire-fighting chemicals in a wetland environment, but
also to develop field assessment methods that could
be used to determine the effects of these chemicals in
a more complex ecological system such as the Great
Basin area of Nevada, a study planned and imple
mented during the summer of 1994. An additional
exposure to evaluate the effectiveness of sampling
methods and to betterdefine the sensitivity of fish to
Silv-Ex was conducted in experimental ponds at the
Midwest Science Center. Specific objectives for these
studies were:

1)To determine the response ofthe aquatic inverte
brate community to two foaming agents, Silv-Ex
and Phos-Chek WD-881, in a wetland environment

2)To evaluate the survival offish and invertebrates
after exposure to Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881,
two foam suppressants.

Description of Study Site

The 1993 study was conducted at the Woodworth
Station, a research facility of the Northern Prairie

Science Center, Jamestown, North Dakota. The
Station is located in Township 142N, Range 68W, on
the Missouri Couteau physiographic region of central
North Dakota. The region is characterized by thick
deposits of glacial till with knob-and-kettle topogra
phy. The Station was established in 1963 as a field
laboratory for the study of effects of land-use practices
on wildlife. Records of land-use practices throughout
the Station have been maintained since its establish

ment. Prior to 1960, the study area was sporadically
grazed and hayed. The 65-ha field containing the
study sitehas neverbeen plowed. Biologists burned
the field in 1969,1970,1971,1972,1976,1979,1981,
and 1990; it has not been grazed since 1974.
Currently, vegetation in the study area is dominated
by Poa pratensis, an exotic cool-season grass. Other
grass species found during previous studieson the site
include Stipa viridula, S. comata, Agropyron repens,
Muhlenbergia cuspidata, and Bromus inermis. Rosa
arkansana, Elaeagnus commutata, and Symphoricarpos
occidentalis are common woody plants.

This aquatic study was conducted in Fish Lake, a
permanent wetland located on the Woodworth
Station. In the recorded history of Woodworth

Station, including the drought of the 1930s, Fish Lake
has neverdried completely.

Methods

Two field exposures were performed in 1993 to
examine the effects of two fire suppressant foams,

Phos-Chek WD-881 and Silv-Ex, on aquatic life. These
tests were conducted as 96-h limnocorral exposures in
both North Dakota and Missouri during summer 1993.
The first field exposure was performed June 5-9 in
Fish Lake, a permanent wetland, at the Northern Prairie
Science Center's Woodworth Field Station near Jamestown,
North Dakota. The second field exposure was per
formed August 2-6 in an experimental pond (0.4 ha)
at the MidwestScience Center in Columbia, Missouri.

Limnocorral Exposures

Portable limnocorrals were used for both field expo
sures. Octagonal limnocorrals were designed to
enclose approximately 2500 Lof water so that chemi
cal dosage could be accomplished without leakage
into the surrounding open water area. They were
constructed from 1.5" schedule 40 polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) pipe and fittings with a bottom edging ofpoly
ethylene to create a seal during placement into soft
sediments. The limnocorrals were 2.5 m wide x 1.0 m
high, and were encircled with 10-mil clear polyethyl
eneplastic. The limnocorrals were built with a 4-way
PVC center cross to strengthen the frame and divide
the limnocorral into 4 quadrants. A5-cm hole was
drilled in the center to aid in positioning each limno
corral onto 1" galvanized conduit pipe. Limnocorrals
were consecutively numbered.

For the North Dakota field exposure, 24 locations
with depths ranging from 55-60 cm were identified by
placing 1" galvanized conduit pipe at each location
along a single transect in Fish Lake. This pipe was
used for anchoringand positioning the limnocorrals
and-for attachment of the artificial substrates. The 24
limnocorrals in this field exposure (8 Silv-Ex, 8 Phos-
Chek WD-881, 8 control) were positioned to enclose
previously colonized artificial substrates 24 hours
before chemical addition.

For preparation of the field exposure at the
Midwest Science Center, conduit pipewas placed at 9
locations in a 3 x 3 block at 30-55 cm depths in the
experimental pond. Nine limnocorrals (3 Silv-Ex at
6 mg/L, 3 Silv-Ex at 24 mg/L, 3 control) were
anchored and positioned in the same manner as in
the Fish Lake exposure, 24 hours before chemical
addition.
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Chemicals and Dosage

Based on laboratory tests conducted by the Yankton
Field Research Station (Hamilton, 1993 Progress
Report) usingfire retardant liquids and suppressant
foams, we determined that the foams Silv-Ex and
Phos-ChekWD-881 were more toxic to aquatic organ
isms than the liquid retardants tested. For use In field
exposures, concentrations representing the lowest
observable effect level (LOEL) for these chemicals were
calculated based on this laboratory test data for
Daphnia magna. The LOEL was calculated as 6 mg/L
for Silv-Ex, and 4.7 mg/L for Phos-Chek WD-881.
These concentrations were used during the Fish Lake
exposure.

To further delineate the effects of foams on

aquatic communities, we conducted the second field
exposure at the MidwestScience Center. Two expo
sure concentrations of Silv-Ex were used during this
field exposure, one representing the LOEL (6 mg/L)
and one representing 4 times the LOEL (24 mg/L). The
highest concentration also approximated the labora
tory-derived LC50 (concentration expected to induce
50% mortality in a population) for daphnids.

Chemicals were pre-weighed in the laboratory
using a Mettler PE360top-loading balance. Chemical
doses were added as a liquid to a 23 Lpolyethylene
container of lake water, then mixed and poured
slowly into each limnocorral to avoid agitation.
Chemical dosage was added to numbered limnocor
rals in a randomized fashion in both field exposures.

Water Chemistry

Continuous Water Quality Monitoring - The variables of
pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity, and water temper
ature were measured at hourly intervals throughout
the study period with DataSonde II units (Hydrolab
Inc., Austin, Texas), self-contained submersible data
loggers. One unit was placed outside the limnocorrals
in Fish Lake, and 6 units were deployed within ran
domly selected limnocorrals (2 Silv-Ex, 2 Phos-Chek
WD-881, 2 control). Hydrolab units were suspended
in the limnocorrals at mid-depth using stainless steel
cable clamps. Duringthe second field exposure at the
Midwest Science Center, units were deployed in the
same manner in each of the three treatments and in

open water areas.

Dissolved Oxygen - A YSI dissolved oxygen meter
was also used to measure dissolved oxygen between
0700-0900 daily in each limnocorral and in the open
water (and the MSC experimental pond) throughout
the test period during both field exposures.

Nutrients - One liter water samples were also col
lected from each limnocorral and the open water
areas between 0700-0900 daily during both field
exposures. Ammonia (APHA 1985) and orthophos-
phorus were measured daily throughout the test
period. EPA method 365.1 (Colorimatic Automated
Ascorbic Acid Method) was used for orthophosphorus
determination. Nitrate and nitrite were measured
once beforeand once after each 96-h exposure
(APHA 1985).

Other Parameters - The pH was also measured
daily from 1-L water samples. Chlorides, sulfates, alka
linity, and hardness were measured once before and
once after each 96-h field exposure (APHA 1985).
Depth-integrated chlorophyll a sampleswere collected
daily throughout both field exposures with a 45.7 cm
acrylic tube placed vertically in each limnocorral and
plugged on the top with a rubberstopper. Thefluori-
metric technique with acetone extraction (APHA 1985)
was used for chlorophyll a determination in both
exposures. Filters used in this procedure were frozen
for further laboratory analysis at the Midwest Science
Center.

Single Species In-Situ Exposures

Cenocorixa - Thewater boatman Cenocorixa sp.
(Hemiptera: Corixidae) was collected from Fish Lake in
sufficient numbers for use in the first in-situ field expo
sure. Winged adults were collected on June 5 prior to
chemical addition. Exposure chambers were con
structed of 15-L polyethylene containers. For each
chamber, 10 x 20 cm windows were cut and fit with
1-mm mesh polypropylene netting. One chamber
with 10 Cenocorixa sp. was placed in each of the 24
limnocorrals 1 h after chemical addition. Chambers
were suspended from each limnocorral frame.
Number of organisms remaining alivewas recorded
daily throughout the 96-h exposure, with the excep
tion of June 7; inclement weather with extremely high

-winds made access to the exposure chambers impos
sible on this day.

Fathead Minnows - An in-situ field exposure with
48-h old fathead minnows (Pimephalespromelas) was
also conducted In an experimental pond at the
Midwest Science Center to better define the distribu
tion of mortalityfor Silv-Ex exposure. Logistical con
straints had prohibited use of these organisms In the
North Dakota study. Environmental exposure cham
bers to contain the larval fathead minnows were

constructed of 16 x 18 cm cylindrical polyethylene
containers fit with stainless steel 0.5-mm mesh screen

ing. The chambers were covered and placed on
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square polystyrene floats so that the screened portion
of each chamber was below the water. Three cham

berswere placed in each ofthe 9 limnocorrals, and 3
additional chambers were placed outside the limno
corrals in the test pond. Twenty fathead minnow
larvae wereplaced ineach chamber and acclimated
to pond water temperature for 2 hours. Chambers
were placed inside each limnocorral 1 h after chemical
addition. Number remaining alive was recorded daily
throughout the 96-h exposure.

Community Effects

Aquatic Macroinvertebrates - The response of the
macroinvertebrate community was evaluated in both
the North Dakota and the Midwest Science Center
studies using artificial substrate trays that were con
structed of 1/2" mesh aquaculture netting (Memphis
Net &Twine, Memphis, TN) with a base of PVC pipe
and fittings. Thetray base was designed specifically
for placement into soft sediments. A30-cm circle of
knotless nylon netting was positioned underneath the
trays to eliminate organism loss during sampling. The
trays contained 5 g of pre-weighed, air-dried
Cottonwood (Populus deltoides) leaves. Substrate trays
were deployed with a PVC pole by pushing the base
into the sediment, with tray and netting attached. A
nylon pull cord attached to each substrate tray was
fastened to the centerconduitpipe that anchored and
positioned the limnocorral. Substrate trays were sam
pled by pulling the nylon cord vertically, and placing
the tray into a white pan. Substrate trays and nylon
netting were placed in zip-lock bags and preserved
with 90% ethanol.

For the field exposure in North Dakota, a total of
120 substrate trays were deployed during May 10-11
and allowed to colonizewith organisms for 4 weeks
before the 96 h dose on June 5. Five substrate trays
were deployed at each of the 24 limnocorral loca
tions. Single trays were placed in each limnocorral
quadrant (Figure 1), and an additional tray was
located immediately outside the corral area. The 24
trays outside the limnocorrals were sampled on June
4 before corral placement. One tray from each limno
corral was also randomly sampled on June 5 after lim
nocorral placement and before chemical addition to
determine disturbance effects associated with limno
corral placement. The remaining3 trays in each
limnocorral were sampled at the end of the 96-h
exposure.

Forthe field exposure at the Midwest Science
Center, a total of 116 substrate trays were deployed in
the experimental pond on June 20-21, and allowed to

colonize with organisms for 6 weeks before the 96-h
dose on August 2. Twelve substrate trays were
deployed at each ofthe 9 limnocorral locations (3 for
each quadrant), and 8 additional trayswere deployed
at locations around the outside of the exposure area.
The 8 external trays were removed on August 1
before limnocorral placement. One tray from each
limnocorral quadrant removed on August 2 after
limnocorral placement and before chemical addition
to determine disturbance effects. One tray from each
quadrant was removed 24 h after chemical addition,
and again after the end of the 96-h exposure.
Substrate trays that were sampled after chemical addi
tion were immediately washed, processed, and sorted
with a #40 brass sieve and white pan to separate
dead organisms from the sample before preservation.
Fora period of 10 min., dead organisms were
removed and placed in a separate sample bottle, then
preserved in 80% ethanol.

Zooplankton - An 18 x 25 cm aquarium net
mounted on a PVC handle at a 100° angle was used
to sample zooplankton from each limnocorral and the
main lake during the North Dakota field exposure.
The net was positioned at a 45.7 cm depth and drawn
to the surface. Samples were washed into a bottle
and preserved with 80% ethanol. One sample was
taken from each limnocorral and 3 samples were
taken from the main lake on June 5 before chemical

addition. An additional sample was taken from each
limnocorral 24 h and 96 h after chemical addition.

Top View - Portable Limnocorral
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of limnocorral illustrating placement of
artificial substrate trays within each corral. Additional trays were

also deployed in open water areas.
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Results

SingleSpecies Exposures

Cenocorixa - After 24 h, exposure to Silv-Ex at 6 mg/L
resulted in significantly higher mortality of water boat
men (Cenocorixa sp.) than in controls (p = 0.003)
(Figure 2A). The most dramaticdecrease in survival
(69%) occurred during the first 24 h, butsurvival con
tinued to decrease throughout the 96-h exposure to
Silv-Ex until only 11%of the organisms remained.
Contrastingly, the 4.7 mg/L Phos-Chek WD-881 treat
ment did not cause mortality significantly different
from that of controls during the 96-h experiment.
However, organisms showed impaired movement that
suggested a sublethal response related to chemical
exposure.

Fathead Minnows - After 24 hours, the highest
Silv-Ex treatment, 24 mg/L, resulted in significantly
higher mortality than in the controls (p = 0.02)
(Figure 2B). As was the case in studies with Cenocorixa,
survival decreased markedly (64%) during the first
24 hours. After 96 h ofexposure, 70 % of the fish
had died. The 6 mg/L Silv-Ex treatment, which caused
mortality of Cenocorixa, did not significantly reduce
survival of fathead minnows as compared with con
trols during the 96-hexperiment. In addition, survival
of fish in the control limnocorrals was similar to sur
vival offathead minnows in theopen pond, indicating
no effectsdirectly attributable to the limnocorral
enclosures.

Water Chemistry

Fish Lake is an alkaline, extremely hard, well-buffered
aquaticsystem. The pH rangedfrom 8.3 to 8.7 with
mean hardness and alkalinity of 1345 and 766 mg/L
as CaC03, respectively. In the North Dakota study,
water quality conditions among limnocorrals were
similar. Hourly data from Hydrolab units indicated
that daily patterns in temperature, pH, dissolved
oxygen, and conductivity did not differ among limno
corrals or between the corrals and the open water of
Fish Lake during the exposure. Water temperatures
dropped from 19to 13°C during the study; this
decrease in temperature was caused bya strong cold
front on 7 June and resulted in below normal condi
tions for June in North Dakota. However, this temper
ature depression did not occur until day 3 of the study
and thus, did not coincide with the high mortality
observedafter a 24-h exposure to Silv-Ex. Dissolved
oxygen remained above saturation throughout the
exposures and never represented a hazard to aquatic
life. No dose-related fluctuations in phosphates, sul-
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Figure 2A. Survival of Cenocorixa sp. (water boatmen) after 96-h
exposure to Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881.

Figure 2B. Survival of fathead minnow larvae after 96-h exposure to
treatments of 6 mg/L and 24 mg/L Silv-Ex.

*fates, chlorides, chlorophyll a, conductivity, or pH
occurred duringthe exposure.

Water quality patterns were also similar among
limnocorrals as well as between the corrals and the
open water during the study conducted in the
Midwest Science Center's experimental pond. This
pond is a hard, well-buffered aquatic system with pH
ranging from 7.5 to 8.3, a mean hardness of 138 mg/l
as CaC03, and a mean alkalinity of 133 mg/L as
CaC03. Temperature during this exposure ranged
from 21 to 26CC. Ammonia was the only water quality
variable measured that was affected by treatment.
Ammonia in limnocorrals containing the high dose of
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Silv-Ex (24 mg/L) increased with time; this trend was
not evident in controls or other treatments. However,
unionized ammonia in the highest treatment never
exceeded concentrations known to be acutely toxic to
fish or invertebrates. No dose-related fluctuations in

phosphates, sulfates, chlorides, chlorophyll a, conduc
tivity, or pH occurred during the exposure.

Community Effects

Diversity ofthe aquatic macroinvertebrate community
of Fish Lake was extremely low. About80% of the
organisms collected in the artificial substrate trays
were chironomids and of these chironomids, two
genera dominated thesamples. No community-level
effects resulting from eitherSilv-Ex or Phos-Chek
WD-881 were evident after the 96-h exposure. Total
number of organisms and relative abundance of
organisms did notdiffer among treatments. The
Pinkham and Pearson Similarity Index, a similarity
index highly sensitive to community disturbance, indi
cated that for both total number of organisms and rel
ative abundance, treatments did not differ from con
trols (Figure 3).

Macroinvertebrate samples from the Silv-Ex stud
ies in the Midwest Science Center experimental pond
have been sorted and sample identification is about
95% complete.

Discussion and Management Implications

Under field conditions, the toxicity of Silv-Ex to fat
head minnows was similar to that observed in

laboratory exposures. For fathead minnows, the Silv-
Ex exposure (24 mg/L) that caused significant mortal
ity under field conditions was within the confidence
interval of the calculated laboratory LC50 for hard
water(22 mg/L; 95%CM17-28) (S. Hamilton 1993
Progress Report). In both instances, the highest mor
tality occurred during the first 24 hours (Figure 2). In
the event of an actual spill or accidental overspray, an ,
organism's response during the first 24 h is an ecolog
ically relevant measure ofthe severity of a chemical
effect. Chemical concentration would be highest at
this time because degradation begins immediately;
under laboratory conditions, Silv-Ex degrades by42%
in about 20 days (Norecol 1989). However, under nat
ural conditions, that degradation may be accelerated.

In an actual field application example, the acutely
toxicconcentration of 24 mg/L Silv-Ex identified in our
study is equivalent toa spill of12 L(2.6 gallons) of an
0.5% Silv-Ex (500 mg/L) mixture directly into one
2500 Llimnocorral (550 gallons). This equates to a

Pinkham & Pearsons Similarity - Fish Lake,
ND Limnocorral Exposure
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Figure 3. Pinkham and PearsonsSimilarity Indexcalculated
for total number of macroinvertebrates and for

relative abundance in the North Dakota limnocorral
study with Silv-Ex and Phos-Chek WD-881.

dilution factor of 208 in a natural aquatic system.
Therefore, in a pond or wetland environment one
would expect mortality of larval fish to occurifa 0.5%
Silv-Ex spill was not diluted morethan 208 fold. Accord
ingly, if the Silv-Ex wasapplied at 1%(10,000 mg/L),
the amount of Silv-Ex required to reach the acutely
toxic concentration demonstrated in this study would
be 6 L in the 2500 L limnocorral; the dilution factor
would double to 416. Similar dilution factors are also

suggested byHamilton's data (1993 Progress report)
for aquatic invertebrates such as amphipods.

Asafety factor is often applied to toxicity data to
estimate a 'safe' or maximum acceptable toxicant
concentration (MATC) for the protection of aquatic
organisms. Asafetyfactor of 100 iscommonly used
(Rand and Petrocelli 1984). Thus, a safety factor of 100
applied to toxicity information for a 1% Silv-Ex mix
ture from our study would require a 41,600-fold dilu
tion. Forexample, in a one acre pond with an aver
age depth of 10feet, use ofa safety factor of 100
would estimate that about 78 gallons of 1% Silv-Ex
spilled directly into the pond would represent minimal
hazard to aquatic organisms. Use of this safetyfactor
provides a conservative value for the protection of
larval fish based on results from our study. In the
limnocorral exposures, no mortality of fish occurred at
a concentration that would be equivalent to a spill of
about 1600 gallons of 1% Silv-Ex in a one-acre pond.
However, this same concentration resulted in
significant mortality ofwater boatmen (Cenocorixa). It
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is likely that the mortality of Silv-Ex is related to the
surfactants present in the formulation. In rainbow
trout, Muller (1980) demonstrated that the toxicity of
surfactants was related to their effect on surface ten
sion. As surfactant concentration increased, surface
tension decreased and toxicityto trout increased.
Because the mobility ofwater boatmen is dependent
on the surface tension ofthe water, it is likely that
their mortality wasdirectly related to the reduction of
surface tension caused by Silv-Ex.

Another scenario through which fire-fighting
chemicals affect theaquatic environment is by inci
dental overspray. Ifthis were to occur with Silv-Ex
and one were to assume the coverage across the
water surface was even, the application of a 0.5%
Silv-Ex mixture would result in a 23.6 mg/L chemical
concentration in a 2500-L limnocorral. This exposure
is similar to the concentration that resulted in signifi
cant mortality of larval fathead minnows in both field
and laboratory exposures. However, it is highly
unlikely that the entire surface ofan aquatic system
would be covered by a foam such as Silv-Ex. Thus,
dilution of the area affected by overspray would occur
rapidly. It is unlikely that a concentration as high as
that predicted (23.6 mg/L) would actually occur.
Nonetheless, organisms such as water boatmen and
other invertebrates that utilize the water surface
would suffer adverse effects from direct exposure

resulting from the chemical application. These organ
isms alongwith other important invertebrates such as
daphnids and amphipods mustbe considered as
important components contributing to the integrity of
an ecosystem. Although aquatic invertebrates are nei
ther economically or recreationally important aquatic
resources, they are an integral part of the food chain
essential to the support ofhigher trophic levels such
as fish.
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Wildland fire extinguishing foams in Quebec:
The environmental aspect

Robert Langevin and Pierre-M. Marotte
Ministere des Ressources naturelles du Quebec, Direction de I'environnement forestler

Service du suivi environmental, 930 chemin Sainte-Foy, 6^ etage, Quebec (Quebec), Canada CIS 4X5

Abstract

in the province of Quebec, aerial appliedforest fire extinguishingfoams have been used since 1988. The Ministere des
Resources naturelles du Quebec (MRN) is officially appointed to insure its safe usefor the environment, in compliance

with forest and environmental protection provincial laws. Its activities also include human health protection. FourproS,PhosChek WD 881, Silv-ex, Forexpan, and Firefoam 103, are authorizedfor use by the Quebec Environment and
Wildlife Ministry.

Among the main achievements of the MRN was the publication, in 1991, ofaTire Extinguishing Foams User's Guide,'
puttinq forward recommendationsfor workers and environmental protection during routine operations and accidental
event with Phos-Chek WD 881, the only product used sofar. According to these recommendations, workers on
Tnformation sessions as well as operational headquarters inspection take place periodically. Equally important, is the
thorough hazard evaluation of allfour authorizedfoams realized m1992.

in the meantime, the MRN has conductedfivefield studies to evaluate Phos-Chek environmental impact and
contamination The effects ofaspill on aquatic invertebrates living in astream andfoam phytotoxicity were studied.
WaZodtscontamination by CL-215 or helicopter while balling, and during regularfirefighting operations withfoam
were investigated.

Resume

rxms la province du Quebec, on utilise depuis 1988 des mousses carboniques appliquees par vole aerienne pur lutter
DZtetetowdiesdefork Le ministere des Ressources naturelles du Quebecaete officiellement charge devetilera ce
i'environnement et desforets. Son mandat s'etend aussi ala protection de la sante humatne. Le ministere de
ZZnZent du Quebec et le Service canadien de lafaune ont autorise I'utiiisation de quatre produits :Phos-Chek WD
881, Silv-ex, Forexpan etFirefoam 103.

Parmi les grandes realisations du ministere des Ressources naturelles, en 1991, mentionnonsla publication du Guide
d'ufinsaton des mousses carboniques contenant des recommandations en matiere de protection des travailleurs et derSSS^S^SpSSl Phos-Chek WD 881, le seul produit employe acette epoque, est utiiise dans ,e cadre des
opTaZZuante et des interventions d'urgence. Aux termes de ces recommandations, ilfaut organiser des seances
dZoZtion dmtention des travailleurs et mettre sur pied un programme rigoureux d'inspectionoperationnellepToZTiectuepar 1'administration centraie. Ilfaut egalement souligner revaluation approfondie des dangers qui aete
menee sur les quatre produits autorises en 1992.

Dans 1'intervalle, le Ministere aentrepris cinq etudes sur le terrain afin d'evaluer les effets sur I'environnement de Phos-
Chek et le risque de anamination du milieu naturel par ce produit. On aetudie les effets dun ^™™*™*
inverses aquatiques d'un cours d'eau et la phytotoxicite de la mousse. On aauss, etudie la contamination des plans7efupafle7mZe\ epandues par un CL-215 ou un heiicoptere pendant le largage du produit et au cours des operations
normales de lutte contre I'incendie.

Introduction

Mnce 1988, the ministere des Ressources naturelles
>du Quebec (MRN) has been using the foam agent

Phos-Chek™ as a short-term forest fire retardant.
Within the MRN, the Direction de I'environnement
forestier (DEF) has carried out several projects to
ensure that the use ofthe product, and of several
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other brands offire-extinguishing foams, could be safe
for the environment or human health.

Legislative Context

Fire-extinguishing foams are generally made up of
surfactants, solvents and various additives the use

of which, either singly or in combination, is not gov
erned byanyspecific standards in Quebec. The DEF
division of the MRN ensures, however, that they are
used in compliance with the province's Act respecting
occupational health and safety (R.S.Q., chapter S-2.1)
and Environmental Quality Act (R.S.Q., chapter Q-2).

The main object of Quebec's Act respecting occu
pational health and safety is to inform workers and
ensure that they apply the information provided by
product labels and material safety data, as well as
follow the work procedures and use the safety equip
ment needed for safe product handling. The
Environment Quality Act, in turn, states that 'No one
may emit... into the environment... a contaminant
likely to affect... human beings,... the soil, vegetation,
wildlife or property', and that 'No one may... carry on
an activity... if it seems likely that this will result in an
emission... ofcontaminants... unless he first obtains
from the Minister a certificate ofauthorization.'

The certificate of authorization granted to the
MRN gives it the right to use four brands offire-extin
guishing foam, Phos-Chek™ WD881, Silv-ex™,
Firefoam™ 103 and Forexpan™ in its forest fire-fighting
activities throughout Quebec. These products may be
dropped from an aircraft, at a maximum concentra
tion of 0.6%. In return, theMRN has undertaken to
follow the recommendations contained in the "Guide
d'utilisation de la mousse extinctrice' (Guide for use of
fire-extinguishing foam), that it published (MFO, 1991).
The MRN has also undertaken to carry out an envi
ronmental monitoring program to ascertain, among
other things, whether the buffer zones recommended
in the guide, around watercourses, are adequate.

Guide for the Use of
Fire-Extinguishing Foams

The guide for use of fire-extinguishing foams con
sists mainly of recommendations and working

safety procedures directed at the various groups of
workers potentially exposed to the foam concentrate
or solution, in order to ensure both their protection
and that of the environment during routine operations
oraccidents. In brief, the guide states that:

AA100-metre buffer zone should be provided
around every aquatic environment and residence
and no fire-extinguishing foam should be dropped
in ecological reserves or national parks, except as
a last resort.

BSites where foam concentrate is handled or stored,
and vehicles used to transport the product, must
be equipped with the product safety data, a list of
emergency telephone numbers, first aid equipment
and the equipment needed for recovering the
product in the event of spillage.

CStorage sites must be clearly identified, protected
and, where possible, provided with awaterproof
floor. The product label and date of purchase must
appear on all containers which, in addition to
being placed in double rows, must be inventoried
regularly.

DDepending on their particular duties, employees
involved in handling the product must wear cotton
overalls, rubber gloves and boots as well as protec
tive goggles, and have ready access to masks pro
tecting against organic vapours, if needed.

E Water bombers loaded with foam concentrate
should be inspected internally on a regular basis to
detect any leaks. Scooping operations should not
be carried out near aresidential zone or adrinking
water intake. Foam concentrate should be injected
into the plane's water tanks at adistance from any
body of water. After foam dropping is completed,
water bombers must first be rinsed out over the '
forest, followed by a scooping with overflow.

Lastly, the guide gives a brief description of the
procedure to be followed in cases of accidental
spillage of the product or contact with workers skin,
by swallowing or inhalation. All accidental spillages of
the product in the environment (including inhabited
zones or zones in which humans are present), all
injury to aworker's health and all complaints'from the
public directly concerned with the use offoam must
be reported to government authorities, on the appro
priate forms.

Workers Training

The various recommendations and procedures
included in the guide for use of fire-extinguishing

foams form the basis ofthe training that should be
provided for all workers involved in fighting forest
fires using foam. The training is completed by a brief
description of the toxicity ofthe product and the foam
solution as well as of pathology and potential impact
of exposure to either, whether for animals ofhumans.
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Airbases Inspection

inspection of water bomber bases where foam con-
Icentrate is stored allows to check whether the safety
measures setout in the guide are being applied on
the sites, and to suggest corrective measures where
necessary.

Because ofrecent observations made during visits
to airbases, the DEF now recommends that, beginning
in 1994, foam concentrates that have remained
unused for over a year be homogenized at the begin
ning of each season to prevent product stratification
and potential loss of effectiveness. Furthermore, con
tainers ofconcentrate should not be kept only partly
filled, for this leads to product crystallization and thus
to a potential loss of product effectiveness and block
age of the foam concentrate injection system aboard
water bombers. Moreover, since foam concentrate
injection systems seem to be less precise with time,
the MRN intends to proceed to their regular
re-calibration.

Bibliographical and Laboratory Studies
in 1992, in collaboration with the ministere de
II'Environnement et de la Faune du Quebec (MEF), the
DEF assessed the ecotoxicological hazard (Bernier and
Martel, in preparation) associated with the four fire-
extinguishing foams the MRN is authorized to use.
The assessment was based, ontheone hand, on data
provided by available scientific literature bearing on
the degradability, mobility, bioaccumulation and toxic
ity (for mammals and aquatic organisms) of the indi
vidual components of each type of foam and, on the
other hand, on the results of the bioassays carried out
by the MEF, on each formula, in order to determine its
toxicity in relation to various aquatic organisms and
land plants.

The results of this assessment carried out in a
conservative fashion, since available literature data
was limited, show thatthe four formulae present an
average level of ecotoxicological hazard. The products
are characterized by rapid degradation of most of their
components (except for the solvent), by average mobil
ity and by low bioaccumulation potential. Their toxic
ity was found to be low in relation to land organisms
and relatively high in relation to aquatic organisms.

Following the health concerns expressed by some
ground fire fighters, the DEF asked the Centre de toxi-
cologie du Quebec (CTQ) to assess the foam combus
tion gazes toxicity. Although available literature data
is limited, the CTQ considers that thecombustion

gases of the four foams authorized in Quebec do not
add any extra toxicological hazard to fire-fighters to
those of the combustion gasesof the forest.

Environmental Monitoring

Since 1988, the DEF has carried outseveral on-site
studies in order to assess environmental contami

nation by foam and/or the impact of foam on the
forest biota, either following actual fire fighting opera
tions using fire-extinguishing foam orduring
simulations.

Phos-Chek™ 861 was dropped from a low alti
tude, in the absence offire, on a healthy forest stand
composed of trees, bushes, grasses and mosses, in
order to assess the phytotoxicity ofthe product. Trie
standwas monitored for 11 months after the drop,
and only adiscolouring and yellowing of the leaves of
certain plants was observed after the first week fol
lowing the operation. The year after, flowering and
fruit growth were found to be normal (Cimon, 1991).

To assess environmental contamination by Phos-
Chek™, the MRN organic chemistry laboratory devel
oped amethod to analyze water for its content of alfa
olefin sulfonate (AOS), the main component ofthe for
mula. AOS being, however, rapidly biodegradable, a
method was later developed to analyse air and water
for their content of hexylene glycol, an important
component of the formula characterized by its low
biodegradability (Marmarbachi and Carmichael, 1990
and 1992).

Following the health concerns expressed by some
water bomber pilots, the DEF assessed the cockpit air
contamination oftwo planes used to transport Phos-
Chek™ WD 881 during 11 forest fire fighting missions.
Hexylene glycol was found in only one of the air sam
ples, at a level 744 times lower (0.168 pg/1) than the
working standard established by OSHA (125 pg/1)
(Bertrand and Rousseau, 1990).

The DEF also carried out three studies to assess
the contamination of a lake by fire-extinguishing
foam following various sequences of dropping and
scooping, using either aCL-215 or a helicopter. In the
first case, none of the water samples taken from the
scooping trajectory and from the shoreline contained
adetectable quantity of AOS (detection limit =300 ug/l),
after a sequence of scooping and dropping operations
with Phos-Chek™ WD 861, using a CL-215 (Parent and
Cimon, 1989). In the second case, none ofthewater
samples taken from the rinsing trajectories contained
a detectable quantity of AOS, after a sequence of
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scooping and droppingoperations with Phos-Chek™
WD 881, followed bya rinsing operation with over
flow, usinga CL-215 (Cimon, 1990). In the third case,
none ofthe water samples taken from thescooping
trajectory contained a detectable quantity of hexylene
glycol (detection limit = 50 pg/l), after a sequence of
scoopingand dropping operations with Phos-Chek ™
WD 881, using a helicopter equipped with a bambi
(Dostie, 1992).

Small forest streams covered with vegetation,
which water bomber pilots can find hard to detect,
could be accidentally sprayed with a foam solution
duringdropping operations. The results of the ecotoxi
cological hazard assessment performed jointly by the
DEF and the MEF having shown the particular sensi
tivity of the aquatic environment to the foam, such an
event was simulated by injecting Phos-Chek™ WD 881
concentrate into a small stream, in order to assess its
impact on aquatic insects. When compared to data
collected in a control station, the results showed that
injection oftheconcentrate led to a temporary but
highly significant increase in insect drifting and death
rate, limited, however, to the four hours immediately
following the dropping. During thesame period, the
highest concentration ofhexylene glycol measured at
the drifting sampling site was 51 ppm (Savignac, 1994).

Lastly, since 1993, the DEF has carried out envi
ronmental monitoring ofregular forest fire fighting
activities using Phos-Chek™ WD 881. The monitoring
involved sampling the soil and water near or on the
site offoam dropping operations. The objective was
to assess both the effectiveness of the buffer zones
around bodies ofwater and the toxicological risk for
land and aquatic fauna following dropping fire-extin
guishing foam. Up till now, almost 50 composite soil
samples and 25 (triplicate) water samples have been
collected. Analysis ofthe latter for their hexylene
glycol content, and interpretation of the results, has
yet to be completed. In parallel with the environmen
tal monitoring, observations ofworker safety in rela
tion to the use offire-extinguishing foam are being
carried out (protective equipment, work procedures,
health hazards).

Conclusion

The MRN believes that the greatest attention should
be paid to preserve human and environmental

health, when using forest fire-extinguishing foam.
Therefore, the MRN, first, stresses the importance of
acquiring adequate data on the fate and toxicity of
the formulae to be used and their components. Proper

preventive measures should then accordingly be set
up and communicated to the foam users. Moreover
environmental monitoring as well as foam equipment
and ground installations inspection should be per
formed on a regular basis. As far as the four products
authorized in Quebec are concerned, further research
is particularly needed on their bio-degradability, fate
and persistence as well as on the frequency and
extent of exposure of the foam users and the aquatic
environment. Special attention should be paid to the
aquatic environment exposure and the subsequent
impact on its various trophic levels.
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Group Recommendations
Thunder BaySymposium Participants

Recommendations Rank

Time to

Complete
Chance of

Success

Cost Estimate

U.S. Dollars

Ongoing Good Supplier
Cost

Ongoing Good Supplier
Cost

Done-

Now Need

Implementation

Excellent Low

Long-Time
5-10 Years

Fair

Foam properties Group

1. Develop an end-use matrix,
by product, for all properties,
including storage.

2. Develop a technical use
matrix, by product, for all
properties. Include all
uses (Fixed Systems).

3. Educate or train end users
on properties to level
required using existing
training materials. Include
NFPA 298.

4. Concentrate the concentrate

to facilitate logistics.

Foam Effectiveness Group

1. Tie performance of foam
products to existing list
of properties (X) through
continuing tests of all sorts.

2. Educate or train end users

Foam and the Environment Group

1. Biodegradability (Spec. 298).
2. Inhalation Toxicity

-Foams

-Combustion/smoke interaction
-Vapor toxicity concentrates

3. Mobility (fate, persistence and
entry to water systems)
-Concentrates

-Materials as applied
-Soils (Geographic variations)
(Costs based on 8 products).

4. Monitoring water body
contamination operationally by
bucketting, scooping engines, and
other operations.

5. Interaction of foam/retardants on
aquatic and terrestrial systems,
(how prevalent is this operationally).

6. Foams that are more environ
mentally friendly.

1-3 Years Excellent

1-3 Years Excellent

1 Year High $50K

L

M

M

1 Year

1 Year

1 Year

High
High
High

$60K
$100K
$60K

II 3 Years Medium $3-500K

5.Years High $200K/Year

M 3 Years High $200K/Year

Inform/monitor market developments.
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Recommendations Rank

7. Better communication/exchange H
between wildland fire chemical
researchers. Input/interchange
between researchers and tactical

'operations' types.

8. Fastertechnology transfer of interim
and final results. Investigate electronic
mail/bulletin board options. Retain
the Foam Newsletter. Poll researchers

regularly for updates on research.

9. Broaden Interior studies to include VH
all approved retardants and foams.
Need to share retardant formulations.

(Could look at selection of chemical
in study to choose a foam more
representative of those in field.) Should
conduct Chinook tests.

10. User Guidelines (interim/
updates). Spot and/or Fixed
Operations-Mobile Operations
(engines/portable equipment).
On-site applications.

FoamApplication &Use- GroundGroup

1. Environmental Effects Video

2. Foam Equipment Guide

3. A broad review of International Foam
Specifications to be distributed to
Foam Newsletter recipients.

4. Foam Chemicals Properties Matrix

Technology transfer between
agencies includingcontinuing
Foam Newsletter.

159

Time to
Complete

Ongoing

Ongoing

1 Year

1.5 Years ++

2 Years

2-5 Years

Ongoing

Chance of

Success

High

High

High

-If

Good

Good

Good

Cost Estimate

U.S. Dollars

Negative cost

$25K

Program
Funding

$30K
(USP)

$8K
(camera
ready)

$2K
(camera
ready)

6. Expand H20 handling. USA
Position (ICS) to include
technical foam knowledge.

ii 2-4 Years Good *

7. Encourage manufacturers to
produce desired products such
as: lightweight accurate
proportioners and CAFS unit.

li * Ongoing
Workshop
Objective

High

8. Decision/ring/users' Guide M 1-2 Years Good $3-10K
9. Field kit for testing proportioners

(testproportioners direct from
manufacturers).

1 2 Months High $2K
equipment

* Close coordination w/NWCG
TWT/ICS WT
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Foam Application and Use- Air Group

Review of International Foam

Specifications to Address:

1. Product testing with water
temperature to 0°C/32°F.

2. Product testing with product flow
at 0°C/32°F.

3. Product testing with deep-cycle
freezing to -30, -40°C.

4. Product shelf life up to 3 years.

5. Address compatibility of products.
(What happens when mixed together).

6. Address corrosion problems.
Experienced with some applications.

7. Container recycling issues.

Development of Foam vs. Fire
(Aerial Application) Guidelines:

1. Establish Canada/U.S. working
group to complete guidelines.

2. Environmental application
considerations.

3. Optimum drop height/speed.

4. Optimum load application.

5. System calibration.

Effectiveness Study of Coverage
Levels, Load Size vs. Fuel Types
and Fire Intensity:

1. Foam use in F/W airtankers in U.S.
should be studied with the purpose
of issuing a specification and
authorization for use.

2. Support the continued study and
testing of foam and long-term
retardant mixes.

3. Recognizing the value of the
exchangeof information
occurringthrough the Fire
Equipment WorkingGroup
and the Foam Workshop,
recommend that an AirOperation
and Air Attack International
Working Group be established
at the operational level.

Rank

M

160

Time to

Complete

OVERDUE

10/95

1995

International Wildland Fire Foam Symposium

Chance of

Success

Cost Estimate

U.S. Dollars

$15K
Plus Travel
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Appendix 1

Exchange of information brief
Presented by Klaus Barth

on Behalf of the New Brunswick Forest Service to the

International Wildland Fire Foam, Symposium and Workshop in Thunder Bay, Ontario

May 3-7,1994

The Province of New Brunswick is only a small area when compared to the land mass ofCanada, and even
smaller on the map ofNorth America. However, the Province has a colourful history and some dubious

distinctions. Earlier presentations this week mentioned the Miramichi fire. It occurred about 165 years ago,
burned over an area of 1.8 million hectares, is the largest recorded fire in North America, and telltale signs of
that event are still visible today.

Wildfires are still common today in New Brunswick, however they are no longer tolerated and we don't let
them burn over the winter any more. New Brunswick today practices intense Forest Management and the
annual allowable cut is moreor less the same as the annual growth. Today, about one in eight New
Brunswickers' livelihood is tied to ourforests. So, we have tailored our Fire Management activities to protect our
forests to the highest degree. This meant the inclusion of the use of foams to fulfil our mandate.

Foam use in New Brunswick is divided into two chapters, with 1988 representing the turning point. Prior to
1988 we experimented with educators. As of 1988, we turned the use of foam into a fireline tool, when efficient
discharge side proportioners came on line.

Since Research and Development in Fire is not supported by funding in my province per say, we rely on the
Canadian Committee on Forest Fire Management; Equipment Working Group, the Petawawa National Forestry
Institute and to an ever increasingdegree on the National Wildfire Co-ordinating Group for our progress. We do
have a research system. We are most fortunate that this system is supported by senior management and I will
call it the TGIF system.

The fact that it is Friday today has nothing to do with it and To Greatness In Foam" is coincidental. TGIF
actually means:

T- TRAVEL

G - GLEAN

I - INVESTIGATE

F - FORMALIZE

In short, R a D to us means "Glean and Adopt".

Our operational foam use began through the Petawawa National Forestry Institute and set the stage. There
are two individuals from that Institute in this room who have acted as the catalysts and mentors: Mr. Gordon
Ramsey and Mr. Doug Higgins. It was their invaluable assistance that pointed us in the direction we have
followed since.

Why did we decide to use foam:

A. Cost Reduction

B. Increased Efficiency

Implementation

New Brunswick's initial attack system consists of a fleet of 66 fire tankers and our air tanker fleet. Our aircraft
are the well known TBMs. I know for the aircraft enthusiasts in this room it may be of interest (and I hope I am
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correct) that New Brunswick owns and operates the largest intact fleet of TBMs in the world And yes thev flv
too. They drop only retardant, foam or a mixture thereof.

Efficient water use is critical to be cost effective. Therefore, we opted to upgrade our tanker fleet first since
funds were limited. The refits began in 1988. We selected The Flow Mix 500 Proportioners as our standard It
is at this point that Iwould like to thank a third person in this room, Mr. Dan McKenzie, USDA Forest Service
San Dimas, CA. Dan's comprehensive and up-to-date knowledge in foam generation systems has proven not
only to be accurate and most beneficial, but it continues to be so.

The rationale was and still is to pay more for efficient hardware and use less foam concentrate, rather than
let the foam concentrate compensate for the less efficient hardware

Now that our tanker fleet conversion program is all but complete, we are beginning to turn our attention to
pumps and mop up. The first 6 Flow Mix 500 field units are now on line.

This process may seem slow and deliberate and, in fact it is, but we have only limited financial resources.
More importantly, we learned very early in the process that training is the key to cost efficient use of foam.
Training is time consuming and constantly in a catch-up position.

The prevailing practice has always been, when using straight water, that a little Is good and a lot is much
better. Now that foam has entered into wide spread use in my Province, we expected a change in thinking.
But, as it turned out, old habits have enormous stamina.

We selected the Flow Mix 500 for costeffectiveness. It was, and we believe It still Is, the most versatile unit
for our application. It is, if properly used, more environmentally friendly then the educator types, because it
uses less foam concentrate. It requires in our case no additional manpower and It has no negative impact on
our fireline practices. For example, the pump operator can maintain both the pump and the proportioner and
the hose line pressure loss to add foam is not noticeable. In our case, one unit type does pump and fire
tankers, just as we had planned and hoped.

Foam does have limitations: (1) chip piles; (2) peat bogs.

Foam does help, but alone cannot do the job.

Most, ifnot all, aspects of foam use have been said this week, so a repeat is not required.

However, we still have concerns.

1. Personal Health and Safety

This area is now in the forefront, and we do NOT have all the answers. For example, Is the product we are
using the same one that received approval? Does our mixing of concentrates create new compounds? Are we
storing it correctly?

We have documented cases where a few individuals had very unpleasant side effects after the exposure to
concentrates and in some cases solutions.

We have and will continue to monitor all future undesirable occurrences very closely.

2. Environmental Impact

New Brunswick may be unique. For almost 40 years aerial spraying has been conducted to keep the spruce
budworm in check. We prefer that foam not become the next controversy. In fact, we will do whatever is
necessary and take any precautions required and feasible to limit the environmental impact.

However, I do not want to end on this note.

Foam is a valuable fire fighting tool and will prove to be the next best thing to sliced bread.
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We believe that so strongly, that the New Brunswick Forest Service actively coaches and encourages
municipal and rural fire departments to get involved. There is success, but resistance to change is a hard thing
to overcome. Iwould like to report on the success. Fire departments, that have converted to foam using
discharge side proportioning system are now enthusiastic supporters of foam.

To conclude, Istrongly believe, manufacturers and end users of foam must work closely together onone
major concern. We all want to remain in good health, and we only have one mother earth to do it on. So the
health and safety aspects as well as environmental concerns must continue tobe in the forefront.

Thank you.
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Appendix 2

How to use a standard conductivity meter
to determine foam solution percent

Dan W. McKenzie

Mechanical Engineer, USDA Forest Service, San Dimas Technology 0 l)cvi<lopiiit<iii i imfei

Jim Bronner

Bronner Chemical, Glendale, California
H»1

In the last issue of "Foam Applications for Wildland &Urban Fire Management", litloim.ilion wns pmvided mi
where to purchase standard conductivity meters for use in determining the pen nil ot <i,iv, AInnni

concentrate in a foam solution. Instructions for using a conductivity meter to dcteimliie tumii solution pen rut
were not included. There are two methods that can be used, a "field method* (sometimes known »e. .1 quii I- find
dirty method") and a more accurate and time consuming "laboratory method".

To use the "field method", take the conductivity of the water and the conductivity ot tin1 loam solution
made from the water. Now subtract the conductivity of the water from the conductivity of the loam solution mid
divide by 500. This will give the percent of foam concentrate in the foam solution.

Conductivity of foam solution - Conductivity of water _
500

= % foam

Note: 500 is used assuming that the conductivity meter units are uS/cm (microslemensA in) Hie divisor 500 Is
also used assuming the foam concentrate is Silv-Ex, Fire Foam 103, Phos-Chek WD OKI, 01 liiiLxp.in s Ihc
number 500 may work with other foam concentrates but they have not been tried. Ihc ( ole Pumiei
conductivity meter, G-19800-20 reads in uS/cm, reading from 0 to 1990 uS/cm. Othet mills ot coiuIik llvlly <nn
be used but the 500 number must be changed.

The more time consuming, but more accurate, "laboratory method" is to make known samples ot loam
solution using the water available and measure the conductivity of each known sample. Ihen plot the known
percent of foam concentrate against the measured conductivity and obtain a calibration cuive. Now the
percentage of foam concentration is an unknown foam solution can be determined by measuring the
conductivity of the unknown foam solution (the unknown foam solution must have been made front the same
water as the test samples) and the percent of foam concentrate in this unknown solution din now be
determined from the calibration curve.

In making up the known samples two methods can be used. The easier method Is to use ,i veiy an mute
scale so only small amounts of water and foam concentrate are used. These scales <ue expensive and cost
about $1000. Another method is to use a graduated cylinder and a pipette. In using Ibis method, ,1 iooo-ml
graduated cylinder and pipette reading to 1 ml work well. Add 1 ml of foam toiuenti.ile to <)'W ml ot water
measure conductivity of the foam solution, record, and discard. The measured ioikIik llvlly is the conductivity of
a 0.1 percent foam solution made from the available water. Now 2 ml of foam mnceutiate can be added to 998
ml of water, the conductivity measured, recorded, and the foam solution discarded. The measured conductivity
is the conductivity of a 0.2 percent foam solution made from the available water. Repeat tills process until you
reach 1.0 percent.

To use the scale method, make a series of foam concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 percent of a specific
class Afoam concentrate. Lookat the data sheet or the MSDS for the product density. The density in this
example is 1.04.

To make one liter of 1 percent foam concentration by weight, make the following calculation:
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0.01 x 1000 g x 1.04= 10.4 g of foam concentrate

Weigh 10.4 g of foam concentrate into a 1000-ml beaker

Weight 990.0 g of water into the beaker and stir thoroughly

(In the metric system 1 gram mass of water is 1 ml in volume)

The beaker now contains one liter of accurately measured 1 percent foam solution.

Next weigh 10.0 g of this solution and 90.0 g of water into a 150-ml beaker.The new beaker contains 100-ml
Tof 0.1 percent foam solution.

Follow this same procedure to make 0.2 through 0.9 percent concentrations. This results in an accurately
measured range of foam solutions from 0.1 to 1.0 percent on which to base the calibration curve.

Take the conductivity of each sample and record. Now make a calibration curve. See example on next page
of a calibration curve which has been developed from information obtained by this method.

Equipment required:

Gram scale, 1500 gram capacity accurate to 0.1 g

One 100-ml beaker, several 150-ml beakers

Stirring rods

1500-ml of water that represents, as closely as possible, the water that will actuallybe used in operations.
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